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Preface

This volume contains the best papers presented at the 7th International Baltic Conference on Databases and Information Systems (BalticDB&IS’2006). The series of Baltic DB&IS conferences has been initiated by Janis Bubenko jr. and Arne Solvberg in 1994. The conferences are highly international and bring together academics and practitioners from the entire world. They are organized by the Baltic countries in turn. The first conference was held in Trakai (1994), then followed conferences in Tallinn (1996), Riga (1998), Vilnius (2000), Tallinn (2002), Riga (2004), and again in Vilnius. The conference BalticDB&IS’2006 took place on July 3–6, 2006. It was organized by the Department of Information Systems (Vilnius Gediminas Technical University) and Software Engineering Department (Institute of Mathematics and Informatics). The conference has been approved by the IEEE Communication Society for Technical Co-sponsorship.

The call for papers attracted 84 submissions from 21 countries. In a rigorous reviewing process the international program committee selected 48 papers for the presentation at the Conference and 27 for publishing in the Proceedings published by IEEE. After the Conference the program committee selected 20 best papers to be published in this volume. All these papers have been extended significantly and rewritten completely. They have been reviewed by at least 3 reviewers from different countries who evaluated their originality, significance, relevance, and presentation and found their quality suitable for the publication in this volume. These papers present original results in business modeling and enterprise engineering, database research, data engineering, data quality and data analysis, IS engineering, Web engineering, and application of AI methods. We hope that the presented results will contribute to the further development of research in DB and IS field.

We would like to express our warmest thanks and acknowledgements to all the people who contributed to BalticDB&IS’2006:

− the authors, who submitted papers to the conference,
− the members of the international program committee and the additional referees, who voluntarily reviewed the submitted papers in order to ensure the quality of the scientific program,
− the sponsors of the conference, who made this conference possible,
− all the local organizing team voluntarily giving their time and expertise to ensure the success of the conference.

We express our special thanks to Audrone Lupeikiene for all his assistance during the preparation of this volume.

Olegas Vasilecas
Johann Eder
Albertas Caplinskas
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Events and Rules for Java: Using a Seamless and Dynamic Approach

Sharma CHAKRAVARTHY\textsuperscript{a}, Rajesh DASARI\textsuperscript{a}, Sridhar VARAKALA\textsuperscript{a} and Raman ADAIKKALAVAN\textsuperscript{b,1}

\textsuperscript{a} ITLab & CSE Department, The University of Texas at Arlington
\textsuperscript{b} CIS Department, Indiana University South Bend

Abstract: Proponents of active systems have proposed Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rules, a mechanism where behavior is invoked automatically as a response to events but without user or application intervention. The environment (the programming language and the operating system) in which a system is built influences how the event detector is designed and implemented. Sentinel provided active capability to an object-oriented database environment implemented in C++. However, C++ environment had certain limitations that proved deterrent to implementing some of the features of active capability. This paper discusses the re-designing and implementation of the active subsystem in the Java environment. Main motivations behind our objective of re-designing and implementing the active subsystem in the Java environment include: i) to overcome the limitations of the C++ environment, and ii) to exploit some of the capabilities provided by the Java environment that are critical for an active system. It also provides a novel approach for supporting the creation of rules, and composite and temporal events dynamically at run time, which is inevitable for several classes of monitoring applications. This avoids recompilation and restart of the system which are inappropriate in many environments that require fine-tuning of rules on the fly. It provides a generic set of classes that are designed to handle rules dynamically. This set of generic classes is application-independent making the system a general-purpose tool.

Keywords: ECA rules for Java, event detection graphs, dynamic events and rules

Introduction

Situations can be monitored by defining Event-Condition-Action rules on the events that are of interest in the system. The imminent need for security in the real world has led to the development of various applications ranging from Coast Patrolling mechanisms to Network Management protocols. There is a need to continually monitor some applications 24x7 which may be difficult if a user is in the loop. As an example, radar personnel in a military environment have to constantly monitor air traffic. Alternately, the ECA paradigm can be applied to monitor the radar and respond to events without user intervention. An ECA rule consists of three components – an event, a condition, and an action. According to the ECA rule semantics, whenever an event occurs, a condition is checked and the action is carried out if the condition evaluates to true. The behavior exhibited by applications by means of ECA rules, (i.e., an action

\textsuperscript{1} Corresponding Author: E-mail: sharma@cse.uta.edu
being carried out as a consequence of a certain event) is known as the active behavior. Programming languages, database systems and GUIs are being enhanced to provide explicit support for active behavior due to the large range of applications that naturally express their semantics using this paradigm. Active behavior is also useful to those applications that require monitoring situations and reacting to them without user or application intervention. The process of incorporating active behavior entails the following steps: i) defining the event and the rules associated with the event; ii) detecting the event when it occurs; and iii) reacting to the event, i.e., executing rules and carrying out the operations specified in the actions (rules) defined over the event. As described in Anwar et al. [1], event detection is considerably complex for an object-oriented environment and furthermore, compile and runtime issues need to be addressed. Sentinel supports an expressive event specification language (termed Snoop [2]), a Local Event Detector that detects events and a Rule Scheduler that schedules the rules and executes them. Owing to the C++ implementation of OpenOODB (from Texas Instruments), all the components of Sentinel were developed in C++. As a result, it had a bearing on the active behavior supported, like the types of event parameters allowed, how the condition and action parts of the rule were modeled.

The main aim of this paper is to design and develop a system that provides support for events and rules in Java applications (whether it is a DBMS developed in Java or a general Java application) using a seamless approach. This paper also discusses how events and rules can be created and maintained dynamically. This paper addresses the issues involved in the redesign of the subsystem that provides active capability while moving from the C++ environment to the Java environment, as well as overcoming the limitations of the C++ environment. Although both C++ and Java are object-oriented programming languages, there are some fundamental differences in ideologies and capabilities provided by them. For example, Java provides mechanisms to obtain some dynamic information about the application objects during runtime whereas C++ does not provide any such mechanism.

Outline: Section 1 summarizes the ECA rule semantics and event operators. Section 2 describes related work. Section 3 explains the design issues, approach taken and its rationale. Section 4 describes the implementation details and Section 5 has conclusions.

1. ECA Rule Semantics

This section summarizes various Snoop event operators and rules and their associated semantics described in [2, 3].

"An event is an instantaneous and atomic (happening completely or not at all) occurrence". For example, in the relational database domain, database operations such as retrieve, insert, update, and delete can be defined as events. An event E is a function from the time domain onto the Boolean values, True and False. The function is given by

\[ E(t) = \begin{cases} 
\text{True} & \text{if an event of type E occurs at time point } t \\
\text{False} & \text{otherwise} 
\end{cases} \]

A primitive event is an event expression comprising a single event in the domain of consideration. A composite event is defined recursively, as an event expression using set of primitive event expressions, event operators, and composite event expressions constructed up to that point. Furthermore, composite events can be detected in different
event consumption modes (a.k.a. parameter contexts). On the other hand, semantics of a primitive event is identical in all contexts. Rules can be defined on both primitive and composite events. Whenever an event (primitive or composite) is detected, the rules associated with that event are executed based on their priority and coupling mode.

Some of the Snoop event operators [2, 3] are as described below. “E” is used to represent an event type and “e” is used to represent an instance “E”. Superscripts are used to denote the relative time of occurrence with respect to events of the same type.

* **OR (V):** Disjunction of two events E₁ and E₂ i.e., E₁VE₂, occurs when either one occurs.

* **AND (Λ):** Conjunction of two events E₁ and E₂, denoted by E₁ Λ E₂ occurs when both E₁ and E₂ occur, irrespective of their order of occurrence.

* **SEQUENCE (;):** Sequence of two events E₁ and E₂, denoted by E₁;E₂ occurs when E₂ occurs provided E₁ has already occurred.

* **NOT (¬):** The not operator, denoted by ¬(E₂)[E₁,E₃] detects the non-occurrence of the event E₂ in the closed interval formed by E₁ and E₃.

* **Aperiodic (A, A*):** The Aperiodic operator A (E₁, E₂, E₃) allows one to express the occurrence of an aperiodic event E₂. The event A is signaled each time E₂ occurs during the half-open interval defined by E₁ and E₃. A can occur zero or more times. Similarly, cumulative version of Aperiodic operator A* (E₁,E₂,E₃) occurs only once when E₃ occurs as it accumulates the occurrences of E₂ in the half-open interval formed by E₁ and E₃.

* **Periodic (P, P*):** A periodic event is an event E that repeats itself with a constant and finite amount of time. Only a time specification is meaningful for E. The notation used for expressing a periodic event is P (E₁, [t], E₃) where E₁ and E₃ are events and [t] (or E) is the (positive) time specification. P occurs for every [t] in the half-open interval (E₁,E₃]. Similarly, P* is the cumulative version of the P operator.

**Parameter Contexts:** Parameter contexts capture the application semantics while computing the parameters of composite events that are not unique. They disambiguate the parameter computation and at the same time accommodate a wide range of application requirements [4]. The contexts are defined using the notion of initiator and terminator events. An initiator event initiates or starts the detection of a composite event and a terminator event completes the detection of the composite event. For example, for the sequence event E₁;E₂, E₁ will be the initiator event and E₂ will be the terminator event. We will not discuss the contexts further, as the focus of this paper is design, architecture and implementation of an event detector.

**Coupling Modes for Java Applications:** Coupling modes specify when a rule should be executed relative to the event that is firing the rule. They were initially proposed for a transaction based execution environment such as a DBMS. But, the execution environment of object-oriented applications, the environment for which active capability is being proposed in this paper, is not transaction-based. In the definitions below, the difference in the meaning of the coupling modes between a transaction based environment and a non-transaction based environment (the current environment) is also explained. i) **Immediate:** In this, the fired rule is executed immediately after the event is detected, in which case the execution of the triggering transaction is suspended until the rule is executed. In a non-transaction-based environment, the thread of execution of the application or the rule that raises the event is suspended until the rule is executed. ii) **Deferred:** In this, the execution of a fired rule is deferred to the end of the transaction. However, there are no transaction boundaries
in a non-transaction-based environment. For this purpose, we define two events named executeDeferredRules and discardDeferredRules. All the deferred rules are accumulated from the beginning of the application and executed when the former event is explicitly raised by the application. The application can also raise the latter event at which point all the deferred rules accumulated thus far are discarded. It is implicit that whenever a deferred rule is triggered, it is accumulated. The accumulated rules are either executed or discarded depending on one of the above events explicitly raised by the application.

2. Related Work

We will describe some of the newer event-based systems in this section. We will not elaborate on some of the earlier work, such as Ode [5, 6], ADAM [7], and Samos [8, 9], that are similar to Sentinel [3, 10, 11] in some ways and differ in some other ways.

Vitria BusinessWare Process Automator [12]: It provides a modeling environment that captures business objects, events, rules and processes and uses them to build a collection of business policies. It incorporates four modeling techniques into an integrated process-development environment: business object models, business event models, business process (or “state”) models and business rules. It uses a graphical modeling language to create process charts that describe the different stages of a business process. Business rules and policies are expressed in ECA sequences. A rule condition compares a process variable with some value and such relational comparisons can be connected through logical operators. The rule action invokes methods on process objects. It has no support for composite events and context based event detection unlike our system.

WebLogic Events [13]: It is an event notification and management service. It provides event registration and notification between applications across a network. It has a server that stores the event registrations from any application across the network. Event registrations are stored in a Topic Tree, which is a hierarchical, n-ary tree of period-separated words, where each word represents a node at a particular level in the tree. The whole event service flows through the Topic Tree. Since a registration is associated with a single evaluate and action pair, only a single rule can be defined on an event whereas our system allows for multiple rules to be defined on an event.

3. Design of the Event Detector

The event detector should provide APIs to user applications for defining primitive and composite events and to define rules on the events. It should also contain the detection logic for detecting composite events in any of the contexts. Finally, when events are detected, the rules defined on those events should be executed based on their coupling mode and priority.

3.1. Types of Events

A Java application is a collection of classes and each class is a collection of attributes and methods. The application logic mostly consists of invoking methods on objects of
these classes. For this reason, method invocations are treated as primitive events. An event occurs either at the beginning or at the end of the method. When a method of a class is defined as a primitive event (a.k.a. class level event), an event occurs when any instance of the class invokes the method. On the other hand, if it is defined as an instance level event, the event is detected only when a particular instance invokes the method. The instance is specified in the definition of the instance level event. Class level events can be specified within the class definition. Instance level events can be specified only where the instance is declared.

**EVENT begin (setPriceBegin) void setPrice(float price)**

Event shown above is a class level primitive event named `setPriceBegin` specified using Snoop syntax. It occurs at the beginning of the `setPrice` method. Syntax includes name of the event, method signature and event modifier (begin or end). All primitive events should be named, since they can be used in a composite event expression.

**EVENT end (setPriceIBMEnd:IBM) void setPrice(float price)**

Event shown above is an instance level primitive event. IBM is the name of the instance of the class in which the `setPrice` method is defined. This event occurs only when the IBM instance invokes the `setPrice` method. Instance should be predefined.

Below shown is a complex composite event defined using Snoop operators.

**EVENT eSeqOrAnd = (e1 ; e2) | (e3 / e4)**

Temporal events that are detected at a specific clock tick can also be defined. There are two types of temporal events – absolute and relative, where the former is specified to occur at a point in time and the latter is defined by specifying a relative time expression in the definition of a composite event using one of P, P* or PLUS operators. Absolute temporal event `eAbs` defined below occurs at November 15, 2006 at 10:40:40. Relative temporal event `ePeriodic` occurs every 5 minutes 10 seconds once initiated by `setPriceIBMEnd` and is terminated whenever event `buyStockIBMBegin` occur.

**EVENT eAbs = [10:40:40/11/15/2006]**

**EVENT ePeriodic = P(setPriceIBMEnd, [ 5 min 10 sec], buyStockIBMBegin)**

### 3.2. Event Parameters

Events are associated with a set of parameters that are passed to the condition and action portions of the rule. A primitive event is associated with a single set of parameters whereas a composite event is associated with sets of parameters, that is, one parameter set for each of its constituent primitive event. The rule depends upon the values of these parameters to take appropriate actions. Typically, a rule condition checks the values of one or more parameters of the event. The action part of the rule is executed only if the conditions return true. As events are defined as method invocations, formal arguments of those methods and the object that invoked the method are treated as the parameters for that event. Primitive data types (int, etc.), object data types defined by Java (String, etc.) and user defined data types can all be passed as arguments to a method. There should be a mechanism for collecting the parameters of an event, storing them, and then retrieving individual parameters from the parameter set. In Java, there is a generic Object data type that can contain a reference to an instance of any class type. This data type is used to store all the parameters in the parameter list.
Primitive data types are stored in the parameter list after converting them to their object equivalents. During parameter retrieval, the primitive value stored in the object is returned. Class data types are stored as generic objects and they are returned as is during parameter retrieval. In C++, there is no such generic data type that can store both primitive data types and pointers. Hence only primitive data types were supported as event parameters in C++. The section on implementation describes the data structures used for storing and retrieving the parameters.

3.3. Rules

Rule condition and action are defined as methods associated with some class as all the execution in Java applications are through member methods. In order to execute methods specified as a condition or an action, one needs to get a reference to that object at run time. As Java supports references to class methods and hence conditions and actions can be implemented as methods in Java. If the condition and action are implemented as methods of a class, all the attributes of the class can be used in condition checking as well as in action execution. This is not possible if conditions and actions are implemented as functions, as in C++. As events and rules are defined at independent points of time, it is possible to define an event on one class and a rule associated with that event in another class. When an event is raised on the instance of one class, a default instance of another class is automatically created for executing condition and action methods by our system. It is also possible to specify instances that should be used to execute condition/action methods.

Java reflection is used to obtain the references to the condition and action methods defined in a class. In order to do that, the arguments passed to a condition and action method should be known to the event detector. Also, from a user’s point of view, it is not meaningful to overload these methods. Hence, only a fixed number and type of arguments is allowed for these methods. Therefore, all condition and action methods take a single argument of type ‘ListOfParameterLists’. This data type, defined in the event detector, stores a list of ‘parameter lists’. A parameter list is a set of parameters associated with a primitive event.

If the user wants a composite event to be detected in two different contexts and defines rules on them, he/she has to specify the same event expression in two event definitions (one for each context) and define rules on each of them. This results in two event definitions although both of them contain the same event expression. This can be avoided if the context information is specified as part the rule definition, instead of specifying it as part of the event definition. Now, the composite event is defined only once and the rule defined in a particular context is fired only if the event is detected in the same context. In addition to condition, action, and context other attributes such as coupling mode and priority are also associated with a rule.

RULE r1 [setPriceEnd, checkPrice, buyStock, RECENT, IMMEDIATE, NOW, 5]

The above class-level rule r1 has ‘checkPrice’ and ‘buyStock’ methods as condition and action, respectively, immediate coupling mode with a priority of 5. This rule is fired only when event ‘setPriceEnd’ is detected in the recent context.

RULE r2 [setPriceIBMEnd, checkPrice, buyStock]

RULE r3 [setPriceEnd, IBM, checkPrice, buyStock]
**Instance Level Rules:** Rules defined on instance level events are called instance level rules. For example, rule \( r_2 \) is triggered when the instance level event ‘setPriceIBMEnd’ is detected. As will be explained in Section 3.5, all events are represented as an event node in an event graph. On the other hand, most of the instance level events are not used in composite event expressions. Thus, it is not necessary to create separate primitive event nodes for these instance level events, if they are not used in composition. Thus, we introduce another type of instance level rule which does not require instance level event. In rule definition \( r_3 \), instance IBM is specified along with the class level event ‘setPriceEnd’. In order to accommodate the above instance level rules, an event node contains a special data structure which will be explained in Section 3.5.

### 3.4. Dynamic Creation of Events and Rules

The next issue in the design is to interactively add events and rules, as well as to modify rules. To add events or rules, objects are needed. The objects provided by the application are just the references to the original objects and no duplicates are maintained. Changing the rules at run time would involve the classes containing the rule definition (i.e., dynamically updating the condition part of the ECA Rule). As mentioned earlier, the condition is represented as a method, and another representation is required since any update to the method is reflected only after recompiling the application. Conditions that have attribute comparisons can also be represented as a string instead of a method, so that when the string is evaluated (actually interpreted at runtime) the condition is checked and any update to the string is effective immediately. This representation is flexible and it can also be combined with existing condition methods. The different types of conditions are: attribute-based condition string (simple condition), execution of an existing condition (simple condition) and finally a combination of the above two types (complex condition).

Consider an example class Track with two attributes: Speed and Altitude and a condition based on these attributes represented as “Speed > 700 && Altitude < 20000”. This condition needs to be evaluated at runtime where the values of the attributes “Speed” and “Altitude” have to be substituted following which the resulting string is evaluated. “FESI (Free EcmaScript Interpreter)” [14], a Java-based interpreter is used for the above evaluation. Also, using this approach a complex condition can be created which could contain many simple condition strings connected by Boolean operators. All the objects corresponding to the condition are contained in a generic class. Each rule created will contain an instance of this generic class as the condition instance. The usage of the generic class provides the flexibility to change the condition of rule later without having to register the updated condition with the event detector since only the data members are changed and no new instance is created.

### 3.5. Event Graph

The relationship between events and rules is established by means of a subscription and notification mechanism. It is represented by an event graph whose leaf nodes are primitive events and internal nodes are composite events. Every node in the event graph has a list of event subscribers and a list of rule subscribers, where the latter contains references to the rule objects that denote the rules defined for that event and the former contains references to the event nodes of those composite events that have
subscribed to that event. A composite event subscribes to the event nodes of all its constituent events. Figure 1 shows the event graph corresponding to the event:

\[
\text{EVENT notEvent = NOT ((} \text{e1 } \wedge \text{ e2}), \text{ e3}, (\text{e4 } \mathbin{;} \text{ e5}))
\]

A primitive event node is created for every named primitive event (class or instance level). It contains the primitive event name, method signature and the event modifier. In order to accommodate the unnamed instance level rules described earlier, a primitive event node contains an instance-rule list that contains a list of instances and a list of rules associated with each instance. As shown in Figure 2, class level rules are associated with an NULL instance and instance level rules are associated with the instance. Storing all the instance level rules in the same primitive event node reduces the overhead of creating multiple event nodes. The event nodes are not necessary when events are used only for defining rules but not in any composite event expression. In the nodes for named events, the instance-rule list contains only a single instance and the set of rules defined on this instance level event. The rule list stores the name of the rule, the references to the condition and action methods, the context, coupling mode, and the priority of the rule. It also stores a rule enable/disable flag that is used to indicate whether the rule is enabled or not.

3.6. Comparing C++ versus Java Design

In the previous sections, we have pointed out several limitations of C++ and how we have overcome those. Below we discuss additional issues.

In C++, condition and action parts of the rule were modeled as functions since C functions can be referenced via function pointers, whereas member functions cannot be referenced. As Java supports references to class methods, conditions and actions can be implemented as methods in Java. In an object-oriented environment, it would be more useful to execute conditions and actions on a class or an object rather than as stand-alone functions. That way, conditions and actions can access the attributes defined in the class.

Java provides the Vector and Hash table data types for storing a collection of
4. Implementation of Event Detector

This section describes the implementation details of the event detector.

4.1. Primitive Event Detection

Primitive events are defined using the ‘createPrimitiveEvent’ API which creates a node in the event graph. When a primitive event is defined using the above API, an event handle corresponding to that event is returned. The event handle is used to store the parameters of the event as well as to signal the method invocation to the event detector. For example, the below method creates the event ‘setPriceBegin’ with a ‘begin’ event modifier for the method ‘setPrice’ defined in the class ‘Stock’.

```java
createPrimitiveEvent ("setPriceBegin", "Stock", EventModifier.BEGIN, "void setPrice(float)")
```

In Java, the statements enclosed within the static block within the class or anywhere in the application. Initially the application invokes the ‘initializeAgent’ method that returns an instance of the ‘ECAAgent’ class. This instance stores the names of all events and their associated handles in a Hash table. The event detector maintains two more hash tables – one stores the mapping between event names and event nodes and the other stores the mapping between method signatures (only for primitive events) and the event nodes. Inside the method that is defined as a primitive event, the user adds calls to the event detector API in order to signal the invocation of a method to the event detector. First, event handles corresponding to the primitive event are obtained using the event name, and the arguments of the method are inserted into all the event handles. The parameters are inserted by specifying the event handle, a symbolic name of the parameter and the parameter itself. Finally, event handles and the instance which invoked the method (this) are passed through the ‘raiseBeginEvent’ or ‘raiseEndEvent’ API.

Event detector (Figure 3) uses the event signature to get the corresponding event node from the hash table. Then, the node is notified about the occurrence of the primitive event and the parameter list stored in the event node is passed to the node as an argument to the ‘notifyEvent’ call. Thus, the invocation of an application method (begin or end) is detected as a primitive event by the event detector. After the primitive event is detected, its parameters are propagated to all the composite events that have
subscribed to it. When a primitive event occurs the corresponding class level node is notified, the instance rule list is traversed and checked to see if the event instance (the instance which invoked the event method) is present. If the event instance is present, the list of rules associated with the instance is traversed, and the rules are collected for execution.

4.2. Composite Event Detection

Every composite event has an initiator event that initiates the detection, and a terminator event that completes the detection of the event. The composite event is detected when the terminator event is detected. A composite event is detected only when there are rules defined on that event or when rules are defined on another composite event for which this event is a constituent event. For this purpose, there are four numbers stored at each node. Each number denotes the sum of the rules defined on that event including all the dependent events in a particular context. A composite event is detected and propagated in a context only when the corresponding number is non-zero. Whenever a rule is defined or enabled on an event in a particular context, the corresponding integer in that node is incremented. Also, the event detector graph (Figure 4) is recursively traversed from that event node until the leaf nodes are reached.
and the corresponding number is incremented in all the nodes encountered. When a rule is deleted or disabled, the same procedure is followed and the corresponding number is decremented.

A composite event can be detected in four different contexts. To briefly illustrate this, consider a composite event \( \text{EVENT andEvent} = \text{AND (e1, e2)} \) and consider the event occurrences shown in the timeline (Figure 5). This event is detected when \( e_2^1 \) occurs. Based on the parameter context, event \( e_2^1 \) is paired with either \( e_1^1 \) or \( e_1^2 \) or both. For this example, \( e_1^1 \) and \( e_2^1 \) are paired in the recent context. Events \( e_1^1 \) and \( e_2^1 \) are paired in the chronicle context. In the continuous context, two events are detected at the same time – \( e_1^1 e_2^1 \) and \( e_1^2 e_2^1 \). In the cumulative context, a single event is detected with constituent events \( e_1^1 e_1^2 e_2^1 \).

To accomplish the above, the following procedure is used to detect composite events. In every composite event node, an event table is stored for each constituent event. Table 1 shows an event table consisting of a set of event entries. Each entry stores an event occurrence and a set of four bits. The event occurrence could be either a single event (a single parameter list) or a set of events (a list of parameter lists). At the first level of composite event nodes in the event graph, the event occurrence is a single event. At composite event nodes higher up in the graph, the event occurrence is a set of events and the cardinality of the set increases as we move higher in the graph. The four bits associated with an event occurrence denote the four contexts – Recent, Chronicle, Continuous, and Cumulative in that order. If a particular bit is set, it means that this occurrence of the event is yet to participate in the detection of the composite event in the corresponding context. When an event occurrence is used to detect the composite event in a particular context, the corresponding context bit is reset according to the semantics of the operator.

### 4.3. Parameter Lists

If the parameters (formal arguments) are inserted into the parameter list in the same order as they are passed to the method, the position of the parameter would be its position in the method definition. When parameters are inserted into a parameter list, they can be retrieved using either the name of the parameter or the position of the parameter in the parameter list. If the parameters are to be retrieved using their name,
both the parameter and its name are to be stored whereas if they are retrieved by their position only, only the parameter needs to be stored. As shown in the Figure 6, a parameter node stores the type and value of the parameter, where the latter is stored as an Object type and the former is needed in order to cast the Object to the appropriate type at run time. A vector, the individual parameter lists, can be accessed both by position as well as sequentially.

4.4. Detecting Temporal Events

Temporal event detection requires a mechanism to keep track of the clock time from within the program. The timer maintained by the operating system could be used for this purpose. An important characteristic of temporal event detection is that the time notifications from the operating system should be asynchronous to the execution of the program. The program should be notified at the moment the designated time expires, irrespective of the execution point in the program. As part of the OS independence, the Java programming language does not provide a mechanism to access the system timer and catch the signals generated by the operating system. Therefore it is not possible to set the system timer and receive notifications from it. But, Java provides a ‘sleep’ method call that causes the calling thread to sleep for a specified amount of time. The sleep method call uses the timer of the underlying operating system to count the time. In Java (unlike in C), the termination of a sleep call from one thread does not cause another sleeping thread to terminate its sleep. However, it is possible to interrupt a sleeping thread from another thread, by calling the interrupt method on the sleeping thread. Thus, when a Java thread calls sleep, it is either terminated at the end of the sleep period or when another thread interrupts it. For to the above reasons, the sleep method call is used to implement timer notifications in our system.

A Timer thread is implemented that simulates a timer to detect both absolute and relative temporal events. It runs in an infinite loop sleeping for a certain period of time and then sending a notification to the corresponding temporal event node at the end of the sleep time. When the application defines a temporal event (absolute or relative), a temporal event node is created containing the time expression specified in the temporal event. For absolute events, the timer thread sleeps for the difference amount of the time specified in the absolute temporal event and the current system time. For relative events, the relative time expression is first converted to absolute time and the timer thread is put to sleep for a period that corresponds to the difference between this
absolute time and the current system time. As there can be more than one temporal event specified and the same clock time may raise multiple events, there should be a way to manage all the temporal events appropriately. While the timer thread is sleeping for a certain period of time, there could be another definition of a temporal event that occurs before the current sleep time. For this purpose, the timer thread should be able to be interrupted while it is sleeping, and then put to sleep again for a different amount of time. The Temporal Event Handler component of the event detector takes care of all these by managing the temporal events appropriately.

4.4.1. Temporal Event Handler

The temporal event handler has three classes – TimeItem, TimeQueue and Timer. The TimeItem class stores a time expression and an event id that refers to the precedent event for relative time events. An absolute event has the format – hh:mm:ss/MM/dd/yyyy and supports the specification of wild cards ‘?’ and ‘*’ in one or more positions of the absolute time expression. The implementation of repetitive temporal events follows the algorithm specified in [15]. A relative time expression appears in the definition of one of the temporal events – PLUS, P or P*. It has the format – hh 'hrs' mm 'min' ss 'sec'. The relative time is converted to an absolute time by adding the relative time to the system time when the TimeItem is instantiated. A TimeQueue is a linked list of TimeItems maintained in the ascending order of their time values and there are two TimeQueues namely, allItems and presentItems. The list of presentItems consists of all the time items that are to be notified at the same time. Initially, the incoming time item is put in the presentItems list and the timer thread is put to sleep accordingly. When a new time item comes while the timer thread is sleeping, the time value in the new time item may be lesser, greater or equal to the time value for which the timer thread is currently sleeping. In the first case, the new time item is added to the list of presentItems. In the second case, all the time items in the presentItems list are moved to the list of allItems and the new time value is placed in the presentItems list. The timer thread is interrupted and put to sleep for the new time value. In the third case the new time value is placed in the allItems list in the appropriate position. It is to be remembered that the allItems list is maintained in the ascending order of time values. Whenever the time items in the presentItems list are processed, all the time items in the allItems list that have the same time value are moved to the list of presentItems and the timer thread is put to sleep according to the new time. The timer thread runs in an infinite loop, checking for items present in the presentItems list that are to be notified.

4.5. Event Detector as a Thread

Event detector as a thread is shown in Figure 7. Java implementation, unlike C++, separates the detector and the application into two different threads. This allows the detection of events to be processed either synchronously or in parallel with the application. Whenever the application makes a call to the raiseBeginEvent API, a reference to that method is constructed and placed in an object. The event detector runs as a thread in an infinite loop that continuously keeps getting objects from the notifyBuffer and executing the method calls stored in those objects with the parameters stored in that object. Only the raiseBegin/EndEvent calls are put into the notifyBuffer
and processed by the event detector thread. The event detector thread does not process the calls to the API methods for creating events and rules. This is because the API for creating events returns an event handle, which is not possible if the event detector thread processes these calls, since threads cannot return a value.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents the design, architecture, and implementation aspects of incorporating active capability into a Java application environment. An event detector has been implemented that detects events in Java applications and executes rules defined on them. It also allows for creating and modifying composite and temporal events and rules dynamically. The system runs on NT, Solaris, and Linux Operating systems providing true portability. This paper contrasts the limitations of the C++ environment with that of Java environment and describes how we have overcome the limitations. A number of applications have been implemented using this prototype. Details of algorithms for event detection and application development can be found in [16]. In the C++ version, there was only a single event graph for all the events and rules in an application whereas the current implementation allows multiple event graphs, each associated with a set of events and rules. This allows grouping of events and rules within the same application. By grouping rules, the application can disable or enable a group of rules and also use different groups of rules on the same events in different parts of the application.
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Introduction

The Webster dictionary [1] defines the term ontology as:
(D1). a branch of metaphysics concerned with the nature and relations of being;
(D2). a particular theory about the nature of being or the kinds of existents;
(D3). a theory concerning the kinds of entities and specifically the kinds of abstract entities that are to be admitted to a language system.

Etymologically, ont- comes from the present participle of the Greek verb einai (to be) and, thus, the latin word Ontologia (ont- + logia) can be translated as the study of existence. The term was coined in the 17th century in parallel by the philosophers Rudolf Göckel in his Lexicon philosophicum and by Jacob Lorhard in his Ogdoad Scholastica, but popularized in philosophical circles only in 18th century with the
publication in 1730 of the *Philosophia prima sive Ontologia* by the German philosopher Christian Wolff.

In the sense (D1) above, ontology is the most fundamental branch of metaphysics. Aristotle was the first western philosopher to study metaphysics systematically and to lay out a rigorous account of ontology. He described (in his *Metaphysics* and *Categories*) ontology as *the science of being qua being*. According to this view, the business of ontology is to study the most general features of reality and real objects, i.e., the study of the generic traits of every mode of being. As opposed to the several specific scientific disciplines (e.g., physics, chemistry, biology), which deal only with entities that fall within their respective domain, ontology deals with transcategorical relations, including those relations holding between entities belonging to distinct domains of science, and also by entities recognized by common sense.

In the beginning of the 20th century the German philosopher Edmund Husserl coined the term *Formal Ontology* as an analogy to Formal Logic. Whilst Formal Logic deals with formal logical structures (e.g., truth, validity, consistency) independently of their veracity, Formal Ontology deals with formal ontological structures (e.g., theory of parts, theory of wholes, types and instantiation, identity, dependence, unity), i.e., with formal aspects of objects irrespective of their particular nature. The unfolding of Formal Ontology as a philosophical discipline aims at developing a system of general categories and their ties, which can be used in the development of scientific theories and domain-specific common sense theories of reality. In other words, Ontology (as a discipline, with capital O) in the first sense of Webster’s definition aforementioned contributes to the development of ontologies in the second sense. The first ontology developed in sense (D2) is the set of theories of Substance and Accidents developed by Aristotle in his *Metaphysics* and *Categories*. Since then, ontological theories have been proposed by innumerable authors in philosophy, and more recently also in the area of *Applied Ontology* in computer science (e.g., DOLCE, GFO, OCCHRE, UFO).

The term “ontology” in the computer and information science literature appeared for the first time in 1967, in a work on the foundations of data modeling by S. H. Mealy, in a passage where he distinguishes three distinct realms in the field of data processing, namely: (i) “the real world itself”; (ii) “ideas about it existing in the minds of men”; (iii) “symbols on paper or some other storage medium”. Mealy concludes the passage arguing about the existence of things in the world regardless of their (possibly) multiple representations and claiming that “This is an issue of ontology, or the question of what exists” [2,p.525]. In the end of this passage, Mealy includes a reference to Quine’s essay “On What There Is” [3]. In an independent manner, yet another sub-field of computer science, namely Artificial Intelligence (AI) began to make use of what came to be known as *domain ontologies*. Since the first time the term was used in AI by Hayes [4] and since the development of his naïve physics ontology of liquids [5], a large amount of domain ontologies have been developed in a multitude of subject areas. In the past five years, an explosion of works related to ontology has happened in computer science, chiefly motivated by the growing interest on the Semantic Web, and by the key role played by them in that initiative.

An important point that should be emphasized is the difference in the senses of the term used by the information systems, on one side, and artificial intelligence and semantic web communities on the other. In information systems, the term ontology has been used in ways that conform to its definitions in philosophy (in both senses D1 and D2). As a system of categories, an ontology is independent of language: Aristotle’s ontology is the same whether it is represented in English, Greek or First-Order Logic.
In contrast, in most of other areas of computer science (the two latter areas included), the term ontology is, in general, used as a concrete engineering artifact designed for a specific purpose, and represented in a specific language.

In the light of these contrasting notions of ontologies, a number of question begging issues become manifest: What exactly is a domain ontology? How does it relate to other concrete representations such as conceptual models and metamodels? How does it related to ontology in the philosophical senses (D1-D3) aforementioned? Additionally, during the years many languages have been used to represent domain ontologies. Examples include Predicate Calculus, KIF, Ontolingua, UML, EER, LINGO, ORM, CML, DAML+OIL, F-Logic, OWL. What are the characteristics that a suitable language to represent conceptual models, in general, and domain ontologies, in particular should have? In particular, are the semantic web languages suitable ontology representation languages?

The objective of this article is to offer answers to these questions. In the next section, we start by discussing the relation between reality, conceptualization and language, and by briefly introducing a framework that can be used to systematically evaluate and re-design a modeling language w.r.t. its suitability to model phenomena in a given domain. In Section 2, we elaborate on the notion of a language metamodel. In Section 3, we provide a formal account for the notion of domain ontology as well as for its relation to conceptualization and language metamodel as discussed in Section 1. In Section 4, we advocate the need for an ontologically well-founded system of categories that should underlie a suitable ontology representation language (i.e., an ontology in the sense D2 and D3), and discuss the role played by Formal Ontology in Philosophy (Ontology in the sense D1) in the development of such a system. In Section 5, we make use of the framework of Section 1 and provide a concrete example to illustrate many of the notions discussed in the article, namely, those of foundational and domain ontology, ontology representation language, domain-specific language, and (meta)model. In Section 6, we motivate the need for two complementary classes of representation languages in Ontology Engineering: one class populated by philosophically well-founded languages, focused on expressivity and conceptual clarity, and another one populated by languages focused on computation-oriented concerns (e.g., decidability, efficient automated reasoning, etc.). In Section 7, we conclude this article with a summary of the most important points discussed herein.

1. Conceptualization and Language

One of the main success factors behind the use of a modeling language lies in the language’s ability to provide to its target users a set of modeling primitives that can directly express relevant domain concepts, comprising what we name here a domain conceptualization. The elements constituting a conceptualization of a given domain are used to articulate abstractions of certain state of affairs in reality. We name the latter domain abstractions. Take as an example the domain of genealogical relations in reality. A certain conceptualization of this domain can be constructed by considering concepts such as Person, Man, Woman, Father, Mother, Offspring, being the father of, being the mother of, among others. By using these concepts, we can articulate a domain abstraction (i.e., a mental model) of certain facts in reality such as, for instance, that a man named John is the father of another man named Paul.
Conceptualizations and Abstractions are immaterial entities that only exist in the mind of the user or a community of users of a language. In order to be documented, communicated and analyzed they must be captured, i.e. represented in terms of some concrete artifact. This implies that a language is necessary for representing them in a concise, complete and unambiguous way. Figure 1 represents the relation between a language, a conceptualization and the portion of reality that this conceptualization abstracts. This picture depicts the well-known Ullmann’s triangle [6]. This triangle derives from that of Ogden and Richards [7] and from Ferdinand de Saussure [8], on whose theories practically the whole modern science of language is based.

The represents relation concerns the definition of language $L$’s real-world semantics. The dotted line between language and reality in this figure highlights the fact that the relation between language and reality is always intermediated by a certain conceptualization [9]. This relation is elaborated in Figure 2 that depicts the distinction between an abstraction and its representation, and their relationship with conceptualization and representation language. In the scope of this work the representation of a domain abstraction in terms of a representation language $L$ is called a model specification (or simply model, specification, or representation) and the language $L$ used for its creation is called a modeling (or specification) language.

In order for a model $M$ to faithfully represent an abstraction $A$, the modeling primitives of the language $L$ used to produce $M$ should faithfully represent the domain conceptualization $C$ used to articulate the represented abstraction $A$. The Domain Appropriateness of a language is a measure of the suitability of a language to model phenomena in a given domain, or in other words, of its truthfulness of a language to a
given domain in reality. On a different aspect, different languages and specifications have different measures of pragmatic adequacy [10]. 

Comprehensibility appropriateness refers to how easy is for a user a given language to recognize what that language’s constructs mean in terms of domain concepts and, how easy is to understand, communicate and reason with the specifications produced in that language.

The measures of these two quality criteria for a given language and domain are aspects of the represents relation depicted in Figure 1, and they can be systematically evaluated by comparing, on one hand, a concrete representation of the worldview underlying that language (captured by that language’s metamodel) to, on the other hand, a concrete representation of a domain conceptualization, or a domain ontology. The truthfulness to reality (domain appropriateness) and conceptual clarity (comprehensibility appropriateness) of a modeling language depend on the level of homomorphism between these two entities. The stronger the match between an abstraction in reality and its representing model, the easier is to communicate and reason with that model.

In [10], we discuss a number of properties that should be reinforced for an isomorphic mapping to take place between an ontology \( \mathcal{O} \) representing a domain \( \mathcal{D} \) and a domain language’s metamodel. If isomorphism can be guaranteed, the implication for the human agent who interprets a diagram (model) is that his interpretation correlates precisely and uniquely with an abstraction being represented. By contrast, where the correlation is not an isomorphism then there may potentially be a number of unintended abstractions which would match the interpretation. These properties are briefly discussed in the sequel and are illustrated in Figure 3: (a) **Soundness**: A language \( \mathcal{L} \) is sound w.r.t. to a domain \( \mathcal{D} \) iff every modeling primitive in the language has an interpretation in terms of a domain concept in the ontology \( \mathcal{O} \); (b) **Completeness**: A language \( \mathcal{L} \) is complete w.r.t. to a domain \( \mathcal{D} \) iff every concept in the ontology \( \mathcal{O} \) of that domain is represented in a modeling primitive of that language; (c) **Lucidity**: A language \( \mathcal{L} \) is lucid w.r.t. to a domain \( \mathcal{D} \) iff every modeling primitive in the language represents at most one domain concept in \( \mathcal{O} \). (d) **Laconicity**: A language \( \mathcal{L} \) is laconic w.r.t. to a domain \( \mathcal{D} \) iff every concept in the ontology \( \mathcal{O} \) of that domain is represented at most once in the metamodel of that language. In the same article, we also provide a methodological framework for assessing these properties given a language and a domain. Such framework has been applied in a number of case studies. The most
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**Figure 3.** Examples of Lucid (a) and Sound (b) representational mappings from Abstraction to Model; Examples of Laconic (c) and Complete (d) interpretation mappings from Model to Abstraction.
comprehensive example being [10] with the evaluation and re-design of UML for the purpose of conceptual modeling, but also [11], in which this framework is employed to design an agent-oriented engineering methodology for the domain of Knowledge Management.

Unsoundness, Non-Lucidity, Non-Laconicity and Incompleteness violate what the philosopher of language H.P. Grice [12] names *conversational maxims* that states that a speaker is assumed to make contributions in a dialogue which are relevant, clear, unambiguous, and brief, not overly informative and true according to the speaker’s knowledge. Whenever models do not adhere to these conversational maxims, they can communicate incorrect information and induce the user to make incorrect inferences about the semantics of the domain.

2. Language and Metamodel

The set of symbols that compose a language as well as the rules for forming valid combinations of these symbols constitute the language’s syntax. In sentential languages, the syntax is first defined in terms of an alphabet (set of characters) that can be grouped into valid sequences forming words. This is called a lexical layer and it is typically defined using regular expressions. Words can be grouped into sentences according to precisely defined rules defined in a context-free grammar, resulting in an abstract syntax tree. Finally, these sentences are constrained by given context conditions.

In diagrammatic (graphical) languages, conversely, the syntax is not defined in terms of linear sequence of characters but in terms of pictorial signs. The set of available graphic modeling primitives forms the lexical layer and the language abstract syntax is typically defined in terms of a *metamodel*. Finally, the language metamodel is enriched by context-conditions given in some constraint description language, such as, OCL or first-order logic (FOL). In either case, context conditions are intended to constrain the language syntax by defining the set of correct (well-formed) sentences of the language. Some of these constraints are motivated by semantic considerations (laws of the domain being modeled as we shall see) while others are motivated by pragmatic issues [10]. Nevertheless, a metamodel is a description of the language’s abstract syntax since it defines: (i) a set of constructs selected for the purpose of performing a specific (set of) task(s) and, (ii) a set of well-formedness rules for combining these constructs in order to create grammatically valid models in the language.

In the previous section, we advocate that the suitability of a language to create models in a given domain depends on how “close” the structure of the models constructed using that language resemble the structure of the domain abstractions they are supposed to represent. To put it more technically, a model $M$ produced in a language $L$ should be, at least, a homomorphism of the abstraction $A$ that $M$ represents. This evaluation can be systematically performed ultimately based on the analysis of the relation between the structure of a modeling language and the structure of a domain conceptualization.

What is referred by *structure of a language* can be accessed via the description of the specification of *conceptual model underlying the language*, i.e., a description of the worldview embedded in the language’s modeling primitives. In [13], this is called the *ontological metamodel of the language*, or simply, the *ontology of the language*. From a philosophical standpoint, this view is strongly associated with Quine [14], who proposes that an ontology can be found in the *ontological commitment* of a given
language, that is, the entities the primitives of a language commit to the existence of. For example, Peter Chen’s Entity Relationship model [15] commits to a worldview that accounts for the existence of three types of things: entity, relationship and attribute.

This distinction of a metamodel as a pure description of a language’s abstract syntax and as a description of the worldview underlying the language can be understood in analogy to the distinction between a design model and a conceptual model in information systems and software engineering. Whilst the latter is only concerned with modeling a view of the domain for a given application (or class of applications), the former is committed to translating the model of this view on the most suitable implementation according to the underlying implementation environment and also considering a number of non-functional requirements (e.g., security, fault-tolerance, adaptability, reusability, etc.). Likewise, the specification of the conceptual model underlying a language is the description of what the primitives of a language are able to represent in terms of real-world phenomena. In some sense (formally characterized in the next section), it is the representation of a conceptualization of the domain in terms of the language’s vocabulary. In the design of a language, these conceptual primitives can be translated into a different set of primitives. For example, it can be the case that a conceptual primitive is not directly represented in the actual abstract syntax of a language, but its modeling capabilities (the real world concept underlying it) can be translated to several different elements in the language’s abstract syntax due to non-functional requirements (e.g., pragmatics, efficiency). Nonetheless, the design of a language is responsible for guaranteeing that the language’s syntax, formal semantics and pragmatics are conformant with this conceptual model. From now on, the Modeling Language icon depicted in Figure 2 represents the specification of the conceptual model underlying the language, or what we shall name the language metamodel specification, or simply the language metamodel.

The structure of domain conceptualization must also be made accessible through an explicit and formal description of the corresponding portion of reality in terms of a concrete artifact, which is termed here a domain reference ontology, or simply, a domain ontology. The idea is that a reference ontology should be constructed with the sole objective of making the best possible description of the domain in reality w.r.t. to a certain level of granularity and viewpoint. The notion of ontology as well as its role in the explicit representation of conceptualizations is discussed in depth and given a formal characterization in the next section.

3. Ontology, Metamodel and Conceptualization

Let us now return our attention to Figure 2. A Modeling language can be seen as delimiting all possible specifications which can be constructed using that language, i.e., all grammatically valid specifications of that language. Likewise, a conceptualization can be seen as delimiting all possible domain abstractions (representing state of affairs) which are admissible in that domain [16]. Therefore, for example, in a conceptualization of the domain of genealogy, there cannot be a domain
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1 We have so far used the term model instead of specification since it is the most common term in conceptual modeling. In this session, exclusively, we adopt the latter in order to avoid confusion with the term (logical) model as used in logics and tarskian semantics. A specification here is a syntactic notion; a logical model is a semantic one.
abstraction in which a person is his own biological parent, because such a state of affairs cannot happen in reality. Accordingly, we can say that a modeling language which is truthful to this domain is one which has as valid (i.e., grammatically correct) specifications only those that represent state of affairs deemed admissible by a conceptualization of that domain. In the sequel, following [16], we present a formalization of this idea. This formalization compares conceptualizations as intentional structures and metamodels as represented by logical theories.

Let us first define a conceptualization $C$ as follows:

**Definition 1 (conceptualization):** A conceptualization $C$ is an intensional structure $(W, D, \mathfrak{R})$ such that $W$ is a (non-empty) set of possible worlds, $D$ is the domain of individuals and $\mathfrak{R}$ is the set of $n$-ary relations (concepts) that are considered in $C$. The elements $\rho \in \mathfrak{R}$ are intensional (or conceptual) relations with signatures such as $\rho: W \rightarrow \wp(D^n)$, so that each $n$-ary relation is a function from possible worlds to $n$-tuples of individuals in the domain.

For instance, we can have $\rho$ accounting for the meaning of the natural kind apple. In this case, the meaning of apple is captured by the intentional function $\rho$, which refers to all instances of apples in every possible world.

**Definition 2 (intended world structure):** For every world $w \in W$, according to $C$ we have an intended world structure $S_w C$ as a structure $(D, R_w C)$ such that $R_w C = \{ \rho(w) \mid \rho \in \mathfrak{R} \}$.

More informally, we can say that every intended world structure $S_w C$ is the characterization of some state of affairs in world $w$ deemed admissible by conceptualization $C$. From a complementary perspective, $C$ defines all the admissible state of affairs in that domain, which are represented by the set $S_C = \{ S_w C \mid w \in W \}$.

Let us consider now a language $\mathcal{L}$ with a vocabulary $V$ that contains terms to represent every concept in $C$.

**Definition 3 (logical model):** A logical model for $\mathcal{L}$ can be defined as a structure $(S, I)$: $S$ is the structure $(D, R)$, where $D$ is the domain of individuals and $R$ is a set of extensional relations; $I: V \rightarrow D \cup R$ is an interpretation function assigning elements of $D$ to constant symbols in $V$, and elements of $R$ to predicate symbols of $V$. A model, such as this one, fixes a particular extensional interpretation of language $\mathcal{L}$.

**Definition 4 (intensional interpretation):** Analogously, we can define an intensional interpretation by means of the structure $(C, I)$, where $C = (W, D, \mathfrak{R})$ is a conceptualization and $I: V \rightarrow D \cup \mathfrak{R}$ is an intensional interpretation function which assigns elements of $D$ to constant symbols in $V$, and elements of $\mathfrak{R}$ to predicate symbols in $V$.

In [16], this intensional structure is named the ontological commitment of language $\mathcal{L}$ to a conceptualization $C$. We therefore consider this intensional relation as corresponding to the represents relation depicted in Ullmann’s triangle in Figure 1.

**Definition 5 (ontological commitment):** Given a logical language $\mathcal{L}$ with vocabulary $V$, an ontological commitment $K = (C, I)$, a model $(S, I)$ of $\mathcal{L}$ is said to be compatible with $K$ if: (i) $S \subseteq S_C$; (ii) for each constant $c$, $I(c) = \exists(c)$; (iii) there exists a world $w$ such that for every predicate symbol $p$, $I$ maps such a predicate to an admissible extension of $\exists(p)$, i.e. there is a conceptual relation $\rho$ such that $\exists(p) = \rho$ and $\rho(w)$ =
I(p). The set I(K) of all models of L that are compatible with K is named the set of intended models of L according to K.

**Definition 6 (logical rendering):** Given a specification X in a specification language L, we define as the logical rendering of X, the logical theory T that is the first-order logic description of that specification [17].

In order to exemplify these ideas let us take the example of a very simple conceptualization C such that W = \{w, w'\}, D = \{a, b, c\} and \mathcal{R} = \{\text{person, father}\}. Moreover, we have that person(w) = \{a, b, c\}, father(w) = \{a\}, person(w') = \{a, b, c\} and father(w') = \{a, b\}. This conceptualization accepts two possible state of affairs, which are represented by the world structures S_wC = \{\{a, b, c\}, \{a, b, c\}, \{a\}\} and S_w'C = \{\{a, b, c\}, \{a, b, c\}, \{a, b\}\}. Now, let us take a language L whose vocabulary is comprised of the terms Person and Father with an underlying metamodel that poses no restrictions on the use of these primitives. In other words, the metamodel of L has the following logical rendering (T_1):

1. \(\exists x \text{ Person}(x)\)
2. \(\exists x \text{ Father}(x)\)

In this case, we can clearly produce a logical model of L (i.e., an interpretation that validates the logical rendering of L) but that is not an intended world structure of C. For instance, the model D' = \{a, b, c\}, person = \{a, b\}, father = \{c\}, and I(Person) = person and I(Father) = father. This means that we can produce a specification using L which model is not an intended model according to C.

Now, let us update the metamodel of language L by adding one specific axiom and, hence, producing the metamodel (T_2):

1. \(\exists x \text{ Person}(x)\)
2. \(\exists x \text{ Father}(x)\)
3. \(\forall x \text{ Father}(x) \rightarrow \text{ Person}(x)\)

Contrary to L, the resulting language L' with the amended metamodel T_2 has the desirable property that all its valid specifications have logical models that are intended world structures of C.

We can summarize the discussion so far as follows. A domain conceptualization C can be understood as describing the set of all possible state of affairs, which are considered admissible in a given universe of discourse U. Let V be a vocabulary whose terms directly correspond to the intensional relations in C. Now, let X be a conceptual specification (i.e., a concrete representation) of universe of discourse U in terms of the vocabulary V and let T_X be a logical rendering of X, such that its axiomatization constrains the possible interpretations of the members of V. We call X (and T_X) an ideal ontology of U according to C iff the logical models of T_X describe all and only state of affairs which are admitted by C.

The relationships between language vocabulary, conceptualization, ontological commitment and ontology are depicted in Figure 4. This use of the term ontology is strongly related to the third sense (D3) in which the term is used in philosophy, i.e. as “a theory concerning the kinds of entities and specifically the kinds of abstract entities that are to be admitted to a language system” (Introduction).

The logical theory (T_2) described above is, thus, an example of an ontology for the person/father toy conceptualization. As pointed out in [16], ontologies cannot always be ideal and, hence, a general definition for an (non-ideal) ontology must be given: An
ontology is a conceptual specification that describes knowledge about a domain in a manner that is independent of epistemic states and state of affairs. Moreover, it intends to constrain the possible interpretations of a language’s vocabulary so that its logical models approximate as well as possible the set of intended world structures of a conceptualization \( C \) of that domain.

According to this criterion of accuracy, we can therefore give a precise account for the quality of a given ontology. Given an ontology \( O_L \) and an ideal ontology \( O_C \), the quality of \( O_L \) can be measured as the distance between the set of logical models of \( O_L \) and \( O_C \). In the best case, the two ontologies share the same set of logical models. In particular, if \( O_L \) is the specification of the ontological metamodel of modeling language \( L \), we can state that if \( O_L \) and \( O_C \) are isomorphic then they also share the same set of possible models. It is important to emphasize the relation between the possible models of \( O_L \) and the completeness of language \( L \) (in the technical sense briefly discussed in Section 1). There are two ways in which incompleteness can impact the quality of \( O_L \): firstly, if \( O_L \) (and thus \( L \)) does not contain concepts to fully characterize a state of affairs, it is possible that the logical models of \( O_L \) describe situations that are present in several world structures of \( C \). In this case, \( O_L \) is said to weakly characterize \( C \) [16], since it cannot guarantee the reconstruction of the relation between worlds and extensional relations established by \( C \); secondly, if the representation of a concept in \( O_L \) is underspecified, it will not contain the axiomatization necessary to exclude unintended logical models. As an example of the latter, we can mention the incompleteness of UML class diagrams w.r.t. classifiers and part-whole relations discussed in [10]. In summary, we can state that an ideal ontology \( O_C \) for a conceptualization \( C \) of universe of discourse \( U \) can be seen as the specification of the ontological metamodel for an ideal language to represent \( U \) according to \( C \). For this reason, the adequacy of a language \( L \) to represent phenomena in \( U \) can be systematically evaluated by comparing \( L \)'s metamodel specification with \( O_C \). This idea is illustrated in Figure 5.

By including formula (3), (T1) is transformed into an ideal ontology \( (T_2) \) of \( C \). One question that comes to the mind is: How can one know that? In other words, how can we systematically design an ontology \( O \) that is a better characterization of \( C \)? There are two important points that should be called to attention. The first point concerns the language that is used in the representation of these specifications, namely, that of standard predicate calculus. The formula added to (T1) to create (T2) represents a subsumption relation between Person and Father. Subsumption is a basic primitive in the group of the so-called epistemological languages, which includes languages such as
UML, EER and OWL. It is, in contrast, absent in ontological neutral logical languages such as predicate calculus. By using a language such as OWL to represent a conceptualization of this domain, a specification such as the one in Figure 6 should be produced (which reads “Father is-a Person”, or in other words, the Father concept is subsumed by the Person concept). In this model, the third axiom would be automatically included through the semantics of the metamodeling language. Therefore, if a suitable ontology modeling language is chosen, its primitives incorporate an axiomatization, such that the specifications (ontologies) produced using this language will better approximate the intended models of a conceptualization C.

The second point that should be emphasized is related to the question: how are the world structures that are admissible to C determined? The rationale that we use to decide that are far from arbitrary, but motivated by the laws that govern the domain in reality. In [18], the philosopher of science Mario Bunge defines the concepts of a state space of a thing\(^2\), and a subset of it, which he names a nomological state space of a thing. The idea is that among all the (theoretically) possible states a thing can assume, only a subset of it is lawful and, thus, is actually possible. Additionally, he defends that the only really possible facts involving a thing are those that abide by laws, i.e., those delimited by the nomological state space of thing. As a generalization, if an actual state of affairs consists of facts [19], then the set of possible state of affairs is determined by a domain nomological state space. In sum, possibility is not by any means defined arbitrarily, but should be constrained by the set of laws that constitute reality. For example, it is law of the domain (in reality) that every Father is a Person. The specification (T\(_2\)) is an ideal ontology for C because it includes the representation of this law of this domain via the subsumption relation between the corresponding representations of father and person. Conversely, if C included a world structure in which this law would be broken, the conceptualization itself would not be truthful to reality. To refer once more to Ullmann’s triangle (Figure 1), the relation between a conceptualization C and the domain nomological state space is that relation of abstracts between conceptualization and reality.

Now, to raise the level of abstraction, we can also consider the existence of a meta-conceptualization C\(_0\), which defines the set of all domain conceptualizations such as C\(_0\).

\(^2\) The word Thing is used by Bunge in a technical sense, which is synonymous to the notion of substantial individual as used in [10].
that are truthful to reality. Our main objective is to define a general ontology representation language $L_0$ that can be used to produce domain ontologies such as $O_c$, i.e., a language whose primitives include theories that help in the formal characterization of a domain-specific language $L$, restricting its logical models to those deemed admissible by $C$. In order to do this, we have to include primitives in language $L_0$ that represent the laws that are used to define the nomological world space of meta-conceptualization $C_0$. In this case, these are the general laws that describe reality, and describing these laws is the very business of formal ontology in philosophy.

In summary, we defend that the ontology underlying a general ontology representation language $L_0$ should be a meta-ontology that describes a set of real-world categories that can be used to talk about reality, i.e., ontology in the sense (D2) of introduction. Likewise, the axiomatization of this meta-ontology must represent the laws that define that nomological world space of reality. This meta-ontology, when constructed using the theories developed by formal ontology in philosophy, is named a foundational ontology.

We can summarize the main points of this latter discussion as follows. A domain such as genealogy is what is named in the literature a material domain [20] and a language designed to model phenomena in this domain is called a domain-specific language. According to the language evaluation framework mentioned in Section 1, we can provide the following definition for an ideal language to represent phenomena in a given domain:

A language ideal to represent phenomena in a given domain if the metamodel of this language is isomorphic to the ideal ontology of that domain, and the language only has as valid specifications those whose logical models are exactly the logical models of the ideal ontology.

This principle should hold not only for domain-specific languages, whose metamodels should be isomorphic to some ontology of a material domain, but also for domain-independent languages and, in particular, for general ontology representation languages that can be used to create domain ontologies in different material domains. To be consistent with the position defended here, a language $L_0$ used to represent individual domain ontologies should also be based on a conceptualization, but in this case, a meta-conceptualization, which is represented by a Foundational Ontology. This idea is illustrated in Figure 7.

**Figure 7.** Relations between Material Domain Conceptualization, Domain Ontologies, General Ontology Representations Languages and their Meta-conceptualization as a formal system of ontological categories.
4. Towards a suitable General Ontology Representation Language: The Ontological Level Revisited

When a general ontology representation language is constrained in such a way that its intended models are made explicit, it can be classified as belonging to the *ontological level*. This notion has been proposed by Nicola Guarino in [21], in which he revisits Brachman’s classification of knowledge representation formalisms [22].

In Brachman's original proposal, the modeling primitives offered by knowledge representation formalisms are classified in four different levels, namely: *implementation, logical, conceptual* and *linguistic* levels.

In the logical level, we are concerned with the predicates necessary to represent the concepts of a domain and with evaluating the truth of these predicates for certain individuals. The basic primitives are propositions, predicates, functions and logical operators, which are extremely general and ontologically neutral. For instance, suppose we want to state that a red apple exists. In predicate calculus we would write down a logical formula such as $(F_1) \exists x (\text{apple}(x) \land \text{red}(x))$. Although this formula has a precise semantics, the real-world interpretation of a predicate occurring in it is completely arbitrary, since one could use it to represent a property of a thing, the kind the thing belongs to, a role played by the thing, among other possibilities. In this example, the predicates apple and red are put in the same logical footing, regardless of the nature of the concept they represent and the importance of this concept for the qualification of predicated individual. Logical level languages are neutral w.r.t. ontological commitments and it is exactly this neutrality that makes logic interesting to be used in the development of scientific theories. However, it should be used with care and not directly in the development of ontologies, since one can write perfectly correct logical formulas, but which are devoid of ontological interpretation. For example, the entailment relation has no ontic correlation. Moreover, while one can negate a predicate or construct a formula by a disjunction of two predicates, in reality, there are neither negative nor alternative entities [18].

In order to improve the “flatness” of logical languages, Brachman proposes the introduction of an *epistemological level* on top of it, i.e., between the logical and conceptual levels in the original classification. Epistemology is the branch of philosophy that studies "the nature and sources of knowledge". The interpretation taken by Brachman and many other of the logicist tradition in AI is that knowledge consists of propositions, whose formal structure is the source of new knowledge. Examples of representation languages belonging to this level include Brachman's own KL-ONE [23] and its derivatives (including the semantic web languages OIL, DAML, DAML+OIL, RDFS, OWL) as well as object-based and frame-based modeling languages such as EER, LINGO [24] and UML. The rationale behind the design of epistemological languages is the following: (i) the languages should be designed to capture interrelations between pieces of knowledge that cannot be smoothly captured in logical languages; (ii) they should offer *structuring* mechanisms that facilitate understanding and maintenance, they should also allow for economy in representation, and have a greater computational efficiency than their logical counterparts; (iii) finally, modeling primitives in these languages should represent structural connections in our knowledge needed to justify conceptual inferences in a way that is independent of the meaning of the concepts themselves.

Indeed languages such as UML, ER, LINGO and OWL offer powerful structuring mechanisms such as classes, relationships (attributes) and subclassing relations.
However, if we want to impose a certain structure in the representation of formula (F1), in a language such as UML, we would have to face the following structuring choices: (a) consider that there are instances of apples that can possess the property of being red or, (b) consider that there are instances of red things that can have the property of being apples. Formally we can state either that $\exists x:Apple.\text{red}(x)$ as well as $\exists x:Red.\text{apple}(x)$, and both these many-sorted logic formalizations are equivalent to the previous one-sorted axiom. However, each one contains an implicit structuring choice for the sort of the things we are talking about.

The design of epistemological languages puts a strong emphasis on the inferential process, and the study of knowledge is limited to its form, i.e., it is "independent of the meaning of the concepts themselves". Therefore, the focus of these languages is more on formal reasoning than on (formal) representation. Returning to our example, although the representation choice (b) seems to be intuitively odd, there is nothing in the semantics of a UML class or an OWL concept that prohibits any unary predicate such as red or tall to be modeled as such. In other words, since in epistemological languages the semantics of the primitive "sort" is the same as its corresponding unary predicate, the choice of which predicates correspond to sorts is completely left to the user.

In [21], Guarino points out that structuring decisions, such as this one, should not result from heuristic considerations but instead should be motivated and explained in the basis of suitable ontological distinctions. For instance, in this case, the choice of Apple as the sort (a) can be justified by the meta-properties that we are ascribed to the term by the intended meaning that we give to it. The ontological difference between the two predicates is that Apple corresponds to a Natural Kind whereas Red corresponds to an Attribution or a Mixin [10]. Whilst the former applies necessarily to its instances (an apple cannot cease to be an apple without ceasing to exist), the latter only applies contingently. Moreover, whilst the former supplies a principle of identity for its instances, i.e., a principle through which we judge if two apples are numerically the same, the latter cannot supply one. However, it is not the case that an object could subexist without obeying a principle of identity [25], an idea which is defended both in philosophical ontology (e.g., Quine's dicto "no entity without identity" [14]), and in conceptual modeling (e.g., Chen's design rational for ER [15]). Consequently, the structuring choice expressed in (F3) cannot be justified.

In addition to supporting the justified choice for structuring decisions, the ontological level has important practical implications from a computational point of view. For instance, one can exploit the knowledge of which predicates hold necessarily (and which are susceptible to change) in the design and implementation of more efficient update mechanisms. Finally, there are senses in which the term Red can be said to hold necessarily (e.g., "scarlet is a type of red" referring to a particular shade of color), and senses in which it carries a principle of identity to its instances (e.g., "John is a red" - meaning that "John is a communist"). The choice of representing Red as a Mixin in the aforementioned representation makes explicit the intended meaning of this predicate, ruling out these two other possible interpretations. In epistemological and logical languages, conversely, the intended meaning of a predicate relies on our understanding of the natural language label used. As this example makes explicit, an ontologically well-founded modeling language should commit to a system of

---

3 For an extensive discussion on kinds, attributions and principles of identity as well as their importance for the practice of conceptual modeling we refer to [10].
ontological meta-level categories that include, for instance, *Kinds*, *Roles*, and *Mixin* as distinctions which further qualify and make precise and explicit the real-world semantics of the terms used in domain representations. An example a foundational ontology that comprises such a system of categories is discussed in the next section.

5. Domain-Independent and Domain-Specific Languages: an Illustrative Example

The language evaluation and design framework briefly discussed in Section 2 can be applied both at the level of material domains (e.g., genomics, archeology, multimedia, fishery, law, etc.) and corresponding domain-specific modeling languages, and at the (meta) level of a domain-independent (meta) conceptualization that underpins a general conceptual (ontology) modeling language. In [10], we have developed a Foundational Ontology named UFO (Unified Foundational Ontology) which can be used as theoretically sound basis for evaluating and redesigning conceptual modeling languages, in general, and ontology representation languages in particular. In Figure 8, we illustrate a small excerpt of this foundational ontology that contains a typology of universals (roughly classes, types).

In [10], we used this fragment of the UFO ontology to evaluate and re-design the portion of UML dealing with classifiers for the purpose of conceptual modeling and ontology representation. The re-designed UML 2.0 metamodel resulting from this process is depicted in Figure 9. This metamodel describes the abstract syntax of (part of) a general ontology representation language. The UML profile implementing this

---

**Figure 8.** Excerpt of the Foundational Ontology UFO depicting a typology of universals [10].
Figure 9. Redesigned UML 2.0 metamodel according to the Foundational Ontology of Figure 8.

Figure 10. An ontology for the genealogy domain.
metamodel is illustrated in Figure 10, in which it is used to represent an ontology for the genealogy material domain. In [10], we also used this domain ontology and the framework discussed in Section 1 to systematically design a domain-specific modeling language in the domain of Genealogy (named hereafter L1). The modeling primitives of L1 are depicted in Figure 11. Figure 12 presents examples of invalid (Figure 12a-c) and valid models (Figure 12d) produced using that language.

By instantiating the pattern of Figure 2 to the whole example discussed so far we obtain the correspondences depicted in Figures 13 and 14. The ontology O of Figure 10 is a concrete representation of a given conceptualization of the genealogy domain. In this case, we have the ideal situation that the metamodel of language L1 is isomorphic to this ontology. The genealogy concepts represented in O are used to articulate models of individual state of affairs in reality. A specification in language L1 (such as the one of Figure 12d) is a concrete artifact representing one of these models. Since L1 is an
ideal language to represent the genealogy domain according to the ontology of Figure 10, the only grammatically valid models of this language are the ones which represent abstractions which are deemed acceptable according to that ontology. For this reason, models such as the ones that represent abstractions in which someone is his own father/ancestor (12a), or a father/ancestor of one of his ancestors (12b) are invalid models in this language. Finally, a domain ontology such as the one just discussed is also a concrete artefact (a model), and as much as the models in Figure 12, it must be represented in some modeling language. An example of such a language is the version of UML (the UML profile) used in Figure 10. This modelling language has a metamodel (Figure 9) which is isomorphic to the foundational ontology whose fragment is depicted in Figure 8. Here once more, the grammatically valid models (domain ontologies) according to this UML profile are only those that represent (domain) conceptualizations which are deemed accepted by the UFO ontology. So, for instance, one cannot produce in this language a conceptualization in which (i) a Role is supertype of a Kind, or that (ii) an Object Class is not a subkind of exactly one Kind

6. Reference and Lightweight Ontologies

Conceptual Models vary in the way they manage to represent an associated conceptualization. An ontology such as the one in Figure 10 is more accurate than if it

---

4 These two constraints (i) and (ii) have been formally proved in [10].
were represented in ER, OWL, LINGO or standard UML. This is because the modeling profile used in that model commits to a much richer meta-ontology than the ones underlying these other languages. As a consequence, to formally characterize its ontological distinctions, a formal language with higher expressiveness is needed. When the stereotyped modeling primitives of this profile are used, an axiomatization in the language of intensional modal logics is incorporated in the resulting specification, constraining the interpretation of its terms⁴. Quantified Intensional modal logics are more expressive than, for example, a \(SHOIN(D_n)\) description logics, which is the language behind the formalization of OWL. In contrast, a language such as OWL has been carefully designed to maintain interesting properties such as computational tractability and decidability, which are properties that are in general absent in more expressive languages. Likewise, LINGO was designed to facilitate the translation to Object-Oriented implementations. Properties such as computational efficiency and easiness of translation to implementation platforms have been recognized as important properties to application areas of ontology in computer science such as the Semantic Web initiative and Domain Engineering [24]. Therefore, in Ontology Engineering, the following tradeoff must be recognized. On one side we need a language that commits to a rich foundational ontology. This meta-ontology, however, will require the use of highly expressive formal languages for its characterization, which in general, are not interesting from a computational point of view. On the other side, languages that are efficient computationally, in general, do commit to a suitable meta-conceptualization. The obvious question is then: how can we design a suitable general ontology representation language according to these conflicting requirements?

The position advocated here is analogous to the one defended in [26], namely, that we actually need two classes of languages. We explain this position by once more making use of an analogy to the engineering processes in the disciplines of Software and Information Systems Engineering. In both disciplines, there is a clear distinction between Conceptual Modeling, Design and Implementation. In Conceptual Modeling, a solution-independent specification is produced whose aim is to make a clear and precise description of the domain elements for the purposes of communication, learning and problem-solving. In the Design phase, this conceptual specification is transformed in a design specification by taking into consideration a number of issues ranging from architectural styles, non-functional quality criteria to be maximized, target implementation environment, etc. The same conceptual specification can potentially be used to produce a number of (even radically) different designs. Finally, in the Implementation phase, a design is coded in a target language to be then deployed in a computational environment. Again, from the same design, a number of different implementations can be produced. Design, thus, bridges Conceptual Modeling and Implementation.

We here defend an analogous principle for Ontology Engineering. On one hand, in a conceptual modeling phase in Ontology Engineering, highly-expressive languages should be used to create strongly axiomatized ontologies that approximate as well as possible to the ideal ontology of the domain. The focus on these languages is on representation adequacy, since the resulting specifications are intended to be used by humans in tasks such as communication, domain analysis and problem-solving. The resulting domain ontologies, named reference ontologies in [16], should be used in an

⁴ The complete formal semantics of this profile in a system of Modal Logics with Sortal Quantification is presented in [10].
off-line manner to assist humans in tasks such as meaning negotiation and consensus establishment. On the other hand, once users have already agreed on a common conceptualization, versions of a reference ontology can be created. These versions have been named in the literature lightweight ontologies. Contrary to reference ontologies, lightweight ontologies are not focused on representation adequacy but are designed with the focus on guaranteeing desirable computational properties. Examples of languages suitable for lightweight ontologies include OWL and LINGO. An example of an ontology representation language that is suitable for reference ontologies is the UML profile briefly illustrated in the previous section (as demonstrated in [10]). It is important, nonetheless, to highlight that, as discussed in the previous section, languages such as OWL and LINGO are epistemological level languages and, thus, naming them ontology representation languages is actually a misnomer. Finally, a phase is necessary to bridge the gap between the conceptual modeling of references ontologies and the coding of these ontologies in terms of specific lightweight ontology languages. Issues that should be addressed in such a phase are, for instance, determining how to deal with the difference in expressivity of the languages that should be used in each of these phases, or how to produce lightweight specifications that maximize specific non-functional requirements (e.g., evolvability vs. reasoning performance).

Finally, the importance of reference ontologies has been acknowledged in many cases in practice. For instance, [27] illustrates examples of semantic interoperability problems that can pass undetected when interoperating lightweight ontologies. Likewise, [28] discusses how a principled foundational ontology can be used to spot inconsistencies and provide solutions for problems in lightweight biomedical ontologies. As a final example, the need for methodological support in establishing precise meaning agreements is recognized in the Harvard Business Review report of October 2001, which claims that “one of the main reasons that so many online market makers have foundered [is that] the transactions they had viewed as simple and routine actually involved many subtle distinctions in terminology and meaning”.

7. Summary

In the sequel, we summarize the most important points defended in this article:

1. Formal Ontology, as conceived by Husserl, is part of the discipline of Ontology in philosophy (sense D1), which is, in turn, the most important branch of metaphysics.
2. Formal Ontology aims at developing general theories that accounts for aspects of reality that are not specific to any field of science, be it physics or conceptual modeling (sense D2).
3. These theories describe knowledge about reality in a way, which is independent of language, of particular states of affairs (states of the world), and of epistemic states of knowledgeable agents. In this article, these language independent theories are named (meta) conceptualizations. The representation of these theories in a concrete artifact is a foundational ontology.
4. A Foundational Ontology is domain-independent Reference Ontology. Reference Ontologies try to characterize as accurately as possible the conceptualization they commits to.
5. Foundational ontologies in the philosophical sense can be used to provide real-world semantics for general ontology representation languages and to constrain the possible interpretations of their modeling primitives. Conversely, a suitable
ontology representation language should commit to a system of ontological distinctions (in the philosophical sense), i.e., they should truly belong to the Ontological Level.

6. An ontology can be seen as the metamodel specification for an ideal language to represent phenomena in a given domain in reality, i.e., a language which only admits specifications representing possible state of affairs in reality (related to sense D3).

7. Suitable general conceptual modeling languages can be used in the development of reference domain ontologies, which, in turn, among many other purposes, can be used to characterize the vocabulary of domain-specific languages.

8. The discipline of Ontology Engineering should account for two classes of languages with different purposes: (i) on one hand, it needs well-founded ontology representation languages focused on representation adequacy regardless of the consequent computational costs, which is not actually a problem since the resulting model is targeted at human users; (ii) On the other hand, it needs lightweight representation languages with adequate computational properties to guarantee their use as codification alternatives for the reference ontologies produced in (i).

9. The name ontology representation languages when applied to the so-called Semantic Web languages is a misnomer, since these languages are motivated by epistemological and computational concerns, not ontological ones.
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Abstract. Modern software engineering attacks its complexity problems by applying well-understood development principles. In particular, the systematic adoption of design patterns caused a significant improvement of software engineering and is one of the most effective remedies for what was formerly called the software crises. Design patterns and their utilization constitute an increasing body of knowledge in software engineering. Due to their regular structure, their orthogonal applicability and the availability of meaningful examples design patterns can serve as an excellent set of use cases for organizational memories, for software development tools and for e-learning environments.

Patterns are defined and described on two levels [1]: by real-world examples—e.g., textual or graphical content on their principles, best practices, structure diagrams, code etc.—and by conceptual models—e.g., on categories of application problems, software solutions, deployment consequences etc. This intrinsically dualistic nature of patterns makes them good candidates for conceptual content management (CCM). In this paper we report on the application of the CCM approach to a repository for teaching and training in pattern-based software design as well as for the support of the corresponding e-learning processes.
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Introduction and Motivation

The entire field of modern software engineering (SE) is a diverse and complex endeavor. Many advances had to be made to master what we used to call the software crisis. One important key to success was finally found in software patterns which introduced another level of abstraction to software design processes and decreased the complexity of designs considerably. Since their first publication in the early 90ies [1] design patterns (and the idea of software patterns in general) have been quickly adopted and today are in widespread use.

As modern software systems become ever larger and more complex most software development paradigms agree that some planning-ahead is needed in order to successfully carry out a software development project [2]. While requirements for the application under development are collected during an initial application analysis phase, the subsequent design phase aims at a coarse design of the software. In this light, design
patterns are abstractions over pieces of software with shared design requirements thus helping to exploit accumulated design experience.

Design patterns turn out to be essential pieces of knowledge for software engineers and, consequently, have to be covered by software engineering curricula. As the mere awareness of a design pattern does not enable a student of software engineering to appropriately apply it, the pragmatics of pattern applications should also be taught. This can be achieved by providing pattern definitions together with best-practice pattern applications and by enabling students to relate, publicize and discuss their personal pattern applications in such definitional contexts. Students can thus actively participate in the design process, resulting in an improved learning experience.

In previous projects we have used our Conceptual Content Management (CCM) approach to provide extensional concept definitions and to embed such CCM material into learning environments—albeit in political iconography [3] or art history applications [4]. In this paper we sketch a conceptual model for design patterns and show how previous experiences with active learning can be carried over to SE. We discuss how existing work on patterns (e.g., [1]) can be represented, communicated, and applied by CCM.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: We commence with an overview of requirements to SE tools and their relationships with content management in Section 1. In Section 2 we provide a conceptual model suitable for describing patterns in learning systems and also report on some related work. Section 3 describes pattern learning scenarios with particular emphasis on active learning in conceptual content management systems. We conclude with a summary and outlook in Section 4.

1. Requirements for Software Engineering Tools

As a basis for discussion this section contains some remarks on SE processes, in particular on the pattern-based design of software, and we argue that SE—especially the aspect of conserving design knowledge—shares properties of advanced content management tasks.

1.1. Software Engineering Processes

A typical SE process consists of several phases: analysis, design, implementation and test (e.g., [2]). During these phases, numerous artifacts are created. These artifacts stem from different models and coexist for various reasons: different levels of abstraction, perspectives, revisions, or alternate representations.

Typically, artifacts of later phases are created from higher-level artifacts of earlier phases, but dependencies are not linear and difficult to trace: Diverse analysis requirements, platform constraints and modeling acts such as architectural decisions, pattern applications, etc. manifest themselves in later artifacts. While the knowledge about these manifestations is available at the point of decision-making, this information often is not part of an SE process [5]. Instead, such information has to be recorded in additional documentation which accompanies the process. Only recently efforts have begun to interconnect these artifacts at least partially [6]. The conservation and communication of development experience is an issue not systematically addressed by SE. Figure 1 shows a number of typical software engineering artifacts from one of our projects. Superimposed
onto these are the interrelationships between them (dashed lines), which are neither explicit in the artifacts themselves nor handled by the corresponding tools in a coherent and global manner.

1.2. Design Phase Activities

One of the phases of typical SE processes is that of design. This phase gains much attention because it is the point where reuse of development experience can take place at a high level.

The application of design patterns has become an important member of the set of design activities (Figure 2). The reason for this is that such applications are well-understood cases of software design. Design patterns also constitute a growing body of knowledge and best-practices. They can be used to preserve and communicate design experience.

These reasons—design patterns being well-understood and being a medium to communicate development experience—makes them a germane means for teaching software development. We apply patterns in SE education as a first object of study towards a model-based treatment of design patterns. As a first step in this direction we treat specific patterns (see Figure 2).
1.3. Software Engineering as a Content Management Activity

We have studied how entities are represented by means of content management with regard to SE [7]. Emphasis is put on the representation of entities that cannot fully be represented by data records alone, especially items that have subjective interpretations. We refer to the research of such content management applications as conceptual content management (CCM).

Based on the epistemic observation that neither content nor concepts exist in isolation, CCM is based on the conjoint description of entities by pairs of content representations and conceptual models. For pairs of these two we introduce the notion of assets. Content is presented by arbitrary multimedia documents. Concepts consist of the characteristic properties of entities, relationships with other assets which describe the interdependencies of entities, and constraints on those characteristics and relationships.

The statements of the asset language allow the definition of asset classes, the creation and manipulation of asset instances, and their retrieval. Some examples follow. For a more complete description of the asset language see [8].

The following sketches asset definitions to model an SE processes:

```java
model SoftwareEngineering {
  class SoftwareModel {
    content xmiDocument :org.w3c.dom.Document
    concept relationship classes :ClassDescription*
      relationship sequences :Sequence*
      constraint operationsDefined
        sequences.objActs.msgs <= classes.operations
        and ...; matching signatures
    }
    class Sequence {
      content topNode :org.w3c.dom.Element
      concept relationship objActs :ObjectActivation*
    }
    class ObjectActivation ...
  }
}
```

In the example, an XML document is the content of a general SoftwareModel, presumably an XMI representation of UML diagrams. Related instances of further asset classes are used to describe parts of the software model—classes, sequences, etc.—in
more detail. Such an asset model can be created by the structural conversion of an existing model for software in general, for example the Meta Object Facility (MOF, see [9]).

SE entities are described by the aforementioned characteristic attributes and relationships. Possible types of content handles and characteristics are determined by an embedded language which also is the target language of the model compiler (currently Java). More extensive use of the asset model is achieved by employing constraints that reflect the rules of the chosen SE process. In the example this is demonstrated by a constraint `operationsDefined` which in addition to the semantics of the UML ensures that for each message sent according to a sequence diagram a method with a matching signature is defined. When this constraint is violated, the corresponding instances can either not be allowed at all, or—in case of an interactive system—the situation can be brought to the attention of the user, e.g., on a list of issues.

Since assets are especially designed to support subjective views, asset classes as well as instances can be personalized by means of redefinitions on an individual basis. Based on the above definition of `SoftwareModel` a user can define

```java
model MySoftwareEngineering
from SoftwareEngineering import SoftwareModel
class SoftwareModel {
   concept relationship objects :ObjectDescription*
   constraint objects.type <= classes
}
```
to explicitly refer to instances and to require that all of their classes have to be part of the model. Anything that is not mentioned in the personalization remains the same as in the original definition.

For asset redefinitions there is a demand for openness and dynamics. We call a CCM system (CCMS) open if it allows users to define assets according to their current information needs. Dynamics is the ability of a system to follow redefinitions of assets at runtime without interrupting the users’ work.

To account for dynamics, our approach to CCM consists of three main contributions [10]: an asset language for the description of entities by both content and conceptual expressions, a modularized architecture for evolving conceptual content management systems, and a model compiler which translates expressions given in the asset language into CCMSs without developer intervention.

2. Modeling Design Patterns

This section first gives a brief overview of design patterns in general and approaches to create conceptual models for them. We then show how to model design patterns in CCM.

2.1. Design Patterns

The central idea of design patterns is to capture solutions to recurring problems. In other words, experiences gained by adept programmers are put into a form that is suitable to pass on these experiences to others, thereby eliminating the need for them to relearn the same knowledge “the hard way” by rediscovering them from practice. The exact workings of such human learning mechanisms are currently under research [5]. This
capturing of short-cuts in learning experiences makes design patterns an important part of SE curricula.

Existing work on design patterns (most prominently Gamma et al. [1]) identifies four central elements of a pattern: A name, a context in which it can be applied, the solution it provides, and the consequences that arise from it. However, [1] also acknowledge that there is some subjectivity in design patterns. It is noted that what is and what is not a pattern depends on the individual user’s point of view. Other work [11] also points out the common definition of a design pattern being “a solution to a problem in a context” should be extended to also include information about recurrence as well as about teaching, to provide the means to apply the solution to new situations and to notice that an opportunity to do so has arisen in the first place. This is particularly important with respect to teaching patterns, where a definition of the design patterns is not sufficient. We will describe in Section 3.3 how these aspects can be handled by CCMSs.

2.2. Pattern Description Languages

The need for a pattern description language arises in several contexts which can broadly be divided into those that aim to support the task of creating software (e.g., by pattern application) and those that inspect existing software (e.g., by pattern discovery).

An early metamodel for pattern-based CASE tools in proposed in [12]. Based on this metamodel, pattern instantiation is proposed, relating available patterns to actual application artifacts. UML also offers the collaboration mechanism which can to some extend be used to model design patterns. By itself this is too weak a model for pattern-based tools, which need additional means to capture semantics, e.g., OCL [13]. Yet other tools let programmers work on different levels of abstraction allowing them to work on the source code as well as to instantiate patterns [14].

Metamodels are also employed to extract patterns from existing software. Corresponding tools identify micro-architectures by modeling classes in roles [15], or they describe design pattern applications [16]. The description is geared towards system supported application of the pattern. Taking this one step further, there are approaches to enforce the use of design patterns, e.g., [17].

All these approaches offer metamodels for design patterns with several different foci, but there is a large overlap at their cores. Commonly no clear distinction between pattern description and the general object-oriented metamodel is made. Our metamodel for patterns is loosely similar to most existing models, but aims to improve the separation of general pattern description, object-oriented metamodel and specific pattern descriptions for learning. It thus allows a fine-grained selection of standard models from which personal derivations are used to provide support for active learning scenarios.

2.3. A CCM Model for Pattern-based Design

Design patterns are generally presented in a semi-structured manner. Gamma et al identify four essential parts of a pattern: name, problem, solution and consequences [1]. Further substructuring of these elements is not prescribed, even though most authors try to adopt a uniform heading structure. However, there are also approaches that fully formalize the description of design patterns such as [18]. This can provide well-defined semantics for the descriptions as well as reasoning on them. However, such formalizations are
hardly useful in teaching patterns as learners need to gain an intuitive understanding to be able to identify situations where the pattern is relevant.

At the root of our conceptual model for patterns is a basic Pattern class whose concept offers the four core elements of patterns: name—context, solution and consequences—which are described as content in semi-structured documents.

```plaintext
model Patterns
class Pattern {
  content name : String
  problem : StructuredDocument
  solution : StructuredDocument
  consequences : StructuredDocument
  concept relationship collaborators : ClassDescription
  relationship collaboratorAspects : ClassMember
}
```

Furthermore, a CCMS allows users to model the patterns to any degree of specificity they want. This can even mean that a class is created for one specific pattern alone if this is required by the learning context. We demonstrate this with the composite pattern:

```plaintext
class CompositePattern refines Pattern {
  content
  name : String := "Composite"

  concept
  relationship component : ClassDescription
  relationship composite : ClassDescription
  relationship leaf : ClassDescription
  relationship composition : AssociationDescription

  constraint specialization1 composite.superClass = component
  constraint specialization2 leaf.superClass = component
  constraint aggregation composition.type = composition
      and composition.source.type = composite
      and composition.target.type = base
  .
}
```

Figure 3. Classes from different models are combined to model patterns. Most of the model is omitted in this figure for conciseness.
The Composite pattern is characterized by properties which are reflected in the asset class CompositePattern. There are classes in three roles: component, composite, and leaf. Both composite and leaf are subclasses of component as defined by the constraints specialization1 and specialization2. Instances of the class which fills the composite role aggregate instances of the class filling the role component (constraint aggregation). For this example assume that there is a class AssociationDescription for UML associations with at least the three attributes used: type which characterizes the kind of association, as well as source and target which refer to assets describing the roles of the associated objects.

To capture pattern applications in a way that is meaningful to students, the pattern applications have to be put into context of the whole software system they were made in. The respective parts of the application domain of the software can be captured by using a SoftwareEngineering model (see Section 1.2, [7]). By refining the general pattern model and using the SE model, concrete patterns can be described. Figure 3 gives an overview of the an asset model of the Composite pattern. Instances of this class are used to describe concrete applications of the pattern:

```plaintext
model CompositePatternApplication
from SoftwareEngineering import
    ClassDescription, AssociationDescription
from Patterns import CompositePattern
let graphicsPackage := lookfor Package {
    name = "de.tuhh.sts.ltood.figures"
}
let compositeApplication := create CompositePattern {
    problem := ...
    composite :=
        lookfor ClassDescription {
            name = "FigureGroup"
            package = graphicsPackage
        }
    component :=
        lookfor ClassDescription {
            name = "Figure"
            package = graphicsPackage
        }
    leaf :=
        lookfor ClassDescription {
            name="Rectangle"
            package = graphicsPackage
        }
    composition :=
        lookfor Association { source=composite target=component }
}
```

An instance of CompositePattern describes a pattern application by providing values for all members. The content members inherited from Pattern are filled with
structured documents describing problem, solution, and consequences. These could, e.g., closely correspond to the descriptions typically found in literature on patterns. The conceptual descriptions of the pattern are also provided by retrieving (through the `lookfor` command) appropriate parts of the existing software model. These parts are then explicitly connected as an application of the composite pattern.

3. Pattern Learning Scenarios

The application of design patterns has become a commonly accepted design activity. Therefore, teaching the most useful patterns has become an important part of the education or training of software developers. However, applying patterns requires tacit knowledge that cannot be studied on a purely theoretical basis. One needs to learn to actively apply patterns. In this section we argue that active learning is supported well by CCM systems.

A pattern is more than a solution to a problem in a context [11]. Especially for teaching purposes improved descriptions of design patterns are needed. Using the open modeling of the CCM approach such improved descriptions can be formulated, in particular including content. By such combined descriptions, CCM allows active learning processes for design pattern application.

3.1. Active Learning Through Open Dynamic CCM

As is witnessed by many taught courses, understanding content and applying the learnt are essential parts of learning [19]. Constructionists interpret learning as the construction of knowledge and not its absorption [20]. Practical application facilitates the lasting storage of information.

Figure 4 (inspired by [21]) depicts such an active way of learning from the point of view of a student. There are two levels, which differ in closeness to the learner as well as in speed of iteration. The inner cycle constitutes active learning. It is usually carried...
out by one learner alone. The outer circle describes the interaction with others, learners as well as teachers through discourse in the field of study and a shared, group-based understanding of it.

Active learning requires—as the name suggests—actions by the user in the field of study. These actions will lead to results, which the learner perceives and understands to be failures or advances. This can then be incorporated into the mental model of the field of discourse and used in the next iteration.

Typical e-learning systems support a passive way of learning: There are usually a number of ways to present lessons to learners [22]. The interaction of learner and system is frequently limited to formal testing.

To take the system support beyond this, the system has to be able to adapt to the particular needs of specific (groups of) learners. We refer to this as personalization, which happens at two levels: content and structure. The former allows users to adapt the content they work with to their own needs or views of the world. This happens without interfering with the work of other users, but the system needs to provide facilities that allow the later exchange of personalized content between (groups of) users. Structure personalization means that users are not confined to the schema provided for the system, but can modify this schema to suit their needs. This aspect is very important in learning to reflect the level of the learner as well as the field of study. For more details on personalization in e-learning applications see [3].

All activities indicated in the learning circle in Figure 4 are covered by personalization. It supports discourse through exchange of personalized content and conceptual models with a limited group of peer learners. Most importantly, users are enabled to take action in the system itself and learn through the results of their action. They can recombine artifacts to solve learning problems.

This allows an approach to e-learning in which learners can structurally rework or even extend the subject matter. For example, a lesson can start with a given partial model that the learners are to complete. In doing so, they apply what they previously learned. Thinning out the content is again achieved through personalization (the left-out pieces are not deleted globally but hidden in the personal view). A system setup to support this will be shown in Section 3.3.

3.2. Teaching Pattern-oriented Design

This section applies the CCM approach to learning of design patterns. Particular regard is given to the active dimension of learning.

To use CCM for learning in a field of study, the generic activities of the learning cycle in Figure 4 have to be backed with specific ones of the participants. Figure 5 shows some use cases from which these activities can be deduced. Here a pattern expert prepares case studies as examples or master solutions for a pattern learner, or the expert gives exercises to be solved by the learner. The person in the role of the pattern expert can but does not have to be the teacher at the same time.

In the previous section it has been mentioned that a teacher can hand partial solutions to learners. By means of personalization each learner can solve exercises individually. Personalization furthermore allows change of existing designs to try out modeling alternatives.

Many times, learning begins at the teacher (in the upper cycle in Figure 4) who—in the case of CCM—prepares a system for the particular needs of the learners. This
Figure 5. Learning use cases

involves the setup of the general surroundings of the field of study as well as the formulation of particular tasks. When teaching design patterns, the general surroundings are largely described by software engineering in general. The teacher would thus preload the system with a general software engineering model (Section 1.3) which forms a mostly constant basis for the work on design patterns. There is thus little personalization to be expected on the software engineering model, but such personalization is of course possible.

Teaching design patterns requires rich descriptions [11]. In Section 2.3 asset models for typical design pattern descriptions have been shown. Based on the software engineering model, the teacher can import models which describe patterns. Since these are the field of study, heavy personalization is expected here. The openness of the model allows the teacher to extend these models for teaching purposes. Personalizations made by the teacher can lead to concrete tasks for students, for instance where some parts of a model are deleted in the personalization and the task is to fill the created gaps.

Another possible task created through personalization is a scenario in which the teacher provides a description of a concrete software and it is up to the students to detect the use of patterns by creating personal instances of the appropriate pattern applications. Here only class diagrams are given, the learners detect pattern applications by capturing the classes’ roles in (personal) Pattern asset instances. More advanced students can be asked to refactor the provided system description through the application of additional patterns where possible.

In both cases it is important to stress that while learners work alone or in small groups they can consult with the other learners of their course or with the teacher as both work in the same system. The system setup that is required to achieve this will be shown in the next section.

System-based learning in general needs support from the system outside the direct field of study: a model of the learners, their advances in the field of study, and a matching with appropriate materials come to mind. Though the above extensions made to the pattern model by the teacher do not automatically lead to a complete model of e-learning
they can be combined with general learning models [23] to form a complete environment of learning.

3.3. A CCMS for Teaching Patterns

In order to achieve dynamics, CCMSs are generated from asset models (Section 1.3) by a model compiler [24]. On model changes—a personalization step in the cases considered here—a CCMS is dynamically modified to account for the changed model. Each modification preserves existing asset instances and maintains back references to the public model that has been personalized.

Dynamics of CCMSs is further enabled by an architecture that supports evolution [8]. A CCMS consists of a set of cooperating components, each hosting assets of one particular model. Components in turn are implemented by modules which offer a certain functionality. The components’ functionality is provided by modules working in concert.

Two particular kinds of modules used below are client modules and mediation modules. Client modules access third-party software such that the services are accessible to a CCMS. A typical example is a client module to map asset definitions to a database for asset persistence.

Mediation modules delegate requests to their two base modules according to a definable strategy which implements a particular behavior. For instance, in a personalization scenario existing asset definitions are stored alongside their personalized variants using two different client modules. A mediation module provides retrieval of assets from both modules, creation of personal assets in the personal client module, and personalization of public assets by copying an asset from a public client module to the personal one and modifying the copy.

Through the generative approach a CCMS for the management of pattern descriptions can be generated from the models presented in Section 2.3. General requirements for such a CCMS can be deduced from [25]. The ability to serve as a tutoring system is based on the consideration of both content and conceptual models in assets and on the modeling openness.

Hosted content describing software systems can serve as an extensional definition of a design pattern by giving an abstract definition and by showing several applications, counter examples, etc. Conceptual models point out the design patterns that are visible in content, for example, in a complete class diagram used as a case study. The dynamic nature of CCMSs permits active learning processes as discussed in the previous sections. For example, students can improve given designs by introducing patterns. In doing they understand how the respective pattern is applied in practice. Furthermore, personalization allows to change definitions of patterns. This way students can experience which properties patterns have and why they are required.

A design pattern CCMS can be set up as a compound system which includes the CCMS generated for an SE model like the one sketched in Section 1.3 as a component. Figure 6 shows an example of such a CCMS generated as a tutoring system. This component can be used independently in SE processes, while pattern description components manage the accompanying information on pattern applications.

In the example of Figure 6 an SE component is shown by the SE Community’s Client Module that accesses some third-party software, here a database management system storing the SE asset definitions.
Based on the asset collections found in the SE component a teacher can prepare course material for an SE course using a teacher’s component by interaction with the Teacher Access module. Here a model like the Patterns model from Section 2.3 is employed. Since the Patterns model imports definitions from the SoftwareEngineering model, the components of a teacher and the SE community are connected through a Mediation Module Teacher ↔ SE Community. This module makes the general SE definitions available to the teacher’s component and merges them with the personal asset definitions managed by the client module. Thus it allows to interrelate assets as discussed in Section 2.3.

CCM components for courses are set up in a similar fashion as those for teachers. Albeit the purpose differs: for courses the dynamics is used to tailor the materials which a teacher prepared to the needs of a certain course. Still, assets are interrelated through the Mediation Module Course ↔ Teacher such that a teacher can navigate from an asset presenting some design to a course to the more general asset from which it has been derived.

Participants of a course are equipped with a learner’s component accessible via the module Learner Access. Such a component is an environment for active learning. In addition to the possibility to access the learning materials prepared for their course, learners are equipped with a repository of their own. This way students can create their own models and create personalized instances from given materials. This use of openness allows learners, for instance, to solve problems and experiment with their solutions.

When students finally deliver the results of their work they simply publish their modified asset models. Taking the personalization path backwards the modified models are finally presented to the teacher who can then review them. Constraints are checked on every publication stage so that a student’s work will be rejected if it conflicts with the general SE or pattern definitions.

Students usually do not only deliver a final solution. On their way to creating it they also will discuss intermediate results with teachers and fellow students. The discussion
among students can take place in the course component. Students can publish intermediate results to this component—at least if they meet all formal constraints—making them visible to students of the same course. These students can then, for example, annotate the proposed asset definitions.

Teachers, in addition to providing learning materials, take the role of a supervisor while students work on their tasks. This role is supported by an additional component accessible via Supervisor Access. This component does not maintain any additional content. Instead it allows a supervisor to take a look at both the materials presented to a course and the personalizations made by all participating students. This way a supervisor can advise students by monitoring their progress while given models can be inspected if required through the access to the course component.

4. Summary and Outlook

We have shown that it is beneficial for teaching purposes to model design patterns dually. This helps students to understand patterns by rich medial representation of software design as well as a conceptual models pointing out their particularities. Furthermore schema personalization enables active learning as it allows learners to model the subject under study in the most appropriate way. Similar benefits arise from instance personalization where students are asked to complete partial content.

In future work it will be interesting to extend our conceptual model of design patterns to reach further into SE. It can then not only be used for teaching but will also be applicable to software creation proper. In the area of learning systems improving the reactions of the system to its users seems promising. The goal is to make learning systems react smartly to student’s modeling decisions. A promising approach is to try to detect common misconceptions with patterns. This way learners receive more directed feedback and do not need to consult their supervisor or fellow students in order to understand the basics of patterns.
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Abstract. Workflow time management provides predictive features to forecast eventually upcoming deadline violations and proactive strategies to speed up late processes. Existing time management approaches assume that communication with external processes or services is conducted synchronously. This is not the case with inter-organizational processes which very frequently communicate in an asynchronous manner. Therefore we examine diverse asynchronous communication patterns, show how to map them on an interval-based time model, and describe their application to inter-organizational workflow environments.
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Introduction

Workflow management systems are used to improve business processes by automating tasks and getting the right information to the right place for a specific job function [1]. Nowadays, as business processes spread over the boundaries of companies, workflows are assembled from external processes and (web-)services [2]. They connect companies with their suppliers and providers for the achievement of inter-organizational business goals. More than ever services with a high quality must be provided, where expected process execution times and compliance to agreed upon deadlines rank among the most important quality measures [3]. However, unexpected delays can lead to time violations. This typically increases the execution time and cost of business processes because they require some type of exception handling, entail displeased business partners and customers, or even results in penalty payments.

To decrease the number of deadline violations should therefore be one of the major objectives, which can be achieved by the application of workflow time management. It deals with temporal aspects of time-constrained processes and aims at optimized, timely, and violation-free process execution. Predictive techniques are used to determine the remaining process duration and the expected end of a process. This is utilized to forecast upcoming deadline violations, and to trigger automatic evasive actions in order to avoid them, e.g. skip unnecessary optional tasks, increase resources, and so on (e.g. [4,5]). The calculation of the process remaining duration at workflow build-time is based on explicit
knowledge about the process structure and the expected duration of each step. Unfortunately asynchronous (non-blocking) communication patterns are not supported by existing time management approaches. As inter-organizational business process communication is quite frequently asynchronous, it is a necessity to examine basic asynchronous process communication patterns, show how they affect the process execution and duration, and adapt existing time management techniques correspondingly.

In [6,7,8] we already provided partial solutions to certain time management problems. This paper combines and completes our prior findings as follow: in Section 1 we sketch components, architecture, and functionality of a time-managed workflow system. Section 2 describes a graph-based workflow model that is augmented with explicit timing information, followed by Section 3, which defines an interval-based method to calculate remaining times for each activity in the workflow. Sections 4 and 5 explain problems that arise when different processes communicate, list basic communication patterns, and show how to integrate them in the calculation algorithms. Finally we discuss related work in Section 7, followed by a brief outlook and conclusions in Section 8.

1. Time Management Architecture

Figure 1 visualizes how a time manager can be integrated into a workflow engine. Our architecture consists of the workflow engine and the time manager’s build and run time components.
Time Manager Build Time Components The parser loads the process definition, parses it, and generates an according workflow graph that reflects the control flow of the process. The data collector augments the graph with additional temporal process information, like expected activity durations and deadlines. Information about the duration of external processes and services can be requested from third parties or experts. The resulting extended graph is fed into the timed graph calculator, which generates the timed graph [9]. The timed graph contains information about latest allowed end times for activities, that must not be exceeded during process execution – it is stored in the model database for run-time purposes.

Workflow Engine The workflow engine starts new process instances, controls their execution, and conducts communication with external services or processes [1]. During the execution of process instances certain events, like start or termination of processes and activities, are logged in the workflow history and signaled to the run time component of the time manager. In order to avoid possible future deadline violations the process engine reacts to special intervention signals from the time manager.

Time Manager Run Time Components When a process is started by the process engine, an according signal will be sent to the time manager. The instance-model mapper loads the corresponding timed graph from the model database and generates a calendar-mapped copy, called timed instance graph, for the process instance. Calendar-mapping means to map relative time values, stored in a timed graph, to the absolute (actual) system time. Each time an activity of the process instance starts or ends an according signal will be sent to the instance-model mapper.

- The prediction component periodically checks the temporal status of each process instance. This includes the expected process remaining duration, which may be accessed by users, service requestors or process administrators at any time. The remaining duration is utilized to forecast the expected end of the process, and if a deadline is likely to be violated.
- In case a possible deadline violation has been predicted the proactive component jumps into action, automatically initiates a pro-active avoiding action (e.g. rescheduling, exchanging upcoming activities with faster variants) in order to prevent a future deadline violation, and sends corresponding intervention instructions to the process engine.

2. A Workflow Model

2.1. Workflow Graph

A workflow basically describes a structured process consisting of activities and control flow dependencies between them (see also [1]). Figure 2 visualizes the graph-oriented representation of a process. Such a non-cyclic directed workflow graph $G = (N, E)$ consists of a set of nodes $N$ (activities or control-nodes) and a set of edges $E$. The type of a node $n \in N$ can either be $n.t = \text{activity}$ or one of the control-types $n.t = \text{start} \mid \text{end} \mid \text{or-split} \mid \text{or-join} \mid \text{and-split} \mid \text{and-join}$. Activities, represented by rectangles, correspond to individual steps in a process. A control flow dependency $(n_1, n_2) \in E$, displayed as edge, determines the execution sequence of two nodes $n_1, n_2 \in N$, such that $n_1$
must be finished before $n_2$ can be started. Control nodes, visualized as circles, represent workflow control structures. The label of a control node identifies its type. A circle with a dot depicts the start of a workflow and an empty circle depicts its end. A circle labeled with OS represents an or-split, which decides, based on a run time evaluated condition, which successor node will be executed next. In our model this node uses xor-semantics, as exactly one successor must be selected. The or-join, labeled with OJ, marks the end of an or-structure and allows the continuation as soon as one predecessor is finished. And-splits and and-joins, labeled with AS and AJ, are used to define parallel execution of several branches. All branches after the and-split will be executed in parallel and the and-join synchronizes all these branches, such that continuation is allowed if and only if all its predecessor nodes are finished.

2.2. Structural Constraints

We demand that the workflow graph has exactly one start and one end-node. Additionally only split-nodes may have multiple successors and only join-nodes may have multiple predecessors. The structure of the graph may be non-blocked \[1\] and must be sound. In non-blocked structures edges may connect activities and/or control-nodes in an arbitrary (non-cyclic) order. This can result in process structures that produce deadlocks (e.g. or-split closed by an and-join) or unwanted multiple instances (e.g. and-split closed by an or-join) during process execution. The concept of soundness restricts combination-possibilities of control-flow elements to certain patterns, which naturally constrains the degree of modelling freedom, but also eliminates the possibility of above-mentioned runtime problems. For further discussions on the soundness of workflows please refer for instance to \[10\]. Additionally we stated that the workflow graph must be non-cyclic, but the possibility to model cyclic structures is a necessity for the automatization of business processes. Therefore we propose to apply one of the following alternatives which may be used for any blocked cyclic structure\[1\]: a) hide the whole cycle in a single activity; b) roll the cycle out to a sequence by means of the expected (average) number of iterations; or c) unfold the cycle to a conditional structure by inserting an or-split after each iteration-block, where one edge connects the or-split with the next iteration-block, and the other edge connects it with the control node that closes the cyclic structure \[6\].

\[1\]Blocked loops are for instance while, repeat, or loop-type cycles. Arbitrary cycles \[10\], which allow interleaved iterations, are not considered here.
2.3. Extended Workflow Graph

In order to apply time management techniques it is necessary to augment the basic workflow graph with explicit temporal information.

- It is necessary to provide an expected duration for each activity. Following [11,9,12,13] we apply an interval-based representation, which describes a duration by means of a \([\text{min}, \text{max}]\)-interval. From now on the duration of any node \(n \in \mathcal{N}\) is denoted by an interval \(n.d = [a, b]\), which implies that the duration of \(n\) will presumably not fall below \(a\) and presumably not exceed \(b\). These values are given in a predefined basic time-unit, like minutes or hours.

- Second, the process is constrained by a maximum duration \(\delta\), also called relative deadline, which must not be exceeded by any process instance. Again this value must be specified in the above-mentioned predefined basic time-unit.

The information about durations may stem from empirical knowledge (extracted from the workflow history, where past process executions are logged), from experts, or even from third parties in case an activity communicates with an external process or service. The deadline stems from laws, organizational rules, or contracts placed with customers (which may also include penalty payments on deadline-exceedance).

3. Timed Workflow Graph

For predictive or proactive time management \([4,14]\) we have to calculate additional time information for each node at build time, and store it in the so-called timed workflow graph for further usage during run time. The temporal information we need, namely remaining times, must be calculated for each node, by utilizing the precedence constraints of the structure and the explicit temporal information provided by the extended graph. The remaining-time interval \(n.re = [a, b]\) of a node \(n \in \mathcal{N}\) denotes the expected execution time between the (start of the) node and the end of the process. For the calculation of the overall process remaining duration we have to add up remaining times – therefore we define the addition of two time intervals as follows:

**Definition 1** Interval Addition: \([a_1, b_1] + [a_2, b_2] = [\min(a_1, a_2), \max(b_1, b_2)]\)

To calculate the remaining time of each node in the graph, we must apply the calculation operations specified below on each node \(n\), dependent on its type \(n.t\), in a backward topological order, starting with the last node in the process.

3.1. End-node

The calculation starts with the initialization of the end-node \(n\) with \(n.re = n.d\), which simply means that the remaining time, measured from the the start of the last node, is equal to the duration of this node.

3.2. Activity, or-join, and-join, start-node

The remaining-time interval of a node \(n\), which has exactly one successor \(s\), is calculated as \(n.re = s.re + n.d\), where \((n, s) \in E\).
3.3. Or-split

The remaining time of an or-split is based on the interval-disjunction operation.

**Definition 2** Interval Disjunction: \([a_1, b_1] \lor [a_2, b_2] = [\min(a_1, a_2), \max(b_1, b_2)]\).

**Proposition:** As the disjunction is commutative and associative it can be extended to \(j\) intervals \(d_1 \lor d_2 \lor \ldots \lor d_j\), denoted as \(\bigvee_{i=1}^j d_i\).

The remaining time of an or-split \(n\) can now be calculated as \(n.re = (\bigvee_{i=1}^j s_i.re) + n.d\), where \(n, s_1, \ldots, (n, s_j) \in E\). In the first step the disjunction-operation merges all remaining-time intervals \([a_i, b_i]\) of all successors \(s_i\), such that the resulting interval is determined by the smallest \(a_i\) and the greatest \(b_i\). This is necessary as only one out of many paths will be followed after an or-split, and which one this will be is not known at build time – therefore one can only consider the best and the worst case. Then the duration-interval \(n.d\) of the or-split must be added before proceeding with the calculation of predecessor nodes.

3.4. And-split

The remaining time of an and-split is based on the interval-conjunction operation.

**Definition 3** Interval Conjunction: \([a_1, b_1] \land [a_2, b_2] = [\max(a_1, a_2), \max(b_1, b_2)]\).

**Proposition:** As the conjunction is commutative and associative it can be extended to \(j\) intervals \(d_1 \land d_2 \land \ldots \land d_j\), denoted as \(\bigwedge_{i=1}^j d_i\).

The remaining time of an and-split \(n\) can now be calculated as \(n.re = (\bigwedge_{i=1}^j s_i.re) + n.d\), where \(n, s_1, \ldots, (n, s_j) \in E\). In the first step the conjunction-operation merges all remaining-time intervals \([a_i, b_i]\) of all successors \(s_i\), such that the resulting interval is determined by the greatest \(\min a_i\) and the greatest \(\max b_i\). This is necessary as every path succeeding an and-split will be executed in parallel – therefore one must consider the worst case. Again the duration-interval \(n.d\) of the and-split must be added before proceeding with the calculation of predecessor nodes.

4. Communication with External Processes and Services

In inter-organizational scenarios one will be confronted with the situation that external services, applications, or sub-processes are called from the local main process. The processes will communicate in a blocking (synchronous) or non-blocking (asynchronous) manner, which raises problems for the calculation of remaining times.

4.1. Synchronous and Asynchronous Communication

In a synchronous or blocking model the requester waits for the response of the provider before continuing execution. The advantage of this model is its simplicity, as the process state does not change until the response has been received. The obvious disadvantage is that blocking the execution of the main process, especially when long running external processes or services are involved, increases its execution duration tremendously.
In an asynchronous or non-blocking model the requester sends a request to the provider and continues execution without delay. At a later point in time it receives a response (callback) from the provider, which of course implies that the main process contains an activity that waits to receive this response. Asynchronous communication loosely couples sender and receiver. This accelerates process execution and compensates communication problems (e.g. network problems).

4.2. Implications on Time Management

So far existing time management approaches are based on one assumption: activities, may they be atomic or composite, are interpreted as basic execution units which must be finished in order to proceed with the process instance. This still applies for synchronous, but not for asynchronous communication. In order to explain the integration of these models into our time management calculation algorithms, we have to clarify what we focus on. We are interested in the effects different types of communication patterns have on the duration of the main process and the delay they might produce between different activities of the very same. Please note that we calculate our time models for the main process only, therefore our primary interest in external services or processes is their response time. For time management it is not important to know how communication works in process automation systems. We assume that the system relies on a communication infrastructure, which forwards request-messages from the main process and receives response-messages from external processes. This may be implemented by means of message queues [2]. Furthermore we do not differ between communication, execution or waiting time of external services; we use an overall response time which suffices for our needs. As messages are queued they may be retrieved before they are needed in the process. Therefore it is important to notice that the response time is measured as the time span between the outgoing message leaving the out-queue and the correlating incoming message entering the in-queue.\(^2\) Response times may be estimated or gathered from empirical knowledge, for instance extracted from the message-log which holds information about prior communication-sequences or from a third party (see [3,15]).

4.3. Solution

Consider the process on the left-hand side of Figure 3, which shows a standard asynchronous communication scenario. Activity \textit{exit} sends a message which activates an external process, while the main process continues with its execution. Assuming that the response time of the external process is longer than the duration of the activity \(B\), the receiving activity \textit{entry} will have to wait for the results of the external process in order to proceed. As a matter of fact this scenario is equal to a regular parallel structure. Since the external process may reside anywhere, and therefore its structure may be unknown, it must be treated as a black box – therefor it is necessary that the process designer introduces a corresponding virtual activity \textit{EP} into the workflow graph. Then he has to specify additional edges, which connect the exit-node, via the virtual activity, with the entry-node (right-hand side of Figure 3). Additionally required is the expected execution duration interval for the virtual activity, determined by the response time of the external activity.

\(^2\)For details on the implementation of callbacks and the correlation of messages with their appropriate process instances, for instance with correlation-ids, we refer to [2].
process. The duration of the exit-node is determined by the time that it takes to pass the request-message to into the out-queue, and the duration of the entry-node is determined by the time that it takes to fetch a message from the in-queue – both durations will presumably be neglectable compared to durations of regular activities. Time management calculations are to be applied by treating the exit-node like an and-split and the entry-node like an and-join. Correspondingly the same structural restrictions and soundness criterions as for regular parallel structures must be applied. It is for instance not allowed to place an exit-node on a conditional branch, and the adhering entry-node on a branch that will always be executed – this may result in a deadlock as it is possible that the entry-node waits for a response that never comes, as no prior request has been sent.

5. Examination of Communication Patterns

Although the above presented solution works for this special scenario, it is still necessary to identify further communication-scenarios and examine how they affect the calculation-operations. Recent publications on web service communication and web service composition (e.g. [2,16]) already identified several basic synchronous and asynchronous communication patterns, which we utilized for our purposes. Note that we explain these patterns in the context of a local main process that sends and receives messages to and from an external process respectively. In the following the identifiers of synchronous patterns are pre-fixed with $SCP$ and those of asynchronous patterns with $ACP$. Figures 4, 5, 6 and 7 visualize necessary mappings for an application in a workflow graph.

5.1. SCP1 - Request/Reply

Request/Reply is the basic model for synchronous communication. As visualized in Figure 4 the main process sends a request to the external process and blocks until a response is returned. Therefor it is not allowed to place further nodes between the exit and
the entry-node. Otherwise it can be treated like the standard asynchronous scenario explained above. This pattern may also be represented as a complex activity [14]. A complex activity hides nested process structures, in this case the exit and the entry-node. Its duration is defined by the response time of the external process.

5.2. SCP2 - Solicit Response

A solicit response is an inverted SCP1, where the external process acts as requestor and the main process as provider (see Figure 4). The main process must wait for a message from an external process at the entry point in order to process the request. As this pattern assumes that no prior request has been sent from the main process, the duration of the entry-node must be specified by waiting-time interval, which is determined by the expected time span the entry-node has to wait for the incoming message. The succeeding activity $A$ stands as placeholder for an arbitrary number of activities or control flow structures. The exit-node sends the response to the requesting external process. For time management calculations it is not necessary to know that the entry-node and the exit-node adhere to the same communication sequence, therefore no connecting construct is needed. This pattern is unlikely to occur in a driving main process, which usually treats other processes as mere service providers.

5.3. SCP3 - Synchronous Polling

This pattern is an extension of SCP1. Again the main process sends a request and blocks. Subsequently it checks in defined intervals until the response arrives, then it stops further polling-attempts and proceeds with execution. For time management calculations it is not important to know the number of polling attempts. The only information needed is again the response time, which is the time span between the original request and the last successful polling attempt. Therefore it can be treated like SCP1.

5.4. ACP1 - One-way (Message Passing)

The main process sends a message to the external process and since it does not expect a reply it immediately continues with execution. This pattern requires no synchronization.

5.5. ACP2 - Notification

This pattern is an inverted ACP1. The external process sends a message to the main process, without expecting a response. Alike SCP2 this pattern assumes that no prior request has been sent, and can therefor be treated analogously. Again we assume that this pattern is unlikely to occur in a driving main process, which usually treats other processes as mere service providers.

5.6. ACP3 - Request/Response

This pattern is the combination of ACP1 and ACP2. Scenario and the corresponding solution have already been presented in Section 4.3.
5.7. ACP4 - Request/Multiple Response

This pattern is an extended ACP3, as visualized in Figure 5. The main process sends a message to the external process, which returns several notifications at different points in time. As the process does not block execution after sending a message, there may be an arbitrary number of activities, represented by A, after the exit-node. But now the main process expects multiple responses from the external process, which are received in multiple entry-nodes (see left-hand side of Figure 5). Therefore a virtual activity must be inserted between the exit-node and each entry-node. Another possibility is visualized on the right-hand side of the figure. Here the messages are received in parallel branches of the main process; although the structure is different, the concept of inserting a virtual activity between each combination does not change (the same applies if the and-structure is exchanged by an or-structure). The determination of a response time for each combination poses no problem if an entry-node expects a specific type of message, which can only be received by this entry-node. If some or even all entry-nodes are implemented to receive the same type of message an average response time may be used for each virtual activity.

5.8. ACP5 - Publish/Subscribe

In a publish-subscribe system the sender augments each message with a topic. The messaging-system forwards the message to all subscribers that have asked to receive messages on that topic. Senders are not burdened with creation and dispatching of message-duplicates to each subscriber. This is done by the messaging infrastructure. Publish-subscribe is a very loosely coupled architecture, in which senders do not need to know who their subscribers are. Assuming that the main process is the subscriber, this pattern can be mapped using a combination of other patterns. With SCP1 or ACP1 we model the subscription, depending on whether the main process has to wait for acknowledgement or not. ACP2 can be used for each point in the main process, where a publication message is expected. The waiting time for ACP2 is the average time span between two publications. Of course it makes sense to differentiate between waiting times for specific topics, in case it is known which message to expect at an entry-node. In our opinion this pattern is unlikely to appear in the course of a business process. It may probably be used to start a process when such a message is received, which has no influence on time management calculations.
5.9. ACP6 - Broadcast

Broadcast can be interpreted as an inverted ACP5. A message is sent to the messaging infrastructure, which delivers a message to a list of subscribed receivers. Each of the receivers decides how to further process this message. The sender does not expect any acknowledging responses. Similar to ACP5 broadcast may significantly increase network traffic, therefore it should be used carefully and for very specific purposes only. The broadcast is mapped by applying a single exit-node, like in ACP1, as the selection of receivers and sending multiple messages is conducted by the messaging system.

5.10. ACP7 - Request/Response with polling

This pattern is used if callbacks from external processes are not possible or allowed. The main process calls an external process using a blocking SCP1 Request/Reply, where the reply is an acknowledged-message from the receiver. Afterwards the main process continues. At a later point in time, when the main process needs the results, it calls the external process again; this time it uses SCP3 synchronous polling until it receives the response. Subsequently the main process may proceed. The first request with acknowledgement can be modelled with SCP1 request/reply. When the main process needs the results it starts polling the external process, which is modelled using a SCP3 request/reply with polling – the duration of the corresponding virtual activity comprises all polling attempts. The response time, representing the actual execution time needed by the external service to process the primary request, must be introduced as duration of the virtual activity between the first exit and the second entry-node. At the second entry-node the final response is received by the main-process. Alternatively SCP1 and SCP3 may be represented as complex activities, as they are blocking anyway.

5.11. ACP8 - Request/Response with posting

This pattern is applied for business-critical or confidential messages. As visualized in Figure 7 it consists of a SCP1 request/reply followed by SCP2 solicit response. The main process sends a message to the external process, blocks and waits for the immediate acknowledging response. Later, the external process sends an answer which must again be immediately acknowledged by the main-process. Again the first request with acknowledgement is modelled using SC1 request/reply. After the execution of A, the main process has to wait for the response from the external process before it can return an acknowledged-message. Therefore SCP2', a solicit response variant, is used. The (complex) activity B may among other things for instance generate the acknowledged-
message. The difference between SCP2\(^*\) and the original SCP2 is that the entry node is not augmented with an average waiting time. The response message will be received when the external process finished its execution. Therefore it is sufficient to introduce a virtual activity between the primary exit- and the second entry-node augmented with the response time, which represents the duration of the external process. Finally the main process will send an acknowledged-message at the second exit-node.

6. Application at Run Time

The timed graph, already stored in the model database, is utilized during run time to assess the current temporal state of a process instances. On start of a new process instance the corresponding timed graph must be loaded from the model database, and, as the execution proceeds, this instance must be synchronized with the timed graph model. The process deadline is specified as relative value; therefore it must be adjusted (calendar-mapped) to the current system time \( \delta' = \delta + \text{now} \). This version of the timed graph is called instance graph, as it adheres to one specific process instance.

6.1. Prediction of Process Remaining Duration

To determine the expected process remaining duration one has to adjust the remaining-time interval \( n.re = [a, b] \) of the currently active node \( n \), since the already elapsed execution duration \( \sigma \) of \( n \) must be taken into account: \( n.re' = [a - \sigma, b - \sigma] \). Given that we know the current time \( \text{now} \), the end of the process can therefore be expected between \( \Omega = [a' + \text{now}, b' + \text{now}] \). Note that it is quite simple to determine the elapsed execution duration of the current node, since a workflow system usually logs all kinds of events, including the start-time of this node: \( \sigma = \text{now} - \text{start} \). The intervals for the expected process remaining duration as well as the expected end of the process can be provided to participants, administrators or customers.

6.2. On Parallel Execution

The semantics of a parallel structure (and-split) demands that each path started by it behaves like an independent sub-process, until merged into the main process by an and-join. This implies that the state of execution of such a parallel sub-process is also independent from all its siblings – accordingly several execution tokens exist in a single process instance, one for each sub-process, and each of them progresses independently from the others. According to the semantics of remaining-times, each activity that resides on
a parallel path is treated as if it were executed in isolation from its parallel siblings, only influenced by precedence constraints. This poses a problem for the determination of the process remaining duration, where the point of view is the whole process and not a single activity, as all currently active siblings must be taken into considerations. In case \( j \) nodes \( n_i, 1 \leq i \leq j \) are executed in parallel the process remaining duration must be calculated in two steps: first we determine the worst case for all currently active parallel nodes \( \text{worst} = (\bigwedge_{i=1}^j n_i.re') \). Then, given that \( \text{worst} = [a, b] \), the process remaining duration can be determined by \( \Omega = [a + \text{now}, b + \text{now}] \).

6.3. Prediction of Deadline Violations

The prediction of eventually upcoming deadline violations, based on the adjusted remaining-time interval \( n.re' = [a', b'] \) and the calendar-mapped deadline \( \delta' \), is best explained by means of a simple example: assume that at \( \text{now} = 8:10 \text{ a.m.} \) the node \( n \) is active, that \( n.re' = [15, 35] \), and the basic time-unit is minutes. The end of the process can therefore be expected between \( \Omega = [a' + \text{now}, b' + \text{now}] = [8:25, 8:45] \). Further assume that the calendar-mapped process deadline is \( \delta' = 8:20 \). According to the expected end, one can state that this deadline will not hold, even if the fastest path will be selected at each or-split. Now assume that the deadline is \( \delta' = 8:50 \); in this case the process instance still has enough buffer time – this means that it bears a delay of at least 5 minutes without endangering the deadline.

To assess the current temporal state for further proactive usage, we adjust the traffic light model proposed by [14]. The traffic light is basically an urgency-indicator; it switches the (temporal) state of a process instance according to the likelihood of a future deadline violation. For our interval-timed model it is applied, by utilizing \( \delta' \) and \( \Omega = [a' + \text{now}, b' + \text{now}] \), as follows:

**Green** The process instance is in state green if \( \delta' \leq a' + \text{now} \), which means that the instance is fast enough and will most certainly meet the deadline.

**Orange** The process instance is in state orange if \( \delta' \leq b' + \text{now} \), which means that one should have an eye on this instance, as the deadline may be violated if paths with long durations are selected in the future. Proactive strategies may be applied if \( \delta' \) converges \( b' + \text{now} \).

**Red** The process instance is in state red if \( \delta' > b' + \text{now} \), which means that the process deadline will most likely be violated. Proactive strategies must be applied to avoid a deadline violation.

6.4. Proactive Strategies

In case the proactive component catches an exception from the prediction component, the process instance is already late. This means that the rest of the instance must be sped-up in order to reach the given deadline. In e.g. [4,9,12,5] diverse automated proactive escalation alternatives are discussed. This comprises for instance to skip unnecessary optional tasks, to parallelize activities that are normally executed sequentially, to add further resources (man-power), to increase the priority of late process instances, and so on. The problem is that many of these strategies are not applicable in inter-organizational scenarios, as the workflow system does not have the means to influence the execution of external services, called by activities of its process instances. Therefore additional strate-
gies must be found. We just started to investigate a technique that aim at exchanging services, to be called by future activities, with faster alternatives (with a lower expected duration) during process execution. Of course it is possible that these alternative services have some drawbacks (which is the reason that they were not chosen in the first place), e.g. they might be more expensive. The first input parameter for such an algorithm is the amount of time that must be saved, which can be easily provided with our approach. Additionally the algorithm needs to know which services are exchangeable, along with a set of alternative services for each of them (for the time being we plan to realize a static approach). The next step is the generation of an alternative process execution plan. This is not as straightforward as it seems at first glance. E.g. exchanging a service with a shorter alternative might not affect the execution duration of the process at all, if it for example resides on a path where still slack time is available. Additionally it might be necessary to exchange more than one service. However, in every case a partial recalculation of the timed instance graph will be necessary. Finally the process engine must be informed about the changes it has to apply on the (still running) process instance.

7. Related Work

Asynchronous process communication patterns, applied in this paper, are described in [2,16]. The basic concepts for the calculation of a timed graph are rooted in project planning methods (PPM), like the Critical Path Method (CPM) or the Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT), extended for basic workflow structures by various authors (e.g. [11,12,9,14,17]). The usage of interval-timed models is very popular in time management literature and quite frequently applied in PPM-based methods (e.g. [12,9]), as well as in methods that originate from temporal constraint networks (e.g. [11,17]). However, none of them deals with asynchronous process communication. The calculation of remaining-times, as presented in this paper, is a variation of the interval-based backward-calculation technique described in [9], adjusted for the calculation of remaining times (introduced in [6]), and extended for the usage of duration-intervals, as the original technique was designed for average durations. Please note that our solutions for asynchronous communication patterns do not depend on the interval-representation, they can basically be applied on any time management technique that supports parallel execution.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

The prediction and proactive avoidance of deadline violations decreases costs of processes and increases their quality of service. In this paper we examined basic asynchronous process communication patterns frequently used in inter-organizational processes, showed how they affect an interval-timed workflow graph, and provided according extensions for our workflow time management algorithms. Currently we search for further communication patterns, aim for an application of time management in web service environments, and develop pro-active strategies that dynamically exchange services, to be called during process execution, in order to speed up the process.
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Introduction

Nowadays organizational knowledge itself, as well as knowledge manipulation activities and tools evoke a big interest both among business people and scientists. Knowledge manipulation activities, also known as Knowledge Life Cycle process, exist in almost every organization, “but the difference is the degree of its formalization, automation and optimization” [1]. Similarly to the business processes management techniques, the knowledge management (KM) methods and tools are required for the formalization, optimization, automation and management of the knowledge manipulation activities in the enterprise. Business process modeling (BPM) is at the core of the advanced business process management and information systems (IS) development methods. It seems that the modeling technique could be helpful for the optimization and automation of the knowledge manipulating and management activities in the organizations, i.e. for the development of the knowledge management system.

Contemporary business modeling methods deal mostly with the modeling of the knowledge manipulation activities and its relationships with the business process activities rather than modeling of knowledge management process and its connection with other business management activities. As the changes in the knowledge management processes evokes changes in the knowledge manipulation processes [1] and affects the business process as well as the information systems development process, the management aspects of the business and knowledge processes and their
relationships should not be neglected when implementing knowledge management systems in organizations.

The conception of the knowledge-based enterprise, presented in the article, embodies holistic view to the knowledge management system development. Presented approach comprises synergetic application of various modeling methods for the solution of the range of business problems: for optimization and computerization of the business process and knowledge manipulation processes as well as for computerization of their management processes; for business and IT alignment decisions making. The main component of presented approach is the enterprise knowledge base, which is the mandatory element of the knowledge-based enterprise. It is expected, that integration of an enterprise knowledge base into the overall business management activities will improve the business management (a strategic, tactical and operational management), making it enterprise management system more adaptable and flexible.

In the first section conception of the knowledge based enterprise is explained and the aspects (domains) of enterprise knowledge are discussed.

The conceptual model of the knowledge-based enterprise (KBE) is presented in the second section. The KBE model is the background for the development of the enterprise knowledge base and knowledge management system. The KBE model is derived from the modified Porter’s Value Chain (VCM) model [2] by redefining business process concept of VCM. The Knowledge management layer of the KBE model further is decomposed into hierarchical multilevel structure. The enterprise knowledge management components are formally represented as knowledge management controls.

1. The Conception of the Enterprise Knowledge Base

According M. H. Zack, the concept of the knowledge-based enterprise has to be defined independently from the products/services produced by enterprise activities, but rather on how it interprets and manages its knowledge [3]. The knowledge-based enterprise here is defined as the more mature enterprise in the sense of knowledge management, which uses enterprise knowledge base integrated with KM activity at the all levels of business management hierarchy as the obligatory enterprise management and development component.

The research presented in [4] resulted in identification of three integrated aspects of the enterprise knowledge: business (V), information technologies (T) and knowledge (K). Consequently, enterprise knowledge base should comprise integrated knowledge about three enterprise domains into appropriate level of detail: business (V), information technology (T) and knowledge (K) as well as various relationships of these domains. S.Gudas, R.Brundzaite [5] have researched the levels of analysis of these domains and various relationships among these domains. The interactions of three domains in five levels of detail each were abstracted in the Enterprise Knowledge Space Model (VxTxK).

The concept of the enterprise knowledge base comes from the notion of the organizational or corporate memory found in the KM literature and from the notion of the enterprise repository, used in the knowledge-based IS engineering field.

The concept and the structure of the organizational memory in the KM literature are investigated. The organizational memory is concerned with the organizational learning processes and is considered as mandatory construct of any learning
organization. Organizational memory comprises all the possible forms of organizational knowledge: tacit, explicit, computerized, not computerized etc. Contemporary highly networked organizations use information technology extensively and needs for organizational memory accessible in the virtual environment in the computerized and well-structured form. This structured and computerized part of the organizational memory is termed here as enterprise knowledge base. S.Gudas, T.Skersys, A.Lopata [6] deal with knowledge-based enterprise from IT point of view and claims that the knowledge–based enterprise from this point of view has to be connected to the shared Enterprise Repository – the Enterprise Knowledge Base. Enterprise Repository supports all types of Enterprise activities - business management and IS engineering activities and stores validated enterprise knowledge in the form of enterprise models.

In order to assure integration of the Enterprise knowledge base into overall enterprise management and development framework, it is necessary to define the interactions of the enterprise knowledge base and knowledge management activities explicitly too. Research, presented in this article, is directed toward extension of the knowledge-based IS engineering paradigm, described by S.Gudas, T.Skersys, A.Lopata [6], by adding knowledge management dimension.

In order to develop practical method for the modeling of three interrelated enterprise domains (business, IT and knowledge), enterprise modeling method has to be selected. Contemporary enterprise modeling methods F3 [7], EKM [8]), etc. do not suit directly for the modeling of the three interrelated domains and their interactions. Knowledge-oriented enterprise modeling methods, such as (B-KIDE [9], Fraunhofer bpoKM (GPO-OM)) [10], and others, described in [11]) are directed toward modeling the knowledge manipulation activities (Knowledge Life Cycle) rather than knowledge management activities. Our point of view is that knowledge management activity is the central component of the knowledge-based enterprise model.

In the next chapter Knowledge-based enterprise model (KBEM) is presented. KBE model allows modeling of all three interrelated enterprise domains (business domain, IT domain and knowledge domain) as well as interactions among them.

2. Structural Backgrounds for Knowledge-Based Enterprise Modeling

The M. Porter's Value Chain Model (VCM) is used here as a basis for the enterprise knowledge modeling. The Porter's Value Chain Model is applied for business systems analysis, based on the separation between primary and support activities. Gudas, Lopata, Skersys [12] focused on the informational interrelationship between primary and support activities of the Business Process and identified different nature of these two kinds of activities: primary processes are non-informational and are named Processes; support activities have informational nature and referred to as Process Management Functions. The similar insights are represented in the Organizational Control Systems Modeling (OCSM) framework developed by Kampfner [13].

There is another type of business activity – knowledge management activity, which is also identified within modified VCM. For the completeness of the model the Resources (R) component was introduced. Whereas the modified Value Chain Model is focused on the enterprise knowledge management activities and components and it is constructed according knowledge-based enterprise definition, it is named Knowledge-Based Enterprise (KBE) model (Figure 1). The component Business process (BP) in Figure 1 consists of Management functions (F) and Processes (P).
The KBE model refines two different levels of enterprise management hierarchy: Knowledge management layer and Business process management layer.

The interactions of the different levels are defined as two control loops (informational feedback) EMC (Elementary management cycle): EMCz and EMCp. EMC initially was introduced in [14] by Gudas and later was formally described in [12]. The semantics of the management transactions EMCp and EMCz are as follows:

- **Process management cycle (EMCp)** – this EMC implements a definite set of Process management functions (F) in Figure 3. EMCp is responsible for control of the KBE model component Processes (P). The EMCp is focused on the Processes (P) to direct a development of enterprise output – products and services in the proper way (quality, time schedule, etc);

- **Knowledge management cycle (EMCz)** - this EMC of higher management level is implemented by component Knowledge management functions (K) responsible for the activities of KBE model component Process management functions (F). The EMCz is focused on the alignment of Business process (BP) with the enterprise strategic goals.

As the content of the Process management cycle (EMCp) is adequate to formal description of the EMC in [12], next the particularities of the Knowledge management cycle (EMCz) are discussed next.

2.1. Analysis of the Knowledge Management Layer

By definition [12, 14] an Elementary management cycle (EMC) consists of the predefined sequence of the mandatory steps of information transformation: Interpretation (IN), Information processing (IP), Realization (RE); these steps compose a management cycle (an information feedback loop) of some controlled object.

The content of information and semantics of transformations performed by these steps of EMC depend on the subject area (particular domain of the enterprise). For instance, the subject area (the controlled object) of the Knowledge management cycle EMCz is a definite set of processes management functions (F). It is evident that the subject area of the EMCz (i.e. content of information and semantics of transformation performed by the EMCz) is totally different from that of the process management cycle EMCp. The EMCz deals with the information about the characteristics of management functions (quality, effectiveness, etc.), meanwhile the process management cycle
EMCp controls definite characteristics of products, services and state of a process (i.e. technological process).

So, the content (semantics) of information processed in these two management cycles (EMCz and EMCp) is unlike, different.

The steps of the EMCz (Interpretation (IN), Information processing (IP), and Realization (RE)) are defined as steps of KM activity focused on the re-engineering of the BP Management functions F on the BP management layer (Figure 1).

2.2. Decomposition of the Knowledge Management Layer

Knowledge management activity, as any other enterprise activity is arranged in a hierarchy, which can have infinite number of levels [15]. The first task is to identify finite number of design levels. According to MDA architecture four levels of modeling abstraction (details) are recommended [16]. On the basis of these considerations four hierarchically interrelated knowledge management levels (see Figure 2) are identified. Every higher-level component (K1, K2, K3, K4) of knowledge management domain is related with the lower level component (K2, K3, K4, BP) by some type of the Elementary management cycle (EMCz1, EMCz2, EMCz3, EMCZ4).

Every component (K1, K2, K3, K4) of knowledge management domain is particular type of the knowledge management activity, it has definite (different) semantics. Each type of the Elementary management cycle (EMCz1, EMCz2, EMCz3, EMCz4) has a particular object of control and has a definite (different) semantics as well.

The Knowledge management (K) domain (Figure 1) of the KBE model is decomposed and four structural components are identified (Figure 2):

- The component K4 Business process knowledge management (KM level 4 - Enterprise management level). This component K4 consists of Knowledge management functions (F4), dedicated to control content of the Process management functions (F). K4 forms control attributes for Business process (BP) level. K4 uses interface S4 with the Enterprise knowledge base (KB) for the exchange knowledge about business processes (management functions (F) and Process (P)); K4 is related with BP by feedback loop EMCz4 (Knowledge management control at the level 4).

- Third component K3 Enterprise knowledge management (the KM level 3 - Enterprise knowledge management level). This component K3 consists of Enterprise knowledge management functions (F3), dedicated to control content of knowledge management functions (F4). This component K3 is aimed to complement knowledge of structural element K4 by using knowledge, stored in Enterprise knowledge base (KB) through interface S3; K3 is related with KM level K4 by feedback loop EMCz3 (Knowledge management control at the level 3).

- The component K2 Knowledge base management (the KM level 2 - Enterprise-meta knowledge management level). This component K2 consists of Knowledge base management functions (F2), dedicated to control content of Enterprise knowledge base (KB). This component K2 is aimed to improve the structure and content of the Enterprise knowledge base, defined in the Enterprise meta-knowledge model, i.e. to adjust the structure of KB with the business goals through the interface S2; Level K2 in turn is related with third KM K3 level by feedback loop EMCz2 (Knowledge management control at the level 2).
Knowledge management is driven by organizational goals and objectives. In the highest KM level 1 (Enterprise Strategic management level) the component Business/IT strategic alignment (K1) defines strategic requirements for the Enterprise knowledge base meta-modeling. The component K1 consists of Knowledge Base meta-model management functions (F1), focused to control structure of Enterprise knowledge Base. Components K1 and K2 are interrelated by the feedback loop EMCz1 (knowledge management control at the level 1).

Summing up, four types of the Elementary management cycles (EMC), which have particular semantics, are identified by decomposition of Enterprise knowledge management (K) domain:

- EMCz1 – Enterprise meta-knowledge management cycle, focused on the alignment of the enterprise knowledge base content (i.e. enterprise meta-knowledge model) and business/ IT strategic goals;
- EMCz2 – Enterprise knowledge management cycle, aimed at the capturing knowledge for the enterprise knowledge base (required by the higher level component K1);
- EMCz3 – Business process knowledge management cycle, aimed at the adapting BP knowledge management functions;
- EMCz4 – Business process management cycle focused to the modification of the BP management functions.

Figure 2. KBE model: knowledge management layers and knowledge management interactions
All structural elements of the KBE model are grouped into three interrelated enterprise domains: business domain (V), Knowledge management domain (K) and IT domain (T).

The Enterprise knowledge base (KB) contains integrated knowledge about all these enterprise domains as well as various relationships of these domains. In the KBE model relationships between IT domains (T) and Business (V) as well as Knowledge management domain (K) are defined as interfaces S1, S2, S3, S4, and S5. Relationship between Business domain (V) and Knowledge management domain (K) is represented as management control process EMCz4.

3. Interactions of the Enterprise Knowledge Management Components

According to J. M. Firestone, organizational Knowledge Management activity “is aimed at integrating the various organizational agents, components, and activities of the organizational knowledge management system into a planned, directed process producing, maintaining and enhancing an organization's knowledge base” [15]. The enterprise knowledge base along with its organizational and technological components constitutes Enterprise knowledge management system (KMS). A key aspect in defining the KMS is that both its components and interactions must be fully designed [15].

The semantics of structural components of the Elementary Management Cycles further is explained.

3.1. Business Process Management Cycle (EMCz4)

The purpose of Business process management cycle (EMCz4) is development (generation) of particular knowledge to control an enterprise component Business process (BP). The component BP is comprised of a set of Management functions (F) and Process (P). The component BP is at Business domain (V), it is outside of the Knowledge management domain (K).

The semantics of steps of the Business process management cycle (EMCz4) (Figure 3) are as follows: IN4 – interpretation of some facts (characteristics) related with the controlled object – an activity BP; IP4 – processing of interpreted information (data, knowledge) and decision making (aimed to control an activity BP); RE4 – realization of decision (management control making, including transferring of manipulated variables (a particular decision) and influencing a controlled object – the component Business process (BP). The constraints on the Business process management cycle (EMCz4) are output of the component K3 (Enterprise knowledge management) and input of the interface S4 from Knowledge base (KB).

The activity IN4 performs an interpretation of the actual knowledge about the features (state) of Business process (BP). Characteristics (data and knowledge about a state) of Management Functions (F) and Process (P) are captured, transferred and conceptualized, using some criterions from the Enterprise Knowledge Base (EKB). This captured actual semantics of Business process (BP) is an input of the component BP knowledge management functions (K4). The activity IN4 comprises of a set of rules and procedures for transformation the actual data and knowledge about a state of Business process (BP).
The step IP4 – knowledge processing activity, aimed to define a set of manipulated variables – decision to control Business process (BP). The activity IP4 is a system of data and knowledge manipulation procedures focused for alignment of the content of component Business process (BP) (i.e. IP4 modify a list and logic of management functions F) in accordance with requirements of the higher level component K3 (these requirements are the output the step RE3 of the higher level management EMCz3) and actual knowledge accessed by interface S4 from the Enterprise knowledge base.

The step RE4 – the co-ordination activity, the feedback from higher-level knowledge management component K4 to business process management level 5. The RE4 is aimed to transfer manipulated variables (decision) and to influence the component Business process (BP), namely to modify Management functions (F).

3.2. Business Process Knowledge Management Cycle (EMCz3)

The management control EMCz3 is knowledge adaptation cycle focused to integrate the component BP knowledge management functions (K4) with the actual content of the Knowledge base (KB).

The purpose of Enterprise knowledge management cycle EMCz3 is development (generation) of particular new knowledge to develop Enterprise component BP knowledge management functions (K4), which is comprised of a set of Business Process management functions (F4).

The semantics of steps of the Business process knowledge management cycle (EMCz3) are as follows (Figure 4): IN3 – interpretation of facts (characteristics) related with the controlled object – an activity of the component K4, IP3 – processing of interpreted information (data, knowledge) and decision making (aimed to control the component K4), RE3 – realization of decision (management control making, including transferring of manipulated variables (a particular decision) and influencing a controlled object – the component K4.
The constraints on the Business process knowledge management cycle (EMCz3) are output of the component K2 (Knowledge base management) and input of the interface S3 from Knowledge base (KB).

The activity IN3 performs an interpretation of the actual knowledge about the features (state) BP knowledge management functions (F4).

The step IN3 comprises of a set of interpretation rules and procedures for transformation the actual data and knowledge about a state BP knowledge management functions (F4) for the integration with the step IP3. These transformations are aimed to fit the requirements of the IP3 – the next step of the enterprise knowledge management cycle EMCz3.

The step IP3 – knowledge processing activity, aimed to form a set of manipulated variables – decision to implement new features of the BP knowledge management functions. The IP3 is a system of data and knowledge manipulation procedures focused for modification of the content of component K4 with the requirements of the higher level component K2 (these requirements are the output the step RE2 of the higher level management EMCz2) and actual knowledge accessed by interface S3 from the Enterprise knowledge base.

The step RE3 – the co-ordination activity, the feedback from higher-level Knowledge management component K3 to Business process knowledge management functions (K4). The step RE3 is aimed to transfer manipulated variables (decision) and to influence the component K4, namely to modify Business process knowledge management functions (F4).

3.3. Enterprise Knowledge Management Cycle (EMCz2)

The management control EMCz2 is higher-level knowledge adaptation cycle aimed to modify the component Enterprise knowledge management (K3) of Knowledge management (K) domain.
The purpose of Enterprise knowledge management cycle EMCz2 is development (generation) of definite knowledge to adapt a set of Enterprise knowledge Management functions (F3) to the new requirements of the Knowledge base meta-model.

The semantics of steps of the Enterprise knowledge management cycle (EMCz2) are as follows (Figure 5):

- **IN2** – interpretation of facts (characteristics) related with the controlled object – an activity of the component K3;
- **IP2** – processing of interpreted information (data, knowledge) and decision making (aimed to control an activity of component K3);
- **RE2** – the step of realization (implementation) of decision aimed to influence a controlled object Enterprise management – the component K3.

The constraints on the Enterprise knowledge management cycle (EMCz2) are output of the component K1 (Business and IT strategic alignment) and input of interface S2 from Enterprise Knowledge base (KB).

The activity IN2 performs an interpretation of the actual knowledge about the features (state) Enterprise knowledge management functions (F3).

The step IN2 comprises of a set of interpretation rules and procedures for transformation the actual data and knowledge about a state of Enterprise knowledge management functions (F3) for the integration with the step IP2. These transformations are aimed to fit the requirements of the IP2 – the next step of the enterprise knowledge management cycle EMCz2.

The step IP2 – knowledge processing activity, aimed to form a set of manipulated variables – decision to modify the component Enterprise knowledge management (K3). The IP2 is a system of knowledge manipulation procedures focused for alignment of the content of component K3 with the requirements of the higher-level component K1 (these requirements are the output the step RE1 of the higher level management
EMCz1) and actual knowledge accessed by interface S2 from the Enterprise Knowledge Base. The step RE2 is the co-ordination activity, the feedback from higher-level component Knowledge base management (K2) to the component Enterprise knowledge management (K3). The step RE2 is aimed to transfer manipulated variables (decision) and to influence the component K3, namely to modify Enterprise knowledge management functions (F3).

3.4. Enterprise Meta-Knowledge Management Cycle (EMCz1)

The management control EMCz1 is the top level knowledge management activity focused on the requirements for the scope and content of Enterprise knowledge base (meta-knowledge). The component Knowledge base management (K2) is responsible for the meta-knowledge management (at level 2 of Knowledge management domain.).

The purpose of Enterprise meta-knowledge management cycle EMCz1 is development (generation) of definite knowledge to modify the enterprise component Knowledge base management (K2), which is comprised of a set of Enterprise knowledge base management functions (F2).

The semantics of steps of the Enterprise meta-knowledge management cycle (EMCz1) are as follows (Figure 6):

IN1 – interpretation of facts (characteristics) related with the controlled object – an activity of the component K2;
IP1 – processing of interpreted information (data, knowledge) and decision making (aimed to change the knowledge base meta-structure);
RE1 – realization of decision (a strategic decision) aimed to influence a controlled object – the component K2.

The constraints on the Enterprise meta-knowledge management cycle (EMCz1) are input of the interface S1 from the knowledge base Strategic Goals.

The activity IN1 performs an interpretation of the actual knowledge about the features (state) enterprise knowledge base management functions (F2).

The step IN1 comprises of a set of interpretation rules and procedures for transformation the actual data and knowledge about a state enterprise knowledge base management functions (F2) for the integration with the step IP1. These transformations are aimed to fit the requirements of the IP1 – the next step of the enterprise knowledge management cycle EMCz1.

The step IP1 – a meta-knowledge processing activity, aimed to form a set of manipulated variables – decision to control the component Knowledge base management (K2). The IP1 is a system of knowledge manipulation procedures focused for alignment of the content of component K2 with the requirements of the actual knowledge accessed by interface S1 from the Enterprise Strategic Goals Base.

The step RE1 – the co-ordination activity, it is the feedback from higher level component Business and IT alignment (K1) to the component Enterprise knowledge base management (K3). The step RE1 is aimed to transfer manipulated variables (a strategic decision) and to influence the component K2, namely to modify Enterprise knowledge base meta-model and knowledge base management functions (F2).
4. The Major Knowledge Management Interfaces

The major knowledge management Use Cases and interfaces at the Enterprise knowledge management (K) domain are depicted at the Use Case diagram (UML) in the Figure 7. There are four types of Actors associated with particular level of the enterprise Knowledge management (K) domain: a top manager (a chief executive), a knowledge base administrator, an enterprise management expert, and a business process manager.

The enterprise knowledge self-organization activity is a responsibility of a chief executive. It includes interfaces with use cases Strategic knowledge management functions (F1) and Knowledge base management functions (F2).

Responsibilities of a knowledge base administrator includes interfaces for administration of use cases Strategic knowledge management functions (F1), Knowledge base management functions (F2), Enterprise knowledge management functions (F3), and BP knowledge management functions (F4).

The responsibilities of an enterprise management expert are focused on the development of a definite new knowledge and requirements for improvement of BP management functions (using interfaces with use cases Enterprise knowledge management functions (F3), BP knowledge management functions (F4), and Knowledge base management functions (F2)).

The BP managers access definite knowledge aimed to perform BP management and BP management control (using interfaces with the use case BP management functions (F)), and use interface with BP knowledge management functions (F4) to access definite knowledge for modification of BP management functions.
5. Conclusions

The conception of the Knowledge-based enterprise embodies the vision of the more mature and more advanced enterprise from the knowledge management point of view and is the step towards intelligent enterprise systems. Advancement is seen here as the high formalization degree of the knowledge management activities, which results in the more efficient management and automation of business process and knowledge processes in the enterprise.

The Knowledge-Based Enterprise (KBE) model defines knowledge management activity in the enterprise in the formal way. KBEM is aimed for the development of the Enterprise knowledge base.

The formal description of the knowledge management activity is based on the concept Elementary management cycle (EMC). Business management control models deals only with the management in the business processes level (Elementary process management cycle EMCp). The peculiarity of the KBE model is that it reveals another - knowledge management level - and defines interactions between those two management levels of the enterprise, using the same EMC concept. The knowledge management layer of the KBE model contains a hierarchy of the knowledge management activities, defined as the particular types of the EMC.
All defined types of the EMC have their own semantics: the highest level of the knowledge management control is focused on the requirements for the scope and content of Enterprise knowledge base (meta-knowledge); the management controls of the second and third levels have to do with the enterprise knowledge adaptation; the lowest level knowledge management control is directed towards acquisition of particular knowledge to control an enterprise component Business process (BP).

Another important feature of the developed model is that the interactions (defined as interfaces S1…S5) between knowledge management domain and information technology domain (Enterprise Knowledge base) are defined formally too.
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Introduction

In biological research, many databases were created over the last few years. They store a rapidly growing amount of information about topics like protein sequences, genomes, organisms or enzyme classification. Currently, knowledge from biological research is stored in over 850 databases, counting only public accessible ones. The number of biological research databases is increasing every year, and has increased in January 2006 from 719 to 858 [1]. Almost all of them contain information that can be combined with the information in other databases [2].

Connecting these diverse data sources is a challenging task which can be supported by ontologies describing them [3]. For example, an ontology can express that two databases, like PRODORIC [4] and TRANSPATH [5], both contain information about molecules in their specific context. It can also include the information where content about this topic is stored in the database. This is more precise than just using database catalogue information. Since the context can be expressed in a machine-readable form, a program integrating such databases could decide if the database is about molecules in a specific organism, e.g., human, mouse or yeast.

So far, ontologies in biology are mostly used as a controlled vocabulary to cope with the ambiguity or heterogeneity of biological data. Even large controlled vocabularies, like GeneOntology [6], only apply to a fraction of the available data. The vocabularies
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can be used as a source of defined concepts when describing a database. Other sources can be the conceptual model from the database design or foreign key constraints in the database schema. It is also possible to build a specialized domain model, as we did for this paper.

A database schema often changes over time especially in databases used for research [7]. Unfortunately, an ontology for a specific database is only usable as long as it matches to the database schema and maintenance of these changes is time-consuming manual work. Therefore it is worthwhile to reduce the required work by automating tasks.

Before we discuss our method to synchronise the database schema evolution and the ontology evolution, we start by creating a database ontology from a given database schema. Our database schema used is based on a well known biological research database. The created database ontology provides links to all tables and attributes, allowing each of them to be annotated with semantical concepts and associations. For our example, we create a domain model and connect it to the database schema. The database schema is allowed to change, so we explore how to transfer those changes to the ontology simultaneously and keep both versions attached to each other.

In the following section we give an overview over the related work. Section 2 explains in more detail how we produce the initial ontology from a database schema and introduces the schema of our example database. Section 3 covers the design of a signal transduction pathway ontology, which we use to annotate the schema. Section 4 goes into detail on how annotations can be made on the ontology in order to store semantics. In section 5 all possible changes of the database ontology are discussed and we show, how they can be reproduced in the annotated ontology. We conclude with some remarks about our future work.

1. Related Work

In the semantic web ontologies are used to allow queries on inhomogeneous data sources [8,9]. By making the semantics of metadata machine-interpretable, ontologies offer the possibility to deal with complex queries, which require an uncovering of semantic inter-relations [10]. Various languages were developed to describe ontologies, but since 2004 there is a promising W3C standard available named Web Ontology Language (OWL) [11]. OWL has three sub-languages: OWL-lite, OWL-description logics (DL) and OWL-full, which differ in their complexity. OWL-DL is OWL-full with additional restrictions and OWL-lite is OWL-DL with less language elements [12].

An ontology can describe a database in greater detail than a data type classification from a database schema could do, because it does not only describe syntax but semantics as well. Existing databases and information systems, even if they are belonging to the same area of application, often contain relations or classes which are ambiguous or heterogeneous. Supplementing controlled vocabularies with ontologies describing database schemas provides a more abstract view to the information space [13].

Creating an ontology resembles a conceptual specification of a database. Differences exist in goals, expressiveness and extensibility [14]. Various methods and methodologies for creating ontologies exist, details of this process can be found in [15]. Often, ontologies are created for already existing data. Most approaches related to automatic ontology generation use large text corpora as input [16,17]. There are also concepts for generat-
ing ontologies which reflect the structure of XML documents [18], which resembles our input data of database schemas most.

To demonstrate the proposed methods, we use the TRANSPATH [5] database. Based on information gained by profound validation of biological literature this database contains essential data for the generation of signal transduction pathways, and whole gene regulatory networks respectively. Additionally the database provides means to integrate data obtained by microarray analysis into the context of existing signal networks. In [19] it has been suggested to build an ontology with the domain concepts of signal transduction pathways. We will create one in section 3 for annotation purposes.

We will not examine the evolution of database schemas itself, as we assume that database systems are capable of applying any schema changing SQL statement, which reflect all database evolution constructs regarding relational database systems [20]. Regarding automatic maintenance of ontologies, manual expert support is still needed [21]. But in the meantime there exist methods which can detect changes in ontologies automatically and correct problems caused by these changes [12]. Algorithms for generating a mapping between ontologies are available as well [22].

2. Schema-to-Ontology Mapping

This section describes an abstract database ontology and the automatic generation of database ontologies, which represent given database schemas. We start by designing a general ontology for database schemas. This can be used to map each database schema with all tables and data type information to an individual ontology in OWL-lite format. We demonstrate this procedure on a database, derived from TRANSPATH. For clarity, we use the term ‘table’ for the relations of a database and ‘relation’ for the relationships between concepts of an ontology.

2.1. The Database Ontology

The abstract database ontology has concepts for the terms Database, Table, Attribute, and an object property consistsOf to create a hierarchy between them. In this ontology a database consists of several tables which consist of several attributes (columns). Each table is identified by its unique name and each attribute additionally by an XML schema data type. Table and column names are stored as an ID of the respective instance. These structures are similar to those in [23].

Identifiers of instances in OWL are encouraged to be document wide unique. This is not true in databases where columns in different tables can have the same name. To cope with this, we add the table name to each attribute as its suffix. The original name is stored as a label of the instance, so editors can show the usual attribute name. At this time, special data types, primary keys, cardinalities and integrity constraints are not needed and hence not transformed to the ontology. They can be extended later on though. In principal, foreign keys represent associations between tables and may be expressed as semantic relations. But modelling details, for example aggregation or composition can not be distinguished any more. Instead, a generic object property expressing all foreign key relations may be defined.

An OWL ontology for our abstract database is created by declaring these three concepts and semantic relations (cf. sec. 4). The object property consistsOf will be used to
create a hierarchy between the defined concepts. Since we use OWL-lite, there are no restrictions, to enforce the structure of our hierarchy in the instances. Likewise, there are no sequence restrictions. The order of attributes in a table has to be determined by their position in the document. These restrictions are not needed, though, because ontologies per se and our specific application do not demand them.

2.2. Recreating a Signal Transduction Pathway Database from the TRANSPATH Export

The TRANSPATH database can be downloaded both as XML files and as flat files to be used with cgi-scripts. To create realistic examples, we create a generic signal transduction database (abbreviated as GiST below) by reimporting data from the TRANSPATH in a POSTGRESSQL database system.

In the current release version 7.2 the XML export consists of 6 files — molecules, reactions, pathways, genes, annotations and references — with a total size of about 340MB. All files are datacentric XML documents and they are described by a common DTD (Document Type Definition) document. The data import is done using the java tool xml-dbsms\(^3\) version 2.0\(\alpha\)3, which uses an object-relational method [24].

Using the tool to get a database schema from the DTD, it produces 88 tables. Initially, most of the foreign keys are lost, since they were not exported as IDREFs, but as xlink references instead. We decided to replace all xlink with equivalent IDREFs. Also, all empty values were deleted, which had been exported as whitespaces. The new database schema consists of 63 tables and applicable foreign key constraints. Below is the generated schema for one table:

```
CREATE TABLE "GENE" ( 
"UPDATOR" VARCHAR(255) NULL, "NETWORKFK" INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"FULLNAME" VARCHAR(255) NULL, "GENEPK" INTEGER NOT NULL, 
"SPECIES" VARCHAR(255) NULL, "ID" VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 
"CREATOR" VARCHAR(255) NULL, "EXTID" VARCHAR(255) NULL, 
"NAME" VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 
"SECID" VARCHAR(255) NULL, 
CONSTRAINT PRIMARYKEY PRIMARY KEY( "GENEPK" ), 
CONSTRAINT NETWORKFK FOREIGN KEY( "NETWORKFK" ) REFERENCES "NETWORK"( "NETWORKPK" ));
```

This database schema still has some flaws. The data types are generic because the data types in a DTD document can not be more specific. The conversion process has added new primary keys instead of using the existing IDs (lines 3, 4 on the right hand side). However, since this schema can be attained with minimal user input, we use it for the examples in the following sections.

2.3. Generating Ontologies

To generate a database ontology, we use the extracted database schema from a given database as input. This information is then stored as instance data of the abstract database ontology from section 2.1. We have implemented this process as a java tool using the XML library XOM to store the generated OWL ontology.

\(^3\)http://www.rpbouret.com/xml/dbms/
The database schema is stored in the system tables of the database and can be read by standard SQL queries. To cope with non-compliant database systems we will implement wrappers which translate schema queries to the corresponding database systems. To cover most database systems with one wrapper implemented so far, we parse SQL statements from a database dump to be used as input for our ontology generation program. The schema dump can be obtained from various database management systems, e.g., in PostgreSQL with `pg_dump`.

To outline our mapping process, we use the database schema of the GiST database from the last section as an example. The program starts by creating an instance of `Database` and then it parses each SQL statement from the given database schema dump. An instance of the concept `Table` is created for each occurring table and an instance of the concept `Attribute` for each column. The data type of each attribute is stored as a reference to an XML Schema data type. The data types from the schema are not mapped exactly as predefined data types in XML schema are more generic, e.g., any char, varchar or text data type is mapped to an XML Schema string.

The hierarchy structure between the instances is created by connecting them with the object property `consistsOf` according to the abstract database model. An example of the generated instances for the table `Gene` is shown below:

```xml
<Database
  xmlns="http://www.ifis.cs.tu-bs.de/htmlXd/home/kupfer/dbOnt#">
  <consistsOf>
    <Table rdf:ID="GENE">
      <consistsOf>
        <Attribute rdf:ID="UPDATOR__GENE">
          <rdfs:label
            rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string"
            xmlns:rdfs="http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#">
            UPDATOR
          </rdfs:label>
        </Attribute>
      </consistsOf>
      <consistsOf>
        <Attribute rdf:ID="NETWORKFK__GENE">
          <rdfs:label
            rdf:resource="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer"/>
        </Attribute>
      </consistsOf>
    </Table>
  </consistsOf>
</Database>
```

3. An Ontology for Signal Transduction Pathways

Next, this database ontology can be annotated with semantic concepts and associations. These annotations are necessary prerequisites for data integration and semantic query. To provide realistic data for the annotation process, we create a signal transduction pathway ontology for the GiST database. Although this ontology is certainly inspired by the
database we used, we aim for an independent representation of the concepts involved. In an ontology, we have to take in account the Open World Assumption. The goal is to have an precise and open definition of the concept and their relations. While databases seek to represent the data, ontologies focus on the concepts. In section 4, we will discuss how this ontology can be implemented as part of the database ontology generated in the last chapter.

As you can see in Figure 1, the base for the model is a classic isPartOf hierarchy of the pathway, its chains and the reactions occurring in the chains. While pathway and chain are concepts defined well enough, reaction has to be clarified before being used in an ontology, to avoid synonym definitions. A reaction (in the chemical sense) includes the chemical modification of a molecule. In signal transduction pathways, however, there are also molecular interactions taking place without actual chemical modifications. For example, molecules bind to each other to form a new complex, with new chemical functions. Therefore we chose the term SignalTransductionStep for these processes and assigned two subclasses, Reaction and Interaction, to cover these differences and to clear up the semantics involved.

Figure 1. UML class diagram for the signal transduction pathway ontology
When examining the information value of the concepts, *SignalTransductionPathway* and *SignalTransductionStep* (step for short) can be easily identified as structural units. A *SignalTransductionStepChain* includes a number of steps that match each other, i.e. some product of the first step is involved in the next step, etc. So, the chain defines structure in the pathway. While the steps themselves may be matched by comparing reactant and product, the network resulting from that comparison is often large, complex and unordered. Chains are often defined in literature and may thus serve as a guide through the pathway.

A *SignalTransductionStep* contains more information yet unmentioned, from two distinct categories. First, there are the chemical features of a reaction. Even though it is already divided between reaction and interaction, the subclass *Reaction* could be specified more precisely by distinguishing the chemical modifications, like e.g. phosphorylation vs. dephosphorylation. Second, there is meta information concerning the experiment, which demonstrated the step.

Another very prominent concept in signal transduction pathways are the participants of the reactions and interactions. While they have a distinct classification taxonomy on their own, they are also connected to *SignalTransductionStep* in several roles. Looking at the chemical formulae of the steps, the participants of those reactions or interactions can either be basic molecules, belong to a family or group of molecules, be bound in a complex or represent a gene that is activated or inhibited. Integrating this information into our model, there is an *isMemberOf* hierarchy between basic, group and family. Also, a complex can be broken down into molecules and is connected to them via an *isPartOf* relationship. The semantical difference between the two relations *isMemberOf* and *isPartOf* is subtle, but can be clearly defined. A part is vital to the whole, changing the whole's identity when missing. A pathway with missing reactions is either incomplete (broken) or a new sub-pathway. A complex missing one of its components might behave in a different way, e.g. by conveying signals differently. In an *isMemberOf* relationship the member is not defining to the whole. A group of molecules is not defined by its members, but by their similarity. If a molecule should be taken out from the list, the similarity still holds.

While all three participants of reactions/interactions (i.e. molecules, complexes and genes), can take part in reactions or interactions, they can be clearly distinguished by several chemical and other properties. To represent their relation to *SignalTransductionStep*, an abstract concept was introduced called *SignalTransductionStepComponent* to which they are all subclasses. This concept serves like a role the components can play in the context of *SignalTransductionPathways*. These roles can be differentiated further. The component might be upstream, going into the reaction/interaction and being changed/bound there. Downstream are components that appear as a result of a step. Additionally, components can be catalysts only mediating a reaction, but not being altered by it. Other components are known to inhibit a step when active. It may seem counter-intuitive to include inhibitors as components as they interfere negatively with a step, preventing its execution. Still, in the context of signal transduction, an inhibiting step transports as much information as an activating step.
4. Connecting Semantic Information

Once the database ontology for a specific database is generated, semantic information about the application domain can be added. In this process an ontology editor is used to add or import new concepts from the domain ontology and connect them via relations to the instances of the database ontology. In this section we outline the annotation process by using the database ontology for the GiST database (from sec. 2.3), supplementing it with the signal transduction pathway ontology from section 3.

4.1. Adding Concepts

When starting the annotation process, the generated ontology only contains the concepts to describe a relational database schema (cf. sec. 2.1). It can be further enriched by adding new concepts describing the domain and relating them to the generated instances from the database.

From Figure 1 we can identify several concepts, which can be added to the database ontology by an editor like Protégé. As an example, the declaration for `SignalTransductionStepChain` (line 1) is shown below. Concepts should have a human readable comment (lines 3-4) to describe it too. These concepts can now be used to annotate the database schema.

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SignalTransductionStepChain">
  <rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="#TopClass"/>
  <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
    Assembly of SignalTransductionSteps with inherent order. The order is maintained by the sequential production or modification of the participating SignalTransductionStepComponents in a step, each of the steps in a SignalTransductionStepChain thus being prerequisite for the next one. SignalTransductionStepChains are found in literature as substructures of whole SignalTransduction Pathways and represent single alternative threads after furcation of SignalTransductionPathways.
  </rdfs:comment>
  <isPartOf rdf:resource="#SignalTransductionPathway"/>
</owl:Class>
```

As an alternative to store our concept definitions in the database ontology, they can be stored as an external domain ontology and referenced like in section 4.3 below. This would allow to reuse concepts to annotate another database ontology about another signal transduction pathway database.

4.2. Adding Object Properties

To use the new concepts or to express associations between instances of the database schema, we add relations or object properties, as they are named in OWL. Additional relations must be declared once and can be used as instances then.

Different sources contain information about relations in the database. If the conceptual model is available, it can be used as a starting point for the manual annotation process. UML class diagrams often contain named associations, that were lost during the
transformation from a conceptual model to a relational model. These associations can be used as relations between concepts of the database ontology. Alternatively, the foreign key constraints in the database schema can be used, but they lack a semantical description. As a third option, we can design our own domain model (cf. section 3) and create the relations used in it.

To illustrate the process we start by creating a relation to connect semantical concepts with specific content of the database. Using an ontology editor will add code to the ontology (lines 1-8 below) when we declare the relation containsDataAbout. We can also define the inverse relation hasDataIn (lines 9-14).

```
1 <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="containsDataAbout">
2   <rdfs:comment rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">
3     connecting a specific table or attribute to a concept
4   </rdfs:comment>
5   <owl:inverseOf>
6     <owl:ObjectProperty rdf:ID="hasDataIn"/>
7   </owl:inverseOf>
8   <rdfs:domain rdf:resource="#TopClass"/>
9 </owl:ObjectProperty>
```

Then an instance of the new defined relation is created for each pair of concepts or instances connected. The example below shows, how a new relation containsDataAbout (line 2) is used. This instance of the relation is originating from the table Chains instance, as it is added inside its declaration, and relates the table to the concept of a signal transduction chain, defined in section 4.1. Relations can originate from or target at any concept or instance of concepts in our database ontology, but not other relations.

```
1 <Table rdf:ID="CHAINS">
2   <containsDataAbout rdf:resource="#SignalTransductionStepChain"/>
3   <consistsOf>
```

The logical model from the database schema differs from the conceptual model we use for semantic annotation. For example, an n-m association or normalisation results in additional tables. In the annotation process such instances of Table should be ignored and the originating concepts should be associated by new object properties.

4.3. Import from other Ontologies

The key for data integration is to relate to concepts, which are widely adopted. So, instead of creating our own concepts, we may also link to existing concepts from other ontologies
to our database ontology. In OWL, we can easily use URIs to refer to remote resources like other ontologies. Domains like biology or knowledge management already have ontologies to relate to, so we may simply link to them using URIs.

With the statement `owl:equivalentClass` we can define that classes from different ontologies describe the same concept. To link our class of a signal transduction pathway to an existing one we can easily add it in the declaration:

```xml
<owl:Class rdf:ID="SignalTransductionPathway">
  <hasDataIn rdf:resource="#PATHWAY"/>
  <owl:equivalentClass rdf:resource="http://www.geneontology.org/owl/#GO_0007242"/>
...
</owl:Class>
```

By adding line 3 in the example above we have linked our concept to a similar concept in an external ontology. The Gene Ontology concept no. 7242 is an intracellular signalling cascade, in context of signal transduction (no. 7165). A reasoner can now use additional semantic information which is defined in the other ontology. The use of common concepts in different ontologies is a key process in data integration.

External ontologies can change as well, so the referenced concept might not exist anymore. For our database ontologies, we use CVS and place the version information string in the element `owl:versionInfo` of each ontology accordingly. This allows to jump to past versions until the deleted definition can be found. A system like this might be applicable to external ontologies as well.

5. Synchronisation on Database Schema Evolution

When the ontology is automatically produced and manually enriched, we have to consider the database evolution. The ontology is a stand-alone file which would become outdated, if the database schema changes. In this section we will consider all possible schema changes which affect the database ontology.

We assume that the evolution of the database schema is stored in a log file that contains all SQL commands given to the database manipulating the schema. For each of the schema manipulation commands we have implemented a special routine to adjust the changes in the corresponding ontology.

SQL statements can change specific syntactical parts of the database schema. Possible schema changes are creation, deletion and alteration of tables or columns. These changes can be transferred to the related database ontology by our system. The system can not decide, if the user had a change of the semantical concept in mind. Therefore the process is semi-automatic. We will discuss the possible schema changes and their implication on the database ontology in the following subsections.

5.1. Creating

The most obvious change is a new table, added by a `CREATE TABLE` command. We use the already implemented methods to create new instances of the concept `Table` for each new table as discussed in section 2.3. `ALTER TABLE ADD COLUMN` works similarly with respect to attributes. We create a new instance for the new attribute and insert it in the corresponding table.
5.2. Deleting

When a column or a table of the database schema is removed, the corresponding instance in our database ontology has to be removed, too. In order to delete something, we first have to find it. The identifier of the original instance is computed and then it is searched for in the ontology. In case of a table, its identifier is equal to its name. If it is an attribute, the identifier is equal to its name and the name of the table. Also, we have to find all references (like rdf:resource, cf. section 2.3) which link to the deleted one, as not to leave broken links. After that, the instance can be removed as well as all related annotations.

The question that remains is, if we really want to delete everything about the old concept. In our analysis of real life occurrences of deletions in database schemas, it seems as if there are in fact two reasons or semantical concepts that lead to a deletion. It may be a removal of a not-used concept, like an attribute that seemed useful at the time of table creation, but is not useful anymore. Or it may be a replacement of an outdated concept with a new one, like in a typical deletion-creation pair. In both cases it is not useful to keep the old instance, since the instance will not be developed further. Whether or not to delete the references is a completely different issue. In case the deletion is just part of a hidden replacement, the semantical annotations should be preserved so they can be easily re-attached to the new upcoming concepts. The user has to decide if the references should be deleted. The instance will be deleted and if the references would not be used in another instance they would remain as broken links.

5.3. Altering

With the SQL statement ALTER TABLE various changes are possible on the database schema. They can be classified in three categories: There are changes which do not affect any part of the database ontology, e.g. changes of constraints, views or storage related changes. These are discarded. There are 2 categories left which are transferred to the ontology: renaming and data type changes.

Tables and columns can be renamed. The content of the database will not be changed by this operation. Although it may seem tempting to assume that a name change just means that the name changed and the actual concept stayed the same, this may not necessarily be true. An example is shown below:

\texttt{ALTER TABLE GENE RENAME COLUMN UPDATOR TO LastUpdator;}

We rename in the table \textit{Gene} the column \textit{Updator} to \textit{LastUpdator}. With this information alone we can not decide if it is the same for all annotated concepts. If this attribute only contains a relation to a concept like \textit{Person} it would not matter. But there is a semantic difference between any updator and the last updator, which might have been annotated. So we have to offer the option of either deleting all involved annotations or not to the user in any case.

Since attributes are concepts by their own right, all alterations are treated as implicit deletions and creations. The decision that remains, is whether it contains the same concept as before. In the case of changing an existing instance, we first have to find the instance (like described in section 5.2) and then make the needed changes. If a column is renamed we generate a new identifier based on its new name and replace it in the instance
of attribute. If we change the name of a table we also have to change all identifiers of its attributes, because the name is used there as well.

According to the user decision we either delete the annotations or not. Because we use the names of tables and columns in our identifiers we have to act in both cases. When we change the identifier of an instance, it would retain all relations which relate from the instance but lose all relation which relate to this instance. Therefore, if we want to delete the annotations we delete all additional elements from the instance and delete all relations in the ontology which target the old identifier. In this example, any relation in Updater (like containsDataAbout) and any relation targeting this instance is affected and either updated or deleted. We can only check links in the current ontology. To cope with references from external ontologies we create a link with owl:sameAs to point external references to the new identifier.

The data type of a column can be changed. Transferring this kind of change to the database ontology is quite easy. For example, changing the data types of the primary keys according to the data:

```sql
ALTER TABLE GENE ALTER COLUMN ID TYPE char(7);```

In fact, we just compute the new corresponding XML schema data type, which would be a string again, and replace the old type declaration in the specified instance of attribute. The data types in the database ontology are quite generic, so there will be no change in this case.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we showed how ontologies and relational database schemas can be evolved in parallel. We motivated our approach, presented an automatic mapping from database schemas to database ontologies. As a complex example from the real world, we designed an ontology about the domain of biological signal transduction pathways and used data from the TRANSPATH database. Then we discussed the evolution of the database ontology by adding semantic context and finally illustrated the process in which changes of the database schema can be applied to the related database ontology.

At the moment the logging of schema changes and the ontology generation process is implemented with schema dumps in text format as input. Other tasks like the schema extraction for different database systems and tool support in schema annotation, will be implemented in near future. Later on, we plan to extend the framework towards processing of OWL-DL ontologies allowing us to map integrity constraints from the database schema to restrictions in the ontology. There is also more information in the database schema available like views, which could be added to the abstract database ontology and exported to the generated database ontologies as well. So far, we concentrated on relational databases, because they are most common, but we are confident that similar approaches can be made to other database models, too.

The inverse direction, creating a database schema from the database ontology is possible. This would allow to use only one model, which describes syntax as well as semantics. In this case no information would be lost during the database design. Since we are mostly looking into already existing databases, we have not covered this problem.
yet. Still, it would be an interesting approach to design a database from scratch in that way.

Thinking beyond the scope of this project we would like to add semantic query processing for the ontologies [25]. This would allow users to easily find data without knowledge of the database schema in a database. The user would enter a query, like "Which publications are available on the protein X and the cell type Y?", using the concepts of the domain. It would be converted to or written in an ontology query language, e.g. SPARQL, asking for instances which \textit{containsDataAbout} the concepts the user is interested in. Then this query could be interpreted by a reasoner on the database ontology. From the result, we will be able to deduce the involved tables and attributes of the database and issue a SQL query to it. So, the requested data from the database could be fetched without an explicit knowledge of the database schema by the user. By merging the database ontologies, which is very simple, the same query could be answered and returning results across all databases which use these database ontologies.
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Abstract. Fragmentation and allocation are database distribution design techniques used to improve the system performance by increasing data localisation and reducing data transportation costs between different network sites. Often fragmentation and allocation are considered separately, disregarding that they are using the same input information to achieve the same objective. Vertical fragmentation is often considered a complicated problem, because the huge number of alternatives make it nearly impossible to obtain an optimal solution. Therefore, many researchers seek for heuristic solutions, among which affinity-based vertical fragmentation approaches form a main stream in the literature. However, using attribute affinities to perform fragmentation can not really reflect the local needs of data at each site. Therefore it is not guaranteed that the remote data transportation costs can be reduced. This paper addresses vertical fragmentation and allocation simultaneously in the context of the relational data model. The core of the paper is a heuristic approach to vertical fragmentation, which uses a cost model and is targeted at globally minimising these costs. Further, based on the proposed vertical fragmentation, an integrated methodology is proposed by applying vertical and horizontal fragmentation simultaneously to produce mixed fragmentation schemata.
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Introduction

In the literature many fragmentation algorithms are affinity based, especially for vertical fragmentation. When vertical fragmentation is discussed in the context of the relational data model (RDM) it takes input of attribute affinities. Hoffer and Severance [1] first cluster attributes according to their pairwise affinity by using the bond energy algorithm (BEA). Navathe et al [2] extend the BEA approach and propose a two-phase approach for vertical partitioning. In the first step, they use an Attribute Usage Matrix (AUM) to construct the attribute affinity matrix (AAM) on which clustering is performed. In the second step, estimated cost factors, which reflect the physical environment of fragment storage, are considered to further refine the partitioning schema. Cornell and Yu [3] apply the work of [2] to the physical design of relational databases. Navathe and Ra [4] construct a graph-based algorithm to solve the vertical partitioning problem, where the
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heuristics used includes an intuitive objective function that is not explicitly quantified. The algorithm presented in Özsu and Valduriez [5] takes AAM as input, employs the BEA to evaluate the togetherness of a pair of attributes, and processes an attribute clustering algorithm. Muthuraj et al [6] propose a formal approach to address the problem of an n-array vertical partitioning problem and derive a partition evaluator function that describes the affinity value for clusters of different sizes. Navathe et al [7] propose mixed fragmentation which uses affinities as the main parameters for both horizontal and vertical fragmentation.

To build an attribute affinity matrix, an AUM and an Attribute Access Matrix are used. The latter one shows where the queries are issued. However, during the process of building the AUM site information of the queries is lost. Attribute affinities between a pair of attributes only measure possibilities that attributes are accessed together. Only later, at the stage of allocation, site-specific access measures are employed to determine the allocation of fragments. We argue that the site information should already be used at the stage of fragmentation to meet the needs of data at different sites and to reduce the query processing costs at the same time.

Affinity based fragmentation approaches are also adopted to the object oriented data model (OODM), for which different affinities are used as parameters, e.g., method affinities, attribute affinities, or instance variable affinities, etc. [8,9,10]. However, the deficiencies of the affinity-based algorithms is still there disregarding which model the algorithms are adopted to. In this paper we discuss vertical fragmentation in the context of the relational model to present a cost-based vertical fragmentation heuristic approach, which overcome the deficiencies of the affinity-based algorithms. In a nutshell, we will incorporate all query information, including the site information, by using a simplified cost model at the stage of vertical fragmentation. Doing this way, we can obtain vertical fragmentation and fragment allocation simultaneously with low computational complexity and resulting high system performance. Further we will present integrated methodology which apply vertical and horizontal fragmentation simultaneously to achieve mixed fragmentation schema.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. In Section 1 we start with a brief review of fragmentation, allocation and a cost model followed by a discussion of the impact of fragmentation on query costs. In Section 2, we present a heuristic approach to vertical fragmentation based on a simplified cost model, followed by discussions with examples. Horizontal fragmentation for the relational data model are discussed in Section 3, followed with an heuristic approach of mixed fragmentation schema. We conclude with a short summary in Section 4.

1. Fragmentation and a Cost Model

Fragmentation and allocation are database distribution design techniques to improve the system performance by reducing the total query costs. In this section we first briefly review fragmentation, including horizontal fragmentation and vertical fragmentation, and then introduce a cost model that can be used to calculate query costs against query trees.
1.1. Fragmentation and its Impact on Optimised Query Trees

**Vertical fragmentation** exploits relation schemata to be sets of attributes. It is achieved by performing projection operations on the relation schema. Using Relational Algebra, vertical fragmentation could be written as \( R_{Vi} = \pi_{\text{attr}}(R_V) \) for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \). After vertical fragmentation \( R \) is replaced by a set \( \{R_{V_1}, \ldots, R_{V_k}\} \) of new relation schemata, each of which contains a subset of the attributes, i.e., \( R = \bigcup_{i=1}^{k} \pi_{\text{attr}}(R_{Vi}) \).

Each relation \( r \) over \( R \) is split into relations \( r_{Vi} = \pi_{R_{Vi}}(r) \) such that \( r = r_{V_1} \bowtie \cdots \bowtie r_{V_k} \) holds.

In a special case, a distinguishing new attribute \( \text{dif} \) can be added to relation \( R \) as a minimal key to get \( R' \), then after vertical fragmentation \( \text{dif} \in R_{Vi} \) for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \). Not having the distinguished new attribute \( \text{dif} \) would require a lossless join-decomposition, which in turn would mean that a join-dependency must hold. However, a well designed database schema would exclude such dependencies, except for the case, where \( R_{V_1} \cap \cdots \cap R_{V_k} \) contains a key. Thus, it is normally required that the primary key (i.e. a chosen minimal key) is part of all \( R_{Vi} \).

**Horizontal fragmentation** exploit a relation as a set of tuples. It is achieved by performing selection operation on the original relation. By using relational algebra, the operation of horizontal fragmentation can be expressed as: \( R_i = \sigma_{\varphi_i}(R) \) with \( \varphi_i \) as selection predicates defined on \( R \). After horizontal fragmentation, the relation schema \( R \) are replaced by a set \( \{R_{H1}, \ldots, R_{Hk}\} \) of new relation schemata, which are the same as \( R \).

The original relation \( r \) over \( R \) can be reconstructed by the union of all the fragments, i.e., \( r = r_{h1} \cup \cdots \cup r_{hki} \) with disjoint fragment \( r_{hi} = \sigma_{\varphi_i}(r) \).

To evaluate a fragmentation schema we analyse the effects of fragmentation on total query costs, for which we focus on query trees. Before fragmentation all leaves of a query tree are relations with their predecessors of leaves as relational algebra. Heuristic query optimisation results in all query trees having sub-queries of the form

\[
\pi_X(\sigma_{\varphi}(R)).
\]

For such sub-queries we can always assume that an optimal location assignment will choose the same network nodes for \( \pi_X, \sigma_{\varphi} \) and \( R \), as the two unary operation will only reduce the size that need to be transferred.

In the query tree vertical fragmentation corresponds to replacing \( R \) with some join \( R_{V_1} \bowtie \cdots \bowtie R_{V_k} \), while horizontal fragmentation corresponds to replacing \( R \) by union \( R = R_{V_1} \cup \cdots \cup R_{V_k} \). Another round of query optimisation might shift the selection \( \sigma_{\varphi} \) and projection \( \pi_X \) inside newly introduced join, but the “upper part” of the query tree would not be affected. Therefore, to compare the costs before and after fragmentation it is sufficient and decisive to consider sub-queries in the form of Equation (1) above for the purpose of optimising fragmentation. This discovery is extensively discussed in [11]; it makes the allocation problem simpler than that in [12].

1.2. A Cost Model

We now analyse the query costs in the case of fragmentation. The major objective is to base the fragmentation decision on the efficiency of the most frequent queries. As a
general pragmatic guideline we take the recommended rule of thumb to consider only the 20% most frequent queries, as these usually account for most of the data access [5].

Crucial to the query costs are the sizes of relations that have to be built during query execution, as these sets have to be stored at secondary storage, retrieved from there again, and sent between the locations of a network. Therefore, we first approach an estimation of sizes of relations.

Our starting point is a relation schema \( R = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \). Let \( n_r \) denote the average number of tuples in a relation \( r \) over \( R \), and let \( \ell_i \) denote the average space (in bits) for attribute \( a_i \) in a tuple in \( r \). The average size of a tuple in \( r \) will be \( \sum_{i=1}^{n} \ell_i \), and so the average size of a relation \( r \) will be \( n_r \cdot \sum_{i=1}^{n} \ell_i \).

Using these parameters for a vertical fragmentation of \( R \) into \( R_{V_1}, \ldots, R_{V_k} \), the average size \( s_{vi} \) of a vertical fragment \( R_{V_i} \) will become

\[
s_{vi} = \begin{cases} 
  n_r \cdot \sum_{a_i \in R_{V_i}} \ell_i & \text{if } \text{dif} \text{ is not used}, \\
  n_r \cdot \sum_{a_i \in R_{V_i}} \ell_i + \lceil \log_2 n \rceil & \text{if } \text{dif} \text{ is used}.
\end{cases}
\]

The logarithmic summand in the second cases arises from the fact that we have \( n_r \) different values for the attribute \( \text{dif} \). If we assume that these are the numbers 0, 1, \ldots, \( n_r - 1 \), the largest of these numbers will require \( \lceil \log_2 n \rceil \) bits in a binary representation.

Using the selection formulae \( \varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_{k_i} \), horizontal fragmentation of \( R \) split relation \( r \) over \( R \) into fragments \( r_{h1}, \ldots, r_{hk_i} \). Let 100 \( \cdot \) \( p_i \) be the (average) percentage of tuples in \( r \) satisfying \( \varphi_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, k_i \)). Note that we must have \( \sum_{i=1}^{k_i} \varphi_i = 1 \). Then we have \( p_i \cdot n \cdot \sum_{j=1}^{k_i} \ell_j \) as the average size of a relation \( r_{hi} \) over \( R_{Hi} = \sigma_{\varphi_i}(R) \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, r \)).

The calculation of sizes of relations applies also to the intermediate results of all queries. However, we can restrict our attention to the nodes in the sub-queries of the form (1), as the other nodes in the query tree will not be affected by horizontal fragmentation and subsequent heuristic query optimisation. Thus, we only have to look at selection and projection nodes and ignore all other nodes in query trees.

- The size of a selection node \( \sigma_{\varphi} \) is \( p \cdot s \), where \( s \) is the size of the successor node and \( p \) is the probability that an element in the successor will satisfy \( \varphi \).
- The size of a projection node \( \pi_X \) is \((1 - e) \cdot s \cdot \frac{r_i}{p}\), where \((1 - e)\) is the probability that any two tuples in \( r \) differs on at least one attribute, \( r \) is the size of relation associated with the successor node, and \( r_i \) is the size of relation associated with the projection node.

Once a fragmentation schema has been decided upon, each fragment must be assigned to one or more nodes in the distributed database management system. The allocation problem involves finding the “optimal” distribution of the fragments to the sites. The discussion of allocation is to find an allocation model that minimises the total costs of processing and storage while trying to meet certain time restrictions [5].
For a given set of fragments \( \{R_1, \ldots, R_k\} \) with different sizes \( s_1, \ldots, s_k \), if the network has nodes \( N_1, \ldots, N_k \), fragment allocation is to assign a node \( N_i \) to each fragment \( R_i \), which gives rise to a mapping \( \lambda : \{1, \ldots, k\} \rightarrow \{1, \ldots, k\} \), such that the sum of all the transaction and storage costs from all the sites can be kept to a minimum, where the transaction and storage costs are calculated according to a predefined cost model.

However, the fragments only appear on the leaves of query trees. More generally, we must associate a node \( \lambda(h) \) with each node \( h \) in each relevant query tree. \( \lambda(h) \) indicates the node in the network, at which the intermediate query result corresponding to \( h \) will be stored.

Given a location assignment \( \lambda \) we can compute the total costs of query processing. Let the set of queries be \( Q_m = \{Q_1, \ldots, Q_m\} \). Query costs are composed of two parts: storage costs and transportation costs: \( \text{cost}_\lambda(Q_j) = \text{stor}_\lambda(Q_j) + \text{trans}_\lambda(Q_j) \). The storage costs give a measure for retrieving the data back from secondary storage, which is mainly determined by the size of the data. The transportation costs provide a measure for transporting between two nodes of the network.

The storage costs of a query \( Q_j \) depend on the size of the intermediate results and on the assigned locations, which decide the storage cost factors. It can be expressed as

\[
\text{stor}_\lambda(Q_j) = \sum_h s(h) \cdot d_{\lambda(h)},
\]

where \( h \) ranges over the nodes of the query tree for \( Q_j \), \( s(h) \) are the sizes of the involved sets, and \( d_i \) indicates the storage cost factor for node \( N_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, k \)).

The transportation costs of query \( Q_j \) depend on the sizes of the involved sets and on the assigned locations, which decide the transport cost factor between every pair of sites. It can be expressed by

\[
\text{trans}_\lambda(Q_j) = \sum_h \sum_{h'} c_{\lambda(h'),\lambda(h)} \cdot s(h').
\]

Again the sum ranges over the nodes \( h \) of the query tree for \( Q_j \), \( h' \) runs over the predecessors of \( h \) in the query tree, and \( c_{ij} \) is a transportation cost factor for data transport from node \( N_i \) to node \( N_j \) (\( i, j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \)).

Furthermore, for each query \( Q_j \) we assume a value for its frequency \( f_j \). The total costs of all the queries in \( Q_m \) are the sum of the costs of each query multiplied by its frequency:

\[
\sum_{j=1}^{m} \text{cost}_\lambda(Q_j) \cdot f_j.
\]

In general, the distribution could be called optimal if we find a fragmentation and allocation schema such that the resulting total query costs are minimal. As this problem is practically incomputable, we suggest to use a heuristic instead.

2. A Heuristic Method for Vertical Fragmentation and Allocation

Usually fragmentation and allocation are treated as two isolated problems during the design of distributed databases. During fragmentation no cost model is involved to evaluate the resulting fragmentation schema [2,4,5]. However, once the fragmentation decision
has been made, the possibility of finding the optimal allocation schema of the fragments is restricted. Therefore, a cost model should come into play when we make decision of fragmentation. In this section we concentrate on vertical fragmentation.

As shown in the Example 1 in [13], affinity-based vertical fragmentation can not really get an optimal solution for fragmentation because it does not reflect the local needs of data of a relation. The chance of finding an optimal fragmentation and allocation is restricted if fragmentation is performed as a separate procedure without considering how it affect total query costs. We observe that the fragmentation and allocation in Scenario IV is the best solution, which results from comparing with query costs while making decision of fragmentation. That is, with the target of improving system performance, to get an optimal solution of fragmentation and allocation we need to employ a cost model, with which we can achieve an optimal fragmentation and allocation simultaneously. With the cost model, any change of the query information, including the site information of queries, will be reflected in the design of fragmentation and allocation. But the approaches of vertical fragmentation using the value of affinities can not reflect this change.

However, if a relation has $m$ non-primary key attributes, the possible fragments are given by the Bell number which is approximately $B(m) \approx m^m$. With this number of possible fragments, the following up allocation, using the cost model introduced previously, is of the complexity $k^{(m^n)}$ with $k$ as the number of network nodes. Therefore, it is impossible to get the optimal solutions to the vertical fragmentation and allocation problems. We can only expect to find a heuristic solution. In the remaining of this section, we first define some terms. Then we introduce a heuristic approach to vertical fragmentation and allocation. This approach adapts a simplified cost model while making decision of vertical fragmentation.

2.1. Requests and Needs at Sites

We now define some terms that will be used in our discussion. Assume a relation $R = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\}$ being accessed by a set of queries $Q^m = \{Q_1, \ldots, Q_j, \ldots Q_m\}$ with frequencies $f_1, \ldots, f_m$, respectively. To improve the system performance, relation $R$ is vertically fragmented into a set of fragments $\{R_{V1}, \ldots, R_{Vw}, \ldots, R_{Vk}\}$, each of which is allocated to one of the network nodes $N_1, \ldots, N_\theta, \ldots, N_k$. Each attribute $a_i$ of $R$ is of average length $\ell_i$. Note that the maximum number of fragments is $k$, i.e., $k_i \leq k$. We use $\lambda(Q_j)$ to indicate the site that issues query $Q_j$, and use $A_j = \{a_i|f_{ji} = f_j\}$ to indicate the set of attributes that are accessed by $Q_j$, with $f_{ji}$ as the frequency of the query $Q_j$ accessing attributes $a_i$. Here, $f_{ji} = f_j$ if the attribute $a_i$ is accessed by $Q_j$. Otherwise, $f_{ji} = 0$.

From the discussion in the previous section we know that to get an optimal vertical fragmentation we need to employ a cost model which takes input information as:

- the frequency of queries that access the object; when the same query is issued at different sites, it is treated as different queries;
- the subset of the attributes used by queries;
- the size of each attribute of the object;
- the site that issue the queries.

To record the above input information we introduce Attribute Usage Frequency Matrix (AUFM). Each row represents one query $Q_j$; the head of column is the set of attributes.
tributes of a relation schema $R$. In addition, there are two columns with one column indicating the site that issues the queries and the other indicating the frequency of the queries. The values on a column indicate the frequency $f_{ji}$ of the query $Q_j$ that use the corresponding attributes $a_i$ grouped by the site that issues queries. Note that we treat the same query at different sites as different queries. Doing this way we only need one matrix to record all the information rather than two matrices, Attribute Usage Matrix and Access Matrix, that are used in [4]. Subsequently, the following up calculation is easy to be formulated.

From one site each attribute is requested by multiple queries. The request of an attribute at a site $\theta$ is the sum of frequencies of all queries at the site accessing the attribute. It can be calculated with the formula below:

$$request_{\theta}(a_i) = \sum_{j=1, \lambda(Q_j)=\theta}^{m} f_{ji}.$$

With the length $\ell_i$ of an attribute $a_i$, we can calculate the need of an attribute as the total data volume involved to retrieve $a_i$ by all the queries:

$$need_{\theta}(a_i) = \ell_i \cdot \sum_{j=1, \lambda(Q_j)=\theta}^{m} f_{ji} = \ell_i \cdot request(a_i).$$

The need of a fragment $F_u$ at a site $\theta$ is calculated with the following formula:

$$need_{\theta}(F_u) = \sum_{j=1, \lambda(Q_j)=\theta}^{m} s_j \cdot f_j = \sum_{j=1, \lambda(Q_j)=\theta}^{m} (\sum_{i=1}^{n} \ell_i \cdot f_{ji}) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} need_{\theta}(a_i),$$

with $s_j$ as the size of data volume required by query $Q_j$ from fragment $F_u$.

Finally, we introduce a term $pay$ to measure the costs of accessing a single attribute once it is allocated to a network node. The $pay$ of allocating an attribute $a_i$ to a site $\theta$ measures the costs of accessing attribute $a_i$ by all queries from the other sites $\theta'$, which is different from $\theta$. It can be calculated using the following formula:

$$pay_{\theta}(a_i) = \sum_{\theta' = 1, \theta' \neq \theta}^{k} request_{\theta'}(a_i) \cdot c_{hh'}.$$

We do not include attribute length in the formula because when we compare the $pay$ of an attribute at different sites, attribute length will always be the same.

As in [2], we assume a simple transaction model, using which the system collects the information at the site of the query and executes the query there. In this case we can evaluate costs of allocating a single attribute to network nodes and then make decision by choosing a site that leads to the least query costs. Also, according to our discussion of how fragmentation affect query costs, the allocation of fragments to network nodes, following the cost minimisation heuristics, already determine the location assignment provided that an optimal location assignment for the queries was given prior to the fragmentation.
In distributed databases, costs of queries are dominated by the cost of data transportation from a remote site to the site that issued the queries. To compare different vertical fragmentation schemata we would like to compare how it affect the transportation costs. So we can simplify the cost model in Section 1.2 as following:

\[
\text{cost}_\lambda(Q^m) = \sum_{\theta=1}^{k} \sum_{u=1}^{v} \text{need}_\theta(F_u) \cdot c_{\theta\theta'}.
\]  

(2)

Note that the cost factor \( c_{\theta\theta'} = 0 \), if \( \theta = \theta' \).

### 2.2. Heuristics for Vertical Fragmentation

Taking the simplified cost model introduced above we now analyse the relationships between \( \text{cost} \), the \( \text{pay} \) and the \( \text{request} \) of an attribute. We compute the following formulae:

\[
\text{cost}_{\lambda(a_i)=\theta}(Q^m) = \sum_{\theta'=1,\theta' \neq \theta}^{k} \text{need}_{\theta'}(a_i) \cdot c_{\theta\theta'}
\]

\[
= \sum_{\theta'=1,\theta' \neq \theta}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{m} \ell_i \cdot f_{ji} \cdot c_{\theta\theta'}
\]

\[
= \ell_i \cdot \sum_{\theta'=1,\theta' \neq \theta}^{k} \sum_{j=1}^{m} f_{ji} \cdot c_{\theta\theta'}
\]

\[
= \ell_i \cdot \sum_{\theta'=1,\theta' \neq \theta}^{k} \text{request}_{\theta'}(a_i) \cdot c_{\theta\theta'}
\]

\[
= \ell_i \cdot \text{pay}_{\theta}(a_i).
\]

The above formula gives rise to two alternative heuristics for the allocation of an attribute \( a_i \) (\( i = 1, \ldots, n \)).

- The first heuristic allocates \( a_i \) to a network node \( N_W \) such that \( \text{pay}_{\theta}(a_i) \) is minimal, i.e., we choose a network node in such a way that the total transport costs for all queries arising from the allocation are minimised.

- The second heuristic allocates \( a_i \) to a network node \( N_W \) such that \( \text{request}_{\theta}(a_i) \) is maximal, i.e., we choose the network node with the highest \( \text{request} \) of the attribute \( a_i \). This guarantees that there are no transport costs associated with data of attribute \( a_i \) for those queries that need the data of \( a_i \) most frequently. In addition, the availability of data of attribute \( a_i \) will be maximised.

Taking the first heuristic we perform vertical fragmentation with the following steps. We do not distinguish read and write queries because replication is not considered at this stage. The second heuristic is easy to be formulated.

1. Take the most frequently used 20% queries \( Q^N \).
2. Optimise all the queries and construct an AUFM for each database type \( R \) based on the queries.
3. Calculate the request at each site for each attribute to construct an Attribute request Matrix.

4. Calculate the pay at each site for each attribute to construct an Attribute pay Matrix.

5. Cluster all attributes to the site which has the lowest value of the pay.

6. Attach the primary key to each of the fragments.

This procedure is formally described as the algorithm below.

**Algorithm 1 (Vertical Fragmentation)**

**Input:** \( Q^N = \{Q_1, \ldots, Q_n\} \) /* a set of queries 
\( R = \{a_1, \ldots, a_n\} \) /* a type with a set of attributes 
a set of network nodes \( N = \{1, \ldots, k\} \) 
The AUFM of \( R \)

**Output:** vertical fragmentation schema and fragment allocation schema, \( \{R_{V1}, \ldots, R_{Vk}\} \)

**Begin**

for each \( \theta \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) let \( \text{attr}(R_{V\theta}) = \text{id}(R) \) endfor

for each attribute \( a_i \in R, 1 \leq i \leq n \) do

for each node \( \theta \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) do

calculate request\( \theta(a_i) \)

endfor

for each node \( \theta \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) do

calculate pay\( \theta(a_i) \)

endfor

choose \( w \) such that \( \text{pay}_w(a_i) = \min_{\theta=1}^{k} \text{pay}_\theta(a_i) \) /* find the minimum

\( \text{attr}(R_{Vw}) = \text{attr}(R_{Vw}) \cup a_i \) /* add \( a_i \) to \( R_{Vw} \)

endfor

for each \( \theta \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \), \( R_{V\theta} = \pi_{\text{attr}(R_{V\theta})}(R) \) endfor

**End**

The above algorithm first finds the site that has the smallest value of the pay then allocates the attribute to the site. A vertical fragmentation and allocation schema are obtained simultaneously.

Due to the space limitation we take the simple motivation example in [13] to show how the above algorithm is applied to perform vertical fragmentation. The query information given are two queries, \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \), accessing fragment \( F_u = \{a_1, a_2, a_3, a_4\} \), with frequencies \( f_1, f_2 \) respectively. For Scenario IV, where \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) are issued at site \( N_1 \) and \( N_2 \), respectively, we construct attribute usage frequency matrix as Table1. We then construct attribute request matrix as Table 2. Using the values of the request in Table 2 and the values for transportation cost factors, \( c_{12} \) and \( c_{21} \), we get the attribute pay matrix as in Table 3.

As \( c_{12} = c_{21} \), to allocate attribute to the site of the lowest value of pay we need to compare the values of the request at the two sites. We get \( \lambda(a_1) = 1, \lambda(a_2) = 1, \lambda(a_3) = 2, \lambda(a_4) = 2 \). Therefore, grouping attributes according the sites we get two

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Query</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>( a_1 )</th>
<th>( a_2 )</th>
<th>( a_3 )</th>
<th>( a_4 )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( Q_1 )</td>
<td>( f_1 )</td>
<td>( f_1 )</td>
<td>( f_1 )</td>
<td>( f_1 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>( Q_2 )</td>
<td>( f_2 )</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>( f_2 )</td>
<td>( f_2 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Attribute request matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>request₁</th>
<th>request₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a₁</td>
<td>f₁</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₂</td>
<td>f₁</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₃</td>
<td>f₁</td>
<td>f₂</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₄</td>
<td>f₁</td>
<td>f₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. Attribute pay matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Attribute</th>
<th>pay₁₁</th>
<th>pay₁₂</th>
<th>pay₂₁</th>
<th>pay₂₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a₁</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>f₂·c₂₁</td>
<td>f₂·c₂₁</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a₂</td>
<td>f₁·c₁₂</td>
<td>f₁·c₁₂</td>
<td>f₁·c₁₂</td>
<td>f₁·c₁₂</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

fragments $F_{u₁} = \{a₁, a₂\}$, $F_{u₂} = \{a₃, a₄\}$, which are allocated to network nodes $N₁$ and $N₂$, respectively. This is the same as Scenario IV in [13], the optimised fragmentation and allocation that are achieved by using the cost model.

A more comprehensive example is presented in [13] to compare our approach with some existing well-known affinity based approaches by applying our proposed vertical fragmentation algorithm to the same problem example in [2,4]. The results show that using the same set of queries as input we can achieve the same vertical fragmentation schema within shorter time, which means our approach is efficient in terms of complexity. Further, we observe that the changes of the issuing site of one query to a different site leads to the resulted vertical fragmentation schema changed using our approach, which is reasonable because the change of input query information indicate the change of data needs at different sites. However, the existing affinity-based approach does not lead to different vertical fragmentation schema because the changes of issuing site does not change any values of affinities. With the cost model we show that our approach leads to less query costs.

2.3. Discussion

The advantages of our heuristic approach for vertical fragmentation and fragment allocation are:

- Except key attributes, there is no overlap among all the vertical fragments. Therefore, we do not need extra procedure to remove overlaps.
- The change of queries will be reflected by the fragmentation solution. Query information may reflect the needs to retain attributes from some sites more often than some other sites. Even though on the affinity graph the cutting edges will be the same.
- The complexity of this approach is low. Let $m$ be the number of queries, $n$ be the number of attributes, $k$ be the number of network nodes. The complexity of our approach, which dealing with vertical fragmentation and allocation, is $O(m \cdot n + k^2 \cdot n)$, while the complexity of graphical approach in [4] is $O(n^2 \cdot m + k^n)$ for the whole design procedure, including building the affinity matrix, vertical fragmentation and allocation.
- This approach suits the situation that for each relation the number of attributes is small and the number of queries is big. Usually, the number of queries taken into consideration is bigger than the number of attributes of a relation.
3. An Integrated Approach of Horizontal Fragmentation and Vertical Fragmentation

Database distribution design often involves both horizontal and vertical fragmentation to meet the requirement of queries, which access a subset of attributes and a subset of tuples of a relation. This requires us to perform mixed fragmentation, where each fragment belongs to one horizontal and one vertical fragmentation. In this section we propose an integrated design methodology which takes into consideration of query information while making decision of mixed fragmentation. The design methodology presented in this section integrates the horizontal fragmentation algorithm in [14] with the vertical algorithm presented in the above section.

3.1. An Heuristic Approach to Horizontal Fragmentation for the Relational Databases

For the above purpose we first adopt the heuristic approach of horizontal fragmentation algorithm from [14] to the RDM. Let \( \Phi^m = \{ \varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_m \} \) denote a set of simple predicates defined on relation schema \( R \). Then the set of normal predicates \( N^m = \{ N_1, \ldots, N_n \} \) on relation schema \( R \) is the set of all satisfiable predicates of the form \( N_j = \varphi_1^* \land \cdots \land \varphi_m^* \), where \( \varphi_i^* \) is either \( \varphi_i \) or \( \neg \varphi_i \).

Each of the normal predicates defines an atomic horizontal fragment, 
\[
F_j = \sigma_{N_j}(R).
\]

Let \( J \subseteq \{1, \ldots, m\} \) be a set of indices of a subset of all simple predicates. Normal predicates can be represented with the following form:
\[
N_j = \bigwedge_{j \in J} \varphi_i \land \bigwedge_{i \notin J} \neg \varphi_i.
\]

Let \( f_j \) be the frequency of predicate \( \varphi_j \), \( J_\theta = \{j | j \in J \land \varphi_j \text{ executed at site } \theta \} \) be a subset of indices of all simple predicates, executed at site \( \theta \). We now define request of an atomic fragment at site \( \theta \) as the sum of frequencies of predicates issued at site \( \theta \):
\[
\text{request}_\theta(F_j) = \sum_{j=1, j \in J_\theta}^k f_j.
\]

We introduce term pay of allocating an atomic horizontal fragments at a site \( \theta \) as the costs of accessing the atomic horizontal fragment by all queries from sites other than \( \theta \):
\[
\text{pay}_\theta(F_j) = \sum_{\theta' = 1, \theta' \neq \theta}^k \text{request}_{\theta'}(F_j) \cdot c_{\theta\theta'}.
\]

We now present the procedure of horizontal fragmentation as the following:
1. sort queries by decreasing frequency to get a list of queries \( Q = [Q_1, \ldots, Q_j, \ldots, Q_m] \)
2. optimise all the queries and extract simple predicates from the queries to get a list of \( \Phi \) of simple predicates,
3. construct a usage matrix based on \( \Phi \) to obtain a list of simple predicates \( \Phi^w \) for each relation schema \( R \),
4. take the list of selection predicates $\Phi^w = [\varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_w]$ to get a list of indices $X = [0, 1, \ldots, x_1, \ldots, x_2, \ldots, w]$.
5. using Num_Simple_Predicates in [14] to get value $y$, the number of simple predicates to be used for horizontal fragmentation.
6. take the first $y$ simple predicates in $\Phi^w$ to get a subset of simple predicates $\Phi^y$.
7. perform horizontal fragmentation using Algorithm 2 as shown below.

Algorithm 2 (Horizontal Fragmentation)

Input: $\Phi^y = \{\varphi_1, \ldots, \varphi_y\}$ /* a set of simple predicates */
Output: Horizontal fragmentation schema and fragment allocation schema
Begin
for each $\theta \in \{1, \ldots, k\}$
    $R_{H\theta} = \emptyset$
endfor
define a set of normal predicates $\mathcal{N}^y$ using $\Phi^y$
define a set of atomic horizontal fragments $\mathcal{F}^y$ using $\mathcal{N}^y$
for each atomic fragment $F_j \in \mathcal{F}^y$, $1 \leq i \leq 2^y$ do
    for each node $\theta \in \{1, \ldots, k\}$ do
        calculate $\text{request}_\theta(F_j)$
calculate $\text{pay}_\theta(F_j)$
endfor
choose $w$ such that $\text{pay}_w(F_j) = \min(\text{pay}_1(F_j), \ldots, \text{pay}_k(F_j))$ /* find the minimum value */
$\lambda(F_j) = N_w$ /* allocate the atomic fragment to the site of the smallest pay */
declare $R_{H\theta}$ with $R_{H\theta} = \bigcup\{F_j : \lambda(F_j) = N_\theta\}$ /* put the atomic fragment into the corresponding fragment */
endfor
The above algorithm first finds the site that has the biggest value of pay then allocates the atomic fragment to the site. A fragmentation schema and fragment allocation schema can be obtained simultaneously.

3.2. An Heuristic Approach to Mixed Fragmentation

Mixed fragmentation is a process of simultaneously applying horizontal and vertical fragmentation on a relation [7]. Affinity-based mixed fragmentation approach is proposed in [7], with horizontal fragmentation taking predicate affinities as input while vertical fragmentation taking attribute affinities as input. Due to the deficiencies of affinity-based fragmentation approaches pointed out in [13], we now propose a heuristic approach to mixed fragmentation, which performs horizontal fragmentation and vertical fragmentation simultaneously based on a cost model.

Ideally to achieve an optimal fragmentation and allocation, we could perform mixed fragmentation using a grid with each tuple of the grid as an atomic horizontal fragment and columns as the set of attributes of the relation. The grid cells are then grouped at the site of the lowest value of pay to form mixed fragments so as to increase the data local availability and to reduce remote transportation costs. However, this will lead to a set of irregular fragments as in [7], which will be difficult to be presented as a single relation.
without introducing null values. We have to seek for a design methodology to get a set of regular fragments. The following procedure integrates our proposed algorithms for horizontal and vertical fragmentation to get a set of mixed fragmentation schema.

1. Simultaneously apply both horizontal and vertical fragmentation on a relation $R$ to get a grid. Performing horizontal fragmentation, using algorithm 2, results a set of horizontal fragments, $\{R_{H1}, \ldots, R_{Hk}\}$, while performing vertical fragmentation, using algorithm 1 introduced above, results a set of vertical fragments $\{R_{V1}, \ldots, R_{Vk}\}$. The set of grid cells are represented as $R_{HV1}, R_{HV2}, \ldots, R_{H VK}, \ldots, R_{kk}$, each of which belongs to exactly one horizontal and one vertical fragment of the relation.

2. Group the grid cells from the above step to the site of the smallest request. The first two indices of each grid cell indicate the horizontal fragment it belongs to and also the site allocation that leads to the lowest query costs. Analogously, the last two indices indicate the vertical fragment it belongs to and the site of the lowest costs. For a grid cell which belongs to horizontal and vertical fragments of the same allocation, e.g., $R_{HV\theta}$, we allocate it to the site $\theta$. For the grid cells with different indices for horizontal and vertical fragments, we choose the allocation of the biggest request. For example, for a cell $R_{HaV\beta}$, if $\text{request}_\alpha(R_{HaV\beta}) > \text{request}_\beta(R_{HaV\beta})$ allocate $R_{HaV\beta}$ to site $\alpha$.

3. Merge fragment cells that are of the same horizontal or vertical fragment if they are allocated to the same site. Fragment cells of the same vertical fragment are merged though join operation, i.e., $R_{HaV\beta} \bowtie R_{HaV\alpha}$ if $R_{HaV\beta}$ is allocated to site $\alpha$. Fragment cells of the same horizontal fragment are merged through union, i.e., $R_{HaV\beta} \cup R_{H\beta V\beta}$ if they are allocated to site $\beta$.

Remark: It is reasonable to decide the allocation of a grid cell $R_{HaV\beta}$ according to the values of request at the site $\alpha$ and $\beta$. At the step of horizontal fragmentation, fragments are allocated to site $\alpha$ because $\text{pay}_{\alpha}$ is the smallest among all sites. This means the total query costs of accessing the fragment though predicates are smallest if it is allocate to site $\alpha$. At the step of vertical fragmentation, an attributes is allocated to site $\alpha$ because it has the lowest $\text{pay}_{\alpha}$. In other words the total query costs of accessing it through projection is the lowest if it is at site. Therefore the optimal allocation of $R_{HaV\beta}$ should be either $\alpha$ or $\beta$. To compare the total query costs of allocating the fragment cell at $\alpha$ and $\beta$ we can compare the total query costs which involves transportation cost factors between the two sites, $\alpha$ and $\beta$. Because $c_{\alpha} = c_{\beta}$, using the simplified cost model as in 2.1 we only need to compare values of the request at the two sites.

4. Conclusion

In this paper we presented a heuristic approach to vertical fragmentation for the relational data model. The major objective is to provide a tractable approach to minimising the query processing costs for the most frequent queries. In general, this would require to consider all possible fragmentations and all possible allocations of intermediate query results to the nodes of a network, which is intractable. Instead of this we suggest to consider vertical fragmentation and allocation using a cost model at the same time. In addition, we integrate the handing of horizontal fragmentation, which has been discussed
in [14], and vertical fragmentation with the consideration of the requirement of global optimisation.

The next step of our work is to adapt the heuristic approach to complex value databases, which cover the common aspects of object-oriented databases, object-relational databases, and databases based on the eXtensible Markup Language (XML). For this, complex data types should be covered by the cost model. The procedure of vertical fragmentation should be altered accordingly.
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Introduction

Collecting huge volumes of sequential data (i.e., the data is a collection of sequences or strings in a given alphabet) has become far easier in many application domains (e.g., E-commerce, networking, life sciences). Our ability to discover actionable patterns from such datasets remains however limited.

This paper focuses on substring mining, i.e., the searched patterns are strings as well. Knowledge discovery processes based on substrings in string datasets have been studied extensively. We study a database perspective on such processes, the so-called inductive database approach [1,2,3,4]. The idea is that many steps in complex knowledge discovery processes might be considered as queries which returns selected data instances and/or patterns holding in the data. Designing query languages which would support such a querying activity remains a long-term goal, and only preliminary results have been obtained for some quite specific scenarios (e.g., rather simple processes based on association rule mining [5]). As a needed step towards query languages for inductive databases,
it is interesting to investigate different pattern domains and this chapter is considering
inductive queries on the string pattern domain. Such queries declaratively express the
constraints that have to be satisfied by the solution patterns. Typical challenges are (a) to
identify useful primitive constraints to specify the a priori interestingness of the patterns
in the data, and (b) to be able to design efficient and (when possible) complete solvers
for computing every pattern which satisfies a combination of primitive constraints.

The state-of-the-art is that efficient algorithms are available for solving specific con-
junctions of primitive constraints on string patterns. For instance, many solvers have
been designed for frequent substring or sequential patterns possibly combined with some
more or less restricted types of syntactic constraints (e.g., [6,7,8,9,10,11]). A promising
approach has been developed by De Raedt and colleagues which consider arbitrary
Boolean combination of primitive constraints which are either monotonic or anti-
monotonic [12,13,14]. Indeed, a key issue for designing efficient solvers is to con-
sider constraint properties (like anti-monotonicity and its dual monotonicity property)
and exploit them for clever search space pruning. Many useful primitive constraints are
monotonic (e.g., maximal support in a data set, enforcing a given sub-string occurrence)
or anti-monotonic (e.g., minimal support, avoiding a given sub-string occurrence).

Some useful constraints are however neither anti-monotonic nor monotonic. This is
the case of regular expression constraints, i.e., rich syntactic constraints which enforce
the solution patterns to belong to the language of a given regular expression. A typical
application in WWW usage mining would be to look for the frequent sequences of
clicks which are matching a given path through the WWW site (conjunction of a mini-
mal support constraint with a regular expression constraint). Efficient ad-hoc optimization
strategies have been developed for such a conjunction [15,16,17]. In many applica-
tions, it is also interesting to look for patterns which are similar enough to a reference
pattern. For instance, it might be useful to look for sequences of clicks on a WWW site
which are frequent for a given group of users, infrequent for another group and which
are similar enough to an expected pattern specified by the WWW site designer. Such a
primitive similarity constraint generally lacks from any monotonicity property. In [18],
we have studied a possible decomposition of such a constraint into a conjunction of an
anti-monotonic one and a monotonic one. It was implemented on top of the FAVST al-
gorithm [14] such that it is now possible to combine efficiently that kind of similarity
constraint with other monotonic or anti-monotonic user-defined constraints.

This paper follows this direction of research and considers the intrinsic limitations
of these previous approaches which are all based on exact matching of candidate patterns
with data instances. We are indeed interested in string database analysis for various ap-
lication domains (e.g., WWW usage mining, seismic or telecommunication data analy-
sis, molecular biology). Even though our raw data is fundamentally sequential (spatially
or temporally ordered), the strings to be mined are generally preprocessed: the data can
be fundamentally noisy due to technological issues w.r.t. measurement, alphabet design
can be somehow exploratory, but also the phenomena we would like to observe can be
fundamentally fuzzy and such that soft computing approaches are needed.

In many application domains, the string alphabet has to be designed and/or com-
puted. For instance, in a WWW usage mining context, assume that the raw data con-
cern facts about “Users who performed Operations from Machines”. Depending
of the analysis task, many event types and thus alphabets might be considered (e.g., an
operation is performed from a machine, a user has performed something, a user has per-
formed something from a machine) and a meaningful browsing sequence will often be some kind of consensus between different occurrences of similar browsing sequences. Also, in many cases of sequential data mining, data are available as numerical time series that can be analyzed by means of substring pattern algorithms provided that the data is discretized and thus encoded as a sequence of events in a “computed” alphabet. These methods are not always robust enough and again, soft-occurrences of patterns might appear much more meaningful. Finally, the most famous case of degenerated data concerns molecular biology. We can consider that patterns on gene promoter sequences (e.g., sub-strings within DNA sequences) play a major role in gene regulation but it is well-known that evolution has lead to many variants of the “originally” useful patterns. As a result, when looking at the major scientific question of transcription factor binding site in DNA sequences, molecular biologists consider consensus regular expressions instead of exact matching information over the gene promoter sequences.

In this paper, we address some of the open problems when computing soft-occurrences of patterns within string dataset. This is a significant revision and extension of the paper [19]. For instance, an original and detailed experimental validation has been carried out to replace the preliminary results described in [19]. In Section 1, we provide the needed definitions and the problem setting. Section 2 introduces our definition of soft-occurrences and our formalization of soft-support constraints. The proofs of properties are available and can be asked to the authors. They are omitted here because of space limitation. In Section 4, we provide an in-depth experimental validation on real-life clickstream data which confirms the added value of our approach. Finally, Section 5 is a short conclusion.

1. Problem Setting

Definition 1 (Basic notions on strings) Let $\Sigma$ be a finite alphabet, a string $\sigma$ over $\Sigma$ is a finite sequence of symbols from $\Sigma$, and $\Sigma^*$ denotes the set of all strings over $\Sigma$. $\Sigma^*$ is our language of patterns $\mathcal{L}$ and we consider that the mined data set denoted $r$ is a multi-set $^1$ of strings built on $\Sigma$. $|\sigma|$ denotes the length of a string $\sigma$ and $\epsilon$ denotes the empty string. We note $\sigma_i$ the $i^{th}$ symbol of a string $\sigma$, where $1 \leq i \leq |\sigma|$, so that $\sigma = \sigma_1\sigma_2\ldots \sigma_{|\sigma|}$. A substring $\sigma'$ of $\sigma$ is a sequence of contiguous symbols in $\sigma$, and we note $\sigma' \subseteq \sigma$. $\sigma$ is thus a super-string of $\sigma'$, and we note $\sigma \supseteq \sigma'$. We assume that, given a pattern $\phi \in \mathcal{L}$, the supporting set of strings in $r$ is denoted by $\text{ext}(\phi, r) = \{ \sigma \in r \mid \phi \subseteq \sigma \}$.

Example 1 Let $\Sigma = \{a, b, c, d\}$. abbc, abdcb, $\epsilon$ are examples of strings over $\Sigma$. Examples of sub-strings for abdcb are a and dcb. aabdcbd is an example of a super-string of abdcb. If $r$ is $\{abcba, adceba, ccabd\}$, $\text{ext}(ecb, r) = \{abcba, adceba\}$.

Definition 2 (Inductive queries) A constraint is a predicate that defines a property of a pattern and evaluates either to true or false. An inductive query on $\mathcal{L}$ and $r$ with parameters $p$ is fully specified by a constraint $Q$ and its evaluation needs the computation of $\{ \phi \in \mathcal{L} \mid Q(\phi, r, p) \text{ is true} \}$ [20]. In the general case, $Q$ is a Boolean combination of the so-called primitive constraints.

---

$^1$Data may contain multiple occurrences of the same sequence.
Definition 3 (Generalisation/specialisation) A pattern \( \phi \) is more general than a pattern \( \psi \) (denoted \( \phi \geq \psi \)) iff \( \forall r. \operatorname{ext}(\phi, r) \supseteq \operatorname{ext}(\psi, r) \). We also say that \( \psi \) is more specific than \( \phi \) (denoted \( \phi \preceq \psi \)). Two primitive constraints can be defined: \( \operatorname{MoreGeneral}(\phi, \psi) \) is true iff \( \phi \geq \psi \) and \( \operatorname{MoreSpecific}(\phi, \psi) \) is true iff \( \phi \preceq \psi \).

For strings, constraint \( \operatorname{SubString}(\phi, \psi) \equiv \phi \sqsubseteq \psi \) (resp., \( \operatorname{SuperString}(\phi, \psi) \equiv \phi \sqsupset \psi \)) are instances of \( \operatorname{MoreGeneral}(\phi, \psi) \) (resp., \( \operatorname{MoreSpecific}(\phi, \psi) \)). In other terms, \( \forall \phi, \psi \in \mathcal{L}, \phi \sqsupset \psi \) iff \( \phi \sqsubseteq \psi \). Given a threshold value \( \sigma \), one can limit a maximal number of occurrences of \( \psi \) in \( \phi \) and thus define \( \operatorname{ContainsAtMost}(\phi, \sigma, \psi) \).

Definition 4 (Examples of constraints) Given a threshold value \( \sigma \), typical syntactic constraints are \( \operatorname{MinLen}(\phi, \sigma) \equiv |\phi| \geq \sigma \) and \( \operatorname{MaxLen}(\phi, \sigma) \equiv |\phi| \leq \sigma \). Assume that \( \operatorname{Supp}(\phi, r) \) denotes the number of strings in \( r \) that are super-strings of \( \phi \), i.e., \( |\operatorname{ext}(\phi, r)| \). Given a threshold value \( \sigma \), \( \operatorname{MinSupp}(\phi, \sigma, f) \equiv \operatorname{Supp}(\phi, r) \geq f \) (resp. \( \operatorname{MaxSupp}(\phi, \sigma, f) \equiv \operatorname{Supp}(\phi, r) \leq f \)) denotes a minimal (resp. maximal) support constraint in \( r \).

Example 2 Assume \( r = \{abd, abc, dc, c, dc\} \), we have \( \operatorname{Supp}(abd, r) = 1 \), \( \operatorname{Supp}(dc, r) = 2 \), \( \operatorname{Supp}(ad, r) = 0 \), and \( \operatorname{Supp}(c, r) = 5 \). \( \operatorname{MinSupp}(dc, r, 2) \), \( \operatorname{MaxSupp}(abd, r, 2) \), \( \operatorname{MoreGeneral}(c, dc) \), and \( \operatorname{MinLen}(abd, 3) \) are examples of satisfied constraints. \( Q \equiv \operatorname{MinSupp}(\phi, r, 2) \land \operatorname{MaxSupp}(\phi, r, 4) \land \operatorname{MinLen}(\phi, 2) \) is an example of an inductive query whose solution set is \( \{ab, dc\} \).

The concept of anti-monotonicity and its dual notion of monotonicity is central to our work. When an anti-monotonic constraint like the minimal support is violated by a candidate string, none of its more specific strings (i.e., super-strings) can satisfy it and this gives rise to pruning in the search space. This has been the key property for the many efficient algorithms which mine frequent strings. Negations of anti-monotonic constraints are called monotonic, e.g., the maximal support, and can lead to dual pruning strategies. This has been studied in detail in many papers, e.g., [20,12].

Definition 5 ((Anti-)monotonicity) Let \( r \) be a data set, \( \mathcal{L} \) be the pattern language and \( p \) be parameters. A constraint \( Q \) is anti-monotonic iff \( \forall r \) and \( \forall \phi, \psi \in \mathcal{L}, \phi \geq \psi \Rightarrow Q(\psi, r, p) \rightarrow Q(\phi, r, p) \). Dually, a constraint \( Q' \) is monotonic iff \( \phi \preceq \psi \Rightarrow Q'(\psi, r, p) \rightarrow Q'(\phi, r, p) \).

Notice that conjunctions and disjunctions of anti-monotonic (resp. monotonic) constraints are anti-monotonic (resp. monotonic).

Example 3 \( \operatorname{SuperString}(\phi, \psi) \), \( \operatorname{MinLen}(\phi, \sigma) \), and \( \operatorname{MaxSupp}(\phi, r, f) \) are monotonic constraints. \( \operatorname{SubString}(\phi, \psi) \), \( \operatorname{ContainsAtMost}(\phi, \sigma, \psi) \), \( \operatorname{MaxLen}(\phi, \psi) \), and \( \operatorname{MinSupp}(\phi, r, f) \) are anti-monotonic ones.

The evaluation of some constraints on a pattern \( \phi \) does not require to scan \( r \) (e.g., \( \operatorname{SuperString}(\phi, \psi) \), \( \operatorname{MaxLen}(\phi, \psi) \)), while to evaluate some others, one needs to find the occurrences of \( \phi \) in \( r \). For instance, we have defined \( \operatorname{MinSupp}(\phi, r, f) \) based on a number of strings where \( \phi \) occurs exactly (i.e., the cardinality of \( \{\sigma \in r \text{ such that } \sigma \sqsupseteq \phi\} \)). However, in many application domains, measures based on such exact occurrences may be misleading. We consider it is important to study a support constraint based on
soft-occurrences. The idea is that a string \( \sigma \in r \) supports \( \phi \) if \( \sigma \) contains a sub-string \( \sigma' \) similar enough to \( \phi \). \( \sigma' \) is then called a soft-occurrence of \( \phi \).

Extensive studies of (anti)-monotonicity properties have given rise to efficient search space pruning strategies. It is far more complex and sometime impossible to consider generic algorithms\(^2\) for constraints that do not have the monotonicity properties. An "enumerate and test" strategy is never possible in real-life problems (large alphabets and/or large input sequences and/or huge number of input sequences). A solution might be to heuristically compute part of the solution. We are however convinced that completeness has an invaluable added value, and we prefer to study smart relaxation or decomposition strategies to solve our inductive queries on strings.

**Problem setting.** Our objective is to formalize the concept of soft-support constraints such that they can be processed efficiently, i.e., as combinations of monotonic and anti-monotonic constraints. This will enable to exploit efficient generic strategies for solving arbitrary combinations of soft-support constraints with other (anti)-monotonic constraints \([12,13,14]\). This is however challenging. Indeed, relevant similarity constraints are generally neither monotonic nor anti-monotonic \([18]\) while our understanding of soft-occurrences relies on similarity constraints. As a result, preserving the (anti)-monotonicity of soft-support constraints can not be guaranteed. Looking for reasonable conditions under which such properties would be preserved is clearly our main technical issue.

2. Defining Soft-Occurrences and Soft-Support Constraints

The soft support of a pattern \( \psi \) is derived from a number of its soft-occurrences \( \phi \), i.e., patterns \( \phi \) such that \( \text{sim}(\phi, \psi) \) where \( \text{sim} \) returns true when the two patterns are similar. It enables to use the similarity approach from \([18]\), slightly modifying the monotonic sub-constraint such that its parameters become less connected to \( |\psi| \).

**Definition 6 (Longest Common Subsequence)** Let \( x \) be a pattern from \( L \). A subsequence of \( x \) is any string \( w \) that can be obtained from \( x \) by deleting zero or more (not necessarily consecutive) symbols. More formally, \( w \) is a subsequence of \( x \) if there exists integers \( i_1 < i_2 < \ldots < i_n \) s.t. \( w_1 = x_{i_1}, w_2 = x_{i_2}, \ldots, w_n = x_{i_n} \). \( w \) is a Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) of \( x \) and \( \phi \) if it is a subsequence of \( x \), a subsequence of \( \phi \), and its length is maximal. Notice that \( |w| = \text{lcs}(\phi, x) \) and, in general, \( w \) is not unique.

**Definition 7 (Insertions, Deletions)** Let \( x \) be the reference pattern, \( \phi \) a candidate pattern from \( L \). Let fix any LCS of \( \phi \) and \( x \), and denote the symbols of \( \phi \) (resp. \( x \)) that do not belong to a LCS as deletions (resp. insertions). The number of deletions (resp. insertions) is \( \text{Dels}(\phi, x) = |\phi| - \text{lcs}(\phi, x) \) (resp. \( \text{Ins}(\phi, x) = |x| - \text{lcs}(\phi, x) \)). Notice that \( x \) can be produced from \( \phi \) by deleting from \( \phi \) the deletions and inserting into \( \phi \) the insertions.

**Lemma 1** Assume \( x, \phi \in L \), \( \phi' \sqsubseteq \phi \), \( w \) one LCS of \( \phi \) and \( x \), and \( w' \) one LCS of \( \phi' \) and \( x \). We have \( |w| = \text{lcs}(\phi, x) \geq \text{lcs}(\phi', x) = |w'| \).

---

\(^2\)Algorithms not dedicated to a specific combination of primitive constraints
The formal proofs of this lemma and the other propositions or properties are available and can be asked to the authors.

**Definition 8 (Max Insertions constraint)** Let \( x \) be the reference pattern, \( \phi \) be a candidate pattern from \( L \), and \( \text{ins} \) a threshold value. The Maximum Insertions constraint is defined as \( \text{MaxIns}(\phi, x, \text{ins}) \equiv \text{Ins}(\phi, x) \leq \text{ins} \).

**Proposition 1** \( \text{MaxIns}(\phi, x, \text{ins}) \) is monotonic.

**Example 4** Assume \( x = \text{ebcedda} \). Patterns \( \phi_1 = \text{dbddd da} \) and \( \phi_2 = \text{bddd ada} \) satisfy \( \text{MaxIns}(\phi, x, 2) \): \( \text{Ins}(\phi_1, x) = |x| - |\text{dbddd da}| = 2 \) and \( \text{Ins}(\phi_2, x) = |x| - |\text{bddd ada}| = 1 \). Pattern \( \phi_3 = \text{accadcdcccedda} \) also satisfies it: \( \text{Ins}(\phi_3, x) = |x| - |\text{cccedda}| = 2 \).

Constraint \( \text{MaxIns}(\phi, x, \text{ins}) \) enables to specify a degree of similarity (i.e., a maximum number of non matching symbols on reference), and thus to capture patterns which are similar to the reference one. Note however that \( \text{MinLCS}(\phi, x, l) \) does not restrict the dissimilarity of a candidate. Thus, we need for a second constraint that would bound the number of “errors” within a candidate.

**Definition 9 (Max Deletions constraint)** Let \( x \) be the reference pattern, \( \phi \) be a candidate pattern from \( L \), and \( \text{dels} \) a threshold value. The Maximum Deletions constraint is defined as \( \text{MaxDels}(\phi, x, \text{dels}) \equiv \text{Dels}(\phi, x) \leq \text{dels} \).

**Proposition 2** \( \text{MaxDels}(\phi, x, d) \) is anti-monotonic.

**Definition 10 (Similarity constraint)** Given a reference pattern \( x \) and two thresholds \( \text{ins} \) and \( \text{dels} \), our similarity constraint for a pattern \( \phi \) w.r.t. \( x \) is defined as \( C_{\text{sim}}(\phi, x, \text{ins}, \text{dels}) \equiv \text{MaxIns}(\phi, x, \text{ins}) \wedge \text{MaxDels}(\phi, x, \text{dels}) \).

**Example 5** Continuing Example 4, patterns \( \phi_1 \) and \( \phi_2 \) satisfy \( C_{\text{sim}}(\phi, x, 2, 1) \). Pattern \( \phi_4 = \text{dbdddca} \) satisfies \( C_{\text{sim}}(\phi, x, 2, 2) \) since \( \text{lcs}(\phi_4, x) = |x| - |\text{bddd da}| = 2 \). Pattern \( \phi_3 \) does not satisfy neither \( C_{\text{sim}}(\phi, x, 2, 1) \) nor \( C_{\text{sim}}(\phi, x, 2, 2) \).

**Definition 11 (Soft-occurrence)** If a string \( \sigma \in r \) contains \( \phi \) s.t. \( C_{\text{sim}}(\phi, \psi, \text{ins}, \text{dels}) \) is satisfied, we say that \( \phi \) is a soft-occurrence of \( \psi \) denoted as \( \text{sOcc}(\psi, \text{ins}, \text{dels}) \).

Let us now introduce our new support constraints.

**Definition 12 (Soft-support)** If \( \text{sOcc}(\phi, \text{ins}, \text{dels})_1, \ldots, \text{sOcc}(\phi, \text{ins}, \text{dels})_n \) are the soft-occurrences for \( \phi \) in \( r \), the soft-support of \( \phi \) (denoted \( \text{SoftSupp}(\phi, r, \text{ins}, \text{dels}) \)) is \( \text{ext}(\text{sOcc}(\phi, \text{ins}, \text{dels})_1, r) \cup \ldots \cup \text{ext}(\text{sOcc}(\phi, \text{ins}, \text{dels})_n, r) \).

**Definition 13 (Minimum/Maximum soft-support)** Given a user-defined threshold \( f \), the Minimum Soft-support constraint is defined as \( \text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi, r, f, \text{ins}, \text{dels}) \equiv \text{SoftSupp}(\phi, r, \text{ins}, \text{dels}) \geq f \). The Maximum Soft-support constraint is defined as \( \text{MaxSoftSupp}(\phi, r, f, \text{ins}, \text{dels}) \equiv \text{SoftSupp}(\phi, r, \text{ins}, \text{dels}) \leq f \).

**Example 6** Continuing Example 2, \( \text{SoftSupp}(\text{abd}, r, 1, 1) = 2 \) and \{bd, abc, abd, ab\} are the soft-occurrences of \text{abd} on \( r \). \( \text{SoftSupp}(\text{dc}, r, 1, 1) = 5 \) and \{c, dc, d, bc, bd\} are the soft-occurrences of pattern dc. Examples of constraints which are satisfied are \( \text{MinSoftSupp}(\text{dc}, r, 4, 1, 1) \) and \( \text{MaxSoftSupp}(\text{abd}, r, 2, 1, 1) \).
Table 1. Support and soft-support

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Supp</th>
<th>Supp×100%</th>
<th>Supp×100%</th>
<th>SoftS(1, 1)</th>
<th>SoftS(1, 2)</th>
<th>SoftS(2, 1)</th>
<th>SoftS(2, 2)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean val</td>
<td>57.89</td>
<td>14.61</td>
<td>12.37</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand Dev</td>
<td>70.63</td>
<td>21.26</td>
<td>20.6</td>
<td>14.72</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min val</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max val</td>
<td>843</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proposition 3 Constraint $MinSoftSupp(\phi, r, ins, dels)$ is anti-monotonic (dually, constraint $MaxSoftSupp(\phi, r, ins, dels)$ is monotonic) when $dels \geq ins$.

3. Experimental Validation

We have performed a number of experiments to empirically evaluate the properties of the $MinSoftSupp(\phi, r, ins, dels)$ constraint. To the best of our knowledge, FAVST [14] algorithm is among the best algorithms for mining strings that satisfy arbitrary conjunctions of (anti)-monotonic constraints. As a result, the FAVST framework enables to push constraints $C_{sim}(\phi, x, ins, dels)$, $MinSoftSupp(\phi, r, ins, dels)$ and $MaxSoftSupp(\phi, r, ins, dels)$ (when $dels \geq ins$), and their arbitrary conjunctions with other anti-(monotonic) constraints. We have developed in C our own implementation of the FAVST algorithm. Our experimental validation has been carried out on the KDD Cup 2000 real-world clickstream datasets [21], using an Intel(R) Pentium(R) M 1.69GHz processor (1GB main memory).

To produce time ordered sequences of templates requested for each session, we have extracted attributes "Session ID", "Request Sequence", "Request Template". There are 137 different request templates, i.e., these sequences are strings over an alphabet of 137 symbols. The produced dataset, referred $\mathcal{S}$, contains 234,954 strings. The shortest string is of length 1 while the largest one is of length 5,487. We have also extracted the attributes "Session First Request Day Of Week" and "Session First Request Hour Of Day" to split the dataset $\mathcal{S}$ into four datasets: $\mathcal{SWE}$ for sessions requested on Saturday or Sunday (47,229 strings), $\mathcal{SWD}$ for sessions requested on workdays (187,725 strings), $\mathcal{SD}$ for sessions requested from 8 am till 7 pm (137,593 strings), and $\mathcal{SN}$ for the sessions requested from 7 pm to 8 am (97,361 strings).

3.1. Comparative Study of Support, Soft-Support and Degrees of Softness

Solving $MinSoftSupp(\phi, r, ins, dels)$ for $\phi$ means to solve $C_{sim}(\psi, \phi, ins, dels)$ to find all patterns $\psi$ that are soft-occurrences of $\phi$ given parameters $ins$ and $dels$. We performed experiments to assess the soft-support w.r.t. support, and the impact of different combinations of parameters $ins$ and $dels$ on resulting “softness”. We have computed $SoftSupp(\psi, S, 1, 1)$, $SoftSupp(\psi, S, 1, 2)$, and $SoftSupp(\psi, S, 2, 1)$ for 796 patterns that are the solutions to $IQ_1 \equiv MinSupp(\psi, S, 0.01\%) \land MinLen(\psi, 7) \land MaxLen(\psi, 7)$. We took the patterns of the same length so that soft support would not be influenced by variable length but only by $ins$ and $dels$ values. We got 796 solution patterns. Table 1 provides a statistical summary.
We observe that, in most cases, the support of a pattern is quite small w.r.t. its soft-support. Also, $\text{SoftSupp}(\psi; S, 1, 1)$ tends to be smaller than $\text{SoftSupp}(\phi; S, 1, 2)$ and $\text{SoftSupp}(\phi, S, 2, 1)$. Finally, $\text{SoftSupp}(\phi; S, 1, 2)$ tends to be smaller than $\text{SoftSupp}(\phi; S, 2, 1)$.

### 3.2. Selectivity of Minimal (Soft)-Support Constraints

To compare the selectivity of $\text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi; r, f, \text{ins, dels})$ and $\text{MinSupp}(\phi; r, f)$ constraints we computed solutions to

- $IQ_2 \equiv \text{MinSupp}(\phi; S, f) \land \text{MinLen}(\phi, 5) \land \text{MaxLen}(\phi, 10)$
- $IQ_3 \equiv \text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi; S, f, 1, 1) \land \text{MinLen}(\phi, 5) \land \text{MaxLen}(\phi, 10)$
- $IQ_4 \equiv \text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi; S, f, 1, 2) \land \text{MinLen}(\phi, 5) \land \text{MaxLen}(\phi, 10)$
- $IQ_5 \equiv \text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi; S, f, 1, 0) \land \text{MinLen}(\phi, 5) \land \text{MaxLen}(\phi, 10)$
- $IQ_6 \equiv \text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi; S, f, 1, 2) \land \text{MinLen}(\phi, 4) \land \text{MaxLen}(\phi, 10)$

The size of the corresponding solutions is plotted against different $f$ thresholds in the graph given in Figure 1.

For $\text{MinSupp}(\phi; S, f)$, we started at $f = 0.01\%$. This is a pretty small value and it appears fair to consider that patterns which do not satisfy this constraint are not interesting. For $\text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi; S, sf, \text{ins, dels})$, we started at $f = 0.5\%$ because of consumed time restrictions (see Section 3.4). For both constraints, we increased $f$ value until the corresponding solution set became empty. In all, there are 767, 238 patterns satisfying $\text{MinLen}(\phi, 4) \land \text{MaxLen}(\phi, 10)$, and 727, 873 patterns satisfying $\text{MinLen}(\phi, 5) \land \text{MaxLen}(\phi, 10)$.

Observe that $\text{MinSupp}(\phi; S, f)$ with even very small support thresholds drastically prunes, while the same support values for $\text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi; S, f, \text{ins, dels})$ are not selective at all. It emphasizes the added value for $\text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi; S, f, \text{ins, dels})$: one might assume that at least $1\%$ of the sessions share common requested templates, and $\text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi; S, 1\%, \text{ins, dels})$ enables to extract these regularities while $\text{MinSupp}(\phi; S, 1\%)$ leads to an empty collection.
Figure 2 plots the mean values of the number of soft-occurrences for patterns that are solutions to $IQ_3$, $IQ_4$, $IQ_5$, and $IQ_6$. It reveals that, in general, the greater pattern soft-support the more soft-occurrences, or similar patterns, it has. This is however not a theorem.

3.3. Empirical Assessment of Soft-Support Constraint

We strongly believe that softness is needed to find valid regularities or patterns when data or the phenomenon we would like to capture is somehow noisy. We performed experiments to assess this expected added value. In the examples of extracted patterns, i.e., sequences of requested templates, we denote a template by a latin alphabet majuscule letter (see Table 2).
We have already mentioned that soft-support constraint helps to identify regularities whose exact-support does not appear discriminant (i.e., using exact support, the relevant pattern is blurred among many other other ones). For instance, solving

\[ IQ_7 \equiv \text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi, S, 2\%, 1, 1) \land \text{MinLen}(\phi, 5) \land \text{MaxLen}(\phi, 10), \]

we retrieve the pattern \( \text{ABCCD} \) having the highest soft-support (2.9%) among patterns whose length is at least 5. Its exact-support is only 0.18%. As a second example, solving

\[ IQ_8 \equiv \text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi, S, 0.5\%, 1, 1) \land \text{MinLen}(\phi, 7) \land \text{MaxLen}(\phi, 10), \]

we find the pattern \( \text{DCDDDDDD} \) of maximal soft support (0.8%) among the patterns whose length is at least 7. Its exact-support is 0.06% only.

Finally, among the solution patterns to

\[ IQ_9 \equiv \text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi, S, 0.5\%, 1, 1) \land \text{ContainsAtMost}(\phi, 3, D) \land \text{MinLen}(\phi, 7) \land \text{MaxLen}(\phi, 10), \]

the maximal soft-support is 0.6% for the pattern \( \text{CDEFGHI} \) while its exact-support is 0.09%.

To get some empirical feedback on both the soft-support and its corresponding exact-support ratio, we evaluated on the query

\[ IQ_{10} \equiv \text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi, S, 0.5\%, 1, 1) \land \text{MinLen}(\phi, 5) \land \text{MaxLen}(\phi, 10) \]

Table 3 gives the number of patterns for the intervals of the ratio exact-support/soft-support. We observe that the value of exact-support is not discriminant for the major part of the solutions to \( IQ_{10} \).

Next, we have been looking for sequences of templates that might be specific to workdays (resp. daytime), i.e., frequent among the sessions requested during workdays (resp. daytime) and not frequent among the sessions requested during weekends (resp. nighttime), and vice versa. There were no such sequences of length at least 5 when searching for soft-occurrences with parameters \( ins = 1 \) and \( dels = 1 \). We thus relaxed the \( \text{MinLen}(\phi, 5) \) constraint and restricted the similarity parameters accordingly. It has given the query
### Table 3. Number of patterns for exact-support/soft-support intervals

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>exact-support/soft-support, r</th>
<th>Nb of patterns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.0002 ≤ r &lt; 0.001</td>
<td>2131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.001 ≤ r &lt; 0.01</td>
<td>3159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.01 ≤ r &lt; 0.1</td>
<td>1720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.1 ≤ r &lt; 0.5</td>
<td>419</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>r ≥ 0.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ IQ_{11} \equiv MinSoftSupp(\phi, SD, 0.6\%, 0, 1) \land MaxSoftSupp(\phi, SWE, 0.3\%, 0, 1) \land MinLen(\phi, 4) \land MaxLen(\phi, 10) \]

We found 3 patterns in the solution set for \( IQ_{11} \): \text{JBCC}, \text{KBCC}, and \text{KKKJ}. Similarly, solving

\[ IQ_{12} \equiv MinSoftSupp(\phi, SD, 0, 1) \land MaxSoftSupp(\phi, S, 0.3\%, 0, 1) \land MinLen(\phi, 4) \land MaxLen(\phi, 10) \]

has given one solution pattern only: \text{DEDE}.

In a number of cases, the exact-support and the soft-support of patterns do not coincide. When looking for dataset-characteristic patterns, exact-support can differ significantly, while soft-supports are similar. We extracted patterns satisfying \( MinSupp(\phi, r_1, f_1) \land MaxSupp(\phi, r_2, f_2) \) constraints and we evaluated their soft-support (with parameters \( ins = 1, dels = 1 \) when \( |\phi| \geq 5 \), and \( ins = 0, dels = 1 \) otherwise). For instance, the pattern \text{ADDD} is a solution pattern to

\[ IQ_{13} \equiv MinSupp(\phi, SWE, 0.01\%) \land MaxSupp(\phi, SWD, 0.005\%) \land MinLen(\phi, 4) \land MaxLen(\phi, 10) \]

but its soft-support in \text{SWE} is 0.5\% and in \text{SWD} is 0.4\%. Similarly, the pattern \text{AMALA} belongs to the solution set of

\[ IQ_{14} \equiv MinSupp(\phi, SN, 0.1\%) \land MaxSupp(\phi, SD, 0.05\%) \land MinLen(\phi, 4) \land MaxLen(\phi, 10) \]

but its soft-support in \text{SN} is 0.5\% and in \text{SD} is 0.4\%.

Exact-support and soft-support values can be even contradictory. For instance, the patterns \text{DBDEN} and \text{ABDBDB} belong to the solution set of

\[ IQ_{15} \equiv MinSupp(\phi, SN, 0.1\%) \land MaxSupp(\phi, SD, 0.07\%) \land MinLen(\phi, 4) \land MaxLen(\phi, 10) \]

but their soft-supports in \text{SN} are 0.3\% while they are 0.8\% in \text{SD}.

These examples emphasize that soft-support constraint are needed to avoid misleading hypothesis on dataset characterization.

### 3.4. Time Efficiency

The runtime to solve \( IQ_2, IQ_3, IQ_4, IQ_5 \) and \( IQ_6 \) is given in Figure 4. The fact we get a rather poor time efficiency to compute \( MinSoftSupp(\phi, S, f, ins, dels) \) is not surprising. Firstly, \( MinSoftSupp(\phi, S, f, ins, dels) \) is far less selective than \( MinSupp(\phi, S, f) \) (see Figure 1). Then, the evaluation of \( SoftSupp(\phi, r, ins, dels) \) is much more expensive than exact-support counting; even if we push deeply into the extraction phase the (anti-)monotonic conjuncts \( MaxDels(\psi, \phi, dels) \) and \( MaxIns(\psi, \phi, ins) \) (parts of similarity constraint \( C_{sim}(\psi, \phi, ins, dels) \)), the number of candidates for
which $C_{\text{sim}}(\psi, \phi, \text{ins, dels})$ still has to be evaluated can be huge (e.g., hundreds of thousands, see Figure 3).

The evaluation of $C_{\text{sim}}(\psi, \phi, \text{ins, dels})$ is expensive as well: to compute the Longest Common Subsequence we have employed a classical dynamic programming approach of time complexity $O(nm)$ [22]. There is clearly a room for improvements here (see, e.g., [23] for a survey). Also, when $\text{ins} = \text{dels}$, one can exploit the symmetric property of the underlying similarity relation. In addition, computations can be tuned by choosing dynamically the order of constraints to push.

Let us notice however that, even though soft-support counting may take hours (as we see in Figure 4), it does not prevent from optimizing sequences of inductive queries involving soft-support constraints. Indeed, it is possible to evaluate once the soft-support for patterns in a dataset for some minimal value $\alpha$ (resp. maximal value $\beta$) before solving queries which involve $\text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi, r, f, \text{ins, dels})$ for $f \geq \alpha$ (resp. $\text{MaxSoftSupp}(\phi, r, f, \text{ins, dels})$ for $f \leq \beta$). Also, when computing a conjunction $\text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi, r_1, f_1, \text{ins}_1, \text{dels}_1) \land \text{MaxSoftSupp}(\phi, r_2, f_2, \text{ins}_2, \text{dels}_2)$, the evaluation of $\text{MaxSoftSupp}(\phi, r_2, f_2, \text{ins}_2, \text{dels}_2)$ is far less expensive since we prune its search space by the anti-monotonic constraint $\text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi, r_1, f_1, \text{ins}_1, \text{dels}_1)$ and compute $\text{MaxSoftSupp}(\phi, r_2, f_2, \text{ins}_2, \text{dels}_2)$ by starting at the $S$ border for the anti-monotonic constraint $\text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi, r_1, f_1, \text{ins}_1, \text{dels}_1)$ (see, e.g., [24]), ascending towards more general patterns. Figure 5 provides the needed time for solving $\text{MaxSoftSupp}(\phi, r_2, f_2, \text{ins}_2, \text{dels}_2)$ when $1\% \leq \beta \leq 5\%$ in a conjunction $\text{MinSoftSupp}(\phi, r_1, f_1, \text{ins}_1, \text{dels}_1) \land \text{MaxSoftSupp}(\phi, r_2, f_2, \text{ins}_2, \text{dels}_2)$ for pairs of parameters $\text{ins} = 0, \text{dels} = 1$ and $\text{ins} = 1, \text{dels} = 1$. Notice also that we can store the computed patterns and their soft-supports such that the future extractions can be drastically optimized.

Figure 4. Time efficiency
4. Conclusion

The vision of the inductive database framework is that expert data owners might be able to query both the data and the patterns holding in the data. In this paper, we have considered the so-called inductive querying problem on string datasets, i.e., the evaluation of constraints which specify declaratively the desired properties for string patterns. Solving arbitrary combinations of useful primitive constraints by means of generic algorithms is challenging. In this paper, we revisited the popular support constraints when introducing soft occurrences. It might be quite useful when dealing with intrinsically noisy data sets. We formalized an approach to soft-support constraint checking which can take the most from efficient strategies for solving conjunctions of monotonic and anti-monotonicity constraints. As a result, the analysts can combine our soft-support constraints with many other user-defined constraints of interest.
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Abstract. On Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) is a technology basically created to provide users with tools in order to explore and navigate into data cubes. Unfortunately, in huge and sparse data, exploration becomes a tedious task and the simple user’s intuition or experience does not lead to efficient results. In this paper, we propose to exploit the results of the Multiple Correspondence Analysis (MCA) in order to enhance data cube representations and make them more suitable for visualization and thus, easier to analyze. Our approach addresses the issues of organizing data in an interesting way and detects relevant facts. Our purpose is to help the interpretation of multidimensional data by efficient and simple visual effects. To validate our approach, we compute its efficiency by measuring the quality of resulting multidimensional data representations. In order to do so, we propose an homogeneity criterion to measure the visual relevance of data representations. This criterion is based on the concept of geometric neighborhood and similarity between cells. Experimental results on real data have shown the interest of using our approach on sparse data cubes.
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Introduction

On-Line Analytical Processing (OLAP) is a technology supported by most data warehousing systems [1,2]. It provides a platform for analyzing data according to multiple dimensions and multiple hierarchical levels. Data are presented in multidimensional views, commonly called data cubes [3]. A data cube can be considered as a space representation composed by a set of cells. A cell is associated with one or more measures and identified by coordinates represented by one attribute from each dimension. Each cell in a cube represents a precise fact. For example, if dimensions are products, stores and months, the measure of a particular cell can be the sales of one product in a particular store on a given month. OLAP provides the user with visual based tools to summarize, explore and navigate into data cubes in order to detect interesting and relevant information. However, exploring a data cube is not always an easy task to perform. Obviously, in large cubes containing sparse data, the whole analysis process becomes tedious and complex. In such a case, an intuitive exploration based on the user’s experience does not quickly lead to efficient results. More generally, in the case of a data cube with more than three dimensions, a user is naturally faced to a hard task of navigation and exploration in order
to detect relevant information. Current OLAP provides query-driven and visual tools to browse data cubes, but does not deeply assist the user and help him/her to investigate interesting patterns.

For example, consider the cube of Figure 1. On the one hand, representation 1 (a) displays sales of products ($P_1, \ldots, P_{10}$) crossed by geographic locations of stores ($L_1, \ldots, L_8$). In this representation, full cells (gray cells) are displayed randomly according to the lexical ordering of the attributes – also called members – in each dimension. The way the cube is displayed does not provide an attractive representation that visually helps a user to easily interpret data.

On the other hand, Figure 1 (b) contains the same information as Figure 1 (a). However, it displays a data representation which is visually easier to analyze. In fact, the cube of Figure 1 (b) expresses important relationships by providing a visual representation that gathers full cells together and separates them from empty ones. In a natural way, such a representation is more comfortable to the user and allows to drive easy and efficient analysis.

Nevertheless, note that the representation (b) of Figure 1 can be interactively constructed by the user from representation (a) via some classic OLAP operators. This suppose that the user intuitively knows how to arrange the attributes of each dimension. Hence, we propose to provide the user with an automatic assistance to identify interesting facts and arrange them in a suitable visual representation [4,5]. As shown in Figure 1, we propose an approach that allows the user to get relevant facts expressing relationships and displays them in an appropriate way that enhances the exploration process independently of the cube’s size. Thus, we suggest to carry out a Multiple Correspondence Analysis [6] (MCA) on a data cube as a preprocessing step. Basically, MCA is a powerful describing method even for huge volumes of data. It factors categorical variables and displays data in a factorial space constructed by orthogonal system of axes that provides relevant views of data. These elements motivate us to exploit the results of the MCA in order to better explore large data cubes by identifying and arranging its interesting facts. The first constructed factorial axis summarizes the maximum of information contained in the cube. We focus on relevant OLAP facts associated with characteristic attributes (variables) given by the factorial axes. These facts are interesting since they reflect relationships and concentrate a significant information. For a better visualization of these facts, we highlight them and arrange their attributes in the data space representation by using the test-values [7].

In order to evaluate the visual relevance of multidimensional data representations, we also propose in this paper a novel criterion to measure the homogeneity of cells
distribution in the space representation of a data cube [8]. This criterion is based on geometric neighborhood of data cube cells, and also takes into account the similarity of cells’ measures and provides a scalar quantification for the homogeneity of a given data cube representation. It also allows to evaluate the performance of our approach by comparing the quality of the initial data representation and the arranged one.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 1, we present related work to our approach. We provide in section 2 the problem formalization and present the general context of this work. The section 4 introduces the test-values and details the steps of our approach. We define in the next section our quality representation criterion. The section 6 presents a real world case study on a huge and sparse data cube. We propose experimental results in the section 7. Finally, we conclude and propose some future researches directions.

1. Related Work

Several works have already treated the issue of enhancing the space representation of data cubes. These works were undertaken following different motivations and adopted different ways to address the problem. We note that while many efforts are interested to computational aspects of data cubes (optimization of storage space, compression strategies, queries response time, etc.), a small number of studies have focused on OLAP aspects. Our present work fits into the second category. In our work, we focus on assisting OLAP users in order to improve and help the analysis process on large and sparse data cubes. We use a factorial approach to highlight relevant facts and provide an interesting visual data representations. Nevertheless, we dress an overview of main studies as well in the first as in the second category.

Some studies approximate computation of compressed data cube. In [9], Vitter et al. proposed to build compact data cubes by using approximation through wavelets. Quasi-Cube [10] compresses data representation by materializing only sufficient parts of a data cube. In [11] approximation is performed by estimating the density function of data. Other efforts address the issue of computing data cubes with index structure. For instance, Dwarf [12] uses indexes to reduce the storage space of a cube by identifying and factoring redundant tuples. Wang et al. propose to factorize data redundancies with BST [13] (Base Single Tuple). In [14], Feng et al. introduce PrefixCube, a data structure based on only one BST. The Quotient Cube [15] summarizes the semantic contents of a data cube and partitions it into similar cells. In [16], QC-Tree is directly constructed from the base table in order to maintain it under updates. Some other studies optimize storage spaces by partitioning the initial cube. Range CUBE [17] identifies correlations between attributes and compresses the data cube. Partitioned-Cube [18] partitions large relations into fragments. Operations on the cube are, therefore, performed in memory-sized fragments independently. In [19], high dimensional data are transformed into small local cubes and used to for online queries.

Finally, our approach shares already the same motivation of Choong et al. [20]. The authors address the problem of high dimensionality of data cubes. They try to enhance analysis processes by preparing the dataset into appropriate representation. Thus, the user can explore it in a more effective manner. The authors use an approach that combines association rules algorithm and a fuzzy subsets method. Their approach consists in
identifying blocks of similar measures in the data cube. However, this approach does not take into account the problem of data sparsity. Furthermore, it does not provide a quality evaluation of the resulting multidimensional representations.

We emphasize that our approach does not deal with the issues of data cube compression, reduction of dimensionality or optimization of storage space. Through this study, we try to act on sparsity in huge multidimensional representations. Not to reduce it, but to reduce its negative effects on the interpretations and OLAP analysis of data [4,5]. Thus, we use the MCA to arrange differently the facts and highlight their relevant relationships in a data cube within a visual effect that gathers them as well as possible in the space representation.

2. Problem Formalization

Let \( C \) denote a data cube. Note that, our approach can be applied directly on \( C \) or on a data view (a sub-cube) extracted from \( C \). It is up to the user to select dimensions, fix one hierarchical level per dimension and select measures in order to create a particular data view (s)he wishes to visualize. Thus, to enhance the data representation of the constructed view, the user can apply on it our proposed approach. In order to lighten the formalization, in the followings of the paper, we assume that a user has selected a data cube \( C \), with \( d \) dimensions (\( D_1, \ldots, D_t, \ldots, D_d \)), \( m \) measures (\( M_1, \ldots, M_q, \ldots, M_m \)) and \( n \) facts. We also assume that the user has fixed one hierarchical level with \( p_t \) categorical attributes per dimension. Let \( a_{tj} \) the \( j^{th} \) attribute of the dimension \( D_t \) and \( p = \sum_{t=1}^{d} p_t \) the total number of attributes in \( C \). For each dimension \( D_t \), we note \( \{a_{t1}, a_{t2}, \ldots, a_{tp_t}\} \) the set of its attributes.

In a first step, the aim of our approach is to organize the space representation of a given data cube \( C \) by arranging the attributes of its dimensions. For each dimension \( D_t \), our approach establishes a new arrangement of its attributes \( a_{tj} \) in the data space (see subsection 4.2). This arrangement provides a data representation visually easier to interpret and displays multidimensional information in a more suitable way for analysis. In a second step, our approach detects from the resulted representation relevant facts expressing interesting relationships. To do that, we select from each dimension \( D_t \) a subset \( \Phi_t \) of significant attributes, also called characteristic attributes (see subsection 4.3). The crossing of these particular attributes allows to identify relevant cells in the cube.

Our approach is based on the MCA [6,7]. The MCA is a factorial method that displays categorical variables in a property space which maps their associations in two or more dimensions. From a table of \( n \) observations and \( p \) categorical variables, describing a \( p \)-dimensional cloud of individuals (\( p < n \)), the MCA provides orthogonal axes to describe the most variance of the whole data cloud. The fundamental idea is to reduce the dimensionality of the original data thanks to a reduced number of variables (factors) which are a combination of the original ones. The MCA is generally used as an exploratory approach to unearth empirical regularities of a dataset.

In our case, we assume the cube’s facts as the individuals of the MCA, the cube’s dimensions as its variables, and the attributes of a dimension as values of their corresponding variables. We apply the MCA on the \( n \) facts of the cube \( C \) and use its results to build test-values (see subsection 4.1) for the attributes \( a_{tj} \) of the dimensions \( D_t \). We exploit these test-values to arrange attributes and detect characteristic ones in their corresponding dimensions.
3. Applying the MCA on a Data Cube

Like all statistical methods, MCA needs a tabular representation of data as input. Therefore, we can not apply it directly on multidimensional representations like data cubes. Therefore, we need to convert $C$ to a complete disjunctive table. For each dimension $D_t$, we generate a binary matrix $Z_t$ with $n$ rows and $p_t$ columns. Rows represent facts, and columns represent dimension’s attributes. The $i^{th}$ row of $Z_t$ contains $(p_t - 1)$ times the value 0 and one time the value 1 in the column that fits with the attribute taken by the fact $i$. The general term of $Z_t$ is:

$$z_{ij}^t = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if the fact } i \text{ takes the attribute } a_j^t \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases}$$ (1)

By merging the $d$ matrices $Z_t$, we obtain a complete disjunctive table $Z = [Z_1, Z_2, \ldots, Z_t, \ldots, Z_d]$ with $n$ rows and $p$ columns. It describes the $d$ positions of the $n$ facts of $C$ through a binary coding. For instance, Figure 2 shows an simple example of a data cube (a), with 3 dimensions $D_1 : \{L_1, L_2\}$, $D_2 : \{T_1, T_2\}$, and $D_3 : \{P_1, P_2, P_3\}$. This cube is converted to a complete disjunctive table $Z$ in Figure 2 (b). In the case of a large data cube, we naturally obtain a very huge matrix $Z$. Recall that MCA is a factorial method perfectly suited to huge input dataset with high numbers of rows and columns.

Once the complete disjunctive table $Z$ is built, MCA starts by constructing a matrix $B = Z'Z$ – called Burt table –, where $Z'$ is the transposed matrix of $Z$. Burt table $B$ is a $(p, p)$ symmetric matrix which contains all the category marginal on the main diagonal and all possible cross-tables of the $d$ dimensions of $C$ in the off-diagonal. Let $X$ be a $(p, p)$ diagonal matrix which has the same diagonal elements of $B$ and zeros otherwise.

We construct from $Z$ and $X$ a new matrix $S$ according to the formula:

$$S = \frac{1}{d} Z'ZX^{-1} = \frac{1}{d} BX^{-1}$$ (2)

By diagonalizing $S$, we obtain $(p - d)$ diagonal elements, called eigenvalues and denoted $\lambda_\alpha$. Each eigenvalue $\lambda_\alpha$ is associated to a directory vector $u_\alpha$ and corresponds to a factorial axis $F_\alpha$, where $Su_\alpha = \lambda_\alpha u_\alpha$.

An eigenvalue represents the amount of inertia (variance) that reflects the relative importance of its axis. The first axis always explains the most inertia and has the largest eigenvalue. Usually, in a factorial analysis process, researchers keep only the first, two
or three axes of inertia. Other researchers give complex mathematical criterion [21,22, 23,24] to determine the number of axes to keep. In [6], Benzecri suggests that this limit should be fixed by user’s capacity to give a meaningful interpretation to the axes he keeps. It is not because an axis has a relatively small eigenvalue that we should discard it. It can often help to make a fine point about the data. It is up to the user to choose the number \( k \) of axis to keep by checking eigenvalues and the general meaning of axes.

4. Organizing Data Cubes and Detecting Relevant Facts

Usually in a factorial analysis, relative contributions of variables are used to give sense to the axes. A relative contribution shows the percentage of inertia of a particular axis which is explained by an attribute. The largest relative contribution of a variable to an axis is, the more it gives sense to this axis. In our approach, we interpret a factorial axis by characteristic attributes detected through the use of the test-values proposed by Lebart et al. in [7]. In the followings, we present the theoretical principle of test-values applied to the context of our approach.

4.1. Test-Values

Let \( I(\alpha) \) denotes the set of facts having \( a_j \) as attribute in the dimension \( D_t \). We also note \( n_j = \text{Card}(I(\alpha)) = \sum_{i=1}^{n} z_{ij} \) the number of elements in \( I(\alpha) \). It corresponds to the number of facts in \( C \) having \( a_j \) as attribute (weight of \( a_j \) in the cube). \( \varphi_{t\alpha j} = \frac{1}{n_j \sqrt{\lambda_{\alpha}}} \sum_{i \in I(\alpha)} \psi_{a_i} \) is the coordinate of \( a_j \) on the factorial axis \( F_\alpha \), where \( \psi_{a_i} \) is the coordinate of the facts \( i \) on \( F_\alpha \). Suppose that, under a null hypothesis \( H_0 \), the \( n_j \) facts are selected randomly in the set of the \( n \) facts, the mean of their coordinates in \( F_\alpha \) can be represented by a random variable \( Y_{t\alpha j} = \frac{1}{n_j} \sum_{i \in I(\alpha)} \psi_{a_i} \), where \( \text{E}(Y_{t\alpha j}) = 0 \) and \( \text{VAR}_{H_0}(Y_{t\alpha j}) = \frac{n-n_j}{n-1} \frac{\lambda_{\alpha}}{n_j} \).

Remark that \( \varphi_{t\alpha j} = \frac{1}{\sqrt{n}} Y_{t\alpha j} \). Thus, \( \text{E}(\varphi_{t\alpha j}) = 0 \), and \( \text{VAR}_{H_0}(\varphi_{t\alpha j}) = \frac{n-n_j}{n-1} \frac{1}{n_j} \).

Therefore, the test-value of the attribute \( a_j \) is:

\[
V_{t\alpha j} = \sqrt{\frac{n_j}{n} \frac{n-1}{n-n_j}} \varphi_{t\alpha j}
\]  

(3)

\( V_{t\alpha j} \) measures the number of standard deviations between the attribute \( a_j \) (the gravity center of the \( n_j \) facts) and the center of the factorial axis \( F_\alpha \). The position of an attribute is interesting for a given axis \( F_\alpha \) if its cloud of facts is located in a narrow zone in the direction \( \alpha \). This zone should also be as far as possible from the center of the axis. The test-value is a criterion that quickly provides an appreciation if an attribute has a significant position on a given factorial axis or not.

4.2. Arrangement of Attributes

In a classic OLAP representation of data cubes, attributes are usually organized according to a lexical order such as alphabetic order for geographic dimensions or chronological
order for _times_ dimensions. In our approach, we propose to exploit the test-values of attributes in order to organize differently the data cube’s facts. The new organization will display a relevant data representation easier to analyze and to interpret, especially in the case of large and sparse cubes. For each dimension, we sort its attributes according to the increasing order of their test-values. Actually, a test-value indicates the position of an attribute on a given axis. The relative geometric position of an attribute is more significant to factorial axes when these axes are important (have the greatest eigenvalues). For this, we propose to sort attributes according to the _k_ first axes selected by the user. We sort the _p t_ test-values _V α j t_ of the attributes _a j t_ on the axis _F α_. This will provide a new order of indices _j_. According to this order, we arrange attributes _a j t_ in the dimension _D t_.

In general, we assume that all attributes of a dimension _D t_ are geometrically ordered in the data cube space representation according to the order of indices _j_, i.e., the attribute _a j t_ -1 precedes _a j t_ and _a j t_ precedes _a j t+1_ (see the example of Figure 3). Indices _j_ are ordered according to the arrangement of the attributes in the space representation of the dimension _D t_.

### 4.3. Characteristic Attributes

In general, an attribute is considered significant for an axis if the absolute value of its test-value is higher than _τ_ = 2. This roughly corresponds to an error threshold of 5%. We note that, the lower error threshold is, the greater _τ_ is. In our case, for one attribute, the test of the hypothesis _H 0_ can induce a possible error. This error will inevitably be increased when we perform the test _p_ times for all the attributes of the cube. To minimize this accumulation of errors, we propose to fix for each test an error threshold of 1% which correspond to _τ_ = 3. We also note that, when a given axis can be characterized by too much attributes according to their test-values, instead of taking them all, we can restrict the selection by considering only a percentage of the most characteristic ones, i.e., those having the highest absolute test-values. Finally to detect interesting facts in a data cube, for each dimension _D t_, we select the following set of characteristic attributes.

\[
\Phi t = \left\{ a j t, \text{ where } \forall j \in \{1, \ldots, p t\}, \exists \alpha \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \text{ such as } |V α j t| \geq 3 \right\}
\]  

### 5. Quality of a Data Representation

We provide a quality criterion of data cube representations [8]. It measures the homogeneity of the geometric distribution of cells in a data cube. One cell contains one or more measures of an OLAP fact. The attributes of a cell are coordinates of a fact according to dimensions in the data space. Let _A_ = (_a j 1, ..., _a j t, ..., _a j p t_) be a cell in _C_ where _t_ ∈ {1, ..., _d_} and _j t_ ∈ {1, ..., _p t_}. _j t_ is the index of the attribute that takes the cell _A_ according to _D t_. We denote |_A_| the value of a measure contained in _A_ which is equal to _NULL_ if _A_ is empty. For example, in Figure 3, |_A_| = 5.7 whereas |_Y_| = _NULL_. We say that a cell _B_ = (_b j 1, ..., _b j t, ..., _b j p t_) is neighbor of _A_, denoted _B_ → _A_, if _∀ t_ ∈ {1, ..., _d_}, the coordinates of _B_ satisfy:

\[
b j t = a j t - 1, \text{ or } b j t = a j t, \text{ or } b j t = a j t + 1
\]
In Figure 3, cell $B$ is neighbor of $A$ ($B \dashv A$). $Y$ is also neighbor of $A$ ($Y \dashv A$). Whereas cells $S$ and $R$ are not neighbors of $A$. For a cell $A$ of a cube $C$, we define the neighborhood of $A$, denoted $N(A)$, by the set of all cells $B$ of $C$ neighbors of $A$.

$$N(A) = \{ B \in C \text{ where } B \dashv A \}$$

For example, in Figure 3, the neighborhood of $A$ corresponds to the set $N(A) = \{ F, K, L, T, E, H, B, Y \}$. To evaluate similarities between neighbor cells, we define a similarity function $\delta$.

**Definition** The similarity $\delta$ of two cells $A$ and $B$ from a cube $C$ is defined as follows:

$$\delta : C \times C \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$$

$$\delta(A, B) \mapsto \begin{cases} 1 - \frac{|A| - |B|}{\max(C) - \min(C)} & \text{if } A \text{ and } B \text{ are full} \\ 0 & \text{else} \end{cases}$$

Where $|A| - |B|$ is the absolute difference of measures contained in cells $A$ and $B$, and $\max(C)$ (respectively, $\min(C)$) is the maximum (respectively, the minimum) measure value in cube $C$.

In the cube of Figure 3, where grayed cells are full and white ones are empty, $\max(C) = 7$, which matches with the cell $S$ and $\min(C) = 1.5$, which matches with the cell $K$. For instance, $\delta(A, B) = 1 - \frac{5.7 - 4.5}{1.5} \approx 0.78$ and $\delta(A, Y) = 0$.

Now, let consider a function $\Delta$ from $C$ to $\mathbb{R}$ such as $\forall A \in C$, $\Delta(A) = \sum_{B \in N(A)} \delta(A, B)$. It corresponds to the sum of the similarities of $A$ with all its full neighbor cells. For instance, according to Figure 3, $\Delta(A)$ is computed as follows: $\Delta(A) = \delta(A, F) + \delta(A, K) + \delta(A, L) + \delta(A, T) + \delta(A, E) + \delta(A, H) + \delta(A, B) + \delta(A, Y) \approx 1.64$.

We introduce the crude homogeneity criterion of a data cube $C$ according to:

$$chc(C) = \sum_{|A| \neq \text{NULL}} \frac{\sum_{B \in N(A)} \delta(A, B)}{|A|} = \sum_{|A| \neq \text{NULL}} \Delta(A)$$

The crude homogeneity criterion computes the sum of similarities of every couple of full and neighbor cells in a data cube. For instance, in Figure 3, the crude homogeneity
criterion is computed as $\text{chc}(C) = \Delta(F) + \Delta(K) + \Delta(A) + \Delta(S) + \Delta(B) + \Delta(E) \simeq 6.67$. Note that, the crude homogeneity criterion of a data cube touches its maximum when all the cells of the cube are full and have equal measures. We denote $\text{chc}_{\text{max}}(C) = \sum_{A \in C} \sum_{B \in N(A)} 1$.

**Definition** The homogeneity criterion of a data cube is defined as:

$$\text{hc}(C) = \frac{\text{chc}(C)}{\text{chc}_{\text{max}}(C)} = \frac{\sum_{A \in C} \Delta(A)}{\sum_{A \in C} \sum_{B \in N(A)} 1}$$

The homogeneity criterion evaluates the quality of a multidimensional data representation. This quality is rather better when full and similar cells are neighbors. Indeed, when similar cells are gathered in specific regions of the space representation of a data cube, this cube is easier to visualize and so, a user can directly focus his/her data interpretation on these regions.

For example, in Figure 3, $\text{chc}_{\text{max}}(C) = 84$. So, the homogeneity criterion of this representation is: $\text{hc}(C) = \frac{6.67}{84} \simeq 0.08$. Nevertheless, such a criterion can not make real sense for a single situation of a data representation. In all cases, we should rather compare it to other data representations of the same cube. In fact, recall that the aim of our method is to organize the facts of an initial data cube representation by arranging attributes in each dimensions according to the order of test-values. Let us denote the initial cube $C_{\text{ini}}$ and the organized one $C_{\text{org}}$. To measure the relevance of the organization provided by our method, we compute the gain $g = \frac{\text{hc}(C_{\text{org}}) - \text{hc}(C_{\text{ini}})}{\text{hc}(C_{\text{ini}})}$ realized by the homogeneity criterion.

We also note that, for the same cube, its organized representation does not depend on the initial representation because the results of the MCA are insensitive to the order of input variables.

### 6. A Case Study

To test and validate our approach, we apply it on a 5-dimensional cube ($d = 5$) that we have constructed from the Census-Income Database\(^1\) of the UCI Knowledge Discovery in Databases Archive\(^2\). This data set contains weighted census data extracted from the 1994 and 1995 current population surveys conducted by the U.S. Census Bureau. The data contains demographic and employment related variables. The constructed cube contains 199,523 facts and one fact represents a particular profile of a sub population measured by the Wage per hour. The dimensions of the cube are: Education level ($D_1$, $p_1 = 17$), Professional category ($D_2$, $p_2 = 22$), State of residence ($D_3$, $p_3 = 51$), Household situation ($D_4$, $p_4 = 38$), and Country of birth ($D_5$, $p_5 = 42$).

We generate a complete disjunctive table $Z = [Z_1, Z_2, Z_3, Z_4, Z_5]$ according to a binary coding of the cube dimensions. $Z$ contains 199,523 rows and $p = \sum_{t=1}^{5} p_t = 170$ columns. By applying the MCA on $Z$ we obtain $p - d = 165$ factorial axes $F_{\alpha}$.

---

\(^1\)http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/census-income/census-income.html

\(^2\)http://kdd.ics.uci.edu
axis is associated to an eigenvalue $\lambda_\alpha$. Suppose that, according to the histogram of eigenvalues, a user chooses the three first axes ($k = 3$). These axes explain 15.35% of the total inertia of the facts cloud. This contribution does not seem very important at a first sight. But we should note that in a case of a uniform distribution of eigenvalues, we get normally a contribution of \( \frac{1}{p-d} = 0.6\% \) per axis, i.e. the three first axes represent an inertia already 25 times more important than a uniform distribution.

The organized Census-Income data cube is obtained by sorting the attributes of its dimensions. For each dimension $D_t$ its attributes are sorted by the increasing values of $V_{t,1}^j$, then by $V_{t,2}^j$, and then by $V_{t,3}^j$. Table 1 shows the new attributes’ order of the Professional category dimension ($D_2$). Note that $j$ is the index of the original alphabetic order of the attributes. This order is replaced by a new one according to the sort of test-values. In the Figures 4 (a) and 4 (b), we can clearly see the visual effect of this arrangement of attributes. These figures display views of data by crossing the Professional category dimension on columns ($D_2$) and the Country of birth dimension on rows ($D_5$). The representation 4 (a) displays the initial view according to the alphabetic order of attributes, whereas representation 4 (b) displays the same view where attributes are rather sorted according to their test-values.

Remember that the aim of our current approach is not to compress or reduce the dimensions of a data cube. We do not also reduce sparsity of a data representation. Nevertheless, we act on this sparsity and reduce its negative effect on OLAP interpretation. Thus, we arrange differently original facts within a visual effect that gathers them as well as possible in the space representation of the data cube. At a first sight, the visual representation 4 (b) is more suitable to interpretation than 4 (a). We clearly distinguish in Figure 4 (b) four dense regions of full cells. In this regions, the homogeneity is higher than the rest of the space representation of the data cube.

This is confirmed by the measure of homogeneity criterion. Indeed, for a sparsity ratio of 63.42%, the homogeneity criterion for the organized cube of representation 4 (b)

**Table 1. Attribute’s test-values of Professional category dimension.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>j</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>$V_{t,1}^j$</th>
<th>$V_{t,2}^j$</th>
<th>$V_{t,3}^j$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Hospital services</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Other professional services</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Medical except hospital</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Education</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Finance insurance</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Social services</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Forestry and fisheries</td>
<td>-35.43</td>
<td>-8.11</td>
<td>83.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Communications</td>
<td>-34.05</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Private household services</td>
<td>7.77</td>
<td>51.45</td>
<td>11.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Entertainment</td>
<td>40.04</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>96.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Agriculture</td>
<td>68.66</td>
<td>3.39</td>
<td>-27.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Construction</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Manufact. durable goods</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Utilities and sanitary services</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Wholesale trade</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>-24.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Transportation</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Retail trade</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>-99.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Business and repair</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
<td>99.90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
is $hc(C_{\text{org}}) = 0.17$, whereas it measures $hc(C_{\text{ini}}) = 0.14$ for the initial cube of representation 4 (a), i.e., we release a gain $g = 17.19\%$ of homogeneity when arranging the attributes of the cube according to test-values.

According to the test of the Equation (4), for each $t \in \{1, \ldots, 5\}$, we select from $D_t$ the set of characteristic attributes for the three selected factorial axes. These characteristic attributes give the best semantic interpretation of factorial axes and express strong relationships for their corresponding facts. To avoid great number of possible characteristic attributes per axis, we can consider, for each axis, only the first $50\%$ of attributes having the highest absolute test-values. For instance, in the Professional category dimension $D_2$, the set $\Psi_2$ of characteristic attributes correspond to grayed rows in table 1.

In the same way, we apply the test of the Equation (4) on the other dimensions of the cube. In the representation of Figure 4 (b), we clearly see that the zones of facts corresponding to characteristic attributes of the dimensions $D_2$ and $D_5$ seem to be more interesting and denser than other regions of the data space representation. These zones contain relevant information and reflect interesting association between facts. For instance, we can easily note that industrial and physical jobs, like construction, agriculture and manufacturing are highly performed by Native Latin Americans from Ecuador, Peru, Nicaragua and Mexico for example. At the opposite, Asians people from India, Iran, Japan and China are rather concentrated in commerce and trade.

7. Experimental Results

We have realized some experiments on the Census-Income data cube presented in section 6. The aim of these experiments is to appreciate the efficiency of our approach by measuring the homogeneity gain realized by our MCA-based organization on data representations with different sparsity ratios. To vary sparsity we proceeded by a random sampling on the initial dataset of the 199 523 facts from the considered cube.

According to Figure 5, the homogeneity gain has an increasing general trend. Nevertheless, we should note that for low sparsity ratios, the curve is rather oscillating around the null value of the homogeneity gain. In fact, when sparsity is less then 60%, the gain does not have a constant variation. It sometimes drops to negative values. This means that our method does not bring a value added to the quality of data representation. For dense data cubes, the employment of our method is not always significant. This is naturally due to the construction of the homogeneity criterion which closely depends on the number of empty and full cells. It can also be due to the structure of the random data samples that can generate data representations already having good qualities and high homogeneity values.

Our MCA-based organization method is rather interesting for data representations with high sparsity. In Figure 5, we clearly see that curve is rapidly increasing to high positive values of gain when sparsity is greater than 60%. Actually, with high relative number of empty cells in a data cube, we have a large manoeuvre margin for concentrating similar full cells and gathering them in the space representation. This shows the vocation of using our approach in order to enhance the visual quality representation, and thus the analysis of huge and sparse data cubes.
Figure 4. (a) Initial and (b) organized data representations of the Census-Income's data cube.
8. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we introduced a MCA-based approach to enhance the space representation of large and sparse data cubes. This approach aims to provide an assistance to the OLAP user and helps him/her to easily explore huge volumes of data. For a given data cube, we compute the test-values of its attributes. According to these test-values, we arrange attributes of each dimension and so display in an appropriate way the space representation of facts. This representation provides better property for data visualization since it gather full cells expression interesting relationships of data. We also identify relevant regions of facts in this data representation by detecting characteristic attributes of factorial axes. This solve the problem of high dimensionality and sparsity of data and allows the user to directly focus his exploration and data interpretation on these regions. We have also proposed an homogeneity criterion to measure the quality of data representations. This criterion is based on the notion of geometric neighborhood of cells and their measures’ similarities. Through experiments we led on real world data, our criterion proved the efficiency of our approach for huge and sparse data cubes.

Currently, we are studying some possible extensions for this work. We consider the problem of optimizing complexity of our approach. We also try to involve our approach in order to take into account the issue of data updates. Finally, we project to implement this approach under a Web environment that offers an interesting on-line aspect and a good user interaction context.
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Abstract. The goal of this paper is to demonstrate how interfaces of Data Warehouses and OLAP may be used in holistic Model-driven development process of applications of enterprise. Traditionally, the main responsibilities of Data Warehouses and OLAP are concerned with relation to data analyzing and reporting activities. However, the real power of data analysis lies in possibility to support dynamic formulation of queries and analyzable data structures to respond to emerging needs of users and other applications of enterprise and the Web. From the business goals and processes viewpoint, there is no difference between operational systems and Data Warehouses/OLAP. The proposed Model-driven methodology brings possibility to automate development of enterprise applications extended with analytical capabilities, incorporating feedback from OLAP tools into computerized business processes, and tendering analysis results for business improvement. Proposed metamodels and transformations are extension of our previous work, which was focused on generating normalized multidimensional data models on demand. In this paper, wider possibilities to obtaining well-formed warehouse schemas, ensuring completeness of warehouse data, and using them in Model-driven development process are considered.2
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Introduction

Currently, enterprise applications development has reached the stage, when possibility to manage business solutions on demand is becoming a reality. In [1], a vision and the prototype of software architecture and development process are presented enabling the monitoring of business processes of an enterprise. In this vision, the outputs of Data Warehouse – business performance indicators – are observable on Management Dashboard, where features of business processes may be changed to obtain desirable solutions. Alongside, a Model-driven development (MDD) framework is supported to maintain changes of software components devoted for monitoring and management of changing business processes. Without automated model manipulations, adaptations, validation and transformations to code this vision of an adaptive enterprise would be impossible. For integrating Warehouses and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) into

1 Corresponding Author: Lina Nemuraite, Department of Information Systems, Kaunas University of Technology, Studentu 50-308, LT-51368, Lithuania; E-mail: lina.nemuraite@ktu.lt.
2 The work is supported by Lithuanian State Science and Studies Foundation according to Eureka programme project „IT-Europe” (Reg. No 3473).
business management chain, the processes of their development must be incorporated into Model-driven development framework of enterprise applications.

The MDD framework [1] proposed for IBM Business Performance Management Solution represents the mostly matured case per various efforts endeavoring to bridge outputs and inputs of business models and to make feedback from gained business knowledge to business management. Data Warehouses and Online Analytical Processing (OLAP) are playing the important role here. Traditionally, the main responsibilities of Data Warehouses and OLAP were concerned with relation to data analyzing and reporting activities. However, the results of analytical reports may be used directly for adjustment various parameters regulating business activities, for example, calculation of customer discounts or personnel benefits, forecasting of demand etc. Outputs from Business Analytics are still isolated from other applications and cause a gap. A real power of data analysis lies in possibility to support dynamic formulation of queries and analyzable data structures to respond to emerging needs of users and other applications of enterprise and the Web. The current practices of development of Data Warehouses are not suitable for this purpose. Mainly, they suffer from two converse tendencies: long-lasting and heavy-weight development/refreshment processes, when changes “on demand” are hardly imaginable; or “ad-hoc” warehouses, having a little value for business.

For improvement of warehouse development process and making it suitable for automated development, it must be made as simple as possible, and precise. In our previous work [2], a MDD method for warehouse was proposed based on transformations between Primary Concept Model, representing operational data objects, and Warehouse Concept Model, representing multidimensional data objects. The method was devoted for automatic or semi-automatic development of warehouse schema in multi-dimensional normal form ensuring avoiding of aggregation anomalies. In current paper, the method is extended for usage in holistic Model-driven development process of enterprise applications where interfaces of warehouses and OLAP are used evenly with others. The common development process is especially important with the raised analytical capabilities of large Database Management Systems such as Oracle 10g, MS SQL Server 2005, DB2.

Moreover, capabilities of Warehouses and OLAP should be considered in the context of Service-oriented architecture (SOA) that is gaining more and more popularity and becoming the dominant architectural orientation of enterprises. In this paper, our look from positions of Model-driven and Service-oriented development to existing data warehouse and OLAP models is presented. It seems that generic interfaces and data object types are desirable for representation of warehouses and OLAP formulating integrated enterprise service models (but it does not mean that Web services must be used for internal manipulating with warehouse data inside enterprise).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, the background and related work is concerned. Section 2 presents generic Model-driven development framework including Warehouse and OLAP development process. Section 3 explains the Primary Concept and Warehouse Concept metamodels that give the basis for transformations. In Section 4, an example of using warehouse in Forest Information system is described. Finally, Section 5 draws conclusions and highlights the future work.
1. Related Work

Model-driven development, Service-oriented architecture (SOA) and Business Intelligence are today challenges capable to give synergetic effect if they were used together. Developing applications for business process monitoring and managing by implementing knowledge-based feedback from BI tools is a difficult task. Practiced methods for developing such applications are hidden in specific platforms and tools whereas there are needs to include them into common development cycle. For using warehouses and OLAP in generic MDD process together with other (operational) software components of enterprise, the Design-Independent Modeling [3] may be used. Design Independent Model (DIM) was introduced to represent requirements in Model-driven architecture (MDA) related spirit as MDA does not consider requirements model though requirements specifications are inherent for every software project.

In DIM, initial requirements, described by use cases and model of domain under consideration, are mapped to interfaces and entities (data object types) models of targeted system. The method supplements MDA and is intended for service-oriented systems. For introducing Warehouses and OLAP into MDD, we just need to introduce appropriate interfaces and data object types on conceptual level. Such data types already exist in various platform-specific standards as JOLAP [4], Multidimensional Expressions MDX [5], XML for Analysis (XMLA) [6], OLE DB for OLAP (ODBO), OLAP BAPI, Service Data Objects (SDO) [7] and surely others. The most generic data types are SDO, a standard designed to simplify the representation of service-oriented business logic. As Service Component Architecture (SCA) gives developers and architects the ability to represent business logic as reusable components that can be easily integrated into any Service Component Architecture (SCA) compliant application or solution; SDO specify a standard way to access data and can be used to modify business data regardless of how it is physically accessed. SCA and SDO are designed to be used together with the SOA programming model. Using these specifications, organizations can more easily create new and transform existing IT assets into reusable services.

SDO data objects are data graphs (ordered sequences of graphs) together with their metadata. All data object types of warehouse (or multidimensional model) as well as data sources used as inputs of warehouse may be represented as subtypes of data graphs. Using data graphs may considerably simplify warehouse design and its integration into enterprise application development process. Similar ideas are proposed in [8] where primitive, regular and composite object types are used for OLAP and object data model. However, the concept of data graph is more generic, applicable to service-oriented development of all kinds of applications: integration, Extract-Transform-Load (ETL), Data Mining, and others.

There are only a few authors working in Model-driven development of warehouses: already mentioned group [1], Trujillo and Lujan-Mora (for example, [9, 10, 11]), Celma and Zepeda [12]. While Trujillo and Lujan-Mora are concentrated on UML profile for warehouse modeling and transformation to implementation tools (Oracle DBMS), Celma and Zepeda are working on deriving multidimensional schemas from ER metamodel (both methodologies are based on Common Warehouse Metamodel Specification [13]). Other methods are proposed having potential to automate warehouse and OLAP development [14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. In summary, there are three principal approaches proposed for automating development of warehouses: going from object-oriented Platform-independent model (PIM) to PSM
(Trujillo); deriving warehouse schema (PIM) from ER (PIM) model and mapping it to relational PSM (Zepeda); deriving multidimensional model from OLAP requirements (e.g. [14]). There are computation speed and conceptual clarity arguments for using object-oriented multidimensional model against materialized views approach, but it seems likely that there is no one solution to fit every need. However, many unused possibilities exist to apply knowledge from formal methods of multidimensional modeling for automating a hard task of warehouses and OLAP development.

In our work, an attention is given for multidimensional schema design ensuring correctness or normalization that is based on summarizability dependencies between warehouse dimensions and facts. Aggregation conditions and multidimensional normal forms were considered by Lenz [20], Lechtenborger [21,22], Schneider [23], and Mansmann [24]. These works give a background for establishing summarizability constraints that should be captured in warehouse MDD process. For ensuring meaningful queries, aggregation dependencies must be specified between all potential measures and dimensions. The interesting conclusion is that conceptual normalization of operational data model ([25, 26, 27] leads to normalized multidimensional model.

Studying warehouse structures, we came to the issue that the most appropriate schema for warehouse is a snowflake schema, having one or more cubes, shared dimensions, value and level based hierarchies, and even facts related to facts [22] as it suits many practical situations.

Finally, a very important issue is a semantic correctness of warehouse data. Warehouse tools are working with missing values treating them as null values, but it is very important to know the actual database semantics. The conceptual normalization helps to avoid null values in operational database; missing values in warehouse sometimes may be replaced with nulls, forecasted or interpolated values.

2. Generic Model-Driven Development Framework for OLTP, Warehouses and OLAP Service Components

In this section, the Design Independent Modeling concepts are applied to warehouses and OLAP that are used evenly with other application components in common Model-driven Service-oriented development models in contrast to current practice of developing warehouses separately, at platform-specific level.

![Figure 1. Information system requirement model (DIM), including warehouse](image-url)
In DIM [3], requirements to system under development are obtained from use case model and represented as interfaces consisting of sets of operations specified as events; arguments and preconditions/post-conditions of these operations are expressed in terms of entities (data object types) of problem domain. DIM consists of Actor, Interface and Entity models; for extending DIM to including multidimensional data objects, we must introduce Warehouse Concept Model that was described in [2]. The abstract Design Independent Model capable to represent requirements to Business Analytic applications is presented in Figure 1. Warehouse Concept Model represents requirements to multidimensional data model; in our case (Figure 2), it is derived from operational (DIM Entity) model using intermediate Primary Concept Model described later in Section 3. Transforming requirements to architectural design (PIM) models, data models remain unchanged; interfaces are transformed to services, components or object-oriented design model. In the next phase, operations of interfaces to warehouse and OLAP must be transformed to corresponding operations of services or components of selected tools, or query language (for example, JOLAP and XMLA).

Service Data Objects [7] involve Data Objects, Data Graphs and Metadata (Figure 3). Data Objects represent ordinary and primitive data types, and references to other Data Objects. Data Graphs are conceptual (possibly, multi-rooted) sets of Data Objects; they provide the units of transfer between different service components. Metadata allow getting information about data types, their relationships, and constraints. In summary, SDO provide a common data and metadata interfaces across data source types for different tools and frameworks of enterprise. Consequently, SDO may be specialised for representing multidimensional data types for interfaces to Warehouses, ETL and OLAP tools.

Studying XMLA, we find OLE DB for OLAP data types that may be generalised to the following conceptual data object types (UML 2.0/OCL 2.0 types extended with multidimensional types):
- primitive types (Boolean, Float, Integer) and classes, including Enumeration;
- OCL 2.0 types: Collections, Sets, Sequences;
- multidimensional Types: OLAP, Cube, Axis (Edge), Dimension, Hierarchy, Level, Member, Cell – these types represent MDX concepts [5] in XMLA specification, having equivalents in JOLAP.

3. Primary Concept Model and Warehouse Concept Model

Primary Concept Model (Figure 4) represents (simplified) intermediate model between data model described by UML class model with OCL constraints (DIM Entity model [3, 26, 27]), and Warehouse Concept Model. It does not include OCL constraints, describing integrity of conceptual data model, as they are not required for warehouse. Instead, aggregation and derivation constraints are added that are necessary for warehouse concept model.

Primary Concept Model is normalized data model, based on existence dependencies [26]. It may have association and generalization relationships; generalizations are disjoint and complete, so the transformation to Warehouse Concept Model is straightforward. In our previous work, this model was used for implementation of visual ETL tool for rapid development of warehouse schemas with MS SQL Server 2000. Aggregation constraints representing data semantics must be
Figure 2. Primary Concept Model to Warehouse Concept Model and Operational data to Warehouse data transformation framework. DIM Entity Metamodel is a part of DIM modelling framework for service-oriented information systems; it represents metamodel of normalized conceptual model with integrity constraints [25, 26, 27]. Abbreviations “O2P”, “P2WS”, “O2WD” denote Operational to Primary Concept, Primary Concept to Warehouse Concept, and Operational data to Warehouse data transformations.

Figure 3. Data graph concept from Service Data Objects. Data graph may be used as common super-type for object, relational and multidimensional data.
added manually preparing operational data model for generation of conceptual warehouse models on demand. For semi-automatic development of warehouse, aggregation constraints may be added directly to warehouse model.

Aggregation (or summarizability) constraints define the normalization (or well-formedness) of data warehouse. A data warehouse is a multidimensional database, whose atomic information units are facts. A fact is a point in a multidimensional space to which measurable business facts, so-called measures, are assigned. Each dimension of the multidimensional space is structured as a hierarchy of dimension levels. A dimension level is an attribute, which is associated with a domain of values. Elements of “higher” levels in this hierarchy logically contain elements of “lower” levels, for example, in Time hierarchy the element of higher level “Month” logically contains the elements of lower level “Day”, which allows analyzing multidimensional data at different levels of detail and aggregate facts with respect to dimension levels.

Figure 4. Primary Concept Metamodel

Figure 5. Warehouse Concept Metamodel
Warehouse concepts “Cube”, “Dimension”, “Dimension Level”, “Measure”, “Dimension Attribute”, “Aggregation Dependency”, “Primary Identifier” and others are presented in warehouse metamodel (Figure 5) (simplified variant of OLAP metamodel from [13]). The development of data warehouse involves creating of scheme of data warehouse and data transformations. The scheme of data warehouse depends on queries that are required to executing, while data transformations depend on differences between detail of data persisting in operational database and in warehouse. This stage would become more simple and faster if normalized operational data model is taken as input and normalized multidimensional data model as output. Moreover, it is a faster way to use bulk data loading instead of loading row by row, and using “Extract-Load-Transform” instead of “Extract-Transform-Load” [28] what means copying or replication of tables from operational data source to warehouse and later transformation. Data object type is an abstraction, meaning data table, external source, result of integration etc.

According to our approach, some transformations can be moved to analysis (OLAP) level, some of them must be performed by user while defining data warehouse requirements as these transformations cannot be automated. For example, operational data that are not adequate for analysis – notes, comments, system attributes – should be removed. Bringing derived, different levels of data, creating arrays, and so on, it is purposeful to realize these by OLAP operations. In such a way, the minimal set of data warehouse creation transformations include:

- reorganization of operational structures to structures of warehouse dimensions and facts;
- creation of time dimension that is often needed;
- conversion between different data types;
- adding rating attributes where summary value must be allocated between different hierarchies, or allocating a value in proportion to the number of segregating hierarchies;
- changing generalization relationship to “Type” object type;
- resolving one-to-many associations between facts and dimensions. There are several solutions to this problem, but only two of them are compatible with our principles. One way is to add rating attributes for distributing the summary value between members belonging to one fact; the sum of ratios must equal to one. The second way is to decrease the granularity of a fact (adding ratings as well).

In practice, the rating attributes often are predefined in operational database as in our example of forest information system: the area of parcel is approximately divided between different kinds of trees growing in parcels.

4. The Example of Forest Information System

The method was tried for Forest Information System (FIS) where historical information about states of forest parcels is stored in MS SQL Server database. Simplified use cases of FIS are presented in Figure 6, interactions between interfaces obtained from these use cases – in Figure 7. Forest checkers are regularly inventorying states of forest parcels every five years. Every year only fifth of the whole terrain is inspected, so information about parcel may be to five years old. During this period, forest enterprises are registering deforesting/reforesting work and accidents changing the forest state. As
trees are growing, for making reasonable forestry plans the forest state must be predicted or interpolated — null values are not allowed instead of missing ones. Planning is performed in a proportion to factors of growing of different kinds of trees and other ratios evaluating various aspects of forest status. Deforesting and reforesting plans are made in top-down manner, incrementally allocating the overall amounts to smaller territory units. Such activities may be efficiently performed using Warehouse, OLAP and Business Intelligence tools. Predictions, interpolations, and forestry planning is performed in warehouse and returned back to operational system.

In Figure 8, the requirement level (substantially simplified) conceptual model of the fragment of FIS is presented. Even for such complex domain, the transformation of Primary Concept Model to Warehouse Concept model is almost straightforward. Rating attributes were used for different kinds of parcel trees (they were transformed to facts of smaller granularity), project parcels (sometimes only part of the parcel is incorporated to the project) and enterprise localities (there are localities belonging

![Figure 6. Use cases of Forest Information System](image1)

![Figure 7. Interactions between interfaces obtained from use cases of Forest Information System](image2)
to several forest enterprises). These ratios were already set in the operational database. Project parcels were transformed to dimension, and tree kinds – to fact.

Maintaining data integrity and validity in warehouse is a hard problem. It is important to know exactly, how missing data will be processed. In FIS, missing data

Figure 8. Interfaces and entities representing Design Independent Model of Forest Information System
about height and thickness of trees are calculated on the base of previous (or previous and later) values; forecasting parameters are continuously tuned when actual values become available.

5. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, the challenges of Business Intelligence, Model-driven development and Service-oriented architecture were analyzed. The joint use of such different methodologies is promising as it gives possibility for interoperability and feedback between results, obtained during business analysis, and daily activities of enterprises. Needs for this kind of applications are arising in many problem domains.

In this paper, the methodology is proposed for requirement level modeling of Warehouses and OLAP that are used evenly with other application components in common Model-driven Service-oriented development models in contrast to current practice of developing warehouses separately, at platform-specific level. The methodology is based on representation of requirements initially described by use cases via interfaces and conceptual models of operational data object types (entities) and multidimensional ones (warehouse concepts). Though based on different concepts, both types of data objects may be generalized as Service data objects (SDO) – data graphs; a standard designed to simplify the representation of service-oriented business logic.

A complex and long-lasting Warehouse development process may be significantly improved using Model-driven development. The necessary condition for easier development of warehouses is a normalization of operational and multidimensional data models. Normalized initial data model may be transformed to warehouse model using simple transformations; it leads to normalized multidimensional model and helps to avoid null values in operational database.

Our future work is directed to further elaboration of the joint design methodology and strengthening its support by universal CASE tools, for making the development of meaningful warehouses easy and incorporating them into Service-oriented architecture of enterprise.
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Abstract. The analysis of events ordered over time and the discovery of significant hidden relationships from this temporal data is becoming the concern of the information society. Using temporal data as temporal sequences without any pre-processing fails to find key features of these data. Therefore, before applying mining techniques, an appropriate representation of temporal sequences is needed. Our representation of time series can be used in different fields, such as aviation science and earth science, and can also be applied to, for instance, Temporal Web Mining (TWM) [1], [2], [3], [4]. Our representation of time series aims at improving the possibility of specifying and finding an important occurrence. In our new concept, we use data band ranges and areas in order to determine the importance or the weight of a segment. According to the closeness of a segment to a data band range, this representation of time series can help to find a significant event. This paper focuses on our representation of time series.
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Introduction

Uncovering significant hidden information from temporal data is highly needed for the advance of the information society. Data with temporal information are constantly generated and gathered in different areas, such as aviation science and earth sciences. Using and analyzing temporal data as an ordered collection of events contribute to the progress of such domains. However, using temporal data as temporal sequences without any pre-processing fails to retrieve relevant features of these data. Therefore, before applying mining techniques, an appropriate representation of temporal sequences is needed.

Our representation of time series consists of data band ranges and segments. The closeness of a segment to a data band range can be a clue to find an important event. Our representation of time series can be applied to, but is not limited to, Temporal Web Mining [1], [2], [3].
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Temporal Web Mining (TWM) extends temporal data mining and Web mining [1], [2], [3]. It mainly aims at mining temporal data in real time over the Web. Temporal Web Mining uses Web data with temporal information in the temporal data mining process, and intends to introduce prediction as a main issue in Web mining [3].

TWM can be applied to different domains, such as aviation science and earth science. One of its application scenarios is volcanic ash and aircrafts [5]. Volcanic ash consists of tiny jagged particles of rocks and natural glass blasted into the air by a volcano [6]. When wet, volcanic ash conducts electricity, and can present significant hazard to aircraft safety by, for instance, interrupting the power generation and damaging electronics. Combining and analyzing historical volcanic activities, historical incidents of aircrafts entering ash clouds, meteorological data, volcano data and detecting volcanic ash cloud dispersal, in real time and over the Web, can help to prevent an air crash or a danger to an aircraft from volcanic hazards, namely volcanic ash. Volcanic ash can be carried thousands of miles by wind [6]. Considering wind speed is important in the analysis of the dispersal of volcanic ash. Using our representation of time series in the Temporal Web Mining process helps to extract relevant features of the temporal data, namely the wind speed data.

In our time series representation, we define two main types of data band ranges, which accordingly can make possible to discover any early sign of an important event. We denote the first data band range the Dangerous Data Band (DDB), and the second data band range the Risky Data Band (RDB). DDB consists of the data during the occurrence of a significant event, including the values of high wind speed. RDB consists of the data before the occurrence of a crucial event, such as a volcanic ash dispersal by wind. By estimating the closeness of a segment to RDB or to DDB, the capability of specifying a crucial occurrence, such as a volcanic ash dispersal by wind, is enhanced. In other words, the closeness of a segment to a data band range can be a clue to discover a significant event.

Our representation of time series facilitates the exploration of data. To every segment, we assign a type according to the data band range it belongs to. This helps to recognize the importance of a segment of a subsequence. For instance, if a segment belongs to DDB, then, its importance is higher than the importance of a segment which is in RDB.

In this paper, section 1 provides a brief overview of Temporal Web Mining, and discusses related work. In section 2, we emphasize on our time series representation [2], [3], [4], [5]. In section 3, we apply an instance of wind speed time series to our representation of time series. Section 4 concludes this paper, and points out future direction.

1. Overview and Related Work

This section provides a brief overview of Temporal Web Mining (TWM), and discusses further related work.

1.1. Overview of Temporal Web Mining

Temporal Web Mining (TWM) concerns the Web mining of data with temporal information [1], [2], [3].
We define Temporal Web Mining as the process of discovering, extracting, analyzing, and predicting data with significant temporal information from the temporal information discovered by the application of temporal data mining techniques, and applying Web mining techniques to this data in real time over the Web [1].

Temporal data uncovered by the application of temporal data mining techniques are used in the Web mining process in order to extract useful data with temporal information in real time over the Web. The derived useful data with temporal information discovered by the application of Web mining techniques are used again in the temporal data mining process [2], [3].

Temporal Web Mining aims at predicting consequences of actions and at associating a cause with a consequence, whenever possible, in order to give potentially useful information about future events. This can lead to the progress of different domains, including environmental science, earth science and aviation science. TWM combines and extends temporal data mining and Web mining in order to deal with real-time data and multiple sequences. As described in [3], real-time data received by one or multiple sources are analyzed using temporal data mining techniques in order to uncover new temporal information. The new temporal information is sent over the Internet and is combined with auxiliary data from other sources. Then, it is used in the Web mining process in order to discover new potential temporal data in real time and to predict previously unknown temporal information.

In the TWM process, the purpose of the analysis of data is to gain understanding of some events. In order to understand the data to be analyzed, such as time-series data, a representation of these temporal data is required. Our representation of time series supports and is applied to Temporal Web Mining, since it aims at finding, interpreting, and discovering to a certain extent a significant event.

1.2. Further Related Work

The presentation and type of information play a key role in the representation of data [7]. The discovery and analysis of relations between data with temporal information starts with the representation of the temporal data. Data are represented into an appropriate form before defining the similarity measures between sequences, and applying mining techniques [8], [9].

An instance of data to be analyzed is time-series data. Since a direct manipulation of continuous real-valued data in an efficient way is difficult, representing data into time series facilitates the extraction of their key features which can support their further analysis. The data are represented into time series by either keeping it in its original form ordered by their instant of occurrence and without any pre-processing [10], or by finding a piecewise linear function able to approximately describe the entire initial sequence. In the method of finding piecewise linear approximations, the original sequence is divided into several segments which are represented by their own linear function. This type of data representation detects the points where a significant change in the sequence happens.

Following [8] and [11], another concept to represent time-series data is segmenting a sequence by iteratively merging two similar segments. Reference [11] presents a method for pattern matching using linear segments, and describes an approach for segmenting time series. In this approach, all segments of a time series have equal importance. An extension to this method, found in [12] and [13], where piecewise linear segmentation is
used to represent a time series, is to associate a weight value with each segment in order to define the importance of each segment according to the entire sequence. Assigning weights to different parts of a time series is important, since it facilitates the comparison of sequences by looking at their most important segments.

Our data representation deals with time series, and can be applied to other than Temporal Web Mining. It can be used in different fields, such as medicine, environmental science, earth science, and finance. In medicine, Electroencephalography (EEG) data can be divided into different frequency ranges, which can denote different brain rhythms. Every brain rhythm represents a specific brain activity, such as eye opening and deep sleep. Every data band range can denote a frequency range. This makes possible to organize and to represent the data into different groups or ranges having different importances. Our representation of time series can also be applied to earth science. Our representation of time series can help to show different measurements of seismic energy at different periods, such as vibration periods. Another application of our representation of time series is in finance. It can help to represent stock data. For example, the data band ranges can depict stock price ranges. Our time series representation helps to spot the key events of a stock’s price movement over a period of time. The advantage of our time series representation is that it can group data, and at the same time, represent these data which often denote a certain task or event. The use of the data band ranges divides the data into different ranges or groups having different importance.

The new concept behind our representation is the use of data band ranges and the assignment of a type to each segment. A type is assigned to each segment according to the data band range it belongs to, and can be determined without the need of calculation by exploring to which data band range it belongs to.

Our representation of time series intends at inserting the idea of finding an important event, while representing data. The closeness of a segment to a data band range and the type of a segment can be a clue to find a crucial event. In other words, the new concept behind this representation is to offer the possibility to discover, interpret, and find to a certain extent, a significant occurrence by exploring and by examining the type of a segment using the corresponding graph and data table, and by evaluating the closeness of a segment to a data band range [4]. The idea of adopting data band ranges and areas to determine the type and importance of a segment is new. We define two main types of data band ranges [4], [14]; the Dangerous Data Band (DDB) and the Risky Data Band (RDB).

Afterwards, we subdivide a sequence to subsequences. Each subsequence is divided into equidistant subintervals in order to represent it by a sequence of straight-line segments. Every segment is assigned a type and a weight. According to DDB and RDB, the type of a segment is specified. The weight of a segment is computed based on the area under a subsequence. To estimate the closeness of a segment to a data band range, we evaluate the area that separates it from the Dangerous Data Band or from the Risky Data Band and compare it to the area under a subsequence. The closer is a segment to the Dangerous Data Band, the greater is its weight. Furthermore, estimating the closeness of a segment to DDB or to RDB helps to find an early warning of a crucial event.

2. Our Representation of Time-Series Data

This section provides our representation of time-series data.

Our representation of time series [2], [4], [5], [14] mainly consists of segments and
data band ranges. To every segment, we assign a type according to the data band range it belongs to. We use data band ranges and areas in order to determine the importance or weight of a segment. The closeness of a segment to a data band range and the type of a segment can be a clue to find an early clue of an important event (such as the dispersal of volcanic ash by wind).

We define two main types of data band ranges [14]. In Figure 1, our first data band range is known as the Dangerous Data Band (DDB), and consists of the data during the occurrence of an important event, such as the values of the wind speed. Our second data band range, denoted as the Risky Data Band (RDB), consists of the data before an important occurrence (such as high wind speed) happens. RDB is normally close to DDB. Out-Of-Band Data consists of the data outside RDB and DDB. According to each event, more than one RDB, DDB, or Out-Of-Band data range can be defined. For example, based on the Beaufort wind speed scale [15], we can specify the data band ranges, such as RDB and DDB. RDB can be greater or equal to 25 knots and strictly less than 34 knots. DDB can vary between 34 and 47 knots. Analyzing and forecasting the wind speed is strongly required to understand the dispersal of volcanic ash. After specifying the data band ranges, we subdivide the wind speed sequence into subsequences [2], [4], [5], [14]. In Figure 1, we divide each subsequence into equidistant subintervals of length $h$ in order to represent it by a chain of straight-line segments. We assign to every segment a type and a weight. According to the data band range, we determine the type of a segment. Based on the area under a subsequence, we calculate the weight of a segment. We estimate the closeness of a segment to a data band range by computing the area that separates it from DDB or from RDB, and comparing it to the area under a subsequence. The closeness of a segment to the Dangerous Data Band and the Risky Data Band helps to specify or find any early clue of a crucial occurrence.

2.1. Specifying the Out-Of-Band, the Dangerous Data Band, and the Risky Data Band

In Figure 1, our Dangerous Data Band (DDB) varies between $\beta$ and $\lambda$, and our Risky Data Band (RDB) between $\alpha$ and $\beta$

(i.e., $\beta \leq \text{DDB} \leq \lambda$, where $\beta < \lambda$

and $\alpha \leq \text{RDB} < \beta$, where $\alpha < \beta$).
According to DDB and RDB, we can assign a type to a segment. In other words, we can specify if a data point \((x_i, y_i)\) is a dangerous point, a risky point or an out-of-band point (i.e., a normal point). More clearly,

- if \((x_i, y_i)\) is a dangerous point, then \(\beta \leq y_i \leq \lambda\), where \(\beta < \lambda\) and \(0 \leq i \leq n\).
- if \((x_i, y_i)\) is a risky point, then \(\alpha \leq y_i < \beta\), where \(\alpha < \beta\) and \(0 \leq i \leq n\).
- if \((x_i, y_i)\) is an out-of-band point, then \(y_i < \alpha\), where \(0 \leq i \leq n\).

The data band ranges can be defined by the user. More than one Dangerous Data Band, Risky Data Band, or Out-Of-Band data range can be specified. Consequently, if \(y_i\) is greater than \(\lambda\), then \((x_i, y_i)\) can be a dangerous point, a risky point, or an out-of-band point.

Specifying the type of a segment facilitates data interpretation and visual data analysis. By examining the corresponding graph, we can determine the type of segment based on the data band range it belongs to. Furthermore, according to the closeness of the segment to a data band range, we can speculate its importance or weight.

### 2.2. Segmenting a Subsequence

Sequences are divided into significant subsequences at meaningful breaking points using differentiation. A breaking point is a point in a sequence which corresponds to a starting point of a subsequence or/and to an endpoint of a subsequence.

In our representation of time series, we represent a subsequence by a chain of straight-line segments. We subdivide the subsequence into \(n\) equidistant subintervals of length \(h\). More specifically, in Figure 1, we subdivide the interval \([a, b]\) into \(n\) subintervals of length \(h\). We evaluate the segment joining the data points \((x_i, f(x_i))\) and \((x_{i+1}, f(x_{i+1}))\) of the subsequence using the following equation

\[
y = f_i + \frac{1}{h}(f_{i+1} - f_i)(x - x_i),
\]

where \(f(x_i) = f_i\) and \(f(x_{i+1}) = f_{i+1}\).

A weight value \(w_i\) is assigned to every segment. After all the subsequences of a sequence are segmented, all the weights are initialized to 1. Therefore, if any of the weights are changed, the weights are renormalized [13]. In order to estimate the weight value of a segment, we evaluate the area of each subinterval \(A_i\).

In the next sections, we compute the area of each subinterval \(A_i\) of a subsequence. Then, we use \(A_i\) to evaluate the weight of a segment.

#### 2.3. Approximating the Area under a Subsequence

In Figure 2, subdividing the subsequence into \(n\) subintervals of length \(h\) and then finding the straight-line segment of each subinterval leads to \(n\) trapezoids. Hence, the area \(A_i\) under each segment of a subsequence is equal to the area of the trapezoid \(T_{f_i, f_{i+1}}(x_i, x_{i+1})\) (cf. Figure 2).

We calculate the area \(A\) of the whole subsequence as follows.
where \( A_i \) is the area under a segment.

The area \( A \) under a subsequence is the summation of the area \( A_i \) of each trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, x_i, x_{i-1}} \) (cf. Figure 2). To approximate the area \( A \) under a subsequence without computing the area \( A_i \) of each trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, x_i, x_{i-1}} \) and adding them, we can use the trapezoidal rule. We calculate the area of the \( n \) trapezoids \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, x_i, x_{i-1}} \) as follows

\[
A = \frac{h}{2} (f_0 + f_n + 2 \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} f_i).
\]

Thus, the area under a subsequence is estimated using the trapezoidal rule in the form

\[
A = \frac{h}{2} (f_0 + f_n) + h \sum_{i=1}^{n-1} f_i. \tag{3}
\]

In the next sections, we estimate the weight value \( w_i \) of each segment. Then, we determine the closeness of the corresponding segment to a data band range by comparing the area \( A_i \) of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, x_i, x_{i-1}} \) and the area \( D_i \) of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, C_i, C_{i-1}} \) (cf. Figure 2).

### 2.4. Evaluating the Weight of a Segment

We calculate the weight of a segment as a function of the area \( A_i \), as follows

\[
w_i = \frac{A_i}{nA}, \tag{4}
\]

where \( A_i \) is the area under a segment,
\( A \) is the area of the whole subsequence,
and \( n \) is the total number of segments.

We use the total number of segments \( n \) in order to renormalize the weights. Whenever a segment is inserted, all the weights are changed. More clearly, if one of the weights is changed, all the weights are redistributed.

In the next section, we determine the closeness of a segment to a data band range by comparing the area \( A_i \) of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, x_i, x_{i-1}} \) and the area \( D_i \) of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, C_i, C_{i-1}} \) (cf. Figure 2).

### 2.5. Estimating the Closeness of a Segment to a Data Band Range

To estimate the closeness of a segment to a data band range, we compare the area \( A_i \) of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, x_i, x_{i-1}} \) and the area \( D_i \) of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, C_i, C_{i-1}} \) (where \( i \) varies between 1 and \( n \)) (cf. Figure 2). For instance, in Figure 2, the greater is the area of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, x_i, x_{i-1}} \) according to the area of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, C_i, C_{i-1}} \), the closer is the segment \( f_{i-1} f_i \) to the Dangerous Data Band (DDB) or to the Risky Data Band (RDB).
Figure 2. The segments are below RDB and DDB.

Figure 3. The segments belong to RDB.

**Band (RDB).** In other words, the greater is the weight of this segment according to the weight of the whole subsequence.

In the previous sections, we found the area \( A_i \) of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, x_{i} x_{i-1}} \) and the weight of a segment \( f_{i-1} f_i \). To compute the area \( D_i \) of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, C_i C_{i-1}} \), we calculate the area of the rectangle \( R_{x_{i-1} x_i C_i C_{i-1}} \). Then, we subtract the area \( A_i \) of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, x_{i} x_{i-1}} \) from the area of the rectangle \( R_{x_{i-1} x_i C_i C_{i-1}} \). We get the following [14]

\[
D_i = \left| h \psi - \frac{h}{2} (f_i + f_{i-1}) \right| = \left| h (\psi - \frac{1}{2} (f_i + f_{i-1})) \right|, \tag{5}
\]

where \( \psi \) is the height of the rectangle \( R_{x_{i-1} x_i C_i C_{i-1}} \) and \( 1 \leq i \leq n \).

From the value of the maximum of \( f_{i-1} \) and \( f_i \), we determine the value of the height \( \psi \) of the rectangle \( R_{x_{i-1} x_i C_i C_{i-1}} \). The value of \( \psi \) can be equal to our risky point \( \alpha \), our dangerous point \( \beta \) or our dangerous point \( \lambda \).

As previously stated, the closeness of a segment to a data band range is estimated by computing and comparing the area \( A_i \) and the area \( D_i \). According to the following cases, we can determine the closeness of a segment to a data band range:

**Case 1** (cf. Figure 2) [2], [5], [14]

If \( \max(f_{i-1}, f_i) < \alpha \), then \( \psi = \alpha \), where \( \alpha \) is the value of our risky point.

In this case, the smaller is the area \( A_i \) of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, x_{i} x_{i-1}} \) according to the area \( D_i \) of the trapezoid \( T_{f_{i-1}, f_i, C_i C_{i-1}} \), the greater is the distance of the segment \( f_{i-1} f_i \) to RDB. In other words, the lower is the weight of this segment according to the weight of the whole subsequence.

In this case, the weights of the segments represent the lowest weights of the whole subsequence, because they do neither belong to the *Risky Data Band* nor to the *Dangerous Data Band*.

**Case 2** (cf. Figure 3) [2], [5], [14]

If \( \alpha \leq \max(f_{i-1}, f_i) < \beta \), then \( \psi = \beta \), where \( \alpha \) is the value of our risky point, and \( \beta \) is the value of our dangerous point.
In this case, the greater is the area $A_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1}f_i}$ according to the area $D_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1}f_i}$, the closer is the segment $f_{i-1}f_i$ to DDB. In other words, the greater is the weight of this segment according to the weight of the whole subsequence.

**Case 3** (cf. Figure 4) [2], [5], [14]

If $\beta \leq \max(f_{i-1}, f_i) \leq \lambda$, then $\psi = \lambda$, where $\beta$ and $\lambda$ are the values of our dangerous points.

In this case, the greater is the area $A_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1}f_i}$ according to the area $D_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1}f_i}$, the closer is the segment $f_{i-1}f_i$ to the limit of DDB. In other words, the greater is the weight of this segment according to the weight of the whole subsequence. The weights of the segments in this DDB represent the highest weights of the whole subsequence, because they belong to the Dangerous Data Band.

In Case 1, Case 2, and Case 3, the area $D_i$ is a decreasing function of the area $A_i$, and the weight is an increasing function of the area $A_i$.

**Case 4** (cf. Figure 5) [2], [4]

If $\max(f_{i-1}, f_i) > \lambda$, then $\psi = \lambda$, where $\lambda$ is the value of our dangerous point.

In this case, we can specify more than one Dangerous Data Band (DDB), Risky Data Band (RDB), or Out-Of-Band data range.

In Figure 5, if we specify an Out-Of-Band data range or a Risky Data Band (RDB) above DDB, then the greater is the area $A_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1}f_i}$ according to the area $D_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1}f_i}$, the greater is the distance of the segment $f_{i-1}f_i$ to DDB. In other words, the lower is the weight of this segment according to the weight of the whole subsequence.

Hence, the area $D_i$ is an increasing function of the area $A_i$, and the weight is a decreasing function of the area $A_i$.

In Figure 5, if we specify another Dangerous Data Band above DDB, then the greater is the area $A_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1}f_i}$ according to the area $D_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1}f_i}$, the greater is the distance of the segment $f_{i-1}f_i$ to DDB. In other words, the greater is the weight of this segment according to the weight of the whole subsequence.
Hence, the area $D_i$ is an increasing function of the area $A_i$, and the weight is an increasing function of the area $A_i$.

By defining a data band, such as the Dangerous Data Band (DDB) or the Risky Data Band (RDB), we assign for each segment a type, which is determined without the need of calculation and according to the data band range it belongs to. The closeness of a segment to a data band range and the type of a segment can be an early sign of a crucial event. The higher is the weight of a segment according to the weight of the whole sequence, the more important is the event (such as the high wind speed) which is represented by the segment.

3. Our Representation of a Wind Speed Time Series

This section applies an instance of a wind speed sequence to our representation of time series.

Time-series data appears in different domains, namely weather forecasting and aircraft operations. Wind-speed data is an example of time-series data. Wind speed is the rate, in knots, kilometers per hour or miles per hour, at which the wind passes a given point [16]. High wind speed can cause dramatic events [2], [5]. For instance, once a volcanic eruption occurs, volcanic ash can be carried thousands of kilometers by wind. Wind speed can affect the volcanic ash fall on the ground and also the dispersal of volcanic ash in the air. An aircraft can enter a volcanic ash cloud without knowing it, and damage all aircraft’s engines in less than a minute. Hence, estimating a volcanic cloud dispersal is crucial to aviation safety.

Volcanic ash dispersal is affected by the wind speed. The wind speed can be estimated by using the Beaufort wind speed scale [15], [16]. In Figure 6, wind speed is given in knots [5]. One knot is equal to 1.9 kilometers per hour. According to the Beaufort wind speed scale, we specify our data band ranges. Figure 6(a) denotes a wind speed sequence, which is divided into 3 subsequences belonging to Out-Of-Band Data range (cf. Figure 6(b)), to RDB (cf. Figure 6(c)) and to (cf. Figure 6(d)). Note that, for clarity, each subsequence is presented in a separate figure. In Figure 7, the Out-of-Band data range is greater or equal to 0 and strictly less than 25 knots. In Figure 8, the Risky Data Band (RDB) is greater or equal to 25 knots and strictly less than 34 knots. In Figure 9, the Dangerous Data Band (DDB) is between 34 and 47 knots, and is classified as gale in the Beaufort wind speed scale. Using the Beaufort wind speed scale, the values greater than 47 knots can also be divided to more than one dangerous data band. However, in our example, we consider only one out-of-band data, one risky data band and one dangerous data band.

The type of segment of a subsequence is specified according to the data band range it belongs to [2], [4]. If a segment is in the Out-Of-Band data range, then it is an out-of-band segment (i.e. normal segment). If a segment belongs to the Risky Data Band (RDB), then it is a risky segment. If a segment is in the Dangerous Data Band (DDB), then it is a dangerous segment.

Specifying the type of a segment facilitates visual data analysis. By examining to which data band range a segment belongs, the importance or weight of a segment can be speculated. For instance, if a segment belongs to RDB (i.e., a risky segment), then
Figure 6. (a) An example of a wind speed sequence. (b) The subsequence is below the Risky Data Band (RDB) and the Dangerous Data Band (DDB). (c) The subsequence belongs to the Risky Data Band (RDB). (d) The subsequence belongs to the Dangerous Data Band (DDB).

its importance or its weight is lower than that which belongs to DDB (i.e. a dangerous segment).

We subdivide the wind speed sequence of Figure 6(a) into 3 subsequences [2], [4]: The first subsequence is below RDB and DDB and belongs to the Out-Of-Band data range (cf. Figure 7). The second subsequence belongs to RDB (cf. Figure 8), and the third subsequence belongs to DDB (cf. Figure 9). Note that for clarity, each subsequence is illustrated in a separate figure. More specifically, we subdivide every subsequence into equidistant subintervals of length $h$, where $h$ is equal to 1 (cf. Figures 7, 8, 9). Every subsequence is a piecewise-linear function, and is defined on a sequence of intervals. In Figure 7, the subsequence belonging to the Out-Of-Band data range is defined on the interval [1,7], and is composed of 6 segments. In Figure 8, the subsequence belonging to RDB is defined on [7, 11], and has 4 segments. In Figure 9, the subsequence belonging to DDB is defined on the interval [11, 16], and consists of 5 segments.

To estimate the weight of a segment, we compute the area $A_i$ under each segment of a subsequence; i.e. the area $A_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,x_i,x_{i-1}}$ (cf. Figures 7, 8, 9) by applying the Equation (3) of the previous section. The values of the area $A_i$ are presented in Table 1.

Having found the area $A_i$, we calculate the weight of a sequence as a function of the area $A_i$ by applying Equation (4). In our example, the weight is an increasing function of the area $A_i$ (cf. Figure 10).

To evaluate the closeness of a segment to a data band range, namely to RDB or to DDB, we compare the area $A_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,x_i,x_{i-1}}$ and the area $D_i$ of the

Figure 7. The segments are below RDB and DDB.

Figure 8. The segments belong to RDB.

Figure 9. The segments belong to DDB.
trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$. Using Equation (5), we compute the area $D_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$; i.e, we subtract the area $A_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,x_{i-1},x_i}$ from the area of the rectangle $R_{x_{i-1},x_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$ (i.e., $h\psi$, where $h = 1$).

As stated in section (2), according to each data band range, we compute the area of the rectangle $R_{x_{i-1},x_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$. For instance, in Figure 8, the segments belong to RDB, then the height $\psi$ of the rectangle $R_{x_{i-1},x_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$ is equal to 34, and the area of the rectangle $R_{x_{i-1},x_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$ is equal to 34. The values of the area of the rectangle $R_{x_{i-1},x_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$ and the area $D_i$ are presented in Table 1.

In our example, using Table 1, the area $D_i$ belonging to Out-Of-Band, to RDB, or to DDB, is a decreasing function of the area $A_i$ (cf. Figure 11).

By comparing the area $A_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,x_{i-1},x_i}$ and the area $D_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$, the closeness of a segment of a subsequence to a data band range, namely RDB or to DDB, can be also speculated visually (Figures 7, 8, 9). The closer is the segment to DDB, the higher is its weight according to the whole sequence. Furthermore, in Table 1, by comparing the area $A_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,x_{i-1},x_i}$ and the area $D_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$, the closeness of a segment of a subsequence to RDB or to DDB is also assessed. In Table 1, the lower is the area $A_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,x_{i-1},x_i}$ according to the whole sequence, and the higher is the area $D_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$ according to the whole subsequence, the lower is the weight of the corresponding segment according to the weight of the whole sequence. Then, the lower is the area $A_i$, the lower is the weight of the corresponding segment according to the weight of the whole sequence (cf. Figure 10).

**Figure 10.** The weight of a sequence is an increasing function of the area $A_i$.

**Figure 11.** The area $D_i$ belonging to Out-Of-Band, RDB, or DDB is a decreasing function of the area $A_i$.

---

### Table 1

| $A_i$ | $A_1$ | $A_2$ | $A_3$ | $A_4$ | $A_5$ | $A_6$ | $A_7$ | $A_8$ | $A_9$ | $A_{10}$ | $A_{11}$ | $A_{12}$ | $A_{13}$ | $A_{14}$ | $A_{15}$ | $A_{16}$ | $A_{17}$ | $A_{18}$ | $A_{19}$ | $A_{20}$ |
|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|-------|
| DDB   | 10.4  | 18.9  | 19.4  | 21.5  | 23.7  | 24.7  | 5.5   | 6.9   | 6.9   | 7.9   | 7.9   | 7.9   | 7.9   | 7.9   | 7.9   | 7.9   | 7.9   | 7.9   | 7.9   | 7.9   |
| RDB   | -2.9  | 3.5   | 3.7   | 3.5   | 3.5   | 3.5   | 9.9   | 3.5   | 1.25  | 0.25  | 0.25  | 0.25  | 0.25  | 0.25  | 0.25  | 0.25  | 0.25  | 0.25  | 0.25  |
| DDB   | -7.6  | -14.2 | -14.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 | -15.4 |

Area $A_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,x_{i-1},x_i}$ belonging to Out-Of-Band, RDB and DDB.

Area $D_i$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_{i-1},f_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$ belonging to Out-Of-Band, RDB and DDB.

Area of the rectangle $R_{x_{i-1},x_i,c_{i-1},c_i}$ ($h\psi$) belonging to Out-Of-Band, RDB and DDB. (cf. Figures 7, 8, 9).
For example [2], [4], in Table 1, the area $A_1$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_0,f_1;x_1,x_0}$ belonging to Out-Of-Band Data has the lowest value (i.e. 16.5). Its corresponding area $D_1$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_0,f_1;C_1,C_0}$ has the highest value (i.e. 8.5) according to $D_2$, $D_3$, $D_4$, $D_5$, and $D_6$ belonging to Out-Of-Band. We deduce that the segment $f_0,f_1$ belonging to Out-Of-Band Data has the lowest weight according to the weight of the whole sequence (cf. Figure 10). Then, the segment $f_0,f_1$ has the greatest distance to RDB (cf. Figure 7).

The area $A_1$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_0,f_1;x_1,x_0}$ belonging to RDB has the lowest value (i.e. 27.5) of the RDB row in Table 1. Its corresponding area $D_1$ has the highest value (i.e. 6.5) according to $D_2$, $D_3$, $D_4$ of RDB (cf. Figure 8). Then, the segment $f_0,f_1$ belonging to RDB has the lowest weight according to the weight of the whole subsequence belonging to RDB. However, its weight is not the lowest according to the weight of the whole sequence.

The area $A_2$ of the trapezoid $T_{f_1,f_2;x_2,x_1}$ belonging to DDB has the highest value (i.e. 42.8), and its corresponding area $D_2$ has the lowest value (i.e. 4.2) according to $D_1$, $D_3$, $D_4$, and $D_5$ belonging to DDB (cf. Table 1). Consequently, the segment $f_1,f_2$ belonging to DDB has the highest weight according to the whole subsequence. In other words, the segment $f_1,f_2$ has the nearest distance to DDB (Figure 9).

Using Table 1, the value of the area $A_i$ helps to speculate the highest or lowest weight of a segment of a subsequence belonging to Out-Of-Band, to RDB and to DDB. The lower is the area $A_i$, the lower is the weight of the corresponding segment (cf. Figure 10). Furthermore, as previously described, using the area $A_i$, the weight of a segment can also be evaluated. Moreover, in our representation of time series, the importance of every segment of a subsequence can also be estimated using the corresponding graph of a subsequence. Our representation of time series makes possible to determine that if a segment belongs, for example, to the Risky Data Band (RDB), then its weight is lower than the weight of a segment belonging to the Dangerous Data Band.

4. Conclusion and Outlook

Our representation of time series provides a new approach, which can be applied to different domains. One of its application is Temporal Web Mining (TWM). In the TWM process, the representation of time series data is taken into account. In our representation of time series, the idea of using data band ranges and assigning a type to each segment is new. This representation consists of two main types of data band ranges. The Dangerous Data Band (DDB) is the first data band range, and the second is the Risky Data Band (RDB). DDB includes the data during the occurrence of an important event, such as the values of a high wind speed. RDB consists of the data before a crucial occurrence (such as volcanic ash dispersal). To every segment, we assign a weight, which is evaluated based on a new approach that uses the data band ranges and areas. The closeness of a segment to a data band range can be a clue to find, to a certain extent, a crucial occurrence. Estimating the closeness of a segment to a data band range is considered by computing the area under a segment and comparing it to the area that separates it from DDB or RDB.

Future direction includes comparing the represented data in order to determine similar or frequent patterns. In our representation of time series, we used data band ranges and areas to determine the type and the weight of a segment. Adopting the idea of areas...
is also important in discovering similar data features. By comparing the areas, different frequent patterns can be specified. The areas that occur frequently can be specified. The relationships between the areas can be studied in order to discover previously unknown data features.
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Introduction

Business system is a living organism and should support different living strategies, provide organizational structure with resources needed and produce synergetic benefit to get new resources used for expansion of the system and reduction of internal resource usage by implementation of data analysis based decisions, new technologies or optimization of organizational structure and business processes.

There are already large systems allowing automation of simple logic structured business processes but automation of less structured business processes with frequently changing logics without need of reengineering entire all the software system (SS) is still a problem. One of such processes is business system state based data analysis discussed in the presented paper.

Few reasons - difficulty of understanding of the scope of complex systems and catching all the logics and relations between rules describing business logics, limited time and no planned budget, usually force system designers and project managers to choose the easiest way and create new functionality instead of modifying or expanding the already existing functions. As the result the old functions are left without adaptation and modification. With the lapse of time it makes systems more and more complicated and finally available to be understood only by previous users. That is the main reason why new users are always shocked by the complexity of a new system.

In the paper we discuss a solution of such problems by extending engineering process and creation of a new framework, where all the models used in engineering process are divided into separate related models starting from the business system model and proceeding with information system model, software system model and finishing with generation and implementation of a new software system code or
implementation of such models directly into the final software system to allow dynamic executable code generation.

We are convinced that business rule driven dynamic data analysis and decision support according to the proposed framework can be used for creation of active software system automatically reacting to the changes of the business system state and modifying existing or creating new executable data analysis processes in the final software system code.

The paper is structured as follows: Section 1 discusses the related work; Section 2 introduces the framework for business rule driven software system design and the possibility of using the framework for data analysis software system design, using rule model driven transformations and dynamic business rule transformations. Section 3 introduces current state of our research in practical implementation of the proposed framework. Finally we present our conclusions and discuss future research in Section 4.

1. Related Work

The software system design according to the software engineering methods starts with writing requirements and specifications. Such specifications mostly are written in informal form to be understandable by business users. Following further implementation of such informal specifications it is very difficult to eliminate misunderstandings or misinterpretations and track all the changes needed in already implemented Software system when Business system changes.

Business systems are functioning according to business rules in specific business domain. Due to the dynamics of its nature, the business environment is changing frequently according to internal and external influences such as changes in law, new competition, etc. [1]. Business requires immediate and adequate reaction to the changes and immediate data analysis for decision support.

The changes of business environment rules are affecting business systems and the part used for data analysis and decision support first of all. Such systems through the time are integrating new features and functionality. This is determined by changes in business models, competition, legislation, business policy and rules.

Because of the need for immediate changes there is usually no time for adequate and detail analysis, system designers can not find where business rules have been implemented into the software system code, how they interfere with each other and which part of the code in the software system will be affected. Most of immediate changes are unexpected and have no assigned budget for them.

“Specifications understandable by users, developers and reusers must be simple and concise, must be abstract — no implementation, details must be complete — no gaps for developers to fill, must be precise — no guesses over ambiguities” [2]. Haim Kilov and other authors try to achieve it by embedding business rules into relations in graphical object oriented requirement specifications and models, creating reusable abstract constructs called business patterns.

Using this approach [2, 3] business rules are involved in capturing requirements and creating business or information system model and stored in graphical specifications. Although the main reason why business patterns or models are not reused without further manual interpretation is because the computation of a floating decimal number remained in gross-to-net pay obviously did not remain the same even in two installations in the same city. That means - design process does not eliminate or
control further manual transformation of the requirements and the final result usually depends on the developer. Thereby by implementing the requirement in the development process the relations to the business rules are lost. The other problem is that the meaning of the Business rule embedded in a graphical model can change already in design process by adding new business rules and storing them by adding new components and relations to the model. Such changes can result in contradictions and incompleteness of business rule set.

There are business activities where the business rules are being changed frequently and depend on some business parameters especially in data analysis and decision support. Most work in dynamic business service composition has focused on using work flows either as an engine for distributed activity coordination or as a tool to model and define service composition. Representative works are described in [4], where the authors discuss the development of a platform specifying and enacting composite services in the context of a workflow engine, using model driven service composition.

Analyzing the possibility of dynamic data analysis implementation authors usually mention two possible opportunities: active databases and warehousing with integrated On-line Analysis Processing (OLAP). In any case doing data analysis we do not modify the existing data model. We use different queries generating new views or generating data cubes in OLAP and slicing them from different perspectives as needed [5]. Data model in data analysis process is not changed. SS user can manipulate using data elements as well directly from DBMS, but business user’s can not see how it corresponds to the business rules and business policy.

In [3] the authors state that by selecting and combining the most suitable and economical web services, business processes can be assigned dynamically by observing the changing business conditions. We think the same way can be used for dynamic data analysis process generation according to business situation. There are two different ways of data analysis process creation – design and storing of the different executable processes in software system, at the same time mapping different processes to different conditions stored in software system rules and the other one – storing business rules and transformations needed for data analysis process generation and compiling the process, using stored transformations, on the fly according to the current business rule set loaded in the Knowledge base of the system. This approach will be discussed in Section 4.

In [6] the authors analyze the basic elements in web service composition, present a rule driven mechanism to govern and guide the process of service composition in terms of five broad composition phases spanning abstract definition, scheduling, construction, execution, and evolution to support on demand business process selection for execution of the predefined business processes.

One of the assumptions all the standards for web service composition (e.g. BPEL - Business Process Execution Language) make is that the business process is pre-defined. Obviously this assumption does not hold if business needs to accommodate changes in applications, technology, and organizational policies. We agree with the authors that business processes can be dynamically built by composing web services if they are constructed based on and governed by business rules and we will expand this view creating framework for business rule driven software engineering in the next section.
2. The Framework

Traditional Information system engineering presented in Figure 1 is based on classical Waterfall Software system lifecycle and is dedicated for real world (business system) modeling using requirements, specifications and models usually embedding business rules and implementing them into the data, process or object models and the final software system (SS) code later on. Requirement engineering according to the traditional engineering from such perspective is technology independent and built on business rules and existing business infrastructure presented in figure as organizational structure. Later during the design period requirement model is transformed into technology dependent models and software code.

It is good for SS designed as tools allowing automation of business processes with simple predefined logics implemented into IF … THEN, CASE logical sentences, cycles or procedure and function sequences. However it supports only slow changes in business systems without deep understanding how new SS will change the business system itself and without possibility of future modification without all the reengineering process.

In next section we introduce a framework approach to business rule driven data analysis software system design. We believe this approach will help to understand the issues, design activities and transformations needed to create infrastructure enabling to separate business rules and store them for further processing and transformation into different parts of final software system code and how business rules can be applied in each phase following the framework.

2.1. The Framework for Business Rule Driven Engineering

If we look into business system differently as into a living organism it should support different living strategies, provide organizational structure with resources needed and produce synergetic benefit to get new resources used for expansion of the system and reduction of internal resource usage by implementation of data analysis based decisions, new technologies or optimization of organizational structure and business processes.

There are already large systems allowing automation of simple logic structured business processes and the question is how to automate less structured business processes with frequently changing logics without need of reengineering entire all the SS. One of such processes is business system state based data analysis.

To allow engineering of such dynamic data processes and explain the proposed approach we present a framework displayed in Figure 2. We look into system engineering as set of related models based on business requirements and model transformations, but the part of frequently changing logics is separated into new rule model and used entire engineering for transformation into other models or implemented directly into SS using information processing rules placed into the specially designed software component - business rule repository in the final Software system with a specific infrastructure described in [9] and discussed in Section 3.

Presenting the framework we suggest a new look into business rule based information system development process by introducing three system model architecture of the engineering process, where all the models created during development process are divided into separate system models starting from real business system, going further to the business system model, information system model, software system model.
SS models are to be transformed into the final software system at the end of the engineering process, at the same time using model transformations in different abstraction levels e.g. process model (placed in the second row of the framework) from business process model to the information system process model, software system process model and final procedure source code in the software system.

Traditional engineering usually includes process, object and data models (displayed in the rows of the proposed framework). The entire traditional engineering process is done by using manual or semi automatic transformation of those models, but it excludes business rules. However every model in the business system is derived from business rules or affected by business logics embedded in such rules.

We suggest new Rule model column in the proposed framework to allow explanation of the separate processing of captured business rules. According to the proposed framework business rules are captured from real business system and stored in business rule model of the business system model. The business rules are acting in business system model and are used as a source for transformation into other models following framework going down into the related object, process and data business system models.

As mentioned before business rules can be transformed into information processing rules stored in the information system rule model, and data processing rules in the software system rule model and data processing software system code in the final software system.

All the parts of models in the framework are related and/or derived to/from each other, so the relations should be kept as much further as possible following transformations in the design process. The relations can be stored in specific design environment or repository and used for further modifications and reengineering doing what-if analysis to find affected parts of the participating models after the specific business rule is changed in the business system.

The framework proposes an ideal structure of the complete business rule driven software engineering process architecture.
That is the main grid for better visualization of the engineering process using business rules. We do not mean that all the models should be preserved. We suppose this to be overloaded and sometimes impossible due to complexity, but we always need to choose the parts of the model which better suit a specific situation. The composition of such selected models and transformations is usually presented as a separate information system development method. If it could be ever possible to realize fully automated model transformations and preserve all the relations we could get an ideal intelligent system creating and modifying itself by adding new business rules to the rule model and limited only by restrictions and availability of model structures used. Theoretically such system may generate several models according to the same rule set.

However absolute automation of information system development process is impossible due to the rules acting in real business system and not included into the models or even not suspected to exist at all.

The main difference of automated development processes and engineering processes done by humans is creativity. According to the currently existing facts (data) and knowledge (rule set) humans generate models and doing what-if analysis evaluate them by selecting the best using dynamically created testing criteria. Humans create models to simplify the real world and predict the result of real processes and relations between them included in the model.

Any automated process created to produce models should simulate such behavior. Unfortunately it is impossible for the current automated software design systems due to complexity and according to the traditional engineering all or the most part of the creativity is left for humans. In the next sections we present two different approaches of business rule based model transformation driven software system engineering according to the proposed framework: manual – where models are created and transformed by humans presented in Section 2.2 and dynamic moving part of the models directly into the final software allowing dynamic transformations and software
system operation based on automated logical derivations using business rules stored in the SS and facts representing current business system state described in Section 2.3.

2.2. Manual Business Rule Based Model Driven Information System Engineering

The traditional engineering is covered by the framework. As an example it can be the engineering process starting from creation of Business system model, when we identify actors and business activities by creating business use case diagrams. By drawing data flow diagrams (DFD) we create information system process model in the information system model. We usually do business rule modeling too by creating business system and information system requirements in plain text (kind of informal business rule and information processing rule model) and embedding business rules in relations used in graphical diagrams [7]. Only part of the business process model is usually transformed into the information system process model and only part of the information system model is transformed to the software system model moving further according to the framework by creating UML activity and static structure diagrams, transforming part of them into the software model diagrams, data structures, interfaces and specifications later on. We always follow the framework: create rule models analyzing business logics and use business rule and system model transformations going through the system models. This does not depend on whether it is going in the mind of a designer, using graphical notation or on paper.

Business rules based model driven approach to the information system development described in [8] according to the framework can be explained as follows.

According to the proposed framework business rules should be defined precisely and declaratively and contain signature (operation parameters and their types), precondition (what should be true immediately before), post condition (what should be true immediately after), triggering condition (when it should be executed) and operations should preserve corresponding invariants (those properties of things and relationships that stay the same). The business rules are formalized in the information system model using XML and OCL languages and transformed to rule class diagrams and ECA rules. ECA rules are transformed into triggers in the active database management system (DBMS). Following rule transformations in parallel other models are created in the process, data and object model rows.

All the models included in the framework relate to each other and any modification in any of the model will fire modifications in the other models. Tracking of all the relations according to the proposed framework would empower simulation of such changes and enable identification of the affected parts of the models.

Data analysis software system design and a possibility of dynamic business rule transformations according to the proposed framework are discussed in the next sections.

2.3. Dynamic Business Rule Transformation Driven Software Design

There are two main views in the dynamic business rule driven software system design. One of them is to design predefined executable processes and execute them by using rules in the software system, where processes and execution rules are derived from business rules using transformations [4]. The other one, discussed in our papers [9, 10], is where business rules and facts describing current business system state are loaded into inference engine of the software system and transformed into software system executable data analysis process according to the results of logical derivations.
We have stated that the first view is not complete, because it is not enough to distinguish five broad phases defined in [3] (definition, scheduling, construction, execution and evolution) and create composition rules for data analysis system. A lot of system logics cannot be expressed by using separate rules. In most cases the result is more complicated and can be affected by combination of the whole rule set and interference of the rules. That is why we need to use more complicated logical derivation algorithms to evaluate the whole rule set before firing the first rule conformed to the predefined evaluation criteria at the predefined time according to the first view. On the other hand using the second view the result of the process depends on the inference machine used for logical derivations and in some cases it is impossible to predict a possible range of the results.

It is a problem because we need to have predefined transformations results or executable processes components for every derivation result. Anyway this problem can be solved building up new logical processing layer (e.g. decision processing subsystem) on the top of the software system to store part of the software integrated models and default transformations for processing of business rules stored directly in the SS and to generate SS code dynamically on demand according to the current business system state (Figure 3). We have proposed a method in [9, 10] for realization of such dynamic business rule transformations. It incorporates traditional design using modeling for analysts to model business rules using usual graphical representation in UML or represent the rules in formal XML form using predefined templates.

According to the proposed method programmers can create rule templates and transformations in XML language. The proposed method involves business users by adding special transformations created to translate formally specified business rules to human language allowing understanding of the business rules implemented in the software system processes. The BR representation templates and transformation schemas are the same for one class of the rules. Templates and transformation schemas can be reused many times and modified in entire all the systems at once.

The difficulty in creating classification schema is to allow management of such large set of business rules and possible transformations and combinations of rule sets needed. It is impossible to capture all the business rules and create models and transformations for them. It is needed to develop clear selection criteria during the engineering process and choose which part of the business rules will be transformed according to the requirements and implemented according to the traditional engineering process and which part will be stored in the software system for further derivations in the inference machine and dynamic transformation according to the rules in the information system model and transformed into triggers, stored procedures or software system code. Some of the business rules can be used as sources for paper documents describing business policy and business procedure logics and manuals for training employees.

According to the proposed method the rules are added to the rule model after logical processing in the inference machine to eliminate contradictions and prepare rule sets for further transformations. There is a theoretical possibility to dynamically create new information from data analysis results and translate them into new facts. These facts can be added to the knowledge base of the inference machine used in the rule model. It is possible to check if the loaded facts reflecting current business system state conform according to the business policy (business rules loaded in the knowledge base).
This would enable creation of intelligent integrated data analysis and business support system allowing dynamical business state evaluation and produce new knowledge or business rules. That would allow dynamical what-if analysis and decision modeling by eliminating contradictions in the knowledge base – changing business rules or adding new rules or facts for logical processing before implementing them into the business system. There is another challenge of automated discovery of new business rules from data analysis results using reasoning and data mining left behind the scope of this paper.

For implementation of the proposed method specially designed software system architecture is needed. It is possible to construct some of the models according to the framework in the mind of a designer or describe using informal language on paper, use graphical model visualizations or implement directly into the software. It is possible to do manual transformations like drawing UML diagrams according to the information system requirements or do semi or full automatic model transformations like creation of the database according to the database model diagram. Anyway it will fit into the framework. Comprehensive and consistent, models should be derived one from the other and related to each other. If we store and track the relations and model transformations we will be able to find which business rules and where are implemented in the final software system code and modify all the affected models and software system code by changing business rules and/or transformations in the Rule model stored in a specially designed repository.


The proposed framework introduces an idea of using business rules for system evolution, managing business system changes by tracking business rules and changing all the dependent models and implementation into the software system.

Figure 3. The framework used for software integrated model development
The final ideal result of the framework could be a complete set of the models and their transformations, represented by different classes in the framework. Realization of fully automated model transformations preserving all the relations starting from the business rules could allow to get an ideal intelligent system creating and modifying itself by adding new business rules to the rule model and limited only by the restrictions and availability of model structures (classes) used.

Our investigations are based on XML transformations. We have used informal business rules captured in the business rule model of the business system model. The business rules are classified and formalized using DTD or XSD templates. Formal business rules are combined into different rule sets, depending on the expected transformation results and classes they belong to. In our experiments we have transformed rule sets into different UML models using XSLT transformation schemas.
Such UML models were used for transformation into SQL triggers. Current automated computer-aided design (CAD) software systems allow the automated transformation of the software system UML models into software system components too. The latest research is oriented in examination of warehouse and OLAP technologies, possibilities of integrated model and business rule dynamic transformations into MDX instructions used to produce OLAP data cubes according to the model in Figure 4.

During our experiments we have discovered that going through the system models of the framework there is more and more automation possibilities of the transformations. It is because of more formalization and less uncertainty left due to the more detailed specification of the models.

Software system model transformations into the software system components are almost linear and can be produced using simple XSLT mapping between two different structures. However it is impossible to use such transformations in the initial system models. In the information system model and especially in the business system model there is a lot of rules acting at the same time and interfering with each other making contradictions and incomplete rule sets. Using traditional design methods contradictions are usually eliminated while using human creativity for development of new requirements or elimination of some of them out of the requirement set (rule set). Due to the large amount and complexity of the organizational structure of the requirements the contradictions are left and result in the inadequate implementations of the software system functionality. For solution of such problems and support for transformations we propose usage of dynamic business rule transformations using predicates and inference engine. This work is still in the research stage [10].

At this stage of the research we cannot fully replace traditional requirement engineering using proposed Rule model. However we have transformed business rules into the requirements using XSLT transformations. We will continue our research to extend and support the requirement engineering process by using business rule derivations using inference machine and allow creation of complete and non-contradiction requirements.

4. Conclusions

It is clear that the current system design methods are not capable of dealing with the complex and dynamic nature of business rules in a complicated and dynamic business environment. Several methods have been developed for the business rules driven engineering process, but there is no complete picture describing how and where the existing methods act in the whole engineering process.

The proposed framework introduces an idea of using Business Rules for system evolution, managing business system changes by tracking business rules and changing all the dependent models through the entire engineering process and implementation into software system. The framework introduces an ideal structure of integrated models for business rule driven software engineering process. It is too complicated to use all the included models. Therefore the framework models should be used according to the needs in the specific engineering process.

Tracking of the relations between different models and their sources in the framework allows following business rule transformations and implementations into the final software code. This allows easier implementation of the changed business
rules, redesign and modification of the models through the entire engineering process. The data collected during the design according to the proposed framework allow to create additional functionality easier by modifying the existing business processes affected by the changed business rules and replicate changes down to the software system changing the related existing software system processes instead of creating new and avoiding to get the system more and more complex.

We argue that it is very difficult to achieve fully automated business rule transformations to the software system components. However we have discovered that it is possible to achieve it in some parts of the software system by implementing specific business rule transformations into transitional models and final executable software system code used for intelligent adaptable data analysis.

Therefore the challenge is to provide a guide for further model transformation analysis and develop a method for business rule transformations into other models and final executable data analysis processes in an automated fashion. This can be allowed by creating a special software system architecture used to store all the transformations needed and execute them according to the current business system condition based on the dynamic data analysis results. Such software system could actively react and adapt to the changes in the business environment.

The work presented here summarizes the experience from business rule driven data analysis system design investigation. In the future we will further investigate issues such as automated business rule and rule model transformations using other artificial intelligence methods.
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Abstract. Aspect-oriented development has become one of the most intensively investigated themes in software development. In this paper, the method is proposed for reconfigurable modeling of aspect-oriented information system when <<Core>> and <<Aspect>> concerns may be represented separately and combined in different ways without changing their models or implementation. <<Aspect>> concerns are consistently represented during development process starting from <<Aspect>> use cases till crosscutting interfaces and templates for tailoring aspects for specific contexts. Examples from IT-Europe project are given where aspect-oriented concepts were used for modeling behavior of software agents performing self-management functionality of IT Knowledge Portal.
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Introduction

The goal of this paper is a further elaboration and refinement of ideas presented in [1], where aspect-oriented use cases were proposed for extension of Design Independent Modeling (DIM) [2] of Information Systems having crosscutting concerns known as aspects [3, 4, 5]. In Design Independent Modeling, use cases are formalized using concept of object-oriented interfaces; aspect-oriented use cases are represented via crosscutting interfaces [6]. Crosscutting interfaces are different from usual (<<Core>>) interfaces as they affect associated interfaces via a dependency stereotyped as <<crosscut>> that changes (extends) the behavior of <<Core>> interfaces. Moreover, the <<crosscut>> dependency often is driven by aspect-oriented pattern, which slightly changes (adapts to the corresponding context) the behavior of <<Aspect>> interfaces.

It is desirable to keep core components and extensions (aspects) independent from each other making aspects reusable as much as possible. The effectiveness of aspect-oriented methods is conditioned by the possibility to introduce aspectual features (often they are additional behavioral features – so called “advice” in aspect-oriented terminology) in different points (“join points”) of a structure or the execution of a software system. In this paper, the method is proposed for reconfigurable modeling of
aspect-oriented information system when <<Core>> and <<Aspect>> concerns may be represented separately and combined in different ways without changing their models or implementation (we do not devote here special section for definitions of aspect-oriented concepts as they were described in our previous work [1] and are thoroughly discussed in literature, e.g. [7, 8, 9]).

Aspect-oriented modeling is complicated, and despite the tremendous amounts of research by this theme there is no unified methodology how to deal with aspect-oriented development from initial requirements till implementation. The main contributions of this work are in:

- representation of aspect-oriented use cases;
- formalization of aspect-oriented use cases via crosscutting interfaces;
- using templates, configurations and defaults for composing aspectual interfaces with core ones.

Shortly, our objectives are in consecutive analysis process, as there is a lack of methodology for representing the initial aspect-oriented requirements in a consistent, formalized way for further transformation to design. The method is demonstrated with examples from Information Technology (IT) Knowledge Portal (investigated in IT-Europe project) – a Web information system having self-management aspects. Such systems react to external behavior not only by satisfying user requests but also by invoking additional services. In IT Knowledge Portal, the system agents calculate ratings, send reminders, assign reviewers, etc. Well-designed, such system may be fully capable automatically perform all desirable management and administrative activities, i.e., to automate work that is usually performed by system administrator or other responsible roles. The problem is in attaching/detaching management activities to various places of behavior of large variety of core components of the functioning system, as requirements for management may change. Event-based aspect-oriented approach seems to be the most appropriate solution for this situation, although it lacks smooth methodology going from requirements to code and often is hidden in technological level. In current paper, the attempts were made to represent aspect concerns in the early stage of development – from initial use cases till elaborated requirement level analysis model (DIM), ready for input to design phase. Even in this stage, aspect-orientation gives substantial benefits by crystallizing models and reducing huge amounts of specifications.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 1, our approach to aspect-oriented use cases is explained. Section 2 presents configurable Subject-observer pattern for representation of interactions between core and aspectual interfaces obtained from use case specifications. Section 3 is devoted for separation of aspectual behavior, and Section 4 – for composition of core and aspectual behavior using templates, configuration of behavior and adaptation of aspects. In Section 5, related work is concerned. Finally, Section 6 draws some conclusions and highlights the future work.

1. Aspect-Oriented Use Cases

Let’s begin from example. In IT Knowledge Portal, users have different levels of ratings dependent from their activities and quality of these activities. The ratings are determined by users themselves through reviewing and evaluation. The user activities are: writing papers; announcing the hottest news; organizing conferences, presentations
and other events; making reviews, comments, evaluations, etc. Management of reviewing, notifications to users, paper acceptance and publishing, an evaluation of ratings is accomplished by system agents; there are a lot of similar though not fully identical activities. For example, reviewing is different for research papers and short papers – IT technology news, although they have many common features. It is desirable to design and implement such system in a way that similar parts may be reused and possibly modified in a future when the system evolves.

We do not consider here security, persistency, transactions and other mechanisms that usually are treated as aspects in aspect-oriented development (and in IT Knowledge portal as well). The attention is devoted to the management and time aspects that integrate with the rest behavior using events. A model and descriptions of use cases representing paper submission and reviewing are given in Figure 1 (the abstract pattern of such use cases was presented in [1]).

The idea to represent aspects as use cases in an early stage of development was borrowed from Jacobson [10], who has proposed to specify aspecual behavior via extension use cases. Such representation well conforms to extension semantics. However, Jacobson’s <<Aspect>> use cases are dependent from <<Core>> use cases as they are added at concrete extension points. Moreover, Jacobson’s use case specifications are directly used for implementation in AspectJ, omitting other modeling stages.

In our case, use case extensions are written independently from core use cases: extension points of core use cases are state-changing events serving as triggering events of <<Weaver>> use case, managing these extensions (“weaving” is aspect-oriented concept meaning integration of core and aspecual concerns). All extensions are written in specification of the <<Weaver>> use case. Invocation of additional behavior also is specified independently of <<Aspect>> use cases, using triggering events of <<Aspect>> use cases as extension points. In a general case, <<Weaver>> use case specification consists of pointcuts, expressed as constraints on possible join points, and additional behavior (advices) (here “pointcut” is an aspect-oriented term, expressing definition of a set of possible join points). In this paper, the changes of

---

**Figure 1.** An example of aspect-oriented use cases
states of observable entities of problem domain are taken as <<pointcut>> constraints for discovering join points where additional behavior should be introduced. Pointcut constraints are represented using meta data structures that are considered in Section 4. Advices are represented as <<Aspect>> use cases at this stage.

2. Configurable Aspect-Oriented Subject-Observer Pattern

In Figure 2, the configurable Subject-observer pattern for interfaces representing aspect-oriented use cases is given.

This pattern is a concretized case of the pattern presented in [1], where choice of Subject-observer pattern and its employment for representation of interactions between <<Core>> and <<Aspect>> concerns was explored and compared with other approaches [11, 12, 13]. Event, SubjectRole, ObserverRole, AdviceOperation and Entity classes are introduced for enabling to configure management activities and other aspectual behavior invoked after observable events changing states of entities of problem domain (papers, reviews, users etc.). The “Default” class (the type of attribute AdviceOperation.default) is used for setting the parameters of aspects tailoring them for different cases (for example, a reviewing interval should be different for short news and full scientific papers). Having user interface for setting interfaces, events and entities that are playing roles of subjects, join points and observers in concrete cases of interactions between core and aspectual interfaces, the aspectual interfaces become configurable and adaptable for different core interfaces without changing their model or implementation.

Figure 2. Configurable Subject-observer pattern
ISubjectRole and IObserverRole extend core or aspectual interfaces with crosscutting features, i.e., IConcreteSubject having several crosscutting interfaces will become extended with additional operations by a composition of these interfaces (Figure 3). Every concrete weaving of subject and observer may be represented as an individual use case and as a concrete Subject-observer pattern. We assume that aspects are “almost” domain-independent, therefore only specializations of core interfaces, playing roles of subjects, are marked by stereotype <<crosscut>>. The exceptions are specializations of aspectual interfaces playing roles of subjects, as the IManageReviewing interface in IT-Europe portal case (Figure 4) does.

Every interface, affected with crosscuts, must be extended with features, corresponding to crosscutting ones adapted to the context of subject-role interface, so specialization relationship stereotyped with <<crosscut>> is different from the convenient specialization. The tailoring of aspects for different domains is made by using Default class which attributes are parameters of the corresponding advice operation. Object diagrams representing event configuration and default parameters of advice operations for concrete domain are presented later in the paper (Figure 8).

For example, concrete interface ISubmitPaper will be extended with additional behavior originated from interfaces IManageEvents, IManageTimer, IManageReviewing and INotifyUsers (apart Security, Persistency and other concerns that usually are treated as aspects in aspect-oriented development). IManageEvents enables dynamic weaving of aspects by means of configuration: when particular event occurs \( \text{hasOccurred}() = \text{true} \) IEventManager reads event recipients from ObserverRole objects (Figure 2) having links with corresponding event (an event is distinguishable from its instance that is called “eventOccurrence” in UML 2.0).

There are two fundamental ways to observing events: watching of state changes in database, or “reading” events together with their type information from runtime environment, using reflection [14, 15, 16]. The proposed pattern does not constrain the way for detection of events. The reflection usually raises the execution time. Currently, two prototypical implementations (in .Net 2) are made: the first one – using database events, and the second – creation of events explicitly.

Explicit creation of events narrows down the flexibility of the proposed approach. To make the system more adaptable, we must create events in advance, in all possible places where join points may be required. A large amount of created events will extra-load the weaver. The solution for this issue is to define operation for creation of events.
in such a way that event should be created only it is indicated in Event configuration (Figure 2). The specification of operation for creation of events is given in OCL:

```oclm
context ISubjectRole::setEvent(s:String): EventInstance
pre:self.hasChanged(s:String) and Event exist(e|e.name=s)
post: EventInstance count(ei|ei.oclIsNew())=1
and result.oclIsNew() and result.Event.name=s
and result.date=now()),

where operation hasChanged(s:String) is defined as:

context ISubjectRole::hasChanged(s:String):Boolean
result:Entity exists(e|e.oclInState(s) and
s.SubjectRole=self and not(e.state=e@pre.state))
```

Operations `hasChanged()` and `setEvent()` defined here are not complete self-sustaining operations as in general case [1]; they must be inserted in code after every operation that potentially may change states of entities. Additionally, if operation of ISubject may change states of several entities, operations `hasChanged()` and `setEvent()` should be inserted for state changing of every entity appearing as type of an argument of the corresponding operation of the interface.

Type of arguments of `hasChanged()` and `setEvent()` operations is a standard UML data type “String”. However, these arguments mean names of states of entities and names of events as names of states are used for naming of corresponding events. Hierarchy of names must be defined in system Namespace.
3. Interactions of Core Interfaces and Crosscutting Aspects

The behavior of aspect-oriented system must conform to business processes the system is intended to support. These processes often are described using activity or sequence diagrams consisting of activities and interactions of interfaces representing use cases. In Figure 5, a part of an initial sequence diagram describing submission and reviewing of a paper is presented. Suppose, we want to treat timer management, reviewing-management and notification concerns as aspects. The responsibility of IManageTimer would be a creation of all types of time-related events: instantaneous, time-interval events (delays and leads), and periodic ones. IManageReviewing crosscut with IManageTimer aspect must include formation of parameters relevant for creating of corresponding time-related events at desired join points. Recall that such join points are change events arising when entities are reaching some kinds of states that are desired to be managed. Such essential states are identified and specified during analysis of problem domain (state machines for Paper and Review entities are presented in Figure 5). Dependencies between state-changing events (circles) and state transitions are shown as dashed lines in Figure 5 (only few dependencies are shown).

Changing state of entity “Paper” to “PaperSubmitted” invokes a set of activities performed by system agents. Time events are set by the TimerManager agent, implementing the IManageTimer interface. These time events are: the end of registering reviews, reminding about the end of reviewing, and the reviewing itself. Also, reviewers are assigned by the ReviewingManager agent, implementing IManageReviewing interface; and, finally, assigned reviewers are notified by the Notification agent about the proposals to revise assigned papers.

In ordinary Object-oriented design, such invocations will be performed by defined sequence of message-sending actions. For changing this sequence (adding or deleting actions, changing the order or implementations of actions), the corresponding design or implementation should be changed. In proposed configurable Aspect-oriented development, where core and aspectual interfaces are separated, it is possible to change desired actions by setting them by IConfigure interface (Figure 2). The generic sequence diagram now looks like one in Figure 6.

The interactions between interfaces, playing roles of subjects, and interfaces, playing roles of observers, are implemented by setting events on an event queue and “reading” them from the queue (operation “hasOccurred”). For assuring these interactions, all observable state changes must be complemented with creation of events, and all desired additional behaviour (“advices”) should be declaratively specified as operations of crosscutting interfaces of observers. That is, desirable scenarios of Information System must be specified using Event, SubjectRole, ObserverRole, AdviceOperation objects (Figure 2). Furthermore, Default objects must be created for those Subject-observer patterns that require default values for performing crosscutting operations. For example, reviewing management requires to know what time interval is committed for registering for reviewing and reviewing itself; what maximum time is devoted for prolongation of reviewing, etc. These defaults may be different for different reviewing subjects: for example, full papers require minimum three reviews and reviewing time is two months; and news require smart revision (1 hour) and only one review with conclusion “Yes” or “No”. Default and Parameter are different in that Default values are the same for all instances of particular event, when Parameter values are different.
Figure 5. Sequence diagram for Use Case “Submit Paper” and state machines of entities “Paper” and “Review”
4. Using Crosscutting Interface Templates for Aspect Weaving

In proposed pattern in Figure 2, multiple inheritances between interfaces were abundantly used. Authors of [17] argue, that multiple inheritances or mixins [18] are replaceable by templateable elements (at our abstraction level, such elements are interfaces). Instead of creation of multiple extensions, it is desirable to use bindings of templates representing aspect patterns (Figure 7). Nevertheless, creation of these bindings requires a lot of thorough work – it is desirable to automate the bindings using domain analysis artefacts, or at least to enforce a strict design discipline.

The order of bindings of templates is marked with numbered circles. ITimer operation “setEvent()” is bound 3 times; all bindings are specified as metadata using classes Event, ISubjectRole, IObserverRole, Entity, AdviceOperation, and their parameters. The example of such specifications is given in Figure 8, where the same scenario as in Figure 5 is encoded in objects.

Part of specifications in Figure 8 may be derived automatically from sequence or activity diagrams, representing business processes, or, conversely, sequence diagrams may be constructed from objects using transformations between object and interaction metamodels. The main constraints added to these metamodels are strict usages of names, and the same names are used for states of entities and events, playing roles of join points were additional operations are introduced.
Another strict requirement is raised for specification of default values for parameters of advice operations. Default parameters are configurable, but every adoption of aspect template requires to setting of defaults. If some default is not specified for an individual case, the nearest more general default is used. Default classes are different for every aspect or operation, and default objects are different for every usage of them. The example of TimeEventDefault class and objects is given in Figure 8.

5. Related Work and Discussion

This method is build on the basis of several proposals. Besides DIM [2] modeling and verification, the ideas of Jacobson method [10] are used, but differently from Jacobson, aspectual use cases are independent of base behavior, described in core use cases. We extend the use of UML stereotypes proposed in [19] to specification of use cases, so aspectual concepts are applied from the very initial phase of development.

For verification of aspect-oriented models, DIM verification [2] is used extended with composition of sequence diagrams representing interactions of core and aspectual use cases (the similar method is proposed in [20], although our DIM transformations...
The Observer pattern is a fundamental pattern in aspect-orientated development, integration environments and event-based architectures. In aspect-oriented design, Subject and Observer are replaced with Subject-observer pattern [11, 21, 22, 23], where concrete subject and concrete observer are only logically related; inheritance is replaced with role modeling.

We have taken the [18] principles as theoretical basis to represent aspects as mixins; although for practical representation the configurable binding [17] adopts features of design patterns and mixins combining the advantages of both strategies, enabling reusability of implementation as well as reduces performance and resource consumption of the system. In our approach, metadata are proposed for configuration; aspects are tailored to core elements using default objects. Our proposal uses meta-level, model-level and instance-level concepts to represent design-independent, aspect-oriented model in terms of abstract interfaces and entities of problem domain.

In Model-driven development, specifying transformations between aspect-oriented models at various levels of abstraction can be a complex task as system features are tangled with other system features and elements to be transformed are distributed across a model. Although, aspect-oriented concepts are incident to Model-driven principles as transformation, composition and weaving are very similar in their nature [24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29]. We use [2] transformations and some transformations, similar to [26, 27]; although for our overall purpose the additional transformations are needed.

Figure 8. Objects, representing configuration for observed event “PaperSubmitted”
6. Conclusions and Future Work

Aspect-orientation is a perspective but not an easy way and requires more efforts for achieving the higher quality of models. The proposed method covers relatively a narrow scope of the whole problem of aspect-oriented development, though it fits to a large variety of information systems concerned with management of business processes, self-managing software agents and time events. It is directed mainly to dynamic weaving of core functionality and aspects and is based on event modeling and aspect-oriented Subject-observer pattern, but static weaving also is not avoided.

The method is presented using examples, although it is based on ontologically founded principles of conceptual models, addressing the multiple inheritances and role modeling. The use of aspect-oriented separation of concerns leads to better design ensuring extensibility, adaptability and reuse. These shortcomings of object-oriented methodologies are intuitively understood by programmers, developers and even business analysts dealing with early stages of development.

The main contribution of the work is representation of crosscutting concerns by aspect-oriented use cases and mapping them to crosscutting interface templates. Adapting aspectual interfaces to different contexts is performed by binding core interfaces to aspect templates by setting template parameters and advice operations defaults. Required configurations of core and aspectual interfaces are managed by configuring metadata of weaving scenarios. We could not completely avoid “invasive” impact on core interfaces when applying aspects – in current implementations, events should be explicitly created in places of potential join points. Although, in configured application, only observable events will be created.

The proposed method requires of the strict development discipline, strong adhering to naming scheme etc. The real effect of this methodology may be achieved only applying Model-driven development principles. According to our previous proposal, scenarios of weaving core and aspects should be checked using automatic or semi-automatic procedures of generation of sequence diagrams and bi-directional transformations between sequence diagrams and state machines for verification. Besides ensuring correctness of aspect-oriented models, currently we are working on automation of static weaving for introduction of advices caused by ISubjectRole crosscuts, and capabilities to automate setting of configurations from initial business process models.
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Introduction

There is a strong trend towards higher reuse in software engineering. Component-based approach [1, 2, 3, 4] significantly lowers the barriers for reuse of prebuilt self-contained blocks in developing of large-scale software systems. Assembling systems from existing components has already proved its importance and value in many kinds of older engineering subdisciplines, including civil, naval, mechanical, aerospace engineering. It should be noted that in hardware engineering component-based approach is widely used, too. For the years, producing of computer hardware has radically changed. However, the state of affairs in software development cannot be characterized by such fundamental changes. Although research was very fruitful in component-based software engineering during recent years [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7], there still are open questions and problems to solve: system modeling, analysis and design methods in the component-oriented manner, proper component modeling notations, architectural theory. Much effort and attention was primarily focused on software component technologies and platforms, and the industrialized software production is nearly achieved.

Nevertheless, current component-oriented theory does not provide adequate support for information systems development. Component-based paradigm, which supports interface-oriented development and focuses on the interactions of autonomous components, is a quite new paradigm in this context. To say more precisely, the paradigm is forming. Thus, the ideas presented should be developed or denied in near future.
This paper discusses the attempts to combine classical enterprise information systems development methodologies with component-based approach, i.e. extending component thinking to information systems development. The paper presents the hypothesis that integrated enterprise information systems (IEIS) can be conceptualized and developed as component-based systems. This implies that concept of component is significant and plays an essential role throughout the information system development lifecycle, not only in the software development process, resulting in binary or source code packages. The hypothesis is based on research done in the field of unification of approaches used to model business processes, information systems (IS) and software systems and to create an environment that facilitates the development of the whole enterprise system [8, 9, 10]. The objective of this paper is to advocate and argue for the component-based IEIS development paradigm and to offer the answer to the question “what is IEIS component”.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 1 explains our start position – the conceptual framework that conceptualizes business, information and software systems in uniform manner. Section 2 discusses and provides arguments for the component-based approach in the context of enterprise systems engineering. Section 3 defines the integrated enterprise information systems components. Related works are discussed in Section 4. Finally, in Section 5 we present concluding remarks.

1. Enterprise System and its Integrated Information System

A variety of approaches and multiplicity of different terminology sets are in use by different developers of business, information and software engineering systems. We will present a short explanation of our conceptual framework to clarify our start position.

An enterprise is a three-layered system consisting of business systems, information systems, and supporting software systems [8]. Any information system is a constituent part of business system and any software system is an essential part of a particular IS. Enterprise information system is integrated if and only if the lower-level systems are aware of higher-level systems and the lower-level systems are constrained by rules governing processes in higher-level systems (Figure 1); in other words, all three layers are properly integrated. So, integrated enterprise information system is developed on the base of business system model. The entities (objects, processes, events, etc.) presented in the business model map to entities in information system. However, this is not a one-to-one mapping. An entity in a business model cannot always be translated into one entity in information system, there are some entities in a business model that are not present in information system, and vice versa.

We thought of software system as consisting of software programs (the executable parts of a software system), files, databases, etc., designed to perform a well-defined set of tasks or to control processes and equipments. A set of hardware is necessary to execute a software system. So, proper sets of functional entities capable to realize functional operations (manageable units of work) must be defined at the information technology, as well as at the information processing level. We strongly separate organizational structures and business systems [8]. It should be noticed, that we do not deal with development of organizational structures at the business level. Functional entities at the information processing level are defined by the services they deliver, i.e.,
we deal only with the roles – a set of certain behavioral rules associated with a certain organizations or posts.

It seems that the scientific community agree on the definition of enterprise system as consisting of three-layers, see, for example [11, 12, 13]. Developers of IEIS start with understanding of the purposes to be served by those systems to enable business to achieve its goals. They are concerned with the content and usage of IEIS. Of course, developers create the technology-based information systems. It is the second step, in which they consider technology; thus this step concerns more technical issues. However, during the development of computerized systems to support business systems, the middle information processing level (information systems in a broad sense [8]) as a rule “disappears”. All the attention is given to the support of business processes by applications and to the support of applications by software platform and networking hardware. In other words, after the analysis of business system and its needs the attention is directed to the development of integrated software system. To illustrate such a situation, let us consider the Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems that address the needs of all organizational units of an enterprise. The arguments are these:

- It is declared that ERP systems take a holistic view of information across the organization (see, for example [14, 15]). However, ERP definitions present these systems as package software solutions [15], i.e. ERP are thought of as generic software systems tying together and automating traditional back office functions [16].
- ERP implementation is treated as software project, which brings new patterns of business and new patterns of technology to the organization. Typically, ERP implementation involves business process reengineering (as well as information processing reengineering, which by default is included in business process reengineering), ERP software customization, configuration, and installation.

![Figure 1. The three-layered enterprise system](image-url)
Integrated enterprise information systems (IEIS) are very sophisticated socio-technical systems. This fact implies the following:

- IEIS (i.e., information processing system – computerized or not) as the whole should be developed, and its development should be treated as engineering discipline. In other words, analysis, design, construction of IEIS is realized using scientific principles, paradigms, methodologies, and methods.
- IEIS should be able to respond quickly to changes in business requirements as well as to technology changes. As a result of this, the development methodology should enable reuse at the information processing level, flexible IEIS modification, and the complexity management.

2. Component-Based IEIS Development Paradigm

2.1. Rethinking the Concept of Component

There exist various definitions of a component [1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 12, 13, 17, 18] showing that authors use components differently. The various definitions are proposed to focus on the different aspects of a component, depending on what one considers the most important feature. On the other hand, different component definitions (e.g., [1, 3, 4, 18]) demonstrate that the term denotes different entities – subsystems, packages of software, binary code, etc. Therefore, the classification and ordering of components is an essential part of their definition. Because of this, in defining the component, we are generally following the point of view presented in [17] and [12].

First of all, the general component concept should be defined to unambiguously separate component from any constituent part in mereological sense, that is from any portion of a given entity. This clear distinction should be made to show the characteristic features of a component-based paradigm. So, any component is an autonomous unit, which provides services through contractually specified interfaces that hide interior of component from the outside view. To be more detailed, any component is a unit of composition, handlers resources, and has its life cycle.

First of all, components are classified as primitive (atomic) and composed components, which consist of primitive and/or compound ones. Interface-based composition is necessary to provide a new service using the existing components.

All the listed above fundamental features of component are to be used for defining components at lower levels, i.e. the components should be ordered. This ordering relation is transitive and asymmetrical. In other words, component of a specific kind inherits features of the most general one. In the enterprise system engineering context there are three basic kinds of components: business components, information system components, and software components (Figure 2).

Business components make up the basis for business system development, information system components – for information processing development, and software system components – for software systems development. Business components are business service providers and add value meaningful to an enterprise system [12]. They require services of each other, as well as (but not necessary) of information system components. Therefore, compound business component as a rule consists of business and information system components. Business components encapsulate business entities: processes, functional entities, resources, etc.
Information system components provide information processing services. As information processing is a supporting process [8], IEIS components do not add value for external and internal users of an enterprise system. However, IEIS components support business level activity and are meaningful to an enterprise system. In collaboration with business components they can reshape business level services, increase their effectiveness. IEIS components require services of each other, as well as (but not necessary) of software system components. These components encapsulate IEIS entities such as information processing processes, functional entities, information objects, etc.

IEIS builders need to determine what, if any, of information processing should be computerized and how software systems can support this processing. Software system components are responsible for automatization of processes or/and their particular parts. These components encapsulate data, applications, digital devices, etc., and require services of each other.

The development of components (including the development for reuse and the development with reuse) can be quite complicated process; components as a rule are long-lived entities. Consequently, it is important to define the activities to be performed and work products to be produced, or, in other words, component has its life cycle model, which is a constituent part of a definition of component [19]. A life cycle concerns also the implementation issues of nonfunctional requirements, technological aspects. That is, life cycle model includes references to a component implementation model, component documentation model, and maybe to other models.

2.2. The Component-Based Enterprise Systems – Myth or Reality

IEIS are part of any business system and in their turn are enterprises: IS organizational structures come in all shapes and sizes, IS processes include maintenance, support, development, outsourcing, anticipating technologies, etc. Previous sections have assumed that IEIS (as well as enterprises) can be considered and designed as compositions of components. However, does the component-oriented development make sense and to what extent can it be realized?

There are two kinds of enterprises: functionally oriented (classical) and process-oriented [20]. The classification is based on one criterion – how the work is organized. It is important to emphasize that this grouping of enterprises reflects their generic architecture, includes their technical (views of economic theories) and behavioral aspects (views of behavioral theories).
Classical enterprises organize their work around the highly specialized tasks. Work is broken down into its simplest tiny tasks. The lines of authority and reporting are clearly drawn, “people involved in a process look inward toward their department and upward toward their boss” [20]. We can characterize functionally oriented enterprises in terms of component-based paradigm as follows:

- have small granularity elements,
- have tightly related parts,
- provide lower level services,
- have limited forms of connectors (because of accountability through the rigid chain of command),
- are inflexible.

Process-oriented enterprises reunify the specialized tasks into coherent business processes. These enterprises have clearly defined sets of activities for all its transactions, and a set of activities, taken together, produce a result of value to a user. In other words, enterprises are focused to provide services to their customers. The process-oriented enterprises can be characterized as follows:

- higher-order services (composition of specialized tasks is a result of value to a user),
- loosely coupled constituent parts of an enterprise (because of the absence of rigid vertical structures),
- large and small granularity of these constituents,
- are interface-based (because of the contracts between the system and customers to provide services),
- support of multiple interfaces and of different forms of dynamic binding (because of persistently changing environment).

These characteristics can be thought of as preconditions, which have to be verified for component-based paradigm to be applied. Thus, we argue that process-oriented enterprises and consequently their IEIS meet preconditions to component-based development.

2.3. Component as Abstraction in IEIS Development

Integrated enterprise information systems development is based on a number of engineering principles, i.e. on general methodological premises. These general principles include, but are not limited to: decomposition, abstraction, unification, and openness. These four principles represent what we believe to be the most important requirements.

The term abstraction has two meanings in this paper. First, component abstraction is thought of as general methodological principle, i.e. concept component is regarded as abstract construct, which should be used in the all stages of component-oriented IEIS development and may be materialized in different ways. Second, abstraction is thought of as a technique that allows one to focus on a portion of system, project, process, etc. while ignoring other features of these entities.

IEIS are very sophisticated systems, therefore the reuse and complexity management are critical problems facing their developers. Component-based development is a viable alternative to other approaches in this context, so we will discuss the concretization of the above listed engineering principles for component-based IEIS development.
The enterprise engineering artifacts (objects, processes, tasks, etc.) should be resolved into constituent parts: compounds and/or atomic elements. A decomposition principle enables us to reduce the complexity of IEIS and its development process. Functional decomposition, data decomposition, structural decomposition, object decomposition, task-oriented decomposition, etc. are well-known decomposition techniques. A decomposition principle is characterized by a type of constituents (modules, functional units, etc.) and decomposition technique. However, the question “what decomposition should be used in component-based IEIS development?” is still open. It is obvious that neither functional, nor task-oriented decomposition is sufficient.

Abstraction principle in enterprise engineering implies three aspects:

- information hiding,
- iterativeness, and
- reusability.

Information hiding means that constituent parts of an entity include only the relevant information at each abstraction level. It helps the developers to manage complexity in large enterprise systems focusing on the few details at a time. On the other hand, information hiding supports a separation of concerns what is essential in large-scale systems development. It is a technique of breaking an artifact into distinct pieces of interest. For example, in programming abstraction means the distinction between what software unit does and ignores how it does it. The different abstraction levels are associated with iterations, i.e., any enterprise engineering asset is a refined outcome of an iterative development process. This fact highlights the problem of proper decomposition method, because of the following:

- all constituent parts of an entity at some abstraction level must be independent of each other – it should be possible to separately develop any constituent part;
- a set of constituent parts of an entity must be complete – it should be possible to develop all the required artifacts by combining the constituent parts into meaningful whole.

Reusability is the third value of abstraction in systems development. The identical artifacts at a higher abstraction level can be quite different at a lower one. It means that there is a one-to-many mapping between an abstract artifact and its more detailed counterpart. So, the abstract enterprise engineering assets can be reused in many different domains. Abstraction enlarges the scope of usability. For example, in software engineering, procedural abstraction includes a parameterization mechanism for sharing code. One can change the value of the parameters to reuse the procedure in different domains.

The unification principle requires all the system’s constituent parts to be consistent, i.e., conforming to the same principles, generally accepted rules, standards. Unification enables the developers to enhance reuse, to handle all kinds of change management problems more easily and flexibly. Enterprise system is three-layered system, and systems of all these layers should be defined in unified manner [8]. The same should be ensured in any layer and within the systems of the layer. In other words, IEIS constituent parts should be unified.

Openness in enterprise engineering enables extendibility and operation in different environments; it includes the development and evolution of IEIS through cooperation with different vendors. This principle is a prerequisite for the connectivity and
interoperability of systems and their constituents. The openness should be ensured in any layer and within the systems of the layer.

A paradigm is the set of common beliefs and agreements shared among scientists and practitioners about how the development problems should be understood and addressed [21]. It includes methodological premises, general principles, so the most general principles of systems development should be concretized to define a certain paradigm. (Let us remember, that procedure calls were the first abstraction realization mechanisms provided for programming.) Now we are in the position to specify the realization of general principles of component-based IEIS development paradigm. We argue that components should stand for constituent parts to realize the decomposition principle, and component abstraction should be used to realize the abstraction principle in component-oriented IEIS development.

First, it is possible to design entities that abstract over any syntactic category of modeling language, provided only that the categories ensure an appropriate correspondence between relevant elements in the world and model. We stand for component abstraction to realize the abstraction principle for the following reasons:

- Components are meaningful at all three layers of enterprise system.
  Components are consistent pieces of analysis, design, and implementation. Thus, this abstraction forms the basis of unified enterprise modeling environment. The need for such environment was highlighted in [8].
- Components provide a higher level of abstraction [22].
- Component abstraction has the secondary effect; it ensures perhaps the most important principle in IEIS development – the openness of system.

Second, component abstraction does not overload a set of abstractions in information systems development paradigm. At first glance, packages appear to be techniques for abstraction and information hiding. However, unlike component, package is a general-purpose mechanism for organizing elements into groups. Components, packages, partitions, models [23] and other modularization techniques have different semantics and purpose. Thus, a proper set of realization techniques to modularize entities should be defined in IEIS development methodology, as well as properly used in different IEIS development stages.

3. IEIS Components

A number of components operate at the information technology level. Any component of this level is a constituent part of particular information system (sometimes it can be shared by several IS) and is used to implement, at least partly, a particular IEIS component. A number information systems components operate at the information processing level. Any IS component supports a particular business system but sometimes it can be shared by several business systems. Thus, not only all the components at all the levels of an enterprise should be composed properly, but also proper relations between different level components should be defined.

In IEIS the emphasis is shifted from selecting individual components to selecting sets of components that work together. Moreover, these sets consist of different types of components; for example, software and hardware components. So, it is necessary that systems operating at enterprise system layers were conceptualized in uniform manner. In other words, systems at all three levels should be perceived using the
system of compatible categories. Thus, a set of IEIS components and their types is always linked to ontological assumptions about the enterprise system. In this paper, the ontological model of IEIS is based on M. Bunge [24] ontology, which is thought of as top-level ontology [25]. The Enterprise Ontology [26] is used as lower-level system ontology [9] to define basic IEIS modeling concepts. More exactly, an IEIS model is thought of as a set of activities, resources, goals, organization, products, and services. The rest of this section addresses the structural aspects, granularity and types of IEIS components.

3.1. Structural Constituents of IEIS Component

IEIS component first of all is a component, i.e. an autonomous entity that has defined interface (or interfaces) and can be plugged into a system. To define the constituents of IEIS component we consider an abstract operational system as the upper-level system and think of the IEIS components as a kind of this system. Operational system is a set of interrelated processes performed by certain processor (or by a network of processors) to achieve certain goals while producing particular outcome [8]. So, the IEIS components are characterized by process and processor models, as well as resource model and service/product model. We can clarify now the basic structural constituents of IEIS component.

The entities within the information system such as people, calculators, computers, documents, etc. are used to produce information processing services. All these entities are resources, which we categorize into two main parts: functional and informational resources (Figure 3). In other words, resources are required to run the processes and are manipulated (used, produced, modified, etc.) through these processes. So, processors are functional resources, and in case of computerized information system are, for example, hardware and employees of IS department. Informational resource is surrogate (in other words, representation) of any thing of business that is of interest to information processing processes. Informational resource holds data or knowledge about business entities and other entities of information system (there are entities in IEIS that are not present in business system) or is a record of socially constructed reality [27]. Informational resource is not obligatory constituent. Components (so called services) can operate on the external informational resources.

Operation encapsulates processes or series of actions (such as subtract, multiply, or shift, copy) that certain processor performs, and is thought of as functional aspect of IEIS component. This constituent of IEIS focuses on the activities performed by the
information system, produces the required effects and changes the state of informational resources.

Metadata is a supporting constituent and is used to gain insight into a component. Metadata contain all the information for use and reuse. Component as an autonomous unit is uniquely identified; it is of different types, versions, and of different development states. Metadata contain or refer to full documentation, allowing tools to know how to use, configure, and run them; they can include the pointer to the ontology used to ensure the adequate understanding and interpreting of the provided services.

A service/product model of IEIS component shapes the interfaces, which present a definition of work for others that can be offered by this component. Thus, IEIS components interact through their interfaces. Two types of interfaces (Figure 3) can be distinguished: horizontal and vertical (the terms are borrowed from [21]). The horizontal interfaces are necessary to ensure relationships with the other components of the same level and type, for example, application programs are composed of software components. The vertical interfaces are necessary to define interactions between the components of different levels and types, for example, between the computer platform and software components, between the data and application program components.

In summary, we can define four essential structural constituents of IEIS components. These constituents (except metadata) in their turn are components or their compositions.

3.2. Primitive and Compound IEIS Components

The structuring of enterprise information systems traditionally is based on the functional areas and the support provided by the system [28, 29]. This classification focuses on functionality and the domain of interest in which certain system is used. However, it does not answer the main question – what are the characteristic features of information system which distinguish it from the other types of systems. On the other hand, systems are usually developed by including proper existing constituents, reusing proper architectures and frameworks ([1] – is the example of software systems development framework). In other words, knowing the type of system guides the development process. This implies the definition and use of so-called system level IEIS components, i.e., parts that are constituents of any information system. The following are examples of such IEIS components: data entities, documents and their bases, registers, libraries, help desks, messaging systems, corporation memories, and security systems.

IEIS component we define as the result of construction process – by the following tuple:

\[ ISC = \langle ISP, p^0, \omega^0, Cr \rangle, \]

where

- \( ISP \) – a set of primitive structural constituents of any compound IEIS component; \( ISP = (ISP_1, ISP_2, ..., ISP_n) \)
- \( p^0 \) – a set of permissible primitive constructors;
- \( \omega^0 \) – a set of permissible higher-level constructors;
- \( Cr \) – constraints.

The elements of sets \( ISP \) are primitive structural constituents of any compound IEIS component. \( \tau(isp, \in ISP) = \tau(isp, \in ISP_{\tau}), \) where \( \tau \) is a function defined over components, and returns type of component. Functional resource, informational resource, computational activity, service activity, and informational activity are the basic types of IEIS components (see Section 3.1).
Primitive constructors \((p_1, \ldots, p_k)\) are two-placed, and these constructors are used to define binary relations over a set of IEIS components. For example, IEIS component uses the service of another one. Any set \(ISP_i\) has its associated set \((p_1', \ldots, p_n')\), \(k \geq n\). Composition using primitive constructors is horizontal interfaces based, and it results in compound component of the same type as its constituents. Higher-level constructors \((\omega_1', \ldots, \omega_3')\) are many-placed and underlie the development of new types of IEIS components. Composition using higher-level constructors is vertical and horizontal interfaces based.

Constraints are put on the system of components as a whole, on the set of permissible types of components, on the set of primitive IEIS components, on the permissible combinations of components to assemble IEIS component.

### 4. Related Works

Specification of aspects and concerns of complex enterprise systems in consistent component-oriented manner is presented by Z. Stojanovic and A. Dahanayake [12]. They define different types of components through different enterprise system models. Authors propose three component stereotypes – business component, system component, and distribution component. Business components “define business services for which automated system support is required” [12]. System components provide lower grained services and have more technical meaning. Distributed components are system components in distribution context, i.e., system components are used as an entry for the distributed system design.

Business Component Factory [3] – component-based development for an enterprise – introduces 3 levels of component granularity: distributed component, business component, and business component system. However, all three are considered as different kinds of software components. Business component implements autonomous business entity, and group of business components cooperate to deliver the required functionality for business needs.

In summary, our main claim regards the clear distinction between information system components and supporting software components. In other words, development of information system should not be considered in the context of automation of business processes. Development of IS and its components in the first stages of life cycle is technology independent, i.e., component is an abstraction, which is supported by development infrastructure. In other words, IEIS development should be thought of as a separate stage in enterprise system development process.

T. Le Dinh [13] aims at supporting the development of component-based information systems. He defines architecture of each enterprise as consisting of business and informatics (information systems) layers separated by intermediate information layer. The information layer is necessity to deal with “conceptual specifications for effective IS development” [13]. IS component is an autonomous artifact of IS that can be developed independently from the other IS components and includes static, dynamic, and integrity rules. However, author’s research interests address the problem of managing and coordinating information resources used in IS development.

A short note on the basic systems engineering principles. Catalysis approach [1] for the systematic business-driven development of component-based software systems is founded on three principles: abstraction, precision, and pluggable parts. However,
abstraction principle in this approach highlights the information hiding. “To abstract means to describe only those issues that are important for a purpose, deferring details that are not relevant” [1]. Here we would like to notice that important abstractions include requirements, architecture, business rules and other aspects of IS development. In addition, implementation of abstraction principle depends upon the constructs of a modeling language, namely upon UML in Catalysis approach.

5. Concluding Remarks

The state of affairs in the component-based development of integrated enterprises information systems can be characterized as follows: component-oriented approaches in this field are at the very beginning. Business entities and processes are implemented as software components, i.e. main focus is on the reuse of information technology level software artifacts. On the other hand, component-based paradigm is becoming more and more mature and can be used for enterprise information systems development. In order to do this we conceptualize business, information, and software systems in uniform component-oriented manner. IEIS components support business level activity and encapsulate IEIS entities. The discussed component-based IEIS development paradigm provides the notion of IEIS component and realization of the most general systems development principles. The consequence of uniform conceptualization - IEIS components are characterized by process and processor models, as well as resource model and service/product model. The proposed IEIS component definition emphasize different types of components and the necessity of means to assembly these components of different types into the compound ones.

This paper lays the ground position for additional research. The work needs to progress along a number of lines to fully enable component-oriented IEIS development. The first steps should be to propose realization technique of general decomposition principle, to define and specify the primitive IEIS components and constructors.
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Introduction

The Web The Web has more than three billion pages and around half a billion users. Its success goes beyond national frontiers and imposes it as the first truly global information medium. While the nineteenth century was dominated by the “industrial revolution”, the beginning of this new century is marked by an “information revolution” with the Web as its main “engine”.

A Web Information System (WIS) [1] is an information system that uses the Web paradigm to present data to its users. In order to meet the complex requirements of a Web Information System several methodologies have been proposed for WIS design. In the plethora of proposed methodologies we distinguish the model-driven ones that use models to specify the different aspects involved in the WIS design. The advantages of such model-based approaches are countless: better understanding of the system by the different stakeholders, support for reuse of previously defined models, checking validity/consistency between different design artifacts, (semi-)automatic model-driven generation of the presentation, better maintainability, etc.

Based on the principle of separation of concerns, model-driven methodologies like OOHDM [2], WebML [3], UWE [4], SiteLang [5], and Hera [6] distinguish: a conceptual model that describes the schema of the (multimedia) data to be presented, a navi-
gation model that specifies how the user will be able to navigate through the data, and a presentation model that gives the layout and the low-level characteristics (e.g., font size, color, etc.) of the hypermedia presentation to be generated. For the model representations, these methodologies make use of different technologies: OOHDM is based on the OO paradigm, WebML offers a set of visual units (serialized in XML) to be graphically composed, UWE is based on the UML notation extended with a Web UML profile, SiteLang suggests a mathematical language (story algebra), and Hera uses Semantic Web technology to make explicit the semantics captured in a certain model and to subsequently exploit this semantics.

Today there is an increasing need for making WIS components interoperable. An isolated WIS is not able to provide all the information/computational power required by an organization. Web services (WS) appear to be the most popular mechanism to support application interoperability. Their success is based on the fact that they are cross-platform and cross-language distributed applications. The fact that the provider and the requester of a WS are loosely coupled ensures application robustness. A disadvantage of such an approach is the XML messaging involved, which affects application speed. Nevertheless using appropriate optimization techniques and/or fast computers/networks this disadvantage can be overcome. We distinguish between two classes of WS: WS that provide data-on-demand, and WS that offer computation-on-demand. As an example for the first type of WS we mention WS offered by Amazon or Google, and for the second type of WS we refer to the services developed in the Grid project [7].

Different science communities saw the opportunity of using WS to enable data sharing between their systems. For example, the geoscience community came up with a service-oriented solution for the interoperability of geographical information systems aiming at providing better forecasts. The proposed WS solution [8] is compared with a puzzle (of WS) as depicted in Figure 1. In this puzzle, shapes represent interfaces, and colors (shades of gray for a black and white printing) stand for data models/encodings. Interfaces are the operations that a WS provides, and data models/encodings are the input/output parameter types of the WS operations.

Most model-driven methodologies for WIS design have modular implementations made from components driven by different models. Based on the Hera methodology, this paper proposes the use of WS in realizing the different components and aggregating them in a WIS. In this way the software plug-and-play vision can be realized in the context of WIS.

Figure 1. Web services puzzle.
1. Hera Methodology

Hera [9] is a model-driven methodology that uses Semantic Web technologies for building WIS. There are two main phases in Hera: the data collection phase responsible for integrating the data coming from different sources, and the presentation generation phase responsible for constructing a Web presentation of the integrated data. The focus of the paper is on the second phase of Hera, nevertheless some of the ideas presented here can be applied also for the data collection phase.

As a model-driven methodology, Hera distinguishes design models (specifications) that capture the different aspects of the presentation generation phase in a WIS. The conceptual model (CM) describes the schema of the data that needs to be presented. The application model (AM) expresses the navigational structure to be used while browsing through the data. The presentation model (PM) specifies the look-and-feel aspects (layout and style) of the presentation. The Hera methodology also proposes an implementation which builds a WIS based on the previously specified models.

One of the characteristics of the Hera methodology is its specific focus on personalizing the WIS based on the user characteristics and user browsing platform. The user profile (UP) is responsible to store the attribute-value pairs that characterize the user preferences and platform properties. These properties are used to customize the presentation generation before the user starts the browsing session. The adaptation technique utilized for implementing WIS personalization is based on adding visibility conditions to elements appearing in the different Hera models. These conditions make use of the data stored in the UP in order to define the presence/absence of a model element.

Another feature that Hera supports for a WIS is the ability to consider the user interaction with the system (by user interaction we mean here the interaction by forms in addition to merely link following) before the next Web page is generated. For this purpose the User Session (US) was defined to store all the data created at run-time by the user. The forms and the queries responsible for building new data are described in the AM.

All Hera models are represented in RDF(S), the Semantic Web foundation language. In this way we were able to cope with the semi-structured aspects of data on the Web (by using the loose RDFS schema definitions), support application interoperability (by making available the data semantics as RDFS descriptions), reuse existing models (by utilizing the refinement mechanisms supported by RDFS), etc. RDF(S) also allows for compact representations of the models as intensional data can be provided at run-time by an inference engine. For the user profile we did reuse an existing RDFS vocabulary, User Agent Profile (UAProf) [10], an industry standard for modeling device capabilities and user preferences.

As a query language we used SPARQL [11] one of the state-of-the-art query languages for RDF models. Differently than other RDF query languages (e.g., RQL) SPARQL allows for the construction of new models in addition to extraction of relevant information from existing models. This feature was useful for generating new data used for populating the US.

The implementation of the Hera methodology is based on several data transformations operating on the Hera models. There are three types of transformations: application-dependent, data-dependent, and session-dependent. The application-dependent transformations operate on CM, AM, and PM, and do not consider the instances of these mod-
els (e.g., model adaptation). The data-dependent transformations convert one model instance into another model instance (e.g., CM instance into AM instance). The session-dependent transformations make use of the data provided by the user (e.g., populating the US with form-related data).

In order to support the presentation of the Hera models we use a running example, a WIS that depicts Vincent van Gogh paintings, and allows the users to order posters of the displayed paintings. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the hypermedia presentation for the considered WIS. It presents a Self Portrait painting of Vincent van Gogh.

1.1. User Profile

The user profile (UP) specifies the user preferences and device capabilities. It is a CC/PP vocabulary [12] that defines properties for three components: HardwarePlatform, SoftwarePlatform, and UserPreferences. Figure 3 illustrates an excerpt from a UP. For the hardware characteristics one such property is imageCapable. This property is set to Yes for devices that are able to display images. The software characteristics have, among others, the property emailCapable. This property is set to Yes for browsers that are able to provide email functionality. For user preference characteristics one such property is isExpert. This property is set to Yes if the user is an expert of the application domain.

1.2. Conceptual Model

The conceptual model (CM) represents the schema of the data that needs to be presented. It is composed of concepts, concept relationships, and media types. There are two kinds of concept relationships: attributes which relate a concept to a particular media type, and inter-concept relationships to express relations between concepts. A CM
instance (CMI) gives the data that needs to be presented. This data might come from an integration/retrieval service that is out of the scope of this paper. Figure 4 illustrates an excerpt from a CMI. It describes a Self Portrait painting of Vincent van Gogh. Such a painting exemplifies the Impressionism painting technique identified by Technique_ID2. In the description one can find the year in which the painting was made, i.e., 1887, and the URL of the image depicting it.

The adaptation condition used in this case specifies that the image of the painting is shown only if the device is image capable.

Figures 3 and 4. Excerpts from UP and CMI serializations in RDF/XML.
1.3. Application Model

The application model (AM) gives an abstract view of the hypermedia presentation that needs to be generated over the CM data. It is composed of slice and slice relationships. A slice is a meaningful presentation unit that groups media items coming from possibly different CM concepts. The AM is in this way built on top of the CM. A slice that corresponds to a page from the presentation is called a top-level slice. There are two kinds of slice relationships: aggregation which enables the embedding of a slice in another slice, and navigation which specifies how a user can navigate between slices. An AM instance (AMI) populates an AM with data from a CMI. Figure 5 depicts an excerpt from an AMI. It presents the slice Slice.painting.main_ID6, a top-level slice associated to the painting presented in the above subsection. This slice refers using slice aggregation relationships to four other slices. Each of the four slices contains a media item related to different painting/painter attributes.

The adaptation condition used in this example specifies that the year in which a painting was made is presented only for expert users. Other users, like for example the novice users, will not be able to view this information.

Let’s consider now that the application is dynamic in the sense that the user is allowed to buy posters depicting paintings. In this case the user can place orders based on the currently displayed painting and a specified quantity (by means of a form) of this poster. The US stores the data that is created by the user at run-time. In our example the US contains the order to be added to the shopping trolley. Figure 6 shows an example of a query used in the AM to create an order (variable \( x \)) that stores the desired painting (variable \( \text{id} \), the currently displayed painting), and the required quantity (variable \( v \), the number input by the user in a form).

```xml
<Slice.painting.main rdf:ID="Slice.painting.main_ID6">  
  <slice-ref rdf:resource="#Slice.painting.name_ID6"/>  
  <slice-ref rdf:resource="#Slice.painting.year_ID6"/>  
  <slice-ref rdf:resource="#Slice.painting.picture_ID6"/>  
  <slice-ref rdf:resource="#Slice.painter.name_ID2"/>  
</Slice.painting.main>

<Slice.painting.name rdf:ID="Slice.painting.name_ID6">  
  <media>  
    <type:String>  
      <type:data>Self Portrait</type:data>  
    </type:String>  
  </media>  
</Slice.painting.name>

...  

<Slice.painting.year rdf:ID="Slice.painting.year_ID6"  
  a:condition="up:isExpert = 'Yes'">  
  <media>  
    <type:Integer>  
      <type:data>1887</type:data>  
    </type:Integer>  
  </media>  
</Slice.painter.name>
```

Figure 5. Excerpt from AMI serialization in RDF/XML.
The SPARQL language was extended with new constructs like: URI generator (e.g., the order identifier), aggregation functions (e.g., counting the number of orders that are in the trolley), and delete statement (e.g., the user should be able to delete orders from the trolley).

1.4. Presentation Model

The presentation model (PM) defines the look-and-feel of the application. It is composed of regions and region relationships. A region is an abstraction for a rectangular part of the user display area. Each region corresponds to a slice that will provide the content to be displayed inside the region. A top-level region is a region that is associated to a top-level slice. There are two types of region relationships: aggregation relationships, which allow the embedding of a region into another region, and navigation relationships, which allow the navigation from one region to another region.

A region has a particular layout manager [13] and style associated with it. There are four layout managers: BoxLayout, TableLayout, FlowLayout, and TimeLayout. These layout managers describe the spatial/temporal arrangement of the regions in their container region. They allow us to abstract from the client-dependent features of the browser’s display. The style specifies the fonts, colors, backgrounds, etc., to be used by a certain region. The definition of the style properties allows a uniform representation of style information irrespective of the CSS compatibility of the client. Regions that do not have a style defined inherit the style of the container region. The top-level regions always need to have a style defined.

A PM instance (PMI) populates a PM with data from an AMI. Figure 7 depicts an excerpt of a PMI. It presents the region Region.painting.main_ID6, a top-level region associated to the considered Self Portrait painting. This region refers using region aggregation relationships to four other regions. Each of the four regions contains a media item related to different painting/painter attributes. The top-level region has a BoxLayout associated with a y orientation and the style uses times fonts.

The adaptation condition presented in this example states that a default style with normal fonts should be used for users with a normal level of vision. For users with a poor level of vision a default style with large fonts is prescribed.

2. Hera Web Service-Oriented Architecture

The previous implementation of Hera was based on one centralized application. This application is made of several components each responsible for performing a specific set of data transformations. In this paper we will show how one can distribute such an implementation by mapping components to WS. One of the advantages of using such an im-
The WS solution used for realizing the distributed Hera architecture has clear advantages compared to their predecessors CORBA, J2EE, and DCOM [14]. First of all WS are based on the XML document paradigm, a human readable language that abstracts from the implementation details. WS interfaces are specified in the universally accepted Web Service Definition Language (WSDL) [15], an XML-based language. Last but not least, WS use the popular HTTP protocol as the carrier of exchanged messages.

### 2.1. Hera Web Service-Oriented Architecture for Static Applications

Figure 8 presents a Web service-oriented architecture (WSOA) for the Hera implementation based on six WS: the Data Service, the Application Service, the Presentation Service, the Code Generator Service, the User Profile Service, and the Adaptation Service. Note that this architecture is used to build static applications, i.e., applications for which the user is unable to change the presentation to be generated. After the description of this architecture we present another architecture that is used to generate dynamic applications, i.e., applications that take in consideration the user input data (from forms) before generating the next page.
The User Profile Service is responsible for providing the UP to be used by the application. The Adaptation Service is able to execute the adaptation specifications for the CM, AM, and PM. The core services are: the Data Service, which provides the data, the Application Service, which builds the navigation structure over the data, the Presentation Service which sets the layout and style of the presentation, and the Code Generator, which constructs the actual presentation. We call these services core services because they can form a WIS even when the other services (i.e., the User Profile and the Adaptation Service) are absent.

In addition to these WS the application uses two other components: the Client which is the initiator of the presentation request, and the Service Orchestrator responsible for coordinating the collaboration among WS. The Service Orchestrator is the hub of the whole system as it is the interface with the client and the message dispatcher to the core WS. The communication between Client and services is done at SOAP [16] level which resides on top of HTTP while the communication between the Client (Web Server) and the Web Browser is done in plain HTTP.

Figure 8 also depicts the flow of information in our distributed system. Each message has a number associated that indicates the order in which these messages are exchanged.
The architecture components are depicted in rectangles, models are represented as ovals, and messages are shown as arrows. On the arrows one can read the models that are being passed, ‘presentation request/data request’ (as events), and ‘presentation’ which is the returned hypermedia presentation. All components are WS with the exception of the Client and Service Orchestrator. The models that are own by the application components are placed inside the corresponding rectangles.

First the Client sends a presentation request to the Service Orchestrator (step 1). It also passes the client UP (cUP), the UP residing on the Client (possibly given by the Web Browser). The Service Orchestrator sends the cUP to the User Profile Service (step 2). The User Profile Service computes an updated version of the UP, by integrating the cUP with the old User Profile (oUP), the user profile stored in this service. The profile attributes not defined in the cUP are taken from oUP, and the resulted UP replaces the oUP. The User Profile Service can be viewed as a shared memory service for user profiles. After the integration process the UP is passed back to the Service Orchestrator (step 3).

The Service Orchestrator sends a data request to the Data Service. It also passes the UP, the integrated user profile from the previous phase (step 4). The CM instance (CMI) and the UP are passed further to the Adaptation Service (step 5). The Adaptation Service has one task to fulfill: evaluate the conditions in the models (CMI, AM, PM) and prune the models from the elements that have an associated condition that does not hold. For the CMI these elements are concepts or media items. In our application the Adaptation Service works on an instance, i.e., the input data of the system (CMI), and two schema models (AM, PM), as the instances of the two schema models will be populated at run-time. The adapted CMI (aCMI) is passed back to the Data Service (step 6) which forwards it to the Service Orchestrator (step 7).

The Service Orchestrator sends the UP and the aCMI to the Application Service (step 8). The AM and the UP are forwarded to the Adaptation Service (step 9). The Adaptation Service removes the AM slices that have the associated condition not valid. The resulted adapted AM (aAM) is passed back to the Application Service (step 10). The Application Service transforms the aCMI into the aAMI, based on the specifications from the aAM. The resulted aAMI is forwarded to the Service Orchestrator (step 11).

The Service Orchestrator sends the UP and the aAMI to the Presentation Service (step 12). The PM and the UP are forwarded to the Adaptation Service (step 13). The Adaptation Service selects the appropriate layouts and styles for the PM by removing the PM elements that have the associated condition not valid. The resulted adapted PM (aPM) is passed back to the Application Service (step 14). The Presentation Service transforms the aAMI into the aPMI, based on the specifications from the aPM. The resulted aPMI is forwarded to the Service Orchestrator (step 15).

The Service Orchestrator sends the aPMI to the Code Generator Service (step 16). The Code Generator Service transforms the aPMI into code interpretable by the user’s browser. At the moment the intelligence of this transformation is encapsulated in the service logic itself, but in the future we would like to have an explicit model that maps PM elements to the code specifics. We did experiment with several code generators: HTML, cHTML, HTML+TIME, WML, and SMIL. The resulted presentation is passed back to the Service Orchestrator (step 17), which forwards it to the Client (step 18).
Note that this is not the only way in which the information can flow through the system. For example the adaptations can be performed first, i.e., before transforming one model instance into another model instance.

2.2. Hera Web Service-Oriented Architecture for Dynamic Applications

Figure 9 presents a WSOA implementation of Hera for dynamic Web applications. Differently than before where a full presentation was generated now we build one page-at-a-time as the application needs to take in account the user’s input after each page before generating the next page. For this purpose we have added an extra service, the User Session Service responsible for collecting the user session data. We also have modified the logic of the Application Service so that the session data is considered in the data transformation that it performs.

Instead of presenting the full flow of information for this distributed architecture, we emphasize the major differences with respect to the distributed architecture for static applications.

At the beginning the Client sends besides the page request and the cUP, also the session data, which contains the data that emerges from the interaction of the user with the system (e.g., the data resulted from a form filling by the user). The presentation request (a presentation being a set of linked Web pages) used in the previous architecture is now replaced by a page request. The communication between the Service Orchestrator and the User Profile Service goes the same as before (steps 2 and 3).

The Service Orchestrator sends the page request, session data, and UP to the Application Service (step 4). In the previous architecture the Service Orchestrator could directly communicate with the Data Service as the full presentation was built at once. Here it is important to know the context of the presentation (what is the page that needs to be generated next), and this information is in the Application Service. For this reason the Service Orchestrator communicates first with the Application Service and not the Data Service.

The communication between the Application Service and Data Service (steps 5 and 8), and between the Data Service and Adaptation Service (steps 6 and 7) is similar as the communication between the Service Orchestrator and Data Service, and between the Data Service and the Adaptation Service from the previous architecture. The only difference is that the aCMI now corresponds only to the data necessary for computing the next Web page (instead of the whole presentation).

The Application Service sends the session data to the Session Service (step 9). The Session Service transforms the session data into a US instance (USI). After that the Session Service sends the USI back to the Application Service (step 10). The communication between the Application Service and the Adaptation service is the same as before (steps 11 and 12). Based on the aAM, the Application Service transforms the aCMI and USI into aAMI. As the aCMI, the aAMI contains only the data that is relevant for the current page. The computed aAMI is passed back to the Service Orchestrator (step 13).

The communication between the Service Orchestrator and the Presentation Service (steps 14 and 17) and between the Presentation Service and the Adaptation Service (steps 15 and 16) is similar as before. Also the communication between the Service Orchestrator and the Code Generator (steps 18 and 19), and between the Service Orchestrator and the Client (step 20) is done in the similar way as in the previous architecture.
The only difference is that the aPMI corresponds only to one page and the presentation is being replaced by one page.

Note that this is not the only way in which the information can flow through the system. For example the communication with the User Profile and the Adaptation Service can be performed only at the beginning (before the user starts browsing the presentation or only during the first run through the system). This is because both the user profile and the adaptation specifications are static, i.e., they are not influenced by the user interaction with the system.

Figure 9. Web service-oriented architecture for dynamic applications.
2.3. Tools

In order to experiment with the proposed architecture a Java-based Hera tool was developed. Tomcat 4.1 [17] was used as the Web server that supports servlets. On this Web server we installed Axis 1.1 (Apache eXtensible Interaction System) [18], a SOAP 1.1 engine. By SOAP engine we mean a tool that supports both a SOAP server and SOAP clients. We did deploy on the SOAP server all WS. For their deployment we used appropriate Axis Web Service Deployment Descriptors. The SOAP Client that communicates with these services was installed on the Web server, outside the SOAP server. The WSDL specifications were generated by the Java2WSDL emitter. Tomcat and Axis are Java-based and freely available from the Apache Software Foundation. The services and the client were written in Java. All software is running on the Java 1.4 platform.

It is important to notice that when developing WS with Axis, the programmer doesn’t need to bother about making WSDL interfaces or the actual encoding of the SOAP messages. All these will be automatically done by the system. Making all WS details transparent to the programmer enables him to focus only on the application logic implementation in Java and makes thus the system less error-prone.

The data transformations are implemented in Java using Jena [19]. These transformations replace the previous XSLT [20] data transformations implemented using Saxon [21], as Java transformations can exploit more of the RDFS semantics given by Hera models than the ones based on XSLT. For querying and constructing RDF(S) models we used ARQ, an implementation of SPARQL [11]. ARQ is now delivered as part of the Jena distribution kit.

3. Conclusion

In this paper we have have described a distributed implementation for the Hera methodology. The implementation is based on WS due to the popularity and easy-to-implement features of WS. Because of the loose coupling of WS one can easily extend/replace a WS without affecting the other application services. Also these WS can be made available for other applications, for example the User Profile Service can be used by a Web querying application that wants to improve the accuracy of the returned results by making use of the user context. The Axis distribution kit proved to be a very flexible set of tools to support WS development. Users familiar with the Java programming language can seamlessly deploy Java methods as WS.

As future work we would like to extend the WSOA with new services like a data integration service responsible for integrating data from different, possibly heterogeneous data sources, or a data update service that allows for changes in the original data sources. In addition we would like to add a broker (based on UDDI) that will further decouple the communication between WS. Services will register themselves at the broker which will be responsible to forwarding requests and responses between WS. In this way the application doesn’t need to know about WS location but only of the functionality these WS offer.
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Introduction

There is a growing need for flexible and adaptive business protocol support in Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) based e-business solutions and those based on Web services technology in particular. Recent developments in Web services field provide promising opportunities for integrating data, applications and business processes. The latter, however, is the most complex case of integration as it requires strong support for both business process semantics and technical infrastructure in order to tackle heterogeneity at all levels. According to Wombacher et al. [1], in today's B2B solutions landscape loosely coupled business processes are quite rare. Despite many promising advancements, Web services technology faces a number of issue to address heterogeneity at different levels of integration. Usage of simple stateless Web services is not sufficient for implementing business processes while static binding does not use full potential of loosely coupled systems and the SOA advantages [1]. In order for
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distributed services to achieve common meaningful business goals, some rules of engagement are necessary. These rules govern the interactions between the services (referred to as services conversation) by defining message exchange sequences, message formats, roles of the collaboration participants etc. A set of service conversation rules is also referred to as business collaboration protocol or simply business protocol.

Business protocols can be made modelled using business process modelling tools and made available in machine-processable format through choreographies – declarative descriptions of service conversations. Vinoski [2] argues that Web services choreographies must take business processes into account: trivial Web services solve only trivial issues; non-trivial Web services must play a part in business processes. Business-to-business integration (B2Bi) requires standardized choreographies, i.e. definitions of the "conversations" between cooperating applications that allow them to work together correctly [2]. Simply put, choreography is a model of the sequence of operations, states, and conditions that control the interactions involved in the participating services [3]. The interaction prescribed by a choreography results in the completion of some useful function. Examples include the placement of an order, information about its delivery and eventual payment, or putting the system into a well-defined error state. Gortmaker et al. have presented an extensive of choreography definitions in [4] along with a thorough discussion of choreography and orchestration.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 1 discusses business protocol support issues and adaptivity dimensions, Section 2 explains the roles of choreography and orchestration in collaborative multi-party interactions, Section 3 provides a motivation for a business service handler-based approach to connect the public choreography to services and, in turn, private operations. Section 4 describes the main concepts of our approach and relates it to ebXML framework and Section 5 discusses applicability of software agent technology in dynamic Virtual Organisations (VO), followed by the conclusions section.


There are a number of requirements to be taken into account and satisfied in order to make the idea of commonly agreed business protocol specification and their subsequent enactment viable, let alone efficient, robust, scalable and secure. These requirements arise both from the business and technology domains and represent quite a wide spectrum of issues ranging from the field of activity of a business analyst to that of a software developer involved in business application coding.

Our paper aims to contribute to the aspect of adaptivity of business protocol support by collaborating partners. This aspect is a part of a broader issue of adaptivity in the business collaboration domain. Adaptation, which is defined as "modification of an organism or its parts that makes it more fit for existence under the conditions of its environment" [5], and the speed of it are crucial factors which determine the success and longevity of any business subject or formation in a constantly changing business environment. In the context of B2B collaborations adaptivity has several flavours: adaptivity of the business models to different business requirements and environments (Hofreiter & Huemer discuss this in [6]), adaptivity of business protocols in response to business models’ changes, adaptivity of the partners’ end-point services to the changes in the business protocols descriptions.
In addition, the business protocols should be adaptive to the changes of the partners enacting the roles defined in the protocols (both choreography and orchestration should support this). These requirements are contradictory in many cases and cannot be efficiently addressed in isolation: for example, optimisation of the work of a business analyst does not necessarily result in scalable implementations of end-point services and/or their faster time to market. Thus, a holistic approach is needed to business and collaboration modelling, enactment and process management in order to increase overall B2B collaboration adaptivity. Figure 1 depicts the circular dependencies between the main adaptivity dimensions and emphasizes the need for balance between the different views.

This kind of approach puts quite high requirements on the supporting IT infrastructure: not only the business modelling, choreography support, service development and deployment tools and established practices are needed, but also a coherent unifying framework, preferably based on open standards, should be established. Once the choreography definition is created, it needs to be deployed somewhere (the SOA suggests use of a registry) and advertised for reuse. It needs to be distributed to (or perhaps, depending on the overall interaction model, discovered by) the appropriate collaboration participants (dynamically chosen to play certain applicable roles) and accepted by each of them as a contract for subsequent interactions. The choreography script is then enacted by the participants’ end-point services and this process should be monitored and managed by user and administrative tools. In addition
to the basic requirements mentioned above, there are requirements for security and trust [7], [8], business-level contract [9] support, adequate levels of Quality of Service (QoS) and Quality of Business (QoBiz) by specifying, negotiating, monitoring and enforcement of Service Level Agreements (SLA) [10]. These and some other requirements are defining characteristics for B2B solutions and Virtual Organisations to be accepted by the corporate world [11].

It is therefore clear, that adaptivity in the business protocol support area is a complex issue and depends on many, frequently conflicting, factors. Cherinka et al. characterises complex adaptive systems in [12] as "dynamically assembled systems characterized by multiple competing stakeholders, fluid requirements, emergent behaviour, and susceptibility to external pressures that can cause change across the entire system". This statement was used to reflect the nature of net-centric operations of the US Department of Defence; however it is applicable to the area of dynamic B2B Virtual Organisations, which also must accommodate unpredictable external factors that demand rapid response and flexibility to change [12].

2. Service Choreography vs. Orchestration

For the sake of clarity we would like to note the difference between choreography and orchestration, as these two terms are being used improperly sometimes, which causes confusion. Orchestration specifies the behaviour of a participant in a choreography by defining a set of “active” rules that are executed to infer what to do next, once the rule is computed, the orchestration runtime executes the corresponding activity(ies). Orchestration assumes existence of an entity, which is the central point of control and governs overall workflow of activities, effectively composing a new service from existing services. The standardization of orchestration and the emergence of a new application model will also benefit from a robust B2B layer, such as ebXML, in the Web services stack.

As a matter of fact, orchestration could take its full dimension from the extension of the business semantics to the application model [13]. Choreography, as explained before, is meant to be enacted by peers without an intermediary, at runtime, the choreography definition can be used to verify that everything is proceeding according to plan. Choreography can also be used to generate a public interface (e.g. abstract BPEL) that can be used to tie in internal activities to support the choreography [13]. Dubray also differentiates in [13] between the two concepts by arguing that choreography defines the fabric of an SOA while orchestration, helps to build "processing entities" - non-trivial services, which can perform tasks, needed to support complex business interactions.

Ross-Talbot [35] proposes a concept of behavioural backbone on top of a choreographed distributed infrastructure where the interactions among parties are described using a declarative language. It is possible to generate monitors for each of the roles, which allow gathering run-time information without affecting the behaviour of the services. The behavioural backbone provides the monitoring agents and the consolidation of that monitoring information against choreography. It allows observing non-intrusively potential collaboration deviations from the initial collaboration plan, which allows understanding the collaborative processes and managing them. Of course, such agents can serve many different purposes – security, transaction support, logging/auditing etc. Our approach based on business service handlers and application
level gateways is similar and takes into account the whole range of issues beyond monitoring. The software agent technology discussed in the Section 5 is in particular suitable for supporting such meta-protocols for monitoring and managing the collaborations.

To summarise this discussion, Figure 2 depicts different domains of control and inter-relation between the choreography and orchestration in business collaboration context.

We can distinguish four conceptually different domains here:

- **Administration domain** contains the resources belonging to an organisation or a large department, these resources are centrally managed according to corporate policies
- Within each administration domain typically exist several orchestration domains, which correspond to the established internal workflows and/or are used for service composition
- The goal of collaborating parties is to establish a federated collaboration domain (Virtual Organisation) using commonly understood interaction protocol policy-driven access control, trust management etc.
- One of the main instruments establish and maintain such federated collaboration domain (we can call this process VO management) is choreography support – from modelling of the interactions to deployment and enactment of the business protocols expressed by means of choreography descriptions. This is achieved by forming a choreography domain consisting of public services exposed by the collaboration partners. These services act as gateways to virtualised business services of the partners required to achieve the outlined business goals. In addition to passing the incoming messages during choreography enactment to the appropriate internal service endpoints, gateways are able to manage and monitor the interactions among the services by reasoning upon and enforcing the necessary policies. This style of interaction adheres to the managed public process e-business integration pattern [36].

![Figure 2. Web service choreography vs. orchestration](image-url)
The considerations mentioned above and some earlier developments, such as Web Service Choreography Interface (WSCI) [14], ebXML Business Process Specification Schema [15] served as input for W3C to establish the Web Services Choreography Working Group and begin work towards a language that can be used to describe collaboration protocols of cooperating participants, which act as peers and their interactions may be long-lived and stateful. Web Services Choreography Requirements document [16], provides the following definition of choreography: "Web Services Choreography concerns the observable interactions of services with their users. Any user of a Web Service, automated or otherwise, is a client of that service. These users may, in turn, be other Web Services, applications or human beings. A specific set of interactions maybe related over time to some form of collaboration grouping that is initiated at some source and runs through a set of Web Services and their client. A choreography description is a multi-party contract that describes from global view point the external observable behaviour across multiple clients (which are generally Web Services but not exclusively so) in which external observable behaviour is defined as the presence or absence of messages that are exchanged between a Web Service and it's clients" [16]. A notable contribution to these requirements was [17], which advocated the need for complementary but separate languages - choreography programming languages and choreography description languages. Goland showed in [17] rather clearly, using motivating use cases, the difference (from choreography point of view) between executable languages such as Java, C#, BPEL and similar, and declarative description languages, which capture a global view of messaging activity and are not designed to provide information about how participants implement their individual tasks. Goland also explained in [17] the need for generating role-specific code skeletons from choreography description in order to facilitate faster and more convenient implementation of individual functionality. The choreography description language uses roles to differentiate between the participants in choreographies. We will discuss this aspect in greater level of detail in subsequent sections.

3. Adaptivity Issues in Choreography Life-Cycle

The result of the mentioned W3C WS Choreography Working Group effort is WS-CDL language [18], which is the means to define a technical multi-party contract, mentioned above. WS-CDL specification is aimed at being able to precisely describe collaborations between any types of participants regardless of the supporting platform or programming model used by the implementation of the hosting environment, thus addressing heterogeneity issues [18]. Choreographies must also completely hide component-level implementation details. Moreover, the same choreography definition (potentially involving any number of parties or processes) needs to be usable by different parties operating in different contexts (industry, locale, etc.) with different software (e.g. application software) [18].

Choreography definition using WS-CDL allows building of more robust services because they can be validated statically and at runtime against a choreography description, verification absence of deadlocks and live-locks, etc. It also helps to ensure effective interoperability of services, which is guaranteed because services will have to conform to a common behavioural multi-party contract, mentioned earlier [19].

However, compliance of the participating services to the common contract might result that the choreography enactment is hard coded into the implementations of the
services and/or their composition mechanisms. This approach poses a two-fold problem: it reduces reusability of the services and also makes it difficult to change choreography description without a need for massive programmatic changes at the participating end-points. Goland [17] discusses these issues from developers’ point of view in his contribution to WS Choreography requirements.

A possible alternative to global-contract choreography is a technique called mediation, where an intermediary agent is involved in communication between parties and ensures compliance of message flow to expected/requested behaviour of each party. A notable example of such approach is Web Service Modelling Ontology (WSMO) Choreography [20]. WSMO is an ontology for describing various aspects related to Semantic Web services [21].

The WSMO framework provides support for choreography and orchestration as part of interface definition of a WSMO service description. An interface describes how the functionality of the service can be achieved (i.e. how the capability of a service can be fulfilled) by providing a twofold view on the operational competence of the service: Choreography decomposes a capability in terms of interaction with the service (service user's view) Orchestration decomposes a capability in terms of functionality required from other services (other service providers' view). With this distinction different decompositions of process/capabilities are provided to the top (service requester) and to the bottom (other service providers). This distinction reflects the difference between communication and cooperation. The choreography defines how to communicate with the web service in order to consume its functionality. The orchestration defines how the overall functionality is achieved by the cooperation of more elementary service providers [22]. WSMO choreographies are based on the Abstract State Machines methodology. Cimpian & Mocan in their work [23] describe a process mediation approach based on WSMO choreographies and Web Service Execution Environment (WSMX) [23], a reference implementation for WSMO.

4. Suggested Approach

In this paper we propose software components called handlers to represent the logic of harmonizing public choreographed processes with private functionality of end-point services. Handlers are registered with and coordinated by a choreography support service, which, in turn, used by the end-point services to support global choreography contracts. Configured with pluggable handlers choreography support service mediates two-way message exchange between the “outside world” and the local processing entities. Based on the available handlers, various request types and formats can be routed, translated, and fulfilled by the business services. Choreography support service can relatively easily be reconfigured, adapted, and extended as new processing entities need to be supported. In addition, dynamic selection of processing entities to play the prescribed roles, policy enforcement, trust and security support and other non-functional tasks can be performed by the handlers. The handlers can be implemented as a chain of message filter put in front of processing entities deployments. A handler takes a choreography definition, the role, which processing entity is supposed to play and maps the choreography messages to local operations at run-time.
4.1. The Role and Status of the ebXML

We call the handlers business service handlers, drawing a parallel with the naming used in ebXML framework [24]. The original name for these components in ebXML framework was Business Service Interface (BSI), which can be described as a piece of software that handles incoming and outgoing messages at either end of the transport [25]. The ebXML concept of a business transaction and the semantics behind it are central to predictable, enforceable e-business. It is expected that any Business Service Interface (BSI) will be capable of managing a transaction according to these semantics.

Dubray explains the purpose of ebXML BSI in his overview of ebXML [24]: “The Business Service Interface (BSI) should enforce the business collaboration protocol (ebXML BPSS). At any point in time, the BSI is able to determine if a message makes sense from a business perspective (is format correct? did it come on time? in the right sequence? ...). The BSI may be directly communicating with an application, but it is certainly wise to use a broker that will dispatch ebXML requests and responses to and from your business applications. Typically, this broker is going to be a business process management system.” This explanation actually outlines the core functionality of BSI and justifies the need of pluggable brokers to support a variety of business process management systems. The OASIS ebXML Business Process (ebBP) Technical Committee (TC) later discussed a possibility to differentiate between Business Services Interface and Business Service Handler (BSH) in order to separate the abstract interface from its implementations. By proposing the name change to business service handler, the ebBP committee harmonised the naming between the business and messaging domains – the ebXML Message Service Specification [26] defines the Message Service Interface and Handler separately.

In ebBP Specification v 2.0 [27] the BSI is defined from a different perspective: as a logical definition for a party’s actions, exposed as business services. It may be seen as a logical shared definition at different nodes. Logically, a BSI is a partner’s implementation of the shared definition of business states and actions relevant to a common business goal. The BSI specifies the allowed set of business process and business object states of a business process, and the rules governing transitions between those states. In the context of the ebBP technical specification, only the shared business process is being managed. The interface to the BSI is through business messages and signals [27]. This defines the functionality of the BSI closely to the functionality of an individual partner required to support WS-CDL based common multi-party contract. Therefore the ebXML BPSS and W3C WS-CDL define substantially similar approach to enactment of common business goal and idea of pluggable business handlers follows this paradigm.

The ebBP technical specification does not, however, specify how the BSI is implemented. For example, the BSI may be enabled through a BSI-aware business application or through behaviour implemented as a part of a Message Service Interface component. The business application may business signals that are sent (realized) by the Message Service Handler [27]. Similarly, WS-CDL [18] does not specify how collaborating parties implement/map their services to comply with the common contract. We think that it useful to turn to the ebBP TC work when architecting choreographed Web Services solutions, as the ebBP v2.0 specification takes Web Services into account and explicitly relies on choreographed collaborations (no relation to WS-CDL is defined yet; the ebBP TC, however, is working on ebBP and WS-CDL layering). An ebBP Choreography is an ordering of Business Activities within a
Business Collaboration and is specified in terms of Business States and transitions between those Business States. Execution of the backend systems, which instruct the BSI to send or receive messages, advances the state of a collaboration. Similarly to WS-CDL, there is no execution engine associated to the collaboration itself. Although WS-CDL and ebBP address similar problem domains, the divergent foci of the two enables them to be layerable - while WS-CDL focuses primarily on the web service perspective, ebBP describes the pure business message flow and state alignment. As such they are not mutually exclusive.

Barreto [28] argues that WS-CDL and ebBP could be used in a loosely coupled, yet complementary manner, where WS-CDL supports the choreography based on endpoint references related to WSDL, while ebBP specifies the operation mapping to the recognized business transaction patterns. This association is beneficial and useful where complex activities occur in the collaboration environment.

4.2. Operation Mapping

One more notable aspect of ebBP v2.0 specification is mapping of Business Transaction patterns to abstract operations through the OperationMapping constructs (still work in progress) [27]. An operation mapping specifies a possible mapping of a business transaction activity to a set of Web Services operation invocations to enable the participation of non-ebXML capable business partner in an ebXML relationship. An ebBP definition does not itself contain a reference to a WSDL file, but rather references to operation names which can be deferenced with specific WSDL files specified at the Collaboration Protocol Profile [25].

The goal of the operation mapping is to offer a flexible mapping scheme to map all document and signal interchanges to any combination of Web Services operation interactions. The mapping is also designed to define an operation mapping on both sides of a Business Transaction Activity (BTA). BTA represents the performance of a Business Transaction within a collaboration and is similar to WS-CDL interaction. This means that the ebBP specification can be used to define the abstract behaviour of complex collaborations between Web Services even in the case where no role in the collaboration is capable of ebXML [27].

The concepts found in ebBP v2.0 specification, therefore, provide several benefits for mapping choreography contracts to the end-point implementations:

- There are clear signs and concrete steps to support Web Services at WSDL operations level. The use of run-time correlation and endpoint references based on emerging addressing mechanisms such as WS-Addressing, WS-MessageDelivery etc. is recommended.
- The ebBP operation mapping is designed to support not only Web Services but other implementation techniques as well.
- The ebBP v2.0 specification suggests flexible approach to operation mapping (and common contract enforcement, in turn) by allowing operations to be mapped both in collaboration description and the partner’s endpoints.

Therefore, ebBP [27] serves as a blueprint for architecting choreography-based solutions in general, not only ebXML compliant systems. The ebBP specification is being created (or closely watched) partially by the same individuals as WS-CDL specification, which creates synergy between the two efforts. We took into account many ideas described in ebBP specification and this will greatly help in our future work on this topic.
As we can see from the discussion above, changes in business protocol and choreography description may be quite costly for the end-points to support, therefore some intelligence is needed to allow smooth and fast propagation of the protocol changes. In this paper we propose to introduce an application-level gateway between the public business protocol (choreography) and the end-point composite services. This gateway is a part of the implementations of the collaboration participants’ end-points. The functions of the gateway range from virtualisation of the business services of the end-point to choreography support via role-based decomposition of it and mapping of the incoming messages to the appropriate processing entities within the end-point.

As shown in Figure 3, Inside the gateway there is a set of software components called handlers, which perform distinct tasks, for example to represent the logic of harmonising public choreographed processes with private functionality of end-point services. There are two kinds of handlers – application-specific and application-independent [29]. The latter are reusable across the range of different applications, while the former depend on a particular system. Furthermore, the application-specific handlers are divided into supplier handlers and consumer handlers. Supplier handlers are triggered by the Reactor upon receiving an incoming message and their task is to find an appropriate consumer handler for the message to be processed. Locating of an appropriate consumer handler may be message content and choreography status based.

In order to organise the structure and the operation of the gateway component in a scalable and efficient manner, it is advisable to follow well established patterns for such applications. Schmidt has proposed usage of several patterns (Reactor, Component Configurator, Acceptor-Connector and other) in application-level gateways in [29]. Other patterns, such as chain of responsibility, also apply here.

The next section describes how choreographies and their adaptive support can be used in VO Management context.
5. Using Software Agents in Virtual Organisations Support

5.1. General Observations

Virtual Organisations (VO) are closely related to business collaborations between the services, organisations and individuals involved and are intended to facilitate, directly or indirectly, business solutions in most cases. VO management process can be perceived just as a type of business collaboration or (process) that uses the same mechanisms as for "operational" business collaborations (or processes). The collaboration agreement of a VO specifies processes related to the administration of the VO itself, such as changes to the VO membership or the collaboration agreement [11].

The software agent technologies are suitable mainly for domains of highly complex problems and systems with widely distributed information sources, domains with dynamically changing environment and problem specification, and for the integration of a high number of heterogeneous software systems [30]. Therefore, the agent technologies are suitable for usage in a Virtual Organisation, where the participants are geographically distributed, usually with heterogeneous software systems, and where the environment is dynamically changing in response to market needs and requirements.

(software) agents are autonomous, which is very desirable in unknown scenarios (which usually tend to appear in the real world), where it is difficult to control directly the behaviour of complex business collaborations. Even though it is possible to encapsulate some behaviour by specifying “private” methods, agents must decide by themselves whether to execute their methods according to their goals (agents must be proactive), preferences and beliefs. Agents are also flexible, they have to learn from, and adapt to, their environment. This is important, since when designing an agent system, it is impossible to foresee all the potential situations that a particular agent might encounter, and specify agent behaviour optimally in advance. This kind of situation is highly probable in the most of non-trivial VO interactions.

In a VO setting, a multi-agent system can be employed for supporting internal processes (intra-enterprise level) of the enterprise (e.g. planning and control, resource allocation, production process simulation, and on the other hand, it can support cooperation and negotiation among enterprises (extra-enterprise level) across a value chain (e.g. customers, suppliers, material and service providers, etc). Both types of agents can coexist in an organisation.

In addition to the external-internal dimension of agents’ classification, there is another one, which is based on the specific purpose of the agent services. The reason for making this distinction explicit is the fact that the business services themselves can be considered as agents as they satisfy most of the agents’ characteristics. Maximilien & Singh [31] in their work of cataloguing Web services interaction styles argue that viewing services as agents enables us to augment the interaction styles of Web services as interactions between and among service provider agents and service consumer agents. Therefore, it is important to denote the areas of responsibility of the business services and the supporting agents.

As we have explained above, Web services are characterized not only by an interface but also by the business protocols (choreographies) they follow. While business protocols are application specific, much of the software required to support such protocols can be implemented as generic infrastructure components Alonso et al. For example, the infrastructure can a) maintain the state of the conversation between a
client and a service, b) associate messages to the appropriate conversation, or c) verify that a message exchange occurs in accordance to the rules defined by the protocols (for example WS-CDL). Part of the task of the infrastructure is also the execution of meta-protocols, which are protocols whose purpose is to facilitate and coordinate the execution of business protocols. It is convenient to think of the agents as the meta-protocol enablers, paving the way for the business services.

For example, before the actual interaction can begin, clients and services need to agree on what protocol should be executed, who is coordinating the protocol execution, and how protocol execution identifiers are embedded into messages to denote that a certain message exchange is occurring in the context of a protocol. In the Web Services domain, WS-Coordination is a specification that tries to standardize these meta-protocols and the way WSDL and SOAP should be used for conveying information relevant to the execution of a protocol [32]. In the Multi-Agent System (MAS) domain, there are other protocols for agents’ interaction, which can be useful for implementing the meta-protocols.

Having distinguished between the agents and the services, we need to make sure that these two types of entities coexist peacefully within a single architecture and interoperate properly. Maximilien & Singh [33] propose a framework that augments a typical Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) with agents. Their principal idea is to install software agents between service consumers and each service that they consume. These consumer service agents expose the same interface as the service. However, they augment the service interface with agent-specific methods. The consumer communicates its needs via the augmented agent interface. Service method invocations are done via the service agent who, in turn, monitors and forwards all calls to the selected service. Both business and meta-protocols can be modelled, validated and verified using the WS-CDL language and tools.

A good example of a consistent set of meta-protocols is the VO Management domain, where the business collaboration partners (peers) interact by the rules agreed by all the VO members and VO managers. These rules are enacted partly by direct interaction between the peers, and partly by the peers and the VO Management. We discuss Virtual Organisation Management in the next section.

The concept of multiple agents can also be useful in general-purpose Web service composition. Maamar et al. [34] present an agent-based and context-oriented approach that supports the composition of Web services. To reduce the complexity featuring the composition of Web services two concepts are put forward in their work, namely, software agent and context. During the composition process, software agents engage in conversations with their peers to agree on the Web services that participate in this process. Conversations between agents take into account the execution context of the Web services. The security of the computing resources on which the Web services are executed constitutes another core component of the agent-based and context-oriented approach presented by Maamar et al [34].

5.2. Virtual Organisation Management

A VO typically follows the life cycle consisting of the four phases: a) Identification (Opportunity Identification and Selection), b) Formation (Partner Identification and Selection, and Partnership Formation), c) Operation (Design, Marketing, Financial Management, Manufacturing, Distribution), and d) Termination (Operation Termination and Asset Dispersal). The management of a VO through those phases can
be described just as a type of business process (or collaboration) that uses the same mechanisms as for “operational” business processes (or collaborations). The collaboration agreement of a VO then specifies the processes that are related to the administration of the VO itself, for example changes to the VO membership [11].

With regard to the software agent technology, it can bring various advantages to the domain of management of e-collaborations. The technological and integration aspect is covered by the Foundation for Intelligent Physical Agents (FIPA) [38], which tries to maximize interoperability across agent-based applications, services and equipment.

Figure 4 illustrates our proposal for the management of Virtual Organisations using Web Service Choreography and Software Agents. The innovation lies in the fact that whereas Web Service Choreography can be used to coordinate the interactions between Web Services and their consumers, software agents can be inserted in front of those services, and their actions choreographed.

Within a Virtual Organisation, intelligent software multi-agents can take some of the load in each of the phases of identification, formation, operation and termination of a VO, by automating the relevant processes. Various agent technologies can also be used for the agents’ private knowledge, maintenance, specification of various ontologies, and ensuring service interoperability across the value chain.

The proposed solution is a generic one, in the sense that it does not distinguish between the number of agents or their type (e.g. per service, business process, or enterprise). It assumes, however, that at least one local agent exists per each

Figure 4. Virtual organisation management with choreography and agents
organisation that participates in a VO. The interaction between the organisations in the VO is carried out with interactions between the respective agents. The latter communicate with the Information System (IS) of the organisation via the appropriate Web Services. Whereas within a single organisation those Web Services follow orchestration rules, as described earlier, the whole VO is coordinated by choreography rules that are enacted by each of the local agents assigned to an organisation. In that process, agents communicate and exchange information with local agents of other organisations. The use of agents adds flexibility to the operations of the VO, whereas at the same time the use of choreography rules ensures the efficient management of a VO without the need for a centralised service.

The process of the creation of a Virtual Organisation has its counterpart in the cooperative team creation or coalition formation processes in the agent technologies domain. In this domain, a group of cooperating agents (coalition) is formed to fulfil a common goal. The individual agents are self-oriented and they don’t share all information or their intentions. The agent technologies in this case classify the knowledge as public, private and semi-private. This has a high potential for the management of Virtual Organisations, where there is not a central point of control, but the e-collaborations are rather peer-to-peer, in which case it is important for each peer to have control over the availability of its own information to the other peers in the network and restricting access to the confidential data.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed an approach to the issue of choreography support in heterogeneous collaborative business interactions. We base our concepts on the assumption that service choreographies can be mapped to end-point operations using either rich service universal descriptions or end-point specific operation mappings. In both cases it is possible to derive programmatically the configuration artefacts, which can be used to configure business service handlers dynamically at the runtime. This possibility is attractive from many points of view, the most important perhaps being clean separation of business services interfaces and business services implementation.

Business service handlers can also be used for various other purposes – policy enforcement, trust and security support, collaboration correctness monitoring, QoS monitoring, transaction logging, etc. Choreography languages, such as WS-CDL can perhaps be enhanced to support declarative specification of the mentioned aspects for subsequent programmatic propagation of these specifications to the service end-points and mapping to the end-point specific mechanisms.

These ideas make basis for future research in this area alongside with detailed design of the pluggable business handler framework, which is described in this paper at conceptual level and many decisions still need to be made. Standard operation mappings between choreographies and implementation languages such as Java, C#, BPEL are one of the main issues in this area along with rich service description and matchmaking problems. It is a promising sign that the ebXML BPPS specification takes into account these issues and drives the effort to solve them in standard interoperable manner, as support of the open standards is crucial for adoption of solutions.

In the context of our work we use Web Services as the underlying technology to implement of models. The requirements for VO management described here can be met
by a subset of the current WS* specifications, but they require secure, stable and interoperating implementations from a variety of IT vendors, which is not the case yet.

We also believe that combination of SOA and Web services in particular with the software agents can be very promising. The agents differ from services in a number of ways, they are necessary when users specify the goals they wish to achieve, rather than the actions they need to expose or perform (where the services fit well). Therefore usage of the agents may prove to be beneficial in non-trivial areas requiring rich interaction such as service matchmaking, contracting support, trust management etc.
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Abstract. Development of web-based applications needs tools in order to make the application development more effective by using/re-using business rules as well as web services. These tools should incorporate facilities for capturing different semantic aspects of an application. This paper presents a new conceptual and technological framework of using a rule language and rule engine for capturing semantics in modern web-based systems. The framework enables to cover two aspects of semantics in web-based systems: business rules and web service composition logic. The technology consists of 2 main parts: the application server Xstone for creating 3-layered systems and the RqlGandalf rule solver. The middleware server Xstone connects to Oracle, PostgreSQL databases and the RqlGandalf rule system. The RqlGandalf rule system is targeted for two different tasks: defining and using business logic rules as well as for rule-based synthesis of complex queries over web services. The presented rule-based system development technology is implemented for the Linux platform as open source software.
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Introduction

Development of web-based systems needs tools in order to make the application development more effective by using/re-using business rules as well web services. These tools should incorporate facilities for capturing different semantic aspects of an application. Currently, semantic technologies are gaining more and more importance, mainly with respect to systems of distributed artificial intelligence including semantic web applications.

One aspect of semantics of web applications can be considered as business rules. As current tools that employ rule engines follow basically paradigm of expert systems, then there is need for more general approach. Rule languages used in current systems are very simple, basically intended to write if-then rules as in RuleMachines VisualRule Studio [1], Mindbox ARTEnterprise 10.0 [2], and ILOG Jrules [3].

Another aspect of semantics of web-based systems can be considered as rules used for composition of web services. Web service developers spend a lot of time manually discovering and composing web services to meet the requests for new services. There is lack of practical tools for supporting developers in semantic web service modeling and composition.
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In this paper, we present a new conceptual and technological framework for using a rule language and rule engine for capturing semantics in modern web-based systems. The framework enables to cover two aspects of semantics in web-based systems: business rules and web service composition logic.

The technology consists of 2 main parts: the application server Xstone for creating 3-layered systems and the RqlGandalf rule solver. The middleware server Xstone connects to Oracle, PostgreSQL databases and the RqlGandalf rule system. The RqlGandalf rule system is targeted for two different tasks: defining and using business logic rules as well as for rule-based synthesis of complex queries over web services.

The RqlGandalf rule solver is based on the first-order logic automated deduction system Gandalf [4]. Despite the common core, the rule systems in the framework come in two layers:

- The rule system, which answers queries about data based on logical rules input by the user or a programmer. In some sense Rql rule system is analogous to SQL systems, but the Rql end-user language allows the user to write complex logical rules not allowed by SQL. While SQL is targeted for manipulating and querying data, Rql rule system is targeted for defining and using business logic rules.
- The RqlGandalf rule solver has built-in capabilities for automatically creating (synthesising) programs for solving queries, under the assumption that data is input from web services. In other words, it finds out suitable web services and combines them in a suitable way. The program constructed by the RqlGandalf solver calls the services, loops over the results, selects fields, etc.

The whole framework and technology are called Rql system in this paper. All the core parts of the system are written in ANSI C and use the standard GNU tools for configuration, compilation and installation. The XSTONE/RQL technology suite is covered by GPL. Pilot applications of the proposed framework are developed on the basis of Data Exchange Layer X-Road of Estonian State Information System [5] and on a portfolio management system of an assets management company. The Rql system is implemented for the Linux platform as open source software and is available at [6]. As this paper is concentrated to providing the overall framework, then most of implementation details are omitted. For implementation details we refer to our previous works in [7, 8], and Rql system web site [6].

The technology is intended to be useful for developing web applications for the following domains: banking, insurance, capital markets, telecom fault detection, diagnostics, e-government, etc.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 1 gives overview of the approach proposed and introduces Xstone server. Section 2 presents how to define and use business rules by RqlGandalf rule system. Web-service composition component is described in Section 3. Related works are discussed in Section 4. Section 5 presents some conclusions and future work.

1. General Approach Used for the Framework

1.1. Overview of Rql System Approach

The Rql technology provides a mid-layer between a database and interfaces to other systems: both the (human) user interface and interfaces to software systems. The
system is particularly useful for cases where the business logic must have numerous (possibly frequently changing) interfaces.

The basic idea of using the Rql technology is to write the business logic (database queries, rule queries, other operations) and web service composition semantics as a part of the mid-layer (i.e. as a part of Xstone server), keeping the interface code separate from this mid-layer.

The Rql technology consists of the following 3 parts:

- Xstone server that is the application server for creating 3-layered systems.
- RqlGandalf rule solver. It is able to read data from an SQL database: it can call Xstone and import/convert SQL-given data into its own knowledge base. Xstone is able to call the Rql system analogously to calling SQL servers, and outputting Rql-computed results in the XML format.
- Tools for building user interfaces. Xswc is the system for building browser-based user interfaces for Xstone, capable of obtaining and manipulating data by calling Xstone. In addition, there is the Python-based toolkit PYML (Python Markup Language) for building browser-based user interfaces against the functionality programmed into Xstone server.

The following Figure 1 shows all three layers of the Rql technology in their interaction.

Figure 1. Components of Rql technology
In the following, each part of the Rql technology is described in more detail.

1.2. The Xstone Server - a Kernel of Rql System

Xstone is a middleware server useful for developers creating complex server-based applications. It is relatively simple and highly efficient. It is easy to extend and modify for developers needs. The server is written in C language.

Using the Xstone server means - for most cases - adding and changing SQL queries, XML definitions and logical business rules, without actually changing the C code. Xstone currently contains adapters for Oracle, PostgreSQL databases and the Rql rule system. Xstone also supports WSDL and SOAP standards for web services. Xstone answers CGI-protocol queries over HTTP, returning answers in XML, CSV or tuple formats. Xstone is called from application/interface programs using HTTP with the get protocol. The default output of Xstone (i.e. answers to HTTP queries) is in the XML format, but several different output formats are available as well.

Xstone functions perform similarly to CGI programs and they need to be declared in Xstone function file in XML format. The function declarations indicate the number and usage of HTTP parameters and the full text of the SQL or ELM language (input language of Rql rule system) queries/procedures to be performed.

The Xstone function file is a plain list of function definitions in XML. More information about function file can be found in [6]. For more complex needs, it is possible to add C functions to Xstone. The functions added are called via the definitions in the function file. In this case, recompilation of Xstone is needed.

Xstone Query Example

Xstone query is ordinary CGI without argument names as follows:


The answer to the query is an XML table created from the SQL query result as in the following case, where SQL query returns all customer with first name John and with age more than 21:

```xml
<data>
  <rec>
    <fname>John</fname><sname>Clark</sname><age>32</age>
  </rec>
  ...
  <rec>
    <fname>John</fname><sname>Smith</sname><age>24</age>
  </rec>
</data>
```

1.3. Tools for Building User Interfaces

There are two sets of tools for building user interfaces in Rql technology as follows.
1.3.1. The xswc Toolkit

The Xstone server web client xswc is a toolkit for building browser-based user interfaces against the functionality programmed into Xstone. This package is primarily to be used as a prototype (template) for creating web (browser-based) clients for the Xstone server.

Web client xswc contains two main parts: C code for the xswclient CGI program and XSL files for the automatic, yet highly configurable XML-to-HTML conversion mechanism. The XSL files could be used completely separately from the xswclient CGI program.

1.3.2. PYML Toolkit

PYML is the Python-based toolkit for building browser-based user interfaces against the functionality programmed into Xstone. PYML is a system for integrating HTML and Python. In essence, it allows writing Python code directly into HTML, much like PHP, if the actual PHP code is written directly into HTML. PYML is designed for creating dynamic web pages, especially for database applications.

2. Capturing Business Rules

The Rql rule system provides 2 languages for representing rules. They include the Extended Logical Markup language (ELM) [9] for nontechnical users. With this language, business rules can easily be represented with business terms and automatically translated for execution by the rule solver RqlGandalf [10].

For system developers, there is rich and expressive language the Extended Common Logic (ECL) [11] used to specify rules for the rule solver RqlGandalf. In this section, the Rql rule system languages and the RqlGandalf rule solver are introduced.

2.1. The ELM Language

The input language of the Rql rule system for nontechnical users is the ELM language [9] that is a sugared version of extended first order predicate calculus (FOL). Extensions to FOL allow writing predefined computable functions, sentences in SQL and several nonmonotonic and (weak) epistemic operators, as well as select data sources to be used in queries.

The language syntax is influenced by N-triples and N3 syntaxes of RDF [12] as well as DATALOG and PROLOG. It allows to write predicates with arity one and two in an infix notation (e.g. John is emitent), while predicates of higher arity are written in prefix notation as e.g. instrument(ticker, investmenttype, emitent, emitentcap).

ELM is a kind of a language called “controlled natural language”: a formal language aimed at resembling natural language, hence being human-readable without special training or IT background, and writeable with short training. The formal definitions for the language can be found in [9]. The ELM language is transformed to the extended FOL, which is internal language of the Rql rule solver. Most important extensions to ordinary FOL are special higher order query functions, for example $sumforallfacts, $maxforallfacts, etc. These are used to express sum, max, average, etc of data obtained from derivable facts. These functions are widely used in business applications. Above mentioned types of functions loop over all the given or derivable
facts, which correspond to criteria given in the function term and compute sum (or max or etc) of all the integers in a given place.

Specific business rules often use special extralogical query functions in addition to standard FOL as explained above. For example, in the portfolio management domain, the following business rule can be used:

\[
\text{if } ((\text{depositpercentage is } \leq \text{ to } \max\text{depositpercentage}) \text{ and } \\
(\text{interestpercentage is } \leq \text{ to } \max\text{interestpercentage}) \text{ and } \\
(\text{stockpercentage is } \leq \text{ to } \max\text{stockpercentage})) \\
\text{then } \text{okassetsdistribution}.
\]

The rule above is used for checking assets distribution of a client according to maximum percentages for deposit, interest and stocks given by the user (e.g. portfolio manager). The user may relatively often change business rules as new queries, constraints, etc appear.

2.2. The RqlGandalf Rule Engine

The core of the Rql rule system is the RqlGandalf rule solver: it reads in text in the ELM language containing data, rules and queries, and then attempts to find answers to queries. When answers are found, it outputs an XML structure analogous to Xstone output for SQL queries (see previous section).

One major difference from SQL is that the rule system can be contradictory (RqlGandalf rule solver will detect that), and when answers are found to queries, then RqlGandalf will also create a step-by-step explanation for each answer: which facts and rules were used for finding the answer, what were the intermediate steps.

The Rql rule system is used in Xstone similarly to how Xstone uses the Oracle or PostgreSQL database system: Xstone users write SQL function bodies in Xstone XML function definitions, and in the similar way one can write ELM data definition, rule and query language for rule-based queries.

This works in two ways as follows:

- Each time an Rqlquery function is called via Xstone, Xstone will call RqlGandalf with both the query and the Xstone flag, causing RqlGandalf to read in additional data and rules from the database.
- RqlGandalf assumes that all the rules and data it should thus read in are present in the database table rqlrule, in the body field. It reads in all these fields from the Oracle or PostgreSQL database, assuming each field contains ELM text.

The RqlGandalf rule solver used in the Rql technology is an extension of Gandalf [4] that is a resolution theorem-prover for first-order classical logic with equality in order to make it applicable in rule-based and web-based IS development. It is well known that FOL theorem provers like Gandalf are optimized for speed and efficiency but should be extended to be useful for practical applications. Most theorem provers are aiming to solve small but hard problems as in mathematics. The RqlGandalf shows one direction to how FOL theorem provers can be adapted towards business and web-based applications. In practical tasks it is common to have a hard situation where a proof task contains both an “ordinary” FOL part well suited for resolution and a large special part not well suited for resolution. In [10] it is proposed a simple “black box”
system called “chain resolution” for extending standard resolution in order to significantly improve performance of solver in the context of problems involving large ontologies and terminological reasoning as in many business applications. It is shown in [10] that chain resolution is sound and complete.

The proposed rule-based technology has been first applied to creation of a portfolio management system prototype in an asset management company [6]. This is a web-based system for portfolio management, where one could add/modify data about stocks and other financial instruments, add/modify portfolios and their content, etc. The system contains a set of modifiable rules on the portfolios and allows performing fixed and free form queries on the portfolios, basically checking whether a portfolio satisfies rules input into the system.

3. Rule-Based Web-Service Composition

3.1. Composition of Web Services

Our logic-based web-service composition approach is based on general scheme of automated deduction and program synthesis [13, 14]. According to that, we formulate an axiomatic theory of the application domain including background knowledge. In this theory, domain ontology concepts and their properties are expressed by axioms. Each web service is expressed by a set of axioms that describes the service. The query (request) is expressed as a theorem in the language of application domain theory. Usually, the theorem expresses the existence of the entity (e.g. a citizenship, a name, etc) that the query is asking to find by given entity or entities. Using an automated theorem prover, it is proved that the theorem follows from the axioms of the application domain theory. The proof should be sufficiently constructive, so that from proving the existence of a desired entity we can construct a program of finding it.

As the automated theorem prover we use FOL theorem prover Gandalf [4] extended for synthesis of programs in order to be suitable for web service composition tasks and called RqlGandalf as in [6]. The core method employed by the system is the classical combination of the resolution method with the ans-predicate mechanism; see [13, 15]. The system is looking for suitable instantiations of the variable(s) in the query. These variables will be the arguments of the special ans-predicate. A clause containing only the ans-predicates is considered to be an empty clause, with the arguments of the ans predicate representing the solution to the query.

The simplistic usage of the ans-predicate will not be sufficient for program synthesis. We will need additional rules and mechanisms. The four main extensions built into the core prover are as follows:

- Built-in strings, dates and arithmetic.
- A PROLOG-like mechanism for deriving different alternative answers.
- A derivation rule for eagerly disambiguating clauses containing several answer literals.
- A derivation rule for converting logical conditions into term-level conditions. For example, if we have a clause \(-A/\text{ans}(s)\), then we can derive \(\text{ans}(\text{if} (A, s))\) as a new clause, provided that A is computable. Resolution proof search extended by such rules may give us a result in the form of a term. Next, this term should be compiled to an executable program.
Our compilation stage consists of two phases as follows. First step is the loop-lifting conversion modifying the term. Second step constitutes compilation of the modified term to an executable Python function. We have decided to use Python for practical usability, and we are also avoiding comprehension and lambda-terms in the Python program.

An important methodological decision we have taken is to avoid any forms of explicit induction. We describe lists using special function symbols, which will eventually be translated to loop constructions. Similarly, we avoid error handling in logic. The synthesized programs will handle possible error situations instead.

3.2. Methodology

Goal of the system is to automatically find a plan for service composition as an answer to the user request.

The most important steps of the web service composition are as follows:
1. Giving domain ontology as well as descriptions of web services in the ELM language.
2. Performing reasoning tasks and composition of web services by program synthesis using the theorem prover RqlGandalf [6] that is extended version of Gandalf [4].
3. Extracting the result of program synthesis as a Python program corresponding to the required composite service.
4. Developing the composite service by refining and further implementing the synthesized Python program.

Given web services domain ontology and web services descriptions in ELM language, the logic-based component of our framework translates these to internal logic language of FOL theorem prover RqlGandalf (i.e. to extended FOL). The resulting theory is passed to RqlGandalf, where it can be used for reasoning tasks and for composition of web services by program synthesis as discussed in the beginning of this section. We now show the web service composition on the basis of a small example.

3.3. Examples

The first example describes a single service called "addresses" which will take a person code as input and will return a list of addresses for the corresponding person. One of the data fields in an address indicates a city. The query asks for a subset of towns the person has addresses in: all the towns with a name lexicographically less than "London".

Ontology and a web service description are as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
&?C \text{ is personcode of skolem1(?C).} \\
&\text{if } ?C \text{ is city of ?X then } ?C \text{ is town of ?X.} \\
&\text{if } ?C \text{ is personcode of } ?P \text{ then} \\
&\text{foreach(L, getfield(city,L), call(addresses,?C)) is city of } ?P.
\end{align*}
\]

The query for service composition is as follows:

\[
\text{find } ?T \text{ where } 123456789 \text{ is personcode of } ?P \text{ and } ?T \text{ is town of } ?P \text{ and } ?T \text{<"London"}
\]
Resulting program in Python language is as follows:

def query():
    result=[]
    data=call("addresses",123456789)
    for i in data:
        if lessthan(getfield("city",i),"London"):
            result=result+[getfield("city",i)]
    return result

The second example adds another service called "towndata" which will take a name of a city as input and will return a structure containing information about the city. We will only use (and describe) the "county" field. The synthesized program will have to use both services, one of these in a loop.

Ontology and a web service description is as follows:

?C is personcode of skolem1(?C).
if ?C is city of ?X then ?C is town of ?X.
if ?C is personcode of ?P then
    foreach(L,getfield(city,L),call(addresses,?C)) is city of ?P.
if ?T is town of ?P then
    getfield(county,call(towndata,?T)) is county of ?X.

Query is presented as follows:

find ?C where 123456789 is personcode of ?P
and ?C is county of ?P.

Resulting synthesised program in Python looks like the following:

def query():
    result=[]
    data=call("addresses",123456789)
    for i in data:
        if lessthan(getfield("city",i),"London"):
            result=result+[
                getfield("county",call("towndata",getfield("city",i)))]
    return result

A proof of concept implementation of the web service composition framework is done in the field of state information systems [6].

4. Related Work

Using rule-based languages for developing methodologies for creation of database applications is not a new idea in the database research community. Active databases [16, 17] and deductive databases [18, 19, 20] are the most important research fields in this respect. In contrast to database-oriented approaches, our approach is rule-oriented
meaning that it offers declarative rule language and corresponding rule solver separately from database management system.

Well-known logic approaches applied to rule systems have been concentrating around using Prolog [21], Datalog [22, 23] or Description Logics [24].

Regarding to automation of web service composition, the approaches proposed fall into two main categories based on workflow models or on AI planning. Our work is tightly related to AI planning approaches based on automated program synthesis that relies on strong theorem proving technology. In [25, 26] available services and user requirements are described in FOL, and then constructive proofs are generated with SNARK theorem prover. Nevertheless, our approach differs from their approach in that they do not consider web services. We also enhanced FOL theorem prover in order to meet requirements of synthesis of web services.

Other logical approaches are used for web service composition in [27, 28, 29]. In [27] linear logic (LL) is used. For external presentation of web services they use semantic web service language DAML-S and for composition process they translate web services into extralogical axioms and proofs in LL. Service composition tool SWORD [28] generates composite service plans by using rule-based plan generation implemented in Java. [29] have developed semi-automatic service composition prototype, which consists of two basic components: a composer and an inference engine. First user selects the service he/she is interested in, and then inference engine finds all the other services that can supply appropriate data for selected service input.

5. Conclusion

We have provided a new conceptual and technological framework for using a rule language and rule engine for capturing application semantics in modern web-based systems. The approach is centered on the integration of a rule system with relational database systems and user interfaces using the middleware server Xstone. The rule system enables to deal with two aspects of semantics in web-based systems: business rules and web service composition logic.

The proposed framework and technology are implemented for Linux platform as open source software available at [6].
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A Concept Map Based Intelligent System for Adaptive Knowledge Assessment
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Abstract. The paper describes a concept map based multiagent system that has been developed for learners' knowledge assessment and self-assessment in process oriented learning. The architecture of the system in terms of modules, their functions and interaction is presented. The special attention is given to the intelligent assessment agent, which at the moment is composed of communication, knowledge evaluation, interaction registering, and expert agents. The paper also discusses a novel approach to adaptive knowledge assessment using concept maps.
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Introduction

During recent decades we are eye-witnesses of an evolution from the industrial age to the information age. This evolution causes the rise of the information society in its diverse reality. The foundation of this society is “informationalism”, which means that defining activities in all realms of human practice are based on information technology organized in information networks and captured around information processing [1]. Modern organizations realize that knowledge is their most important asset. In [2] it is noted that “knowledge has become increasingly relevant for organizations since the shift from an industrial economy based on assembly lines and hierarchical control to a global, decentralized, cooperative, innovative and information-driven economy”. As a consequence, new terms such as “knowledge work” and “knowledge society” emerge. The essence of knowledge work is turning of information into knowledge for the purposes of problem solving and decision making.

In this context it is worth to stress that new requirements, technologies and demands for highly skilled and educated workforce influence a whole society of every country that is moving towards the knowledge society. It is obvious that teaching and learning processes also should be changed for the purpose of more effective turning of information into knowledge. The quality of knowledge, which a person acquires within an educational institution depends on the quality of teaching and learning process which, in turn, has strong connection with knowledge assessment.

¹ Corresponding Authors: Alla Anohina, Riga Technical University, Kalku street 1, Riga, Latvia, LV-1658; E-mail: alla.anohina@cs.rtu.lv.
² Janis Grundspenkis, Riga Technical University, Kalku street 1, Riga, Latvia, LV-1658; E-mail: janis.grundspenkis@cs.rtu.lv.
The paper presents an intelligent system which gives a teacher an opportunity to assess learners' knowledge level at each stage of the learning process, and to use assessment results for analysis of quality and suitability of learning material, for changing teaching methods timely, and promoting a learning course towards achievement of desirable characteristics of learners' knowledge. At the same time the system can be used as a tool for knowledge self-assessment from the learners' side in order to control their acquired knowledge level and to perform activities directed towards filling blanks in their knowledge. Moreover, the further enhancement of the system in the direction of adaptive knowledge assessment based on concept maps is discussed.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 1 briefly discusses computer-assisted assessment and its problems. The concepts, which underlie the developed system, are described in Section 2. The architecture of the system from the point of view of modules and their functions is presented in Section 3. Section 4 introduces an intelligent agent, which comprises the core of the developed system. Section 5 gives an overview of system’s testing results in different learning courses. The proposed approaches to concept map based adaptive knowledge assessment are described in Section 6. Section 7 discusses some related works. Finally, Section 8 presents conclusions and outlines directions for future work.

1. Computer-Assisted Knowledge Assessment

According to [3] the term “computer-assisted assessment” refers to the use of computers in assessment, encompassing delivering, marking and analysis of assignments or examinations, as well as collation and analysis of data gathered from optical mark readers. The most widespread computer-assisted assessment systems are ones based on objective tests [4, 5] that offer a learner a set of questions, answers on which are pre-defined [3]. The mostly used question types are multiple choice questions, multiple response questions, graphical hotspot questions, fill in blanks, etc. Computer-assisted assessment typically is included in virtual learning environments, e.g. Blackboard (http://www.blackboard.com) or WebCT (http://www.webct.com), or it can be implemented in the form of a specialized assessment system. In the last case there is a set of available tools both from institutional and commercial developers [5]. CASTLE (http://www.le.ac.uk/castle), and TAL (http://www.tal.bris.ac.uk) are examples of software developed within the framework of the institutional projects. Commercial tools are Hot Potatoes (http://hotpot.uvic.ca), Questionmark™ Perception™ (http://www.questionmark.com/us/home.htm), Respondus (http://www.respondus.com), and others. Analysis of these products allows to define the main functional capabilities of computer-assisted assessment systems: full functionality related to management of questions (creation, removing, editing, etc.), planning and running of knowledge assessment activities, as well as reporting on the performance of both learners and questions.

Computer-assisted assessment provides a number of advantages [5, 6, 7, 8, 9]: greater flexibility regarding place and time of assessment, potential for providing assessments for large number of learners efficiently, instant feedback to learners, extensive feedback to teachers, reduced errors in comparison with human marking, decreased time needed for supervising and marking of assessments, and potential for frequent assessments. Besides the advantages computer-assisted assessment systems
have also drawbacks [5, 6, 7, 9]: some types of questions cannot be marked automatically as computer-assisted assessment is suited to those questions which require a limited response, unsupervised computer-assisted assessment sessions present a risk of plagiarism and illegal use of other materials, and some learners may have poor skills of information technologies usage.

However, the main drawback of such systems is a level of intellectual behavior, which can be assessed. According to [4, 8], it is not above the fourth level in the well-known Bloom's taxonomy [10], which includes three levels of lower order skills (Knowledge, Comprehension, and Application), and three levels of higher order skills (Analysis, Synthesis, and Evaluation). However, in [3] this assertion is called to be erroneous, but it is pointed out that designing test questions to assess higher order skills can be time consuming and requires skill and creativity.

Only a few computer-assisted assessment systems, which assess higher levels of intellectual abilities and skills, have been developed. They are based on strongly subject and language dependent tasks such as essays or free-text responses [11, 12, 13, 14]. These systems use methods of natural language processing and, therefore, are extremely complicated regarding their structure and functional mechanisms.

Assessment of the learner's knowledge level is an essential function of intelligent tutoring systems [15, 16] which use methods and principles of artificial intelligence in their architecture and operation in order to provide the most suitable learning for learner's abilities, knowledge, characteristics and needs. In these systems assessment as a rule takes the form of tests or sequences of tasks after the learner has finished studying a particular topic, as well as it is also implemented providing the practical problem solving mode. However, analysis of available publications reveals that such issue as continuous assessment of learner's knowledge and skills has not met enough attention from developers of intelligent tutoring systems.

So, there is a need for support of systematic knowledge assessment and reasonable balance between requirements to assess higher levels of knowledge and complexity of an assessment system. We have developed a concept map based assessment system, which meets all mentioned requirements.

2. Underlying Concepts of the System

Three concepts underlie the developed system: process oriented learning, concept maps and adaptive knowledge assessment. Let’s consider each of them.

Qualitative teaching and learning process is characterized by the fact that it is based on strengths of a learner and compensates his/her weaknesses. It may be achieved by systematic assessment of a learner's knowledge level and the use of results for changing teaching methods and learning content timely in order to achieve desirable knowledge characteristics. Thus, assessment focuses not only on the final result, but on the process of knowledge acquisition and becomes its integral part promoting process oriented learning.

In process oriented learning a teacher divides a learning course into some stages. The notion of a stage is not strictly defined and it can be any logically complete part of a learning course, for example, a chapter or a topic. At the end of each stage the teacher makes assessment of a learner's knowledge level. Methods of assessment depend on the teacher and specificity of the learning course. Assessment in the proposed system is based on the notion of concept maps.
Concept mapping is an approach, which can be used “to externalize and make explicit the conceptual knowledge that student holds in a knowledge domain” [17]. Concept maps are a specific kind of a mental model and a method for representation and measuring of individual’s knowledge [18]. They are universal enough, as may be visualized as graphs using nodes and arcs that represent concepts and conceptual links, respectively. Conceptual links can be represented with or without linking phrases written on them. In the developed system two types of conceptual links are used. Important conceptual links show that relationships between the corresponding concepts are considered as important knowledge in the learning course. Less important conceptual links specify desirable knowledge. The linking phrases and direction are not used in the developed prototype. An example of a concept map for the learning course “SQL Fundamentals” is given in [19].

The first developed prototype of the system supports only one task: filling of a concept map structure. However, concept maps allow to provide learners with tasks with different level of difficulty taking into account degree of directedness [20]. Directedness is connected with information provided to learners. Tasks vary from high-directed to low-directed. High-directed concept map tasks provide learners with concepts, connecting lines, linking phrases, and a map structure. In contrast, in a low-directed concept map task learners are free to decide which concepts and how many of them should be included and how they will be related in their maps. In other words, tasks can be divided in a subset of “fill-in tasks” where learners are provided with a blank structure of a map and lists of concepts and linking phrases, and in a subset of “construct a map tasks” where learners are free to make their choices.

“Fill-in tasks” can be different, too. First, they vary on what is provided for learners (concept list, and/or linking phrases list), do they need to define something by themselves or do they need to use linking phrases at all. Second, the tasks vary on how a pre-defined concept map structure is provided: does it contains already some filled concepts and/or linking phrases, or it is empty. “Construct a map tasks” can have the same variety as “fill-in tasks” and also constraints on a number of concepts needed to use in the concept map, and on a structure (should it be strictly hierarchical or have some cycles).

Our proposed scheme of concept map usage in process-oriented learning is displayed in Figure 1. Thus, using the developed intelligent system a teacher prepares concept maps for each stage of the learning course, specifies one or several initial concepts and publication date of the map, and makes knowledge assessment at the end of each stage. It is important to stress that from one stage to another the initial concept map is extended on the basis of the following procedure. The teacher includes the concepts taught to learners at the first stage of the learning course and relationships between them into the first concept map of the learning course. At the second stage learners acquire new concepts. The teacher extends the initial concept map by adding new concepts, but doesn't change the relationships among already existing concepts. Thus, a concept map of each stage is not anything else than extension of a concept map of the previous stage. A concept map of the last stage displays all concepts in the learning course and relationships between them.

A variety of concept map based tasks allows to consider adaptive knowledge assessment. Computer adaptive knowledge assessment adapts tasks, questions or problems to a knowledge level of a particular learner. Therefore, learners with a low knowledge level do not receive very difficult tasks, but learners at a high achievement
level are not required to solve too simple items. Adaptive assessment provides more accurate conclusions about the actual knowledge level of each learner [21].

3. System’s Architecture and Operation

The developed intelligent system consists of an intelligent agent for assessment of learners’ current knowledge level and a group of human agents, i.e. learners who are communicating with this agent.

The following scenario describes interaction between the system and its two users: a teacher and a learner. The teacher using the system creates concept maps for each stage of a learning course and defines their characteristics (initial concepts and publication date). During knowledge assessment the learner gets a structure of a concept map, which corresponds to the learning stage. At the first stage it is an empty structure with very few initial concepts defined by the teacher. In the subsequent stages new concepts are included in addition with those, which the learner has already correctly inserted during the previous stages. In both cases the set of concepts, which should be inserted into the structure of the concept map is given to the learner. After finishing the concept map, the learner confirms his/her solution and the intelligent assessment agent makes its analysis, comparing concept maps of the learner and the teacher on the basis of five patterns described in Section 4. The intelligent agent saves the final score of comparison and the learner’s concept map in a knowledge base, and gives feedback to the learner about correctness of his/her solution. At any time the teacher has an opportunity to examine concept map completed by the learner and his/her score.

Modules of administrator, teacher and learner make the system’s architecture. Their names display a category of system’s users for which the module provides a set of functions. The modules interact sharing a common database which stores data about teachers and their learning courses, learners and groups of learners, teacher-created and learner-completed concept maps, learners’ final score and system’s users (Figure 2).
The administrator maintains the system and his/her primary responsibilities are to manage data about users, learners and groups of learners, teachers and learning courses, using such functions of the administrator module as data input, editing, and deleting.

The teacher’s module supports the teacher in the development of concept maps and of examining of learners’ final score. Its main functions are the following: automatic providing of information on learning courses taught by the teacher and on learners studying a particular learning course, automatic providing of information about maximum score, the publication status and date of a particular concept map within a chosen learning course, tools for developing, editing and deleting concept maps, and tools for examining of learner-completed concept maps and score, as well as for deleting the results.

Graphical user interface is used for concept map development and editing. The teacher draws on a working surface using tools for concept inserting and linking them by two types of links (Section 2). When the teacher creates the first concept map in a particular learning course, he/she can freely add and delete concepts and links. However, if he/she creates a concept map of the next stage, he/she can freely operate only with elements of already not published maps of the previous stages.

Two kinds of information on learners’ results are available: a learner-completed concept map with mistakes and incorrect places displayed on it, and a text pointing out learner’s data, learning stage, and final score comparing with maximum score.

The learner’s module includes the following functionality: automatic providing of information on learning courses studied by the learner, and on concept maps within learning courses (stage, status of publication, and learner’s score), tools for completion of concept maps provided by the teacher, and tools for viewing the feedback after the learner has submitted his/her solution.

Feedback given to the learner comprises information on concepts uninserted into a map, incorrectly connected concepts, and final score. In the current version of the system the learner does not have an opportunity to see a correct concept map or to perform a task once again.
The system has been developed using the following tools: Borland JBuilder 9.0., JGraph, PostgreSQL DBMS 8.0.3. and JDBC drivers for PostgreSQL. The architecture of the system from the point of view of used technologies is given in [22].

4. An Intelligent Assessment Agent

The intelligent agent who makes assessment of the learner’s current knowledge level is a core of the system’s intelligence and the basis of the learner’s module. The developed prototype of this agent at the moment consists from four agents. The communication agent perceives the learner's actions on the working surface, i.e. concepts inserting into and removing from the structure of a concept map, and clicking on the buttons of solution submission and window closing. It is also responsible for visualization of a structure of a concept map, which is received from the agent-expert, and for the output of feedback coming from the knowledge evaluation agent. After the learner has confirmed his/her solution, the communication agent delivers the learner-completed concept map to the knowledge evaluation agent. This agent compares the concept maps of the learner and the teacher on the basis of recognition of five patterns of learner’s solutions described below, and generates a feedback, which is delivered back to the communication agent. The interaction registering agent receives the learner-completed concept map from the communication agent and results of its comparison with the teacher-created concept map from the agent of knowledge evaluation, and stores them in a database. The agent-expert forms a structure of a concept map of the current learning stage on the basis of the teacher-created concept map and learner's concept map of the previous stage. The formed structure is delivered to the communication agent for its visualization on the working surface. The agent-expert also delivers a teacher-created concept map to the agent of knowledge evaluation for its comparison with a learner-completed concept map. Figure 3 displays the scenario of the system’s operation described in Section 3 and the architecture of the intelligent assessment agent.

The knowledge evaluation agent is capable to recognize five patterns of learner solutions. It is based on assumption, that the fact that the learner understands presence of relationships between concepts has the primary value, while the type of link and the place of concepts within the general structure of a concept map are secondary things. Thus, the learner solutions, which the agent is capable to distinguish, are the following (Figure 4):

**Pattern 1.** The learner has related concepts as they are connected within a standard map of the teacher. In this case the learner receives 5 points regarding every important link and 2 points for less important link. Figure 4b shows that the learner has related concepts A and E, which fully match the same relationship in the teacher-created concept map (Figure 4a).

**Pattern 2.** The learner has defined a relationship, which does not exist in a concept map of the teacher. In this case he/she does not receive any points. In Figure 4c it is shown that the learner has related concepts A and H, but such relationship does not exist in the teacher-created map (Figure 4a).
Pattern 3. The learner’s defined relationship exists in a standard map, the type of a link is correct, but at least one of concepts is placed in an incorrect place. The learner receives 80% from maximum score for that link. Figure 4d shows that the learner has defined relationship between concepts B and D, which also exists in the teacher’s map (Figure 4a). Both concepts are placed in the incorrect places although the type of the link is correct.

Pattern 4. The learner’s defined relationship exists in a standard map, the type of a link is wrong, and at least one of concepts is placed in an incorrect place. The learner receives 50% from maximum score for the correct link. This pattern is displayed in Figure 4e. Comparing the learner defined relationship between A and F with teacher’s one (Figure 4a) it is easy to see that concept F is placed in an incorrect place, as well as type of the link between concepts is less important instead of important link.

Pattern 5. A concept is placed in a wrong place, but its place is not important. The learner receives maximum score for a corresponding link. Figure 4f displays that the learner has exchanged concepts M and L by places comparing with the teacher-created concept map (Figure 4a).

5. System Testing Results

The operation of the developed system has been tested in six learning courses of different types (both engineering and social sciences). In the autumn of 2005 the testing took place on the learning courses “Information System Analyses and Development” and “Modelling and Formal Specification” in Vidzeme University College (Latvia), as
well as on the learning courses “Systems Theory Methods” and “The System of Teaching Methods” in Riga Technical University (Latvia). The testing on the learning courses "Fundamentals of Artificial Intelligence" and "Introduction to Artificial Intelligence" passed in spring of 2006 in Riga Technical University. One hundred and two students have been involved in the testing process. After testing students were asked to complete a questionnaire. Each questionnaire had fifteen questions, seven of them were devoted to the evaluation of system’s performance and eight questions were related to the used approach based on concept maps. As a result eighty four questionnaires have been processed. The testing statistics is displayed in Table 1.

The example of system’s operation is described in [22]. The students positively evaluated the chosen approach to knowledge assessment, as well as functionality and user interface of the system (questions and student answers are given in [22, 23]). They also stated desire to use such assessment technique in courses that will follow.

6. Enhancement of the System towards Adaptive Knowledge Assessment

The first prototype of the system presents all learners with the same structure of a concept map and initial concepts irrespective of a level of achievements of a particular learner. In order to improve functionality of the developed system and to make it more flexible we decided to exploit an idea of computer adaptive assessment.
Table 1. Testing statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Learning course</th>
<th>Number of students involved in testing</th>
<th>Number of questionnaires received</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Autumn 2005</td>
<td>Information System Analyses and Development</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Modeling and Formal Specification</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Systems Theory Methods</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The System of Teaching Methods</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spring 2006</td>
<td>Fundamentals of Artificial Intelligence</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Introduction to Artificial Intelligence</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Totally</strong></td>
<td><strong>102</strong></td>
<td><strong>84</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are two time moments when the degree of task difficultness can be changed. Adaptation during the task performing is based on the voluntary request from the learner to decrease a level of difficulty of the task. For this purpose it is necessary to provide a tool (for example, a button) for the communication of the request. Adaptation after the finishing of the task is related with the decrease of task difficultness degree on the basis of the analysis of learner’s submitted solution.

Generally, we propose two approaches to concept map based adaptive knowledge assessment: to change the number of empty places which the learner should fill performing the task and to change the type of the task.

The first approach keeps the same task: filling of a concept map structure. Performing the tasks the learner can directly request to decrease a difficulty level of the task. In this case the system will fill several empty places with correct concepts. This process continues until only a pre-defined number of empty places will remain or the learner will complete the task. So, at the first assessment stage the learner will receive an empty structure of a concept map with a very few initial concepts defined by the teacher. At the subsequent stages the structure will be extended due to the new concepts and relationships and will contain not only teacher defined concepts and concepts correctly inserted by the learner in the previous stage, but also concepts which were used to fill empty places decreasing the difficultness degree in the previous stage.

The second approach assumes enrichment of the system by tasks of various types. We have chosen 5 tasks which are ranged from the easiest to the most difficult based on the information given to the learner and the amount of job needed to be performed by the learner (Table 2). There are both “fill-in” and “construct a map” tasks. At the first assessment stage all learners receive the task of the average difficulty (the third tasks). The student can directly request to decrease a difficulty level of the task performing the task. The difficulty level of the subsequent stages depends on the level of the previous stage. If the student working at some level of difficulty reaches a minimum number of points, in the next stage the level of difficulty is increased. Otherwise, the level of difficulty remains the same.
### Table 2. Tasks for concept map based adaptive knowledge assessment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The type of task</th>
<th>No.</th>
<th>The structure of a concept map</th>
<th>Linking phrases</th>
<th>Concepts</th>
<th>Difficultness degree</th>
<th>Comments</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fill-in</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Is given</td>
<td>Inserted in the structure</td>
<td>Need to be inserted</td>
<td>The easiest</td>
<td>Linking phrases that are inserted in the structure can help to find where a particular concept could be inserted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Is given</td>
<td>Are not used</td>
<td>Need to be inserted</td>
<td>There is not any information which would allow to understand, where a particular concept should be inserted</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>Is given</td>
<td>Need to be inserted</td>
<td>Need to be inserted</td>
<td>There is not any information which would allow to understand, where a particular concept should be inserted, as well as the volume of work is increased</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Construct a map</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>Is not given</td>
<td>Are not used</td>
<td>Need to be related</td>
<td>The volume of work is increased in comparison with Task 4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>Is not given</td>
<td>Need to be inserted</td>
<td>Need to be related</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 7. Related Works

The idea to computerized concept mapping is not new at all. A number of commercial and non-commercial graphical software packages and tools already exist, for example, AXON Idea Processor (http://web.singnet.com.sg/~axon2000/), Inspiration (http://www.inspiration.com), SMART Ideas™ (http://www2.smarttech.com/st/en-US/Products/SMART+Ideas), IHMC CmapTools (http://cmap.ihmc.us), and others, which allow to capture and visualize ideas and knowledge. These products provide such functions as concept map construction, navigation and sharing, and can be used as a useful learning tool, but they do not assess created concept maps.

One of the powerful concept map based assessment tool is COMPASS [24]. It is a Web-based system that provides assessment of the learners’ knowledge level through various concept mapping tasks and supports the learning process generating the informative and tutoring feedback after the analysis of a learner’s concept map.

The other example of assessment tool based on concept maps is described in [25]. It has two versions: one of them supports the task of filling in the blanks of incomplete structure of a concept map, other offers an opportunity to freely construct a concept map. Both versions provide evaluation and hint functions.
The developed system has two discriminative features in comparison to the mentioned tools. Both known systems consider assessment as a discrete event, while the system described in this paper supports process oriented learning and allows the teacher to extend the initially created concept map for the new stage of assessment. The second unique feature is an algorithm that compares the teacher’s and learner’s concept maps and is sensitive to the arrangement and coherence of concepts.

The idea of computer adaptive knowledge assessment is implemented mainly in the systems based on objective tests. It is supported by some software products such as Questionmark™ Perception™ (http://www.questionmark.com/us/home.htm) and TRIADS (http://www.derby.ac.uk/assess/newdemo/mainmenu.html). There is also some research in this area. PASS module [26] is based on adaptive testing and adaptive questions techniques, and can be integrated in an Adaptive Educational Hypermedia System in order to provide personalized assessment selecting the appropriate question for a learner according to the questions’ parameters, the assessment parameters, and the current learner’s knowledge level. E-TESTER [27] automatically creates questions based on e-learning content provided to a learner. The developed system in its turn is based on a novel approach regarding adaptive knowledge assessment using concept maps.

8. Conclusions and Future Work

The paper describes the concept map based multiagent system for learners’ knowledge assessment at each stage of a learning course. The core of the system is the intelligent agent that is capable to recognize five patterns of learners’ solutions. It is communicating with a group of human agents, i.e. learners, and at the moment consists from four agents: communication, knowledge evaluation, interaction registering and expert agents.

The developed system has some discriminative features in comparison with other concept mapping and computer-assisted assessment systems. Firstly, the system supports process oriented learning and allows the teacher to extend the initially created concept map for the new stage of assessment. The second unique feature is an algorithm that compares the teacher’s and learner’s concept maps and is sensitive to the arrangement and coherence of concepts. These two features have been already implemented. The third feature that is under development at the moment is concept map usage for adaptive knowledge assessment. The paper discusses two approaches to concept map based adaptive knowledge assessment and their implementation aspects.

The chosen approach to knowledge assessment, i.e. concept maps, can be successfully used for systematic knowledge assessment, as well as allow to assess higher order skills providing possibility to issue tasks with different level of difficulty and simultaneously do not require natural language processing.

The future work has three main directions. One of them is related with the deeper analysis of the proposed approaches to concept map based adaptive knowledge assessment. The next one focuses on implementation of both approaches in two different systems. The developed systems will be tested in learning courses of various types.
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Abstract. The specification of distributed engineering systems, can be simplified with the introduction of the well-known service paradigm. Generally, in goal driven-approaches in which services are related to functional goals, the use of concepts through well-formed structures (i.e., ontologies) provide the appropriate functionalities. Nowadays, it is also essential to take into account the crucial aspects of the dynamic services, that is to say their ability to adapt and to be composed in order to complete their task. As a result, we observe a growing need for service composition (i.e., goal composition) together with emerging difficulties such as the selection of appropriate structures describing service functionalities or the problem of semantic heterogeneity resulting from ontology alignment in distributed environments. Therefore, this paper presents a well-founded mathematical approach in which services are expressed in the engineering framework with goal structures. The model builds on channel theory to enable semantic interoperability between functional ontologies. This results into a computationally tractable system in which functional compositionality across cooperative systems can occur in a sound way.

Keywords. Functional ontology, IF-based model, alignment, distributed systems, software agent, semantic interoperability

Introduction and Motivation

The notion of service is central in the description and functioning of distributed systems. Based on a teleological assumption\textsuperscript{2}, services are related to goals through the paradigm ‘Service as global goal achievement’. From the distributed perspective, these systems suffer from the increasing complexity caused by the huge amount number of services available. This is related to a lack of global vision at design time. Therefore, to face up to these difficulties, the development of dynamic and automatic techniques for the composition and the fusion of services is required, reducing as well the implementation. Current solutions are limited and are primarily static and manual. Reasoning about the composition of services requires a representation and a description of these services with a functional model [1]. Ontologies have gained popularity as means for generating explicit formal vocabulary to share between applications. Moreover, they have proved to be a successful approach to provide appropriate tools for re-use and formalization [2].

\textsuperscript{1}E-mail: nacima.mellal@univ-savoie.fr

\textsuperscript{2}in which purposes are assigned to functions and mechanisms are described by function implementation
Recently, much attention has been paid on finding semantic correspondences between ontologies, this is known as 'semantic interoperability'. Alignment between ontologies is a critical challenge for semantic interoperability. Efforts provided in this area focus on finding semantic correspondences between ontologies where major works are those of Kalfoglou and his co-authors in [3], they made some steps towards semantic integration by proposing a mathematically sound application of Information Flow model from Barwise and Seligman theory [4] to enable semantic interoperability of separate ontologies representing similar domains. N.Noy also studied this issue by giving a brief review of ontology-based approaches to semantic integration [5]. Last but not least, in [6] Doan and Halevy have focused on the semantic-integration work in the database community.

To give a formal characterization of functional ontology alignment, we propose a methodology based on a sound mathematical model IF Information Flow. The automated ontology alignment capabilities are specified by software agents which interoperate semantically to achieve a common purpose. The overall goal of the present paper will try to give answers to the following questions:

- What is the structure of the ontology and how is it related to other ontologies?
- What are the features of the IF based model and how it is able to automate the ontology alignment?
- How do agents specify the Ontology Alignment and how is the communication achieved?

In the present work, we focus on functional ontologies describing distributed and complex systems. The alignment of ontologies is used to discover the correspondences between functional ontologies. As a crucial topic, information exchange between functional hierarchies must occur in a semantically sound manner. In [7] ontology alignment has been defined as any formal description of the (semantic) relationship between ontologies. In [8], authors describe the process of alignment using IF theory, we have extended their work, to functional hierarchies where the classification relation expresses the functional dependency. Functional ontologies alignment is a process which describes how one or more goals of an ontology can be semantically mapped to goal(s) of other ontologies in a sound and automatic way, without altering the original ontologies. Such a process must not be considered as a simple pattern matching process, but rather an intentional alignment process since the resulting goal dependencies must respect the sum of the local logics both on the syntactic and the semantic level.

This article is divided into 5 mains sections. In section one, we give the definitions of main concepts in the IF theory. In section two, an application example is detailed in order to make clarification progressively as the different proposed definitions go on. In section three, the functional ontology is introduced through the description of goals (service) structure and the construction of its functional ontologies is explained. In section four, the ontology alignment process is described. Finally, in section five, we discuss the specification of ontology alignment by software agents.
1. IF-Based Theory

1.1. Local IF Structures

Definition 1 An IF Classification \( A \) is a triple \(< tok(A), typ(A), \models_A >\), which consists of:

1. a set \( tok(A) \) of objects to be classified known as the instances or particulars of \( A \) that carry information,
2. a set \( typ(A) \) of objects used to classify the instances, the types of \( A \),
3. a binary classification relation \( \models_A \) between \( tok(A) \) and \( typ(A) \) that tells one which tokens are classified as being of which types.

The meaning of the notation \( a \models_A \alpha \) is “instance \( a \) is of type \( \alpha \) in \( A \)”. IF classifications are related through infomorphisms. Infomorphisms are the links between classifications.

Definition 2 Let \( A \) and \( B \) be IF classifications. An Infomorphism denoted \( f =< f^\wedge, f^\vee >\) is a contravariant pair of functions \( f^\wedge : typ(A) \rightarrow typ(B) \) and \( f^\vee : tok(B) \rightarrow tok(A) \) which satisfies the fundamental property:

\[
f^\vee(b) \models_A \alpha \iff b \models_B f^\wedge(\alpha) \text{ for each } \alpha \in typ(A) \text{ and } b \in tok(b)
\]

Regularities in a distributed system are expressed with IF theories and IF logics. In distributed system, IF-theories can be seen as an idealized version of the scientific laws supported by a given system.

Definition 3 An IF theory \( T \) is a pair \(< typ(T), \vdash_T >\) where \( typ(T) \) is a set of types and \( \vdash_T \), a binary relation between subsets of \( typ(T) \).

Let \( A \) be a classification. A token \( a \in tok(A) \) satisfies the constraint \( \Gamma \vdash \Delta \) where \( (\Gamma, \Delta) \) are subsets of \( typ(A) \), if \( a \) is of some types in \( \Delta \) whenever \( a \) is of every type in \( \Gamma \). If every token of \( A \) is constrained by \( (\Gamma, \Delta) \), we have obviously \( \Gamma \vdash_A \Delta \) and \(< typ(A), \models_A >\) is the theory generated by \( A \). A theory \( T \) is said regular if for all \( \alpha \in typ(T) \) and for arbitrary subsets \( \Gamma, \Delta, \Gamma', \Delta' \) of \( typ(T) \), the following properties hold:

- The Identity: \( \alpha \vdash_T \alpha \)
- The Weakening: if \( \Gamma \vdash_T \Delta \) then \( \Gamma' \vdash_T \Delta, \Delta' \)
- The Global cut: if \( \Gamma, \Gamma' \vdash_T \Delta, \Delta' \) for any partition\(^3\) \((\Gamma', \Delta')\) of \( \Sigma' \), then \( \Gamma \vdash_T \Delta \), for all \( \Gamma, \Delta \vdash_T typ(T) \)

Definition 4 A local logic \( \mathcal{L} =< tok(\mathcal{L}), typ(\mathcal{L}), \models_{\mathcal{L}}, \vdash_{\mathcal{L}}, N_{\mathcal{L}} > \) consists of a regular IF theory \( th(\mathcal{L}) =< typ(\mathcal{L}), \vdash_{\mathcal{L}} >\), an IF classification \( cla(\mathcal{L}) =< tok(\mathcal{L}), typ(\mathcal{L}), \models_{\mathcal{L}} >\) and a subset \( N_{\mathcal{L}} \subseteq tok(\mathcal{L}) \) of normal tokens which satisfy all the constraints of \( th(\mathcal{L}) \).

A token \( a \in tok(\mathcal{L}) \) is constrained by \( th(\mathcal{L}) \). Given a constraint \( (\Gamma, \Delta) \) of \( th(\mathcal{L}) \), whenever \( a \) is of all types in \( \Gamma \), then \( a \) is of some type in \( \Delta \). An IF logic \( \mathcal{L} \) is sound if \( N_{\mathcal{L}} = tok(\mathcal{L}) \). In this paper, we restrict the classification relation to normal instances,

\(^3\)A partition of \( \Sigma' \) is a pair \((\Gamma', \Delta')\) of subsets \( \Sigma' \), such that \( \Gamma' \cup \Delta' = \Sigma' \) and \( \Gamma' \cap \Delta' = \emptyset \)
limiting ourselves to sound logics. This assumption is required to enable ontology sharing or ontology matching [9,10]. In summary, each component of a distributed system is described with a sound local logic integrating a classification and its associated theory.

\[ \mathcal{L} = \langle \text{tok}(\mathcal{L}), \text{typ}(\mathcal{L}), \models_{\mathcal{L}}, \vdash_{\mathcal{L}} \rangle \]  

(1)

Let us introduce the distributed IF structures, which base on the IF channel. IF channel models the information flow between IF classifications. The local logic is the ‘what’ of IF, the channel is the ‘why’.

1.2. Distributed IF Structures

The IF channel models the information flow between IF classifications.

**Definition 5** An IF channel consists of two classifications \( A_1 \) and \( A_2 \) connected through a core classification \( C \) by means of two infomorphisms \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \).

Since local logics are inclusive concepts combining the concepts of classification and theory, they capture a more general knowledge than single classifications. Therefore there is a need to consider distributed IF logics of IF channels.

**Definition 6** Given a binary channel \( \mathcal{C} = \{ f_1 : A_1 \rightarrow C, f_2 : A_2 \rightarrow C \} \) with a logic \( \mathcal{L} \) on the core classification \( C \), the distributed logic \( DLog_{\mathcal{C}}(\mathcal{L}) \) of \( \mathcal{C} \) generated by \( \mathcal{L} \) is such as:

\[ DLog_{\mathcal{C}}(\mathcal{L}) = F^{-1}[\mathcal{L}] \]  

(2)

The local logic on the sum \( A_1 + A_2 \) which represents the reasoning about relations among the components is also referred as the distributed logic of \( \mathcal{C} \) generated by \( \mathcal{L} \) while \( F \) denotes the infomorphism \( F : (A_1 + A_2) \rightarrow C. \) \( \sigma_1 \) and \( \sigma_2 \) are also infomorphisms, where, \( \sigma_1 : A_1 \rightarrow (A_1 + A_2) \) and \( \sigma_2 : A_2 \rightarrow (A_1 + A_2) \), (see Figure 1).
2. An Application Example

We propose a case study which concerns an open channel hydraulic system composed of nodes which represent subsystems (S1, S2, ...) connected with a CAN network. Each subsystem used in the open-channel irrigation channel is located near a water gate. Each subsystem performs two pressure measurements from a Pitot tube and is able to react accordingly and to modify the gate position with the help of a brushless motor. The Pitot tube allows two pressure measurements, a static pressure in spatial areas denoted SFArea, and a dynamic pressure measurement in areas denoted DFArea. The local area surrounding the two previous is respectively referred as WaterArea (see Figure 2.). The node is composed of two input sensors for pressure measurement and an actuator able to regulate the water level. In addition the node can communicate through a network with other similar systems.

3. Functional Ontologies

Basically, distributed systems are described by services, but composition of goals is more intuitive than composition of services. In addition, goals hide service complexity and offer the ability to be independent of possibly fluctuating services. Therefore, we map services to goals following in such a way, the teleological assumption [11,12]. As a result, services (goals) are expressed by a functional model. Integration of goal modeling facilitates service composition through goal hierarchies. In order to generalize and to enhance re-use in distributed environments, we introduce local goal ontologies. Ontologies are defined as an explicit specification of a conceptualization. In general, an ontology should satisfy an explicit definition of concepts and relations among them. We call Functional Ontology the ontology of functional concepts. In our context, the concepts have a functional nature which consist of goals to be achieved and the relations among them are the causal order of achievement. In this section of paper, we explain the concept of functional ontology and the relations between them by proposing formal definitions.

---

4We restrict the goal modeling to hard goals, that is functional goals.
3.1. Goals Are Concepts of the Functional Ontology

We propose the main concepts we use to define the concepts of functional ontology.

- **Physical Role (PR)** describes the physical quantity (property) related at least to a spatial location.
- **Physical Entity Type (PE-Type)**: PE-Type is any spatial location.
- **Physical Entity Token (PE-Token)**: PE-Token is a specified spatial location.
- **Physical Context Type (PC-Type)**: is a tuple:
  \[ \xi_i \overset{def}{=} (r, \{\psi_1, \psi_2, \ldots, \psi_n\}) \]
  Where \( r \) is PR, \( \psi_1, \psi_2, \ldots, \psi_n \) is a set of PE-Type. According to our example, \( (\text{pressure}, \text{liquid}_{-}\text{volume}) \) is a PC-Type, where \text{liquid}_{-}\text{volume} describes the PE-Type related to the PR \text{pressure}.
- **Physical Context Token (PC-Token)**: Similar definition of PC-Types holds for PC-Tokens by replacing PE-Type with PE-Token. For example, \( (\text{pressure}, \text{SFArea}) \) is the PC-Token, where \text{SFArea} is the PE-Token.

**Definition 7 Goal Type (G-type)**

Given \( A \), a non-empty set of action verbs, \( \Xi \), a non-empty set of PC-Types, a G-Type denoted \( \gamma_i \) is a pair: \( \gamma_i \overset{def}{=} (\{a\}, \{\xi_1, \ldots, \xi_k\}) \), where the singleton \( \{a\} \subseteq A \) and \( \{\xi_1, \ldots, \xi_k\} \subseteq \Xi \).

According to our example, the possible G-Types are:

- \( \gamma_1 = (\{\text{to\_acquire}\}, \{\text{pressure}, \text{liquid}_{-}\text{volume}\}) \)
- \( \gamma_2 = (\{\text{to\_compute}\}, \{\text{velocity}, \text{channel\_part}\}) \)
- \( \gamma_3 = (\{\text{to\_compute}\}, \{\text{level}, \text{channel\_part}\}) \)
- \( \gamma_4 = (\{\text{to\_send}\}, \{\text{velocity}, \text{channel\_part}\}, \{\text{level}, \text{channel\_part}\}) \)
- \( \gamma_5 = (\{\text{to\_receive}\}, \{\text{velocity}, \text{channel\_part}\}, \{\text{level}, \text{channel\_part}\}) \)
- \( \gamma_6 = (\{\text{to\_compute}\}, \{\text{level}, \{\text{channel\_part}, \text{channel\_part}\}\}) \)
- \( \gamma_7 = (\{\text{to\_compute}\}, \{\text{offset}, \text{actuator}\}) \)
- \( \gamma_8 = (\{\text{to\_receive}\}, \{\text{offset}, \text{actuator}\}) \)
- \( \gamma_9 = (\{\text{to\_act\_upon}\}, \{\text{position}, \text{actuator}\}) \)

- **Remark**: Similar definition holds for G-Tokens by replacing PC-Types with PC-Tokens

3.2. Relationships of the Functional Ontology

The ontology includes goal types as concepts and three core notions: the functional part-of ordering relation, the overlap between goals, and the sum (fusion) of goal types:

- \( \sqsubseteq \): The functional part-of ordering relation.
- \( \triangledown \): The overlap between goal types.
- \( + \): The sum (fusion) of goal types.

"Functional Part-of relation \( \sqsubseteq \)"

A goal type \( \gamma_i \) influences functionally a goal type \( \gamma_j \) if the only way to achieve \( \gamma_j \) is to have already achieved \( \gamma_i \), it will be denoted:

\[ \gamma_i \sqsubseteq \gamma_j \quad (3) \]
‘Overlap O’ The overlap is referred by the binary relation $O$ between goal types and specified with the following ontological axiom:

$$\gamma_i O \gamma_j \overset{\text{def}}{=} \exists \gamma_k (\gamma_k \subseteq \gamma_i \land \gamma_k \subseteq \gamma_j) \quad (4)$$

‘Sum +’ The goal sum (fusion) is a n-ary relation between constituent goals such that the resulting goal overlaps all and only those goals that overlap at least one of the constituents:

$$\gamma_i + \gamma_j \overset{\text{def}}{=} \exists \gamma_p \forall \gamma_k (\gamma_k O \gamma_p \iff (\gamma_k O \gamma_i \lor \gamma_k O \gamma_j)) \quad (5)$$

Several structures are used to represent concepts. In addition, the concept hierarchy is mostly in a tree. Since the goal types appear to be components of a hierarchical structure, it is worth describing them by means of a subsumption hierarchy [13] (i.e., a concept lattice) to represent relationships between G-Types.

**Definition 8** A functional part-of hierarchy $\mathcal{F}$ is described by the following tuple: $\mathcal{F} = (\Gamma, \subseteq, O, +)$, where $\Gamma$ is a finite set of goal types, $\subseteq$ is a partial order on $\Gamma$, $O$ is the overlap relation, and $+$, the fusion relation on goal types. According to our example, we have three main functional part-of hierarchies (see Figure 3).

A constraint denoted $\gamma_i \vdash \gamma_k$ represents the fact that a physical context type of $\gamma_i$ is also a context of the goal $\gamma_k$. The following definitions relate goal overlaps and goal fusion to their Gentzen sequents $^5$(the above definitions are extensible to more than two goals).

$^5$The syntax of Gentzen sequent is interpreted by its symbol $\vdash$ as an implication, the comma on the left is interpreted like a conjunction, the comma on the right like a disjunction.
Example: $\gamma_8 \vdash \gamma_9$, this means that to act-upon PC-Type $\xi_5 = (position, gate)$, the offset referred by PC-Type $\xi_5 = (offset, gate)$ should be received. So, there is a dependency between the PC-Type of $\gamma_8 = (to\_receive, \xi_5)$ and $\gamma_9 = (to\_act\_upon, \xi_6)$.

4. Ontology Alignment Process

We use the application example described above to illustrate our process of alignment. We constraint the example by two remote systems described by $F(s_1)^i$ and $F(s_2)^j$, but our approach can be applied for more than two systems. We shall treat the problem of achieving a complex global goal $\Gamma_2$ on system S1, that is, it must compare the water level in front of system S1 (in water area 1) with the level in front of the system S2 (in water area 2) in order to control the water level in the open-water channel. To realize this goal, the system needs to know whether it is achievable locally or if it needs some information from the remote system. This will be done by checking the hierarchy of the global goal and detecting if there will be some unavailable (invalid) physical context type at any goal type in this hierarchy. Considering the hierarchy $\Gamma_2$, the goal type $\gamma_5$ requires to the physical contexts $(velocity, ExtEnt)$ and $(level, ExtEnt)$, where $ExtEnt$ refers to any spatial location.

The objective of the application is to demonstrate that the hierarchy of global goals in S1 ($F(s_1)^i$), is able to select automatically the appropriate goal from the the hierarchy of global goals in system S2 ($F(s_2)^j$) to complete its task. In terms of the channel-theoretic context, this means to know an IF theory that describes how the different types from $F(s_1)^i$ and $F(s_2)^j$ are logically related to each other, i.e., an IF theory on the union of types $typ(A) \cup typ(B)$. In such an IF theory a sequent like $\alpha \vdash \beta$, with $\alpha \in typ(A)$ and $\beta \in typ(B)$, would represent an implication of types among systems that is in accordance to how the tokens of different systems are connected between each other automatically. The proposed process distinguishes four steps to solve this problem.

4.1. Identification of IF Classifications

We associate G-Types as Types of classification to PC-Tokens as Tokens. Possible PC-Tokens are:

- $c_1 = (pressure, SFA)$
- $c_2 = (pressure, DFA)$
- $c_3 = (velocity, FA)$
- $c_4 = (level, FA)$
- $c_5 = (velocity, ExtEnt)$
- $c_6 = (level, ExtEnt)$
- $c_7 = (level, FA, ExtEnt)$
- $c_8 = (offset, gate)$
- $c_9 = (position, gate)$

For each complex goal ($\Gamma_1, \Gamma_2, \Gamma_3$) of the first system and ($\Gamma'_1, \Gamma'_2, \Gamma'_3$) of the remote one. We give in Table 1 the different classifications of the first system. The second system presents the same classifications replacing $\gamma$ by $\gamma'$.

4.2. Construction of IF Channel

It is the central aspect in the process of alignment functional ontologies. In this step, the physical context of $\gamma_5$, ($c_5$) is not complete because the velocity must be measured and
Table 1. The binary relation \(\models\) of IF classifications in hydraulic subsystem

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>(F_1)</th>
<th></th>
<th>(F_2)</th>
<th></th>
<th>(F_3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(c_1)</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_2)</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_3)</td>
<td>0 1 0 1</td>
<td>0 1 0 1</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_4)</td>
<td>0 0 1 1</td>
<td>0 0 1 1</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_5)</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>1 1 1 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_6)</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_7)</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_8)</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 1 1 1</td>
<td>1 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(c_9)</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0 0 1 1</td>
<td>0 1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

forwarded from an external (remote) physical entity. A similar problem occurs in \(\gamma_6(c_6)\) because the level cannot be computed without having first received the velocity value. The entities in \(c_5\) and \(c_6\) are not known locally (system 1). The idea is to find in remote systems the physical contexts having the same physical roles (velocity and level). We assume a partial alignment of physical contexts \((c_5, c_6)\) with the physical context candidates from the remote system \((c_6', \ldots)\). This equivalence can be formalized with a classification \(A\), where the types are \(c_5\) and \(c_6\), with all their possible tokens using the grey code.

\[
\models_A \quad c_5 \quad c_6
\]

\[
A:\begin{array}{c|cc}
& c_5 & c_6 \\
\hline
\alpha & 0 & 0 \\
\beta & 0 & 1 \\
\gamma & 1 & 0 \\
\delta & 1 & 1 \\
\end{array}
\]

To relate the PC-Types classification with the goal classification, it is useful to introduce the flip of goal classifications where flipping amounts to interchanging rows and columns. Because we begin the process with the classification \(A\), the flips of goal classifications is required in order to relate with initial classifications\(^6\). In order to satisfy the context correspondences, the flips of classifications \(F_i^{(s_1)_\perp}\), \(F_j^{(s_2)_\perp}\) are introduced, which give rise to the respective couples of infomorphisms \(\zeta_i^{(s_1)}\), \(\zeta_j^{(s_2)}\). The purpose of conjunctive power\(^7\) is to find the G-Types satisfying simultaneously the related physical contexts. The conjunctive power classifies G-Types to sets of physical contexts whenever all of their context is in the set. This gives rise to the conjunction infomorphisms:

\[
\begin{align*}
\kappa_i^{(s_1)} : F_i^{(s_1)_\perp} &\cong \land F_i^{(s_1)_\perp} \\
\kappa_j^{(s_2)} : F_j^{(s_2)_\perp} &\cong \land F_j^{(s_2)_\perp}
\end{align*}
\]

\(^6\)Given an IF classification \(A\): \(\langle \text{tok}(A), \text{typ}(A), \models_A \rangle\), the flip of \(A\) is an IF classification: \(\langle \text{tok}(A), \text{typ}(A), \models_T_A \rangle\), where \(T\) is the transpose of the binary relation. Its functional hierarchy is denoted: \(F^\perp\).

\(^7\)Conjunctive power: \(\land A\), of an IF classification \(A\) is the classification whose tokens are the same as \(A\), whose types are subsets of \(\text{typ}(A)\), and given \(a \in \text{tok}(A)\) and \(\Phi \subseteq \text{typ}(A)\), \(a \models_{\land A} \Phi \iff a \models_A \sigma\) for every \(\sigma \in \Phi\). There exists a natural embedding \(\eta_A : A \cong \land A\) defined by \(\eta_A^\land(\alpha) = \alpha\) and \(\eta_A^\land(a) = a\), for each \(\alpha \in \text{typ}(A)\) and \(a \in \text{typ}(A)\).
A token of \( \zeta \) functions as distributed IF system in channel theory, we decompose the binary relation into types from \( \neg \vee F \). As it is mentioned above, \( C \) is a classification, its types are elements of the disjoint union \( \text{Typ} \). A core classification \( C \) is build with a couple of infomorphisms:

\[
\begin{align*}
\zeta_i^{(s1)} & : A \rightarrow \land F_i^{(s1)\perp} \\
\zeta_j^{(s2)} & : A \rightarrow \land F_j^{(s2)\perp}
\end{align*}
\]

For example, the core \( C \) will have a token \((\gamma_1, \gamma_2)\) connecting \( \land F_i^{(s1)\perp} \)-token \( \gamma_5 \) with \( \land F_j^{(s2)\perp} \)-token \( \gamma_4 \), because \( \zeta_2^{(s2)}(\gamma_5) = d \) and \( \zeta_1^{(s1)}(\gamma_4) = d \) and \( d \) is a token of type

\[\begin{align*}
\zeta^{(s1)}_i & = a, \zeta^{(s2)}_j = a, \zeta^{(s1)}_i(\gamma_3) = a, \zeta^{(s2)}_j(\gamma_5) = d, \\
\zeta^{(s1)}_i(\gamma_6) = d, \zeta^{(s2)}_j(\gamma_7) = d, \zeta^{(s1)}_i(\gamma_9) = d
\end{align*}\]

This alignment allows the generation of the desired channel between \( F_i^{(s1)} \) and \( F_j^{(s2)} \). A core classification \( C \) is build with a couple of infomorphisms:

\[
\begin{align*}
g^{(s1)}_i : \land F_i^{(s1)\perp} & \rightarrow C \\
g^{(s1)}_j : \land F_j^{(s2)\perp} & \rightarrow C
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 4 describes the distributed IF system.

4.3. Identification of the IF Logic on the Core of IF Channel

As it is mentioned above, \( C \) is a classification, its types are elements of the disjoint union of types from \( \land F_i^{(s1)\perp} \) and \( \land F_j^{(s2)\perp} \) and the tokens are pairs of goal types \((\gamma_p^{(s1)}, \gamma_q^{(s2)})\).

A token of \( \land F_i^{(s1)\perp} \) is connected to a token of \( \land F_j^{(s2)\perp} \) to form the pair \((\gamma_p^{(s1)}, \gamma_q^{(s2)})\) iff \( \zeta^{(s1)}_i(\gamma_p^{(s1)}) \land \zeta^{(s2)}_j(\gamma_q^{(s2)}) \) are of the same type in \( A \).

For example, the core \( C \) will have a token \((\gamma_5, \gamma_4')\) connecting \( \land F_2^{(s1)\perp} \)-token \( \gamma_5 \) with \( \land F_j^{(s2)\perp} \)-token \( \gamma_4' \), because \( \zeta_2(\gamma_5) = d \) and \( \zeta_1(\gamma_4') = d \) and \( d \) is a token of type
\(\alpha\). We take another example, a token \((\gamma_5, \gamma'_4)\) connecting \(\land F_2^{(s_1)}\)-token \(\gamma_5\) with \(\land F_1^{(s_2)}\)-token \(\gamma'_4\), because \(\xi_5^d(\gamma_5) = d\) and \(\xi_4^c(\gamma'_4) = c\), because both of \(d\) and \(c\) are of type \(\alpha\) in \(A\).

The IF classification of all connections to those types of the core that are in the image inverse of \(g_i^{(s_1)} \circ f_j^{(s_1)}\) and \(g_j^{(s_2)} \circ f_j^{(s_2)}\), which are isomorphisms to distribute the IF logic on the core to the IF classifications \(F_2, F'_1\) and \(F'_2\).

In the considered example, the constraints of the IF logic on the core are written:

\[
\{c'_1, c'_2, c'_3, c'_4\} \vdash \{c_5, c_6\}
\]

\[
\{c'_1, c'_2, c'_3, c'_4, c'_5, c_6, c'_7, c'_9\} \vdash \{c_5, c_6\}
\]

4.4. Building the Distributed IF Logic

Given the logic \(\text{Log}(C) = L\) on the core \(C\), the distributed logic \(D\text{Log}(C)\) on the sum of goal hierarchies \(F^{(s_1)}_i + F^{(s_2)}_j\) is the inverse image of \(\text{Log}(C)\) on this sum. In other words, the inverse image of the IF logic in \(C\) is the result of the co-product of \(F^{(s_1)}_i\) and \(F^{(s_2)}_j\) with the morphism \([f^{(s_1)}_i \circ g^{(s_1)}_i, f^{(s_2)}_j \circ g^{(s_2)}_j]^{-1}\). We obtain sequents like \(\gamma'_4 \vdash \gamma_5\) for the sum \(F_2, F'_1\), \(\gamma'_6 \vdash \gamma_5\) for the sum \(F_2, F'_2\).

According to the initial constraint on the G-Types (i.e., \(\{(\text{to\_send})\}, \{(\text{velocity, X}), (\text{level, X})\}\)), only the first sequent matches all conditions. Since the logic on the core is complete, its inverse image is complete as well. The logic is guaranteed to be sound on those tokens of the sum that are sequences of projections of a normal token of \(L\). Therefore, the goal hierarchy \(F'_1\) (which represents the global goal \(\Gamma'_1\)) has to be mapped to \(F_2\) (representing \(\Gamma_2\)) in order to constitute a sound distributed service.

From this point, it is straightforward to extend goal dependencies to dependencies between higher-level goal, and finally between distributed services.

5. Agent Specification of Ontology Alignment

In [14], authors described an approach to ontology negotiation between agents supporting intelligent information management. They have developed a protocol that allows agents to discover ontology conflicts and then, though incremental interpretation, clarification, and explanation, establish a common basis for communicating with each other. Our aim is not to extend this work, but to clarify the idea of using intelligent agents to facilitate the automatic alignment of functional ontologies. In [15], authors have related the concepts of Service-Oriented Architectures (SOA) and the Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) to agent technologies for the solving of interoperability problems.

Agents operate with autonomy and can cooperate with other agents to perform a task, such as the achievement of the system goal(s). In other works, agents are able to locate other agents, capable of performing specific search, fusion, or filtering tasks. As
In this work we are mainly interested in the development of deliberative agents to implement adaptive systems in open and distributed environments. Deliberative agents are usually based on a BDI model [16], which considers agents as having certain mental attitudes, Beliefs, Desires, and Intentions (BDI). An agent’s beliefs correspond to information the agent has about the world (e.g., variables, facts, ...), an agent’s desires intuitively correspond to the goals allocated to it and an agent’s intentions represent desires (i.e., goals) that it has committed to achieving.

Current BDI theory and systems do not provide an architectural framework for deciding how goals interact and how an agent can decide which goals to pursue. Therefore, the purpose of this part is to specify a BDI agent model in the IF-based multi-agent modeling framework which incorporates beliefs, desires and intentions. The result is a specific BDI agent in which dependencies between beliefs, desires and intentions are made explicit within an IF-based mechanism for handling goal relationships at the architectural level. According to the proposed process of ontology alignment, agents have as:

- **Beliefs B**: classifications (representing the possible services of each system), IF theory, local logic.
- **Desires D**: The global goal to achieve.
- **Intentions I**: available when the alignment process is complete (it checks the goal achievement).

We proposed in [17] an algorithm describing the agent specification of the process of alignment in which every software agent represents a system and communicates by exchanging information with other distant agents. Each agent has its knowledge base (KB) containing local ontologies of the different services (goals) which can be provided.
by the system (see Figure 6). Each agent is responsible for achieving services (goals), if the goal is achievable locally (in the local system), the agent proceeds it, else, the process of alignment described above is applied through information exchange between the local system and other systems. It terminates once the functional ontologies are aligned.

6. Conclusion

In this article, we have presented a formal mechanism for aligning distributed functional ontologies in a sound manner with major guidelines for the specification of related teleological agents. The service composition can occur either at run-time between distributed systems in order to find goal dependencies or in the design step as a modular tool where the user composes high-level goals from primitive goals. The agent specification meant to be simple enough to be used in the development of reusable and maintainable agent architectures for agent-oriented systems in engineering environments.

The notion of dependence between agents is a challenging problem [18]. Some authors have proposed a graph structure to formalize the relationships between agents [19]. The IF-based approach tackles the problem of building these dependencies from distributed logics. Ongoing works investigate the application of channel theory in industrial environments where goal structures generalize the role concept to the industrial or business framework and where the physical context is replaced by a business context.
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Abstract. Two-hemisphere model driven (2HMD) approach assumes modeling and use of procedural and conceptual knowledge on equal and related basis according to the principles of Model Driven Architecture (MDA), which separates different aspects of system modeling. This differentiates 2HMD approach from pure procedural, pure conceptual, and object oriented approaches. The approach may be applied in the context of modeling of a particular business domain as well as in the context of modeling the knowledge about the domain. Therefore, the principles of MDA via 2HMD approach may be applied not only in the context of software development but also in the context of the study course and program development. Knowledge modeling by 2HMD approach gives an opportunity to transparently analyze and compare knowledge to be provided and knowledge actually provided by courses belonging to a particular study program, and, thus, to identify and fill gaps between desirable and actual knowledge content of the study program.
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Introduction

The Model Driven Architecture (MDA) is a framework being built under supervision of the Object Modeling Group (OMG) [1]. MDA separates the system business aspects from the system implementation aspects on a specific technology platform. MDA defines the approach and tool requirements for specifying systems independently of platforms, specifying platforms, choosing particular platform for the system and transforming business domain specification into one for the chosen platform. MDA proposes a software development process in which the key notions are models and model transformation. In this process, software is built by constructing one or more models, and transforming these into other models. The common view on this process is that the input models are platform independent and the output models are platform specific, and that the platform specific models can be easily transformed into a format that is executable [2].

In this paper we apply principles of MDA in the domain of education, namely, for the task of study program evaluation. Each study program may be viewed as a “platform” specific knowledge, because it is delivered by means of particular courses,
which are taught by particular teachers using particular study equipment. The study program has to be updated continuously. Therefore it has to be frequently evaluated against different academic and industrial requirements or standards. Like study programs these requirements may be viewed as platform dependent knowledge, where the “platform” reflects viewpoints and beliefs of requirements and standards developers.

The principles of MDA for the task of study program evaluation are applied using Two-hemisphere model driven (2HMD) approach that has been successfully used in the framework of MDA for domain modeling and software design [3, 4, 5]. The 2HMD approach may also be applied to the task of knowledge modeling for educational purposes [6]. This task becomes more and more important thanks to rapid knowledge growth and complexity of knowledge provision in knowledge based economy.

The goal of the paper is to show the way how the problem of study program evaluation against conceptually differently structured requirements or standards can be solved by using 2HMD approach for knowledge modeling. From the point of view of 2HMD approach each course of the study program may be considered as a knowledge provider, which fulfills particular knowledge requirements. The particular study program oriented (or “dependent” in terms of MDA) knowledge requirements are derived from the knowledge model that consists of functional and conceptual “hemispheres”, which reflect knowledge derived from original academic or industrial requirements or standards. To balance formal aspects of the description of 2HMD approach application for knowledge domain and easiness of understandability of the approach, all issues described in the paper are illustrated on the basis of SWEBOK, which can be considered as a body of core [7] knowledge in Software Engineering needed for successful career development in the area of computer science and information technology [8].

Features of knowledge models, which are suitable for curricula analysis and development, are discussed in Section 1. Main principles of Model Driven Architecture and modification of 2HMD approach for knowledge modeling and the method of its use in curricula evaluation are presented in Section 2. An example of application of the 2HMD approach for evaluation of study program “Computer Systems” is illustrated in Section 3. This section is divided into two subsections according to the steps of the proposed evaluation algorithm. Brief conclusions are presented at the end of the paper.

1. Modeling Knowledge for Knowledge Provision

The need to provide knowledge timely and accurately arises in different settings, ranging from industrial needs to train employees in new technologies and ending with universities that have to become more and more flexible in terms of their curricula and course development [7]. For example, undergraduate Information Systems Model Curriculum, which was first developed in 1972, has been updated in 1982, 1997, and 2002 [9]. So the last update was made in a two or three times shorter time period than the previous ones. This tendency of more frequent changes in curricula and course contents requires special means for course and curricula maintenance in terms of knowledge modeling and provision.

In industrial setting the following classification of knowledge has been introduced and is used to analyze company’s competitive position [10, 11]:

- core knowledge;
- advanced knowledge;
innovative knowledge.

Core knowledge is the basic scope and level of knowledge that represent a basic industry knowledge barrier to entry. Advanced knowledge enables the firm to be competitively viable. It is company’s superior knowledge in certain areas. Innovative knowledge allows company to lead the entire industry.

The same classification of knowledge may be applied to the contents of curricula like [12] or [13] and courses in continuously changing knowledge areas to characterize the competitiveness of a curriculum and, consequently, the competitiveness of students in the labor market. Thus, from the point of view of curriculum, the core knowledge is knowledge that guarantees students’ ability to successfully enter the labor market, advanced knowledge provides background for advanced positions in the labor market, and innovative knowledge supports opportunities to obtain leading positions in the industrial labor market [7].

Taking into consideration partitioning of knowledge given above, it is obvious that knowledge model should be developed in a manner that, on the one hand, represents all three types of knowledge, and, on the other hand, gives an opportunity not only to distinguish between those types of knowledge, but also to move knowledge from one type to another when a particular piece of advanced knowledge becomes core knowledge and innovative knowledge becomes advanced knowledge [11]. This feature of knowledge model partly is achieved by module principle in curriculum development.

However, the knowledge is represented in module description as traditional sentence-based expressions that allow a limited level of transparent detail of knowledge representation. A higher level of detail may be achieved when course descriptions are added to the module description; however, it does not provide any formal means for consistency and completeness check of knowledge actually provided. Therefore educational situation may easily turn into the situation depicted in the ellipse a) of Figure 1 [6].

Moreover, informally represented knowledge is hardly comparable to particular knowledge standards [7] because of differences in terms, granularity of knowledge and variety of possible interpretations. Therefore informal descriptions do not support manageability of knowledge to be provided in a frequently changing educational environment. When knowledge is manageable an ideal study situation can be aimed at the state where all necessary knowledge is included in the courses with reasonable overlapping among courses stimulating understandability of a knowledge domain [14] as shown by the ellipse b of Figure 1.

The research reflected in this paper uses an analogy between knowledge to be provided by a particular course and a service to be provided by a software program [15].

Figure 1. Knowledge to be provided
This analogy suggests a hypothesis that knowledge domain may be modeled in a way similar to methods used in requirements or software engineering, e.g., object oriented or process oriented methods. To examine the hypothesis the SWEBOK - SoftWare Engineering Body Of Knowledge [8] was chosen as body of core knowledge for students of Computer Systems study program at Riga Technical University. The purpose of SWEBOK is to provide a consensually-validated characterization of the bounds of the software engineering. It does not focus on the rapidly changing technologies, although their general principles are described in relevant knowledge areas. The emphasis on engineering practice leads SWEBOK toward a strong relationship with the normative literature.

Knowledge in SWEBOK is provided in three different ways as follows [6]:

- taxonomy of knowledge areas using part-of relationships;
- short descriptions of elements reflected by the taxonomy;
- hyperlinks between concepts used in taxonomy and descriptions.

The original way of representation of SWEBOK knowledge has the same limitations as ordinary sentence-based representations discussed above. The task to develop deeper taxonomy, based on descriptions of taxonomy elements was given to 50 master students. Analysis of their work revealed not only a considerable variety of interpretations of the descriptions in terms of part-of relationships between the concepts, but also showed that, at deeper levels of the taxonomy, duplications of the concepts are unavoidable. This suggested that pure semantic or concept oriented ontology driven approaches are not suitable for modeling software engineering knowledge.

Semantic analysis of the taxonomy elements descriptions revealed that SWEBOK knowledge indirectly reflects a particular software engineering process which can be shown by process model. However, pure process oriented approach was inconvenient because of complexity of links between the sub-processes.

Moreover, according to SWEBOK, the links themselves were related in meaningful conceptual structures for each sub-sequence of sub-processes. Pure process models do not provide means for reflection of these structures. Therefore 2HMD approach [3] was chosen for knowledge representation. The approach does not restrict the knowledge model to the core knowledge only. It is applicable for reflection of advanced and innovative knowledge as well.

Another advantage of 2HMD approach is above mentioned possibility to reflect the software engineering process behind the SWEBOK description. In other words, the 2HMD approach allows to some extent to “emancipate” the knowledge provided by the standard from the “platform” of original taxonomies imposed by viewpoints, beliefs, and traditions of requirements and standards developers. This feature of 2HMD approach is very essential in the evaluation of European study programs against curriculum guidelines based on study programs in the United States and Canada [16].


One of the modern research goals in software engineering is to find a software development process, which would provide fast and qualitative software development. Most of currently proposed methodologies and approaches try to make the development process easier and still more qualitative. For achievement of this goal the
role of explicit models becomes more and more important. Lately, the most popular approach is Model Driven Architecture (MDA) [17].

Similarly the goal of education in knowledge-based economy is to provide fast and qualitative education. Therefore it is potentially promising to try to achieve it in a similar to software development way, i.e., by applying the principles of MDA.

MDA introduces an approach to system specification that separates the views on three different layers of abstraction: high level specification of what the system is expected to do (Computation Independent Model or CIM), the specification of system functionality (Platform Independent Model or PIM) and the specification of the implementation of that functionality on a specific technology platform (Platform Specific Model or PSM).

More specific system model refinement and evolution in the framework of MDA is presented in Figure 2. CIM presents specification of the system at problem domain level and can be transformed into initial elements of PIM. PIM provides formal specification of the system structure and functions that abstracts from technical details, and thus presents solution aspects of the system to be developed. Development of the solution domain model PIM initial starts at the moment when all the necessary elements are derived from problem domain description (Transformation 1). The PIM initial further has to be refined (Transformation 2) in PIM refined, which enables model transformation (Transformation 3) to the platform level, named Software Domain in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. General structure of model transformation in the framework of MDA](image-url)
Table 1. Software architecture vs. knowledge architecture

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Problem Domain</th>
<th>Key points of model presentation and transformations in terms of software architecture</th>
<th>Key points of model presentation and transformations in terms of knowledge architecture</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Problem domain</td>
<td>Problem domain</td>
<td>Software engineering knowledge in SWEBOK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution domain (Business level)</td>
<td>Solution domain</td>
<td>Software engineering oriented study program (curricula)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Functional model of problem domain</td>
<td>Functional model of problem domain</td>
<td>Process model of software engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conceptual model of the problem domain</td>
<td>Conceptual model of the problem domain</td>
<td>SWEBOK conceptual structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Solution domain (Application level)</td>
<td>Executable processes</td>
<td>SWEBOK processes chosen for the purposes of study programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object interaction</td>
<td>Object interaction</td>
<td>Exchange of knowledge flows in studying particular parts of SWEBOK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Objects classes</td>
<td>Objects classes</td>
<td>Knowledge units, which encapsulate an internal structure (attributes) and behavior (methods)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class diagram</td>
<td>Class diagram</td>
<td>Software engineering knowledge architecture for further implementation in the study program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software domain (platform level)</td>
<td>Software architecture</td>
<td>Software engineering knowledge architecture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform specific details</td>
<td>Platform specific details</td>
<td>Available resources and basis for study program implementation (teaching staff, infrastructure, goals, equipment, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Software domain (implementation level)</td>
<td>Software components</td>
<td>Implementation of software engineering architecture in the courses of a study program, according to available platform</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Similar transformations may be considered in educational domain with respect to models of knowledge to be provided by educational programs. The similarity is illustrated in Table 1, which makes a direct projection of software architecture elements into knowledge architecture elements in the context of SWEBOK.

The details in the left column of the Table 1 correspond to the 2HMD approach [3], which addresses the construction of information about problem domain by the use of two interrelated models at problem domain level, namely, the Business process model (Model of systems functioning) and the Conceptual model. The Conceptual model is used in parallel with Business process model to cross-examine software developers understanding of procedural and semantic aspects of problem domain (Figure 3). Parallel use of both models ensures high quality models, from which formalized transformation are to be started. An explicit and detailed mapping of 2HMD strategy into the framework of MDA presented in Figure 2 is shown in Figure 4.
Clear analogy between software architecture and knowledge architecture presented in Table 1 allows assuming, that several aspects of MDA and 2HMD approach can be used for knowledge modeling in the task of study program evaluation. In this paper by the term evaluation of study program we understand a comparison of existing knowledge to be provided to a particular industrial or academic requirements or standards such as, for example, SWEBOK. Our aim is to develop Solution domain Business level PIM initial (from which formalized model transformation starts in our approach) for the particular standards not for the particular knowledge domain as such. Thus, in this paper, we develop a two-hemisphere model for SWEBOK, but we do not aim at development of the model of Software Engineering discipline as such [18].

Figure 3. Original version of 2HMD approach [3]

Figure 4. Mapping of 2HMD approach into framework of MDA
In the original 2HMD approach, Application domain Use-cases diagram is derived from process model and possible interactions between software architecture elements defined on the basis of Use-case model and Conceptual model (Figure 3). While software and knowledge architectures have proven similarities [15], in 2HMD approach particular differences between software development and knowledge provision domains are to be considered. Due to the difference of problem domains, the task of knowledge modeling for knowledge architecture development can be more straightforward than software architecture development. In case of knowledge architecture all knowledge reflected in problem domain model has to be presented also at the application domain level instead of looking for processes to be automated as it is in the task of software development. Therefore 2HMD approach [3] may be modified to meet knowledge provision needs more closely.

Information flows coming from one diagram into another in “two-hemisphere” (Model of system functioning and Conceptual model) representation are shown in Figure 5 [19] according to new context of knowledge architecture development and adaptation of 2HMD approach for the task of study program evaluation.

The first major change is removing use case diagram from modeling process [19]. The reason is already discussed above – as regards knowledge architecture there is no need to look for process to be automated because all the processes have the same status. This is an advantage in comparison with the original 2HMD approach where modeling of application domain begins with a use case diagram derived from business process diagram that may result in the loss of information as well as introduction of ambiguous information in the model [20].

Instead of Use-case model here the sub-models of Model of system functioning and Transitional auxiliary model are used. Those models form a formal base for further design. Transitional auxiliary model is generated from Model of system functioning using theory of graph transformation and synthesis [21], [22]. The nodes of sub-process model become arcs of transitional auxiliary model, and arcs of Model of system functioning become nodes of transitional auxiliary model [19], [20].

Secondly, collaboration diagram is added as a logical transition from Model of system functioning to present interaction of knowledge objects. Information flows from collaboration diagram to class diagram are the same as from interaction to class diagram, as shown in the Figure 4 [19].

As in the original 2HMD approach [3], information into class diagram is transferred from conceptual model and object interaction diagram. Class diagram is a final model for application domain and in the case of knowledge modeling shows knowledge classes, their structure, methods and relationships. Application of 2HMD approach for knowledge architecture development can be divided into three steps: knowledge architecture development (described in Section 2.1), evaluation of a particular study program (described in Section 2.2), and development of recommendations for study program improvement or creation. The formal description of the third step of the approach is beyond the scope of this paper.


Figure 5. Information flows coming from problem domain level of knowledge representation into application level according 2HMD approach

2.1. The First Step: Development of Knowledge Architecture

The main purpose of building knowledge architecture is to develop transparent and manageable model of knowledge area to be included in the study program to make the program complete and consistent. To achieve this, modified 2HMD approach has to be applied through two levels of the solution domain: namely business level and application level, according to transformations shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5. The formal way of building knowledge architecture at the higher level of abstraction is shown in Figure 6.
The models of 2HMD approach are represented as graphs. The first graph $G_1 (P', U')$ corresponds to business process model, where $P' = \{P_e', P_1', P_2', P_3', P_4', P_5'\}$ is the set of system business processes, and $U' = \{A', B', C', D', E', F', G'\}$ is the set of information flows among the processes. The process $P_e'$ is external process. The following graph $G_2 (U, P)$, which corresponds to transitional auxiliary model, consists of the same sets, however, in this graph, the set of processes comprises arcs and the set of information flows – nodes of the graph. This transformation was performed to simplify transition from business process model (graph $G_1$) to collaboration diagram (graph $G_3$). Graph $G_3 (P, U)$ corresponds to collaboration diagram, as discussed above. There is a set of nodes $U = \{A, B, C, D, E, F, G\}$, which represent objects, received from the set $U'$, and set of arcs $P = \{P_e, P_1, P_2, P_3, P_4, P_5\}$ which represent interactions between objects, received from the set $P'$. During transition from $G_1$ to $G_3$ through $G_2$ each process and each data flow was transferred into collaboration diagram [20].

![Diagram](https://example.com/diagram.png)

**Figure 6.** Formal transformation of knowledge from the solutions domain business level into the application level.
The next state of transition is class diagram. Here all the elements of the set P should be operations of class, and all elements of the set U should be classes or instances of classes. In the class diagram the set of attributes is presented. Initially the attributes (set $a=\{a_1,a_2\}$) are shown in the conceptual model, where they are shown as properties of elements of the set U. Attributes are the same and associations are defined based on the graph $G_3$, taking into consideration that if there is an arc between A and B, then there is an association between A and B in the class diagram [20].

2.2. The Second Step: Evaluation of a Study Program

The class diagram developed during the first step of modified 2HMD approach can be applied to evaluate a particular study program, which is meant for the given field of knowledge. For this purpose the problem domain level knowledge representation of 2HMD approach is sufficient. The solution of the task is illustrated in Figure 7.

The evaluation is based on the table shown on the right side of Figure 7. The table contains class names that correspond to titles of knowledge items, their structure ($a_1, a_2, \ldots$) and processes performed with the items ($p_1, p_2, \ldots$) derived from class diagram, shown on the left side of Figure 7.

The table in the form of questionnaire is given for evaluation to experts. An expert puts mark “X” in the cell of the table if she/he gives a positive answer to the question “Does the Course i … cover the required element of knowledge architecture?”. Thus the overlapping of courses and missing items of knowledge are detected [6].


A simplified example of 2HMD approach in SWEBOK knowledge modeling and analysis of a study program is shown in Figure 6. In the example Conceptual model is presented as data structures. Such solution was imposed by business process modeling tool GRADE [23], which has built-in features for supporting relationships between links in the process model and corresponding data structures. This does not allow to apply 2HMD in full extent, but is sufficient for achieving applicable results.

Only a small part of SWEBOK “Software Requirements” knowledge is shown in Problem domain models (upper part of Figure 8).

The table of program evaluation resulting from that part of knowledge is shown in the lower part of Figure 8 [6]. The complete table of knowledge architecture elements
was given for evaluation for students studying Computer Systems and for teachers teaching particular courses in this program. The table shown in Figure 8 presents only student evaluations. The results of evaluation of study program Computer Systems according to the full model of software engineering knowledge is presented in [24].

![SWEBOK diagram]

**Figure 8.** Mapping of the part of Software Requirements analysis on study program of Computer Systems

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Course 1</th>
<th>Course 2</th>
<th>Course 3</th>
<th>Course 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Functional / non functional</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Imposed / derived / emergent</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volatility and stability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elicit()</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Classify()</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detect conflict()</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negotiate()</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model()</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store()</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specify()</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of system</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diagrams</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methods</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tools</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detect conflict()</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detect software bounds()</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Store()</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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4. Conclusion

Theoretical and practical experiments with 2HMD approach showed (1) that analogy between knowledge to be provided by a particular course and a service to be provided by a software program is useful for developing knowledge modeling approaches and (2) that the knowledge domain may be modeled by methods based on MDA principles. Knowledge modeling and architecture development at the high level of abstraction can be performed by using formal methodologies applied in software development, because in both areas the term of architecture is defined in a similar way – it is a set of components with their own structure, relationships to other components and interfaces for cooperation.

The 2HMD approach was selected in order to try to eliminate some disadvantages in presentation of knowledge in pure object oriented or pure process oriented methods. By using 2HMD approach knowledge architecture for SWEBOK was developed and applied for evaluation of study program “Computer Systems” to detect whether all elements of knowledge architecture are covered by the courses and whether there is not an unnecessary overlapping of the courses of the program. Two-hemisphere model based representation of knowledge is manageable, transparent and can be easily modified for generating new evaluation tables. This gives an opportunity to discuss program contents whenever any changes in courses are needed and, due to transparency of models, achieve consensus among teachers regarding course contents.

The research results presented in this paper may be useful for scientists researching in areas of knowledge modeling, provision and architecture development, as well as for wide spectrum of educational specialists. Currently available systems development tools do not support implementation of MDA principles reflected by 2HMD approach fully, therefore further research is needed for developing new tools or several modifications of the approach – each for a particular well-known system development tool. Manual use of the approach is not intended.
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